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involuntarily obtains ownership or 
control of property by virtue of its 
function as sovereig·n; 

(2) Acquisitions by or transfers to a 
government entity or its agent (includ
ing governmental lending and credit 
institutions, loan guarantors, loan in
surers, and financial reg·ulatory enti
ties which acquire security interests or 
properties of failed private lending or 
depository institutions) acting as a 
conservator or receiver pursuant to a 
clear and direct statutory mandate or 
reg·ulatory authority; 

(3) Acquisitions or transfers of assets
throug·h foreclosure and its equivalents 
(as defined in 40 OFR 300.ll00(d)(l)) or 
other means by a Federal, state, or 
local government entity in the course 
of administering a g·overnmental loan 
or loan guarantee or loan insurance 
progTam; and 

(4) Acquisitions by or transfers to a 
government entity pursuant to seizure 
or forfeiture authority. 

(b) Nothing· in this section or in 
OEROLA section 101(20)(D) or section 
101(35)(A)(ii) affects the applicability of 
40 OFR 300.1100 to any security inter
est, property, or asset acquired pursu
ant to an involuntary acquisition or 
transfer, as described in this section. 

NOTE TO PARAGRAPHS (a)(3) AND (b OF THIS 
SECTION: Reference to 40 CFR 300.1100 is a ref
erence to the provisions regarding secured 
creditors in CERCLA sections 101(20)(:E)-(G), 
42 U.S.C. 9601(20)(:E)-(G). See Section 2504(a) 
of the Asset Conservation, Lender Liability, 
and Deposit Insurance Protection Act, Pub
lic Law, 104---208, 110 Stat. 3009-462, 3009-468 
(1996). 
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tion pathway. 

7-1 HRS factors evaluated differently for 
radionuclides. 

7-2 Toxicity factor values for radionuclides. 

1 .0 Introduction 

The Hazard Ranking System (HRS) is the 
principal mechanism the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) uses to 
place sites on the National Priorities List 
(NPL). The HRS serves as a screening device 
to evaluate the potential for releases of un
controlled hazardous substances to cause 
human health or environmental damage. The 
HRS provides a measure of relative rather 
than absolute risk. It is designed so that it 
can be consistently applied to a wide variety 
of sites. 

1 .1 Definitions 

Acute toxicity: Measure of toxicological re
sponses that result from a single exposure to 
a substance or from multiple exposures with
in a short period of time (typically several 
days or less). Specific measures of acute tox
icity used within the HRS include lethal 
dose5o (LD50) and lethal concentration5o 
(LOso), typically measured within a 24-hour 
to 96-hour period. 

Ambient Aquatic Life Advisory Concentra
tions (AALACs): EP A's advisory concentra
tion limit for acute or chronic toxicity to 
aquatic org·anisms as established under sec
tion 304(a)(l) of the Olean Water Act, as 
amended. 

Ambient Water Quality Criteria (A WQC)!Na
tional Recommended Water Quality Criteria: 
EPA's maximum acute (Criteria Maximum 
Concentration or OMO) or chronic (Criterion 
Continuous Concentration or COO) toxicity 

concentrations for protection of aquatic life 
and its uses as established under section 
304(a)(l) of the Olean Water Act, as amended. 

Bioconcentration factor (BCF): Measure of 
the tendency for a substance to accumulate 
in the tissue of an aquatic organism. BOF is 
determined by the extent of partitioning· of a 
substance, at equilibrium, between the tissue 
of an aquatic organism and water. As the 
ratio of concentration of a substance in the 
organism divided by the concentration in 
water, hig·her BOF values reflect a tendency 
for substances to accumulate in the tissue of 
aquatic org·anisms. [unitless]. 

Biodegradation: Chemical reaction of a sub
stance induced by enzymatic activity of 
microorganisms. 

CERCLA: Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
of 1980, as amended (Pub. L. 96---510, as amend
ed). 

Channeli.zed flow: Natural geological or 
manmade features such as karst, fractures, 
lava tubes, and utility conduits (e.g., sewer 
lines), which allow ground water and/or soil 
gas to move through the subsurface environ
ment more easily. 

Chl'onic toxicity: Measure of toxicological 
responses that result from repeated exposure 
to a substance over an extended period of 
time (typically 3 months or long·er). Such re
sponses may persist beyond the exposure or 
may not appear until much later in time 
than the exposure. HRS measures of chronic 
toxicity include Reference Dose (RID) and 
Reference Concentration (RfO) values. 

Contract Laboratory Program (CLP): Analyt
ical prog-ram developed for OEROLA waste 
site samples to fill the need for legally defen
sible analytical results supported by a high 
level of quality assurance and documenta
tion. 

Contract-Required Detection Limit (CRDL): 
Term equivalent to contract-required quan
titation limit, but used primarily for inor
ganic substances. 

Contract-Required Quantitation Limit 
(CRQL): Substance-specific level that a OLP 
laboratory must be able to routinely and re
liably detect in specific sample matrices. It 
is not the lowest detectable level achievable, 
but rather the level that a OLP laboratory 
should reasonably quantify. The ORQL may 
or may not be equal to the quantitation 
limit of a given substance in a given sample. 
For HRS purposes, the term ORQL refers to 
both the contract-required quantitation 
limit and the contract-required detection 
limit. 

Crawl space: The enclosed or semi-enclosed 
area between a regularly occupied struc
ture's foundation (e.g., pier and beam con
struction) and the ground surface. Crawl 
space samples are collected to determine the 
concentration of hazardous substances in the 
air beneath a regularly occupied structure. 
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Cw·ie (Ci): Measure used to quantify the 
amount of radioactivity, One curie equals 37 
billion nuclear transformations per second, 
and one piooourie (pCi) equals 10- 12 Ci. 

Decay product: Isotope formed by the radio
aoti ve decay of some other isotope, This 
newly formed isotope possesses physical and 
chemical properties that are different from 
those of its parent isotope, and may also be 
radioaoti ve, 

Detection Limit (DL): Lowest amount that 
can be distinguished from the normal ran
dom "noise" of an analytical instrument or 
method, For HRS purposes, the detection 
limit used is the method detection limit 
(MDL) or, for real-time field instruments, 
the detection limit of the instrument as used 
in the field, 

Dilution weight: Parameter in the HRS sur
face water migration pathway that reduces 
the point value assigned to targets as the 
flow or depth of the relevant surface water 
body increases, [unitless], 

Distance weight: Parameter in the HRS air 
mig-ration pathway, ground water migration 
pathway, and the soil exposure component of 
the soil exposure and subsul'faoe intrusion 
pathway that reduces the point value as
signed to targets as their distance increases 
from the site. [unitless], 

Distribution coefficient (Kd): Measure of the 
extent of partitioning- of a substance between 
geologic materials (for example, soil, sedi
ment, rook) and water (also called partition 
coefficient), The distribution coefficient is 
used in the HRS in evaluating· the mobility 
of a substance for the ground water migra
tion pathway, [ml/g·], 

ED 1o (10 percent effective dose): Estimated 
dose associated with a 10 percent increase in 
response over control groups, For HRS pur
poses, the response considered is cancer, 
[milligrams toxioant per kilogram body 
weight per day (mg/kg·-day)], 

Food and Drug Administration Action Level 
(FDAAL): Under section 408 of the Federal 
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended, 
concentration of a poisonous or deleterious 
substance in human food or animal feed at or 
above which FDA will take legal action to 
remove adulterated products from the mar
ket, Only FDAALs established for fish and 
shellfish apply in the HRS, 

Half-life: Length of time required for an 
initial concentration of a substance to be 
halved as a result of loss throug·h decay, The 
HRS considers five decay processes for as
sig·ning· surface water persistence; Bio
deg-radation, hydrolysis, photolysis, radio
active decay, and volatilization, The HRS 
considers two decay processes for assigning
subsurface intrusion degradation; Bio
degradation and hydrolysis, 

Hazardous substance: CERCLA hazardous 
substances, pollutants, and contaminants as 
defined in CERCLA sections 101(14) and 

101(33), except where otherwise specifically 
noted in the HRS. 

Hazardous wastes/ream: Material containing
CERCLA hazardous substances (as defined in 
CERCLA section 101[14]) that was deposited, 
stored, disposed, or placed in, or that other
wise mig-rated to, a source, 

HRS "factor": Primary rating· elements in
ternal to the HRS, 

HRS "factor category"; Set of HRS factors 
(that is, likelihood of release [or exposure], 
waste characteristics, targets), 

HRS "migration pathways": HRS ground 
water, surface water, and air rnig-ration path
ways, 

HRS "pathway"; Set of HRS factor cat
egories combined to produce a score to meas
ure relative risks posed by a site in one of 
four environmental pathways (that is, 
ground water, surface water, soil exposure 
and subsurface intrusion, and air), 

HRS "site score": Composite of the four 
HRS pathway scores, 

Henry's law constant: Measure of the vola
tility of a substance in a dilute solution of 
water at equilibrium, It is the ratio of the 
vapor pressure exerted by a substance in the 
g·as phase over a dilute aqueous solution of 
that substance to its concentration in the 
solution at a g·iven temperature, For HRS 
purposes, use the value reported at or near 26 
°C, [atmosphere-cubic meters per mole (atm
m 3/mol)], 

Hydrolysis: Chemical reaction of a sub
stance with water. 

Indoor afr: The air present within a struc
ture, 

Inhalation Unit Risk (IUR): The upper
bound excess lifetime cancer risk estimated 
to result fron1 continuous exposure to an 
agent (i.e., hazardous substance) at a con
centration of lµg·/m3 in air, 

Karst: Terrain with characteristics of relief 
and drainage arising from a hig•h degree of 
rook solubility in natural waters. The major
ity of karst occurs in limestones, but karst 
may also form in dolomite, g·ypsurn, and salt 
deposits. Features associated with karst ter
rains typically include irregular topography, 
sinkholes, vertical shafts, abrupt ridges, cav
erns, abm1dant springs, and/or disappearing· 
streams, Karst aquifers are associated with 
karst terrain, 

LCso (lethal concentration, 50 percent); Con
centration of a substance in air [typically 
micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m 3)] or 
water [typically micrograms per liter (µg-/1)] 
that kills 50 percent of a group of exposed or
g·anisms. The LCso is used in the HRS in as
sessing· acute toxicity. 

LDso (lethal dose, 50 percent); Dose of a sub
stance that kills 50 percent of a group of ex
posed organisms, The LD5o is used in the 
HRS in assessing· acute toxicity [milligrams 
toxioant per kilogram body weight (mg/kg)], 

Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL): Under 
section 1412 of the Safe Drinking- Water Act, 
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as amended, the maximum permissible con
centration of a substance in water that is de
livered to any user of a public water supply. 

Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG): 
Under section 1412 of the Safe Drinking 
Water Act, as amended, a nonenforceable 
concentration for a substance in drinking 
water that is protective of adverse human 
health effects and allows an adequate marg·in 
of safety. 

Method Detection Limit (MDL): Lowest con
centration of analyte that a method can de
tect reliably in either a sample or blank. 

Mixed radioactive and other hazardous sub
stances: Material containing both radioactive 
hazardous substances and nonradioactive 
hazardous substances, regardless of whether 
these types of substances are physically sep
arated, combined chemically, or simply 
mixed together. 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS): Primary standards for air quality 
established under sections 108 and 109 of the 
Clean Air Act, as amended. 

National Emission Standards for Hazardous 
Air Pollutants (NESHAPs): Standards estab
lished for substances listed under section 112 
of the Clean Air Act, as amended. Only those 
NESHAPs p1•omulgated in ambient con
centration units apply in the HRS. 

Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (NAP L): Con
taminants and substances that are water-im
miscible liquids composed of constituents 
with varying· degTees of water solubility. 

Octanol-water partition coefficient (Kow [or 
Pl): Measure of the extent of partitioning of 
a substance between water and octanol at 
equilibrium. The Kow is determined by the 
ratio between the concentration in octanol 
divided by the concentration in water at 
equilibrium. [unitless]. 

Organic carbon partition coefficient (Koc): 
Measure of the extent of partitioning of a 
substance, at equilibrium, between organic 
carbon in geologic materials and water. The 
higher the Koc, the more likely a substance is 
to bind to geologic materials than to remain 
in water. [ml/g]. 

Photolysis: Chemical reaction of a sub
stance caused by direct absorption of solar 
energy (direct photolysis) or caused by other 
substances that absorb solar energy (indirect 
photolysis). 

Preferential subsurface intrusion pathways: 
Subsurface features such as animal burrows, 
cracks in walls, spaces around utility lines, 
or drains throug·h which a hazardous sub
stance moves more easily into a reg·ularly 
occupied structure. 

Radiation: Particles (alpha, beta, neutrons) 
or photons (x- and gamma-rays) emitted by 
radionuclides. 

Radioactive decay: Process of spontaneous 
nuclear transformation, whereby an isotope 
of one element is transformed into an iso
tope of another element, releasing excess en
ergy in the form of radiation. 

Radioactive half-life: Time required for one
half the atoms in a given quantity of a spe
cific radionuclide to undergo radioactive 
decay. 

Radioactive substance: Solid, liquid, or gas 
containing· atoms of a single radionuclide or 
multiple radionuclides. 

Radioactivity: Property of those isotopes of 
elements that exhibit radioactive decay and 
emit radiation. 

Radionuclide/radioisotope: Isotope of an ele
ment exhibiting radioactivity. For HRS pur
poses, "radionuclide" and "radioisotope" are 
used synonymously. 

Reference concentration (RfC): An estimate 
of a continuous inhalation exposure to the 
human population that is likely to be with
out an appreciable risk of deleterious effects 
during a lifetime. 

Reference dose (RfD): An estimate of a daily 
oral exposure to the human population that 
is likely to be without an appreciable risk of 
deleterious effects during a lifetime. 

Regularly occupied structures: Structures 
with enclosed air space, where people either 
reside, attend school or day care, or work on 
a reg·ular basis, or that were previously occu
pied but vacated due to a site-related haz
ardous substance(s). This also includes re
source structures (e.g., library, church, tribal 
structure). 

Removal action: Action that removes haz
ardous substances from the site for proper 
disposal or destruction in a facility per
mitted under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act or the Toxic Substances Con
trol Act or by the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission. 

Roentgen (R): Measure of external expo
sures to ionizing radiation. One roentg·en 
equals that amount of x-ray or g·amma radi
ation required to produce ions carrying a 
charge of 1 electrostatic unit (esu) in 1 cubic 
centimeter of dry air under standard condi
tions. One microroentgen (µR) equals 10-6 R. 

Sample quantitation limit (SQL): Quantity of 
a substance that can be reasonably quan
tified given the limits of detection for the 
methods of analysis and sample characteris
tics that may affect quantitation (for exam
ple, dilution, concentration). 

Screening concentration: Media-specific 
benchmark concentration for a hazardous 
substance that is used in the HRS for com
parison with the concentration of that haz
ardous substance in a sample from that 
media. The screening concentration for a 
specific hazardous substance corresponds to 
its reference concentration for inhalation ex
posures or reference dose for oral exposures, 
as appropriate, and, if the substance is a 
human carcinog-en with either a weight-of
evidence classification of A, B, or C, or a 
weight-of-evidence classification of carcino
genic to humans, likely to be carcinogenic to 
humans or sug·gestive evidence of carcino
g·enic potential, to that concentration that 
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corresponds to its 10-6 individual lifetime 
excess cancer risk for inhalation exposures 
or for oral exposures, as appropriate. 

Shallow ground water: The uppermost satu
rated zone, typically unconfined. 

Site: Area(s) where a hazardous substance 
has been deposited, stored, disposed, or 
placed, or has otherwise come to be located, 
Such areas may include multiple sources and 
may include the area between sources. 

Slope factor (also referred to as cancer po
tency factor): Estimate of the probability of 
response (for example, cancer) per unit in
take of a substance over a lifetime. The slope 
factor is typically used to estimate upper
bound probability of an individual devel
oping cancer as a result of exposure to a par
ticular level of a human carcinogen with ei
ther a weight-of-evidence classification of A, 
B, or 0, or a weight-of-evidence classifica
tion of carcinogenic to humans, likely to be 
carcinogenic to humans or having sugg·estive 
evidence of carcinogenic potential. [(mg/kg
day)-1 for non-radioactive substances and 
(pOi)- 1 for radioactive substances]. 

Soil gas: The g·aseous elements and com
pounds in the small spaces between particles 
of soil. 

Soil porosity: The degree to which the total 
volume of soil is permeated with pores or 
cavities through which fluids (including· air 
or gas) can move. It is typically calculated 
as the ratio of the pore spaces within the soil 
to the overall volume of the soil. 

Source: Any area where a hazardous sub
stance has been deposited, stored, disposed, 
or placed, plus those soils that have become 
contaminated from mig-ration of a hazardous 
substance. Sources do not include those vol
umes of air, ground water, surface water, or 
surface water sediments that have become 
contaminated by mig·ration, except: In the 
case of either a ground water plume with no 
identified source or contaminated surface 
water sediments with no identified source, 
the plume or contaminated sediments may 
be considered a source, 

Subs/ab: The area immediately beneath a 
regularly occupied structure with a base
ment foundation or a slab-on-grade founda
tion. Subslab samples are collected to deter
mine the concentration of hazardous sub
stances in the soil gas beneath a home or 
building. 

Subsurface intrusion: The migration of haz
ardous substances from the unsaturated zone 
and/or ground water into overlying· struc
tures, 

Target distance limit: Maximum distance 
over which targets for the site are evaluated. 
The target distance limit varies by HRS 
pathway. 

Unit risk: The upper-bound excess lifetime 
cancer risk estimated to result from contin
uous exposure to an ag·ent (i.e., hazardous 
substance) at a concentration of 1 µg/L in 
water, or 1 µg/m3 in air, 

Unsaturated zone: The portion of subsurface 
between the land surface and the zone of 
saturation, It extends from the g·round sur
face to the top of the shallowest g·round 
water table (excluding localized or perched 
water), 

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act 
(UMTRCA) Standards: Standards for radio
nuclides established under sections 102, 104, 
and 108 of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radi
ation Control Act, as amended. 

Vapor pressure: Pressure exerted by the 
vapor of a substance when it is in equi
librium with its solid or liquid form at a 
g•iven temperature, For HRS purposes, use 
the value reported at or near 25 °0, [atmos
phere or torr]. 

Volatilization: Physical transfer process 
throug·h which a substance undergoes a 
change of state from a solid or liquid to a 
gas. 

Water solubility: Maximum concentration of 
a substance in pure water at a given tem
perature. For HRS purposes, use the value 
reported at or near 25 °0. [milligrams per 
liter (mg/1)]. 

Weight-of-evidence: EPA classification sys
tem for characterizing the evidence sup
porting the desig•nation of a substance as a 
human carcinogen, The EPA weig·ht-of-evi
dence, depending on the date EPA updated 
the profile, includes either the groupings: 

• Group A: Human carcinogen-sufficient 
evidence of carcinogenicity in humans, 

• Group Bl: Probable human carcinogen
limited evidence of carcinog·enioity in hu
mans. 

• Group B2: Probable human carcinogen
sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity in ani
mals, 

• Group C: Possible human carcinogen
limited evidence of carcinogenicity in ani
mals. 

• Group D: Not classifiable as to human 
carcinogenicity-applicable when there is no 
animal evidence, or when human or animal 
evidence is inadequate. 

• Group E: Evidence of noncarcinog·enicity 
for humans. 

Or the descriptors: 
• Carcinogenic to humans, 
• Likely to be carcinogenic to humans. 
• Sug·g·estive evidence of carcinogenic po

tential. 
• Inadequate information to assess car

cinogenic potential. 
• Not likely to be carcinogenic to humans. 

2.0 EVALUATIONS COMMON TO MULTIPLE 
PA'rHWAYS 

2.1 Overview. The HRS site score (S) is the 
result of an evaluation of four pathways: 

• Ground Water Mig·ration (Sgw), 
• Surface Water Migration (S,w), 
• Soil Exposure and Subsurface Intrusion 

(S,~ss1), 
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• Air Migration (S.). 
The ground water and air migration path

ways use single threat evaluations, while the 
surface water migration and soil exposure 
and subsurface intrusion pathways use mul
tiple threat evaluations. Three threats are 
evaluated for the surface water migration 
pathway; Drinking water, human food chain, 
and environmental. These threats are evalu
ated for two separate migration compo
nents--overland/flood migration and ground 
water to surface water migration. Two com
ponents are evaluated for the soil exposure 
and subsurface intrusion pathway; Soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion. The soil expo
sure component evaluates two threats: Resi-

dent population and nearby population, and 
the subsurface intrusion component is a sin
gle threat evaluation. 

The HRS is structured to provide a parallel 
evaluation for each of these pathways, com
ponents, and threats. This section focuses on 
these parallel evaluations, starting with the 
calculation of the HRS site score and the in
dividual pathway scores. 

2.1.1 Calculation of HRS site score. Scores 
are first calculated for the individual path
ways as specified in sections 2 through 7 and 
then are combined for the site using the fol
lowing root-mean-square equation to deter
mine the overall HRS site score, which 
ranges from O to 100: 

SJw + Slw + sfessi + S5 s 
4 

2.1.2 Calculation of pathway score. Table 2-
1, which is based on the air migration path
way, illustrates the basic parameters used to 
calculate a pathway score. As Table 2-1 
shows, each pathway (component or threat) 
score is the product of three "factor cat
egories": Likelihood of release, waste char
acteristics, and targets. (The soil exposure 
and subsurface intrusion pathway uses like
lihood of exposure rather than likelihood of 
release.) Each of the three factor categories 
contains a set of factors that are assigned 
numerical values and combined as specified 
in sections 2 through 7. The factor values are 
rounded to the nearest integer, except where 
otherwise noted. 

2.1.3 Common evaluations. Evaluations 
common to all four HRS pathways include: 
• Characterizing sources. 

-Identifying sources (and, for the soil ex
posure and subsurface intrusion path
way, areas of observed contamination, 
areas of observed exposure and/or areas 
of subsurface contamination [see sec
tions 5.1.0 and 5.2.0]). 

-Identifying hazardous substances associ
ated with each source (or area of ob
served contamination, or observed expo
S\11'8, or subsurface contamination). 

-Identifying hazardous substances avail
able to a pathway. 

TABLE 2-1-SAMPLE PATHWAY SCOAESHEET 

Maximum Value Factor category value assigned 

Likelihood of Release 

1. Observed Release .................................................................................................................. .. 550 
2. Potential to Release ................................................................................................................. . 500 
3. Likelihood of Release (higher of lines 1 and 2) ....................................................................... . 550 

Waste Characteristics 

4. Toxicity/Mobility ........................................................................................................................ . (•) 
6. Hazardous Waste Quantity ...................................................................................................... . (•) 
6. Waste Characteristics .............................................................................................................. . 100 

Targets 

7. Nearest Individual. 
7a. Level I ...................................................................................................................... . 50 
7b. Level II .................................................................................................................... .. 45 
7c. Potential Contamination .......................................................................................... .. 20 
7d. Nearest Individual (higher of lines 7a, 7b, or 7c) .................................................... . 50 

8. Population ................................................................................................................................ . ('>) 
ea. Level I ...................................................................................................................... . (b) 
8b. Level II .................................................................................................................... .. ('>) 
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TABLE 2-1-SAMPLE PATHWAY SCORESHEET-Continued 

Factor category Maximum 
value 

Value 
assigned 

8c, Potential Contamination .................................. ,,,, .............................. , .. , ........... , ....... . 
8d, Total Population (lines 8a+8b+8c). 

9, Resources ................... ,, ......................................... ,, ......................................... , ...................... . 5 
1 o. Sensitive Envlronmenls ........................................ ,,, .. ,,, .................................. , ....................... . (") 

10a, Actual Contamination .. ,, .... , .. ,,, .. , .. , .. ,, .. ,,, .. ,, ..... , ... ,, .. ,, .. , .. , .. , .. ,,,,,,,, .. , .. ,, .. ,, .. ,,,, ..... , .. ,, (b) 
1 Ob. Potential Environments ......................................................................................... .. (") 
10c, Sensitive Environmenls (lines 10a+10b) ............... , ...................................... , ........ , (") 

11. Targets (lines 7d+8d+9+ 1 0c) , .... , ..... , ... ,, .. ,,,, .. , .. ,,,, .. , .... , .. , .. , .. , .... ,,,, .. , .. , .. ,,, .. ,, .. ,,, .. , .. , ..... , .. ,, .. ,,, (") 
12. Pathway Score Is the product of Likelihood of Release, Waste Characteristics, and Tar

gets, divided by 82,500, Pathway scores are limited to a maximum of 100 points, 

•Maximum value applies to waste characteristics category. The product of lines 4 and 5 Is used in Table 2-7 to derive the 
value for the waste characteristics factor category, 

bThere Is no limit to the humanJ'opulatlon or sensitive environments factor values, However, the pathway score based solely 
on sensitive environments Is limlte to a maximum of 60 points, 

• Scoring likelihood of release (or likelihood 
of exposure) factor category, 

-Scoring observed release (or observed ex
posure or observed contamination), 

-Scoring potential to release when there 
is no observed release. 

• Scoring waste characteristics factor cat
egory. 

-Evaluating toxicity. 
■ Combining toxicity with mobility, per

sistence, degradation and/or bioaccumu
lation (or ecosystem bioaccumulation) 
potential, as appropriate to the pathway 
(component or threat), 

■ Evaluating hazardous waste quantity, 
-Combining hazardous waste quantity 

with the other waste characteristics fac
tors. 

■ Determining waste characteristics fac
tor category value. 

• Scoring targets factor category, 
-Determining level of contamination for 

targ·ets, 
These evaluations are essentially identical 

for the three migration pathways (ground 
water, surface water, and air). However, the 
evaluations differ in certain respects for the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way. 

Section 7 specifies modifications that 
apply to each pathway when evaluating sites 
containing radioactive substances. 

Section 2 focuses on evaluations common 
at the pathway, component, and threat lev
els. Note that for the ground water and sur
face water mig-ration pathways, separate 
scores are calculated for each aquifer (see 
section 3.0) and each watershed (see sections 
4.1.1.3 and 4.2.1.5) when determining the path
way scores for a site. Although the evalua
tions in section 2 do not vary when different 
aquifers or watersheds are scored at a site, 
the specific factor values (for example, ob
served release, hazardous waste quantity, 
toxicity/mobility) that result from these 
evaluations can vary by aquifer and by wa
tershed at the site. This can occur through 

differences both in the specific sources and 
targets eligible to be evaluated for each aq
uifer and watershed and in whether observed 
releases can be established for each aquifer 
and watershed, Such differences in scoring at 
the aquifer and watershed level are addressed 
in sections 3 and 4, not section 2. 

2.2 Characterize sources. Source character
ization includes identification of the fol
lowing: 

• Sources (and areas of observed contami
nation, areas of observed exposure, or areas 
of subsurface contamination) at the site. 

• Hazardous substances associated with 
these sources (or areas of observed contami
nation, areas of observed exposure, or areas 
of subsurface contamination), 

• Pathways potentially tln•eatened by 
these hazardous substances, 

Table 2-2 presents a sample worksheet for 
source characterization, 

2.2.1 Identify sources. For the three migra
tion pathways, identify the sources at the 
site that contain hazardous substances, Iden
tify the migration pathway(s) to which each 
source applies, For the soil exposure and sub
surface intrusion pathway, identify areas of 
observed contamination, areas of observed 
exposure, and/or areas of subsurface con
tamination at the site (see sections 5,1.0 and 
5,2,0). 

TABLE 2-2-SAMPLE SOURCE 
CHARACTERIZATION WORKSHEET 

Source: 
A. Source dimensions and hazardous waste 

quantity. 
Hazardous constituent quantity: __ 
Hazardous wastestream quantity: __ 
Volume: 
Area: 
Area of observed contamination: 
Area of observed exposure: 
Area of subsurface contamination: 
B. Hazardous substances associated with the 

source, 
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2.2.2 Identify hazardous substances associ
ated with a source. For each of the three mi
gration pathways, consider those hazardous 
substances documented in a source (for ex
ample, by sampling, labels, manifests, oral 
or written statements) to be associated with 
that source when evaluating each pathway. 
In some instances, a hazardous substance 
can be documented as being present at a site 
(for example, by labels, manifests, oral or 
written statements), but the specific 
source(s) containing that hazardous sub
stance cannot be documented. For the three 
migration pathways, in those instances when 
the specific source(s) cannot be documented 
for a hazardous substance, consider the haz
ardous substance to be present in each 
source at the site, except sources for which 
definitive information indicates that the 
hazardous substance was not or could not be 
present. 

For an area of observed contamination in 
the soil exposure component of the soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion pathway, con
sider only those hazardous substances that 
meet the criteria for observed contamination 
for that area (see section 5.1.0) to be associ
ated with that area when evaluating the 
pathway. 

For an area of observed exposure or area of 
subsurface contamination (see section 5.2.0) 
in the subsurface intrusion component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way, consider only those hazardous sub
stances that: 

• Meet the criteria for observed exposure, 
or 

• Meet the criteria for observed release in 
an area of subsurface contamination and 
have a vapor pressure greater than or equal 
to one torr or a Henry's constant gTeater 
than or equal to 10-5 atm-m3/mol, or 

• Meet the criteria for an observed release 
in a structure within, or in a sample from 
below, an area of observed exposure and have 
a vapor pressure greater than or equal to one 
torr or a Henry's constant greater than or 
equal to 10-5 atm-m3/mol. 

2.2.3 Identify hawrdous substances available 
to a pathway. In evaluating each migration 
pathway, consider the following hazardous 
substances available to migrate from the 
sources at the site to the pathway: 

• Ground water migration. 
-Hazardous substances that meet the cri

teria for an observed release (see section 
2.3) to ground water. 

-All hazardous substances associated with 
a source with a ground water contain
ment factor value gTeater than 0 (see sec
tion 3.1.2.1). 

• Surface water migration-overland/flood 
component. 

-Haza1'dous substances that meet the cri
teria for an observed release to surface 
water in the watershed being· evaluated. 

-All hazardous substances associated with 
a source with a surface water contain
ment factor value greater than 0 for the 
watershed (see sections 4.1.2.1.2.1.1 and 
4.1.2.1.2.2.1). 

• Surface water migration-ground water to 
sm'face water component. 

-Hazardous substances that meet the cri
teria for an observed release to ground 
water. 

-All hazardous substances associated with 
a source with a ground water contain
ment factor value greater than O (see sec
tions 4.2.2.1.2 and 3.1.2.1). 

• Air migration. 
-Hazardous substances that meet the cri

teria for an observed release to the at
mosphere. 

-All gaseous hazardous substances associ
ated with a source with a g·as contain
ment factor value greater than O (see sec
tion 6.1.2.1.1). 

-All particulate hazardous substances as
sociated with a source with a particulate 
containment factor value greater than 0 
(see section 6.1.2.2.1). 

• For each migration pathway, in those in
stances when the specific source(s) con
taining the hazardous substance cannot 
be documented, consider that hazardous 
substance to be available to mig-rate to 
the pathway when it can be associated 
(see section 2.2.2) with at least one 
source having a containment factor 
value greater than O for that pathway. 

In evaluating the soil exposure and sub
surface intrusion pathway, consider the fol
lowing hazardous substances available to the 
pathway: 
• Soil exposure component-resident popu

lation threat. 
-All hazardous substances that meet the 

criteria for observed contamination at 
the site (see section 5.1.0). 

• Soil exposure component-nearby popu
lation threat. 

-All hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for observed contamination at 
areas with an attractiveness/accessibility 
factor value greater than 0 (see section 
5.1.2.1.1). 

• Subsurface intrusion component. 
-All hazardous substances that meet the 

criteria for observed exposure at the site 
(see section 5.2.0). 

-All hazardous substances with a vapor 
pressure greater than or equal to one 
torr or a Henry's constant g-reater than 
or equal to 10- 5 atm-m3/mol that meet 
the er! teria for an observed release in an 
area of subsurface contamination (see 
section 5.2.0). 

-All hazardous substances that meet the 
criteria for an observed release in a 
structure within, or in a sample from 
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below, an area of observed exposure (see 
section 5.2.0). 

2.3 Likelihood of release. Likelihood of re
lease is a measure of the likelihood that a 
waste has been or will be released to the en
vironment. The likelihood of release factor 
category is assigned the maximum value of 
550 for a mig·ration pathway whenever the 
criteria for an observed release are met for 
that pathway. If the criteria for an observed 
release are met, do not evaluate potential to 
release for that pathway. When the criteria 
for an observed release are not met, evaluate 
potential to release for that pathway, with a 
maximum value of 500. The evaluation of po
tential to release varies by migration path
way (see sections 3, 4 and 6). 

Establish an observed release either by di
rect observation of the release of a hazardous 
substance into the media being· evaluated 

(for example, surface water) or by chemical 
analysis of samples appropriate to the path
way being· evaluated (see sections 3, 4 and 6). 
The minimum standard to establish an ob
served release by chemical analysis is ana
lytical evidence of a hazardous substance in 
the media significantly above the back
g-round level. Further, some portion of the 
release must be attributable to the site. Use 
the criteria in Table 2-3 as the standard for 
determining· analytical sig·nificance. (The 
criteria in Table 2-3 are also used in estab
lishing observed contamination for the soil 
exposure component and for establishing 
areas of observed exposure and areas of sub
surface contamination in the subsurface in
trusion component of the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway, see section 
5.1.0 and section 5.2.0). Separate criteria 
apply to radionuclides (see section 7.1.1). 

TABLE 2-3-OBSERVED RELEASE CRITERIA FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

Sample Measurement < Sample Quanlllation Limit.• 
No observed release Is established. 
Sample Measurement ;, Sample Quantitalion Limit.• 
An observed release Is established as follows: 

• If the background concentration is not detected (or Is less than the detection limit), an observed release is estab
lished when the sample measurement equals or exceeds the sample quantitation limit.• 

• If the background concentration equals or exceeds the detection limit, an observed release Is established when the 
sample measurement Is 3 times or more above the background concentration. 

a If the sample quanlitatlon limit (SQL) cannot be established, determine if there is an observed release as follows: 
-If the sample analysis was performed under the EPA Contract Laboratory Program, use the EPA contract-required quantlta

tlon limit (CRQL) In place of the SQL. 
-If the sampfe analysis Is not performed under the EPA Contract Laboratory Program, use the detection limit (DL) In place of 

the SQL. 

2.4 Waste characteristics. The waste char
acteristics factor category includes the fol
lowing factors: Hazardous waste quantity, 
toxicity, and as appropriate to the pathway 
or threat being evaluated, mobility, persist
ence, degradation, and/or bioaccumulation 
(or ecosystem bioaccumulation) potential. 

2.4.1 Selection of substance potentially pos
ing greatest hazard. For all pathways (compo
nents and threats), select the hazardous sub
stance potentially posing the greatest hazard 
for the pathway (component or threat) and 
use that substance in evaluating· the waste 
characteristics category of the pathway 
(component or threat). For the three mig-ra
tion pathways (and threats), base the selec
tion of this hazardous substance on the tox
icity factor value for the substance, com
bined with its mobility, persistence, and/or 
bioaccumulation (or ecosystem bioaccumula
tion) potential factor values, as applicable to 
the mig-ration pathway (or threat). For the 
soil exposure component of the soil exposure 
and subsurface intrusion pathway, base the 
selection on the toxicity factor alone. For 
the subsurface intrusion component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way, base the selection on the toxicity factor 

value for the substance, combined with its 
degradation factor value. Evaluation of the 
toxicity factor is specified in section 2.4.1.1. 
Use and evaluation of the mobility, persist
ence, degradation, and/or bioaccumulation 
(or ecosystem bioaccumulation) potential 
factors vary by pathway (component or 
threat) and are specified under the appro
priate pathway (component or threat) sec
tion. Section 2.4.1.2 identifies the specific 
factors that are combined with toxicity in 
evaluating· each pathway (component or 
threat). 

2.4.1.1 Toxicity factor. Evaluate toxicity 
for those hazardous substances at the site 
that are available to the pathway being 
scored. For all pathways and threats, except 
the surface water environmental threat, 
evaluate human toxicity as specified below. 
For the surface water environmental threat, 
evaluate ecosystem toxicity as specified in 
section 4.1.4.2.1.1. 

Establish human toxicity factor values 
based on quantitative dose-response param
eters for the following three types of tox
icity: 

• Cancer-Use slope factors (also referred 
to as cancer potency factors) combined with 
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weight-of-evidence ratings for carcino
genicity for all exposure routes except inha
lation. Use inhalation unit risk (IUR) for in
halation exposure. If an inhalation unit risk 

or a slope factor is not available for a sub
stance, use its ED10 value to estimate a slope 
factor as follows: 

1 
Slope factor = 6 (EDio) 

• Noncancer toxicological responses of 
chronic exposure--use reference dose (RID) 
or reference concentration (RfC) values as 
applicable. 

• Noncancer toxicological responses of 
acute exposure--use acute toxicity param
eters, such as the LDso, 

Assign human toxicity factor values to a 
hazardous substance using Table 2---4, as fol
lows: 

• If RfD/RfC and slope factor/inhalation 
unit risk values are available for the haz
ardous substance, assign the substance a 
value from Table 2-4 for each, Select the 
higher of the two values assigned and use it 
as the overall toxicity factor value for the 
hazardous substance, 

• If either an RfD/RfC or slope factor/inha
lation unit risk value is available, but not 
both, assign the hazardous substance an 
overall toxicity factor value from Table 2---4 
based solely on the available value (RID/RfO 
or slope factor/inhalation unit risk). 

• If neither an RID/RfO nor slope factor/in
halation unit risk value is available, assign 
the hazardous substance an overall toxicity 
factor value from Table 2---4 based solely on 
acute toxicity. That is, consider acute tox
icity in Table 2---4 only when both RID/RfC 
and slope factor/IUR values are not avail
able. 

• If neither an RID/RfC, nor slope factor/in
halation unit risk, nor acute toxicity value 
is available, assign the hazardous substance 
an overall toxicity factor value of o and use 
other hazardous substances for which infor
mation is available in evaluating the path
way, 

TABLE 2-4-TOXICITY FACTOR EVALUATION 

Assigned 
value 

Chronic Toxicity (Human) 

Reference dose (RfD) (mg/kg-day): 
RfD < 0.0005 ........................................ .. 10,000 
0.0005 s RfD < 0.005 ........................... . 1,000 
0,005 s RfD < 0,05 .............................. .. 100 
0,05 s RfD < 0.5 ................................... . 10 
0.5 s RID .............................................. .. 1 
RfD not available ................................... . 0 

Reference concentration (RfC) (mg/m9): 

RfC < 0.0001 ......................................... . 10,000 
0,0001 s RfC < 0.006 .......................... .. 1,000 
0.006 s RfC < 0.2 ................................. . 100 
0.2 s RIC < 2.0 .................................... .. 10 
2,0 S RfC .............................................. .. 1 
RfC not available ................................... . 0 

Carcinogenicity (human) 

A or Carcinogenic lo humans B or Likely lo be carcinogenic C or Suggestive evidence of 
to humans carcinogenic potential 

Welght-<:>f•evldence•/Slope factor (mg/kg-day)- 1 

0.5SSFb ........................................ 5SSF ............................................. 50SSF .......................................... , 10,000 
0.05 s SF < 0.5 ............................... 0.5 S SF < 5 ................................... 5 s SF < 50 .................................. .. 1,000 
SF < 0.05 ......................................... 0.05 s SF < 0.5 .............................. 0.5 s SF < 5 .................................. . 100 

SF < 0.05 ....................................... SF < 0.5 ....................................... .. 10 
Slope factor not available ................ Slope factor not available ............... Slope factor not available .............. . 0 

Weight-of-evidem:e •nnhalalion unit risk (µg/m•) 

0.00004 s IUR 0 ............................... 0.0004 s IUR .................................. 0.004,; IUR .................................. .. 10,000 
0.00001 ,; IUR < 0.00004 ................ 0.0001 ,; IUR < 0.0004 .................. 0.001 ,; IUR < 0.004 .................... .. 1,000 
IUR < 0.00001 ................................. 0.00001 ,; IUR < 0,0001 ................ 0.0001 ,; IUR < 0.001 .................. .. 100 

< 0.00001 ....................................... IUR < 0.0001 ................................ .. 10 
lnhalaUon unit risk not available ...... Inhalation unit risk not available ..... Inhalation unit risk not available .... . 0 

•A, B, and C, as well as Carcinogenic to humans, Likely to be carcinogenic to humans, and Suggestive evidence of carclno• 
genlc potential refer to welght-o!-evldence categortes. Assign substances with a weight-of-evidence category of D (Inadequate 
evtdence of carcinogenicity) or E (evidence o! lack of carcinogenicity), as well as Inadequate lnlormallon to assess carcinogenic 
potential and not likely to be carcinogenic to humans a value of o for carcinogenicity. 

b SF = Slope factor. 
0 !UR Inhalation Unit Risk. 
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Acute Toxicity (human) 

Oral LD50 Denna! LD50 Dust or mist LGso Gas or vapor LGso Assigned 
(mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mgfl) (ppm) value 

LDso < 5 ............................ LDso < 2 .....•.••..•.............. LGso < 0.2 ....................•.. LGso < 20 ..........•..••.•....... 1,000 
5 $ LD50 < 50 ..............•..•.. 2 ,; LD50 < 20 •................ 0.2 $ LGso < 2 ..........•..... 20 $ LGso <200 ........•...... 100 
50 ,; LD50 < 500 .........•.••..• 20 s LD50 < 200 ............. 2 ,; LGso <20 .............•.••.• 200 s LGso <2,000 •...•..... 10 
500 S LD50 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 200 S LDso ...................... 20 S LGso .....................•.• 2,000 S LGso ....••..•...•...... 1 
LD50 not available .•.•••....... LD50 not available ........... LGso not available ..••.••..•• LGso not available •.......... 0 

If a toxicity factor value of 0 is assig·ned to 
all hazardous substances available to a par
ticular pathway (that is, insufficient tox
icity data are available for evaluating- all the 
substances), use a default value of 100 as the 
overall human toxicity factor value for all 
hazardous substances available to the path
way, For hazardous substances having- usable 
toxicity data for multiple exposure routes 
(for example, inhalation and ingestion), con
sider all exposure routes and use the highest 
assigned value, regardless of exposure route, 
as the toxicity factor value. For HRS pur
poses, assign both asbestos and lead (and its 
compounds) a human toxicity factor value of 
10,000. 

Separate criteria apply for assigning· factor 
values for human toxicity and ecosystem 
toxicity for radionuclides (see sections 7.2.1 
and 7.2.2). 

2.4.1.2 Hazardous substance selection. For 
each hazardous substance evaluated for a mi
gration pathway (or threat), combine the 
human toxicity factor value (or ecosystem 
toxicity factor value) for the hazardous sub
stance with a mobility, persistence, and/or 
bioaccumulation (or ecosystem bioaccumula
tion) potential factor value as follows: 
• Ground water migration. 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
mobility factor value for the hazardous 
substance (see section 3.2.1). 

• Surface water migration-overland/flood 
mig-ration component. 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
persistence factor value for the haz
ardous substance for the drinking- water 
threat (see section 4.1.2.2.1). 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
persistence/bioaccumulation factor value 
for the hazardous substance for the 
human food chain threat (see section 
4.1.3.2.1). 

-Determine a combined ecosystem tox
icity/persistence/bioaccumulation factor 
value for the hazardous substance for the 
environmental threat (see section 
4.1.4.2.1). 

• Surface water migration-ground water to 
surface water migration component. 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
mobility/persistence factor value for the 
hazardous substance for the drinking· 
water threat (see section 4.2.2.2.1). 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
mobility/persistence/bioaccumulation 
factor value for the hazardous substance 
for the human food chain threat (see sec
tion 4.2.3.2.1). 

-Determine a combined ecosystem tox
icity/mobility/persistence/bioaccumula
tion factor value for the hazardous sub
stance for the environmental threat (see 
section 4.2.4.2.1). 

• Air migration. 
-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 

mobility factor value for the hazardous 
substance (see section 6.2.1). 

Determine each combined factor value for 
a hazardous substance by multiplying- the in
clividual factor values appropriate to the 
pathway (or threat). For each mig·ration 
pathway (or threat) being- evaluated, select 
the hazardous substance with the hig·hest 
combined factor value and use that sub
stance in evaluating- the waste characteris
tics factor categ·ory of the pathway (or 
threat). 

For the soil exposure and subsurface intru
sion pathway, determine toxicity and tox
icity/degradation factor values as follows: 
• Soil exposure and subsurface intrusion

soil exposure component. 
-Select the hazardous substance with the 

hig·hest human toxicity factor value from 
among- the substances that meet the cri
teria for observed contamination for the 
threat evaluated and use that substance 
in evaluating- the waste characteristics 
factor category (see section 5.1.1.2.1). 

• Soil exposure and subsurface intrusion
subsurface intrusion component. 

-Determine a combined human toxicity/ 
degradation factor value for each haz
ardous substance being- evaluated that: 

■ Meets the criteria for observed exposure, 
or 

■ Meets the criteria for observed release in 
an area of subsurface contamination and 
has a vapor pressure greater than or 
equal to one torr or a Henry's constant 
greater than or equal to 10-s atm-m3/ 

mol, or 
■ Meets the criteria for an observed re

lease in a structure within, or in a sam
ple from below, an area of observed expo
sure and has a vapor pressure g-reater 
than or equal to one torr or a Henry's 
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constant greater than or equal to 10-s 
atm-ms;mol. 

-Select the hazardous substance with the 
hig·hest combined factor value and use
that substance in evaluating· the waste
characteristics factor category (see sec
tions 5.2.1.2.1 and 5.2.1.2).

2.4.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Evaluate 
the hazardous waste quantity factor by first 
assigning each source ( or area of observed 
contamination, area of observed exposure, or 
area of subsurface contamination) a source 
hazardous waste quantity value as specified 
below. Sum these values to obtain the haz
ardous waste quantity factor value for the 
pathway being evaluated. 

In evaluating the hazardous waste quan
tity factor for the three migration pathways, 
allocate hazardous substances and hazardous 
wastestreams to specific sources in the man
ner specified in section 2.2.2, except: Con
sider hazardous substances and hazardous 
wastestreams that cannot be allocated to 
any specific source to constitute a separate 
"unallocated source" for purposes of evalu
ating· only this factor for the three migra
tion pathways. Do not, however, include a 
hazardous substance 01' hazardous 
wastestream in the unallocated source for a 
migration pathway if there is definitive in
formation indicating that the substance or 
wastestream could only have been placed in 
sources with a containment factor value of O 
for that migTation pathway. 

In evaluating· the hazardous waste quan
tity factor for the soil exposure component 
of the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, allocate to each area of observed 
contamination only those hazardous sub
stances that meet the criteria for observed 
contamination for that area of observed con
tamination and only those hazardous 
wastestreams that contain hazardous sub
stances that meet the criteria for observed 
contamination for that area of observed con
tamination. Do not consider other hazardous 
substances or hazardous wastestreams at the 
site in evaluating this factor for the soil ex
posure component of the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway. 

In evaluating the hazardous waste quan
tity factor for the subsurface int1'usion com
ponent of the soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion pathway, allocate to each area of 
observed exposure or area of subsurface con
tamination only those hazardous substances 
and hazardous wastestreams that contain 
hazardous substances that: 

• Meet the criteria for observed exposure, or 
• Meet the criteria for observed release in an 

area of subsurface contamination and have 
a vapor pressure greater than or equal to 
one torr or a Henry's constant greater than 
or equal to 10-s atm-m3/mol, or 

• Meet the criteria for an observed release in 
a structure within, or in a sample from

below, an area of observed exposure and 
have a vapo1' pressure gTeater than or 
equal to one torr or a Henry's constant 
greater than or equal to 10-s atm-m3/mol. 

Do not consider other hazardous sub-
stances or hazardous wastestreams at the 
site in evaluating this factor for the sub
surface intrusion component of the soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion pathway. 
When determining the hazardous waste 
quantity for multi-subunit structures, use 
the procedures identified in section 5.2.1.2.2. 

2.4.2.1 Source hazardous waste quantity. 
For each of the three migration pathways, 
assign a source hazardous waste quantity 
value to each source (including the 
unallocated source) having a containment 
factor value greater than O for the pathway 
being evaluated. Consider the unallocated 
source to have a containment factor value 
greater than O for each migration pathway. 

For the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
assign a source hazardous waste quantity 
value to each area of observed contamina
tion, as applicable to the threat being evalu
ated. 

For the subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, assign a source hazardous waste 
quantity value to each regularly occupied 
structure within an area of observed expo
sure or an area of subsurface contamination 
that has a structure containment factor 
value greater than O. If sufficient data is 
available and state of the science shows 
there is no unacceptable risk due to sub
surface intrusion into a regularly occupied 
structure located within an area of sub
surface contamination, that structure can be 
excluded from the area of subsurface con
tamination. 

For determining all hazardous waste quan
tity calculations except for an unallocated 
source or an area of subsurface contamina
tion, evaluate using the following· four 
measures in the following hierarchy: 

• Hazardous constituent quantity.
• Hazardous wastestream quantity. 
• Volume. 
• Area. 
For the unallocated source, use only the

first two measures. For an area of subsurface 
contamination, evaluate non-radioactive 
hazardous substances using· only the last two 
measures and evaluate radioactive hazardous 
substances using hazardous wastestream 
quantity only. See also section 7.0 regarding 
the evaluation of radioactive substances. 

Separate criteria apply for assig·ning a 
source hazardous waste quantity value for 
radionuclides (see section 7 .2.5). 

2.4.2.1.1 Hazardous coiuitituent quantity. 
Evaluate hazardous constituent quantity for 
the source (or area of observed contamina
tion) based solely on the mass of CERCLA 
hazardous substances (as defined in CERCLA 
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section 101(14), as amended) allocated to the 
source (or area of observed contamination), 
except: 

• For a hazardous waste listed pursuant to 
section 3001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 
as amended by the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act of 1976 (RORA), 42 U.S.C. 
6901 et seq., determine its mass for the eval
uation of this measure as follows: 
-If the hazardous waste is listed solely for 

Hazard Code T (toxic waste), include only 
the mass of constituents in the hazardous 
waste that are CERCLA hazardous sub
stances and not the mass of the entire haz
ardous waste. 

-If the hazardous waste is listed for any 
other Hazard Code (including· T plus any 
other Hazard Code), include the mass of 
the entire hazardous waste. 
• For a RORA hazardous waste that exhib

its the characteristics identified under sec
tion 3001 of RORA, as amended, determine its 
mass for the evaluation of this measure as 
follows: 
-If the hazardous waste exhibits only the 

characteristic of toxicity ( or only the char
acteristic of EP toxicity), include only the 
mass of constituents in the hazardous 
waste that are CERCLA hazardous sub
stances and not the mass of the entire haz
ardous waste. 

-If the hazardous waste exhibits any other 
characteristic identified under section 3001 
(including· any other characteristic plus 
the characteristic of toxicity [or the char
acteristic of EP toxicity]), include the 
mass of the entire hazardous waste. 

Based on this mass, desig•nated as C, assig·n 
a value for hazardous constituent quantity 
as follows: 

• For the migration pathways, assig·n the 
source a value for hazardous constituent 
quantity using the Tier A equation of Table 
2--5. 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-soil exposure component, 
assign the area of observed contamination a 
value using the Tier A equation of Table 5-
2 (section 5.1.1.2.2). 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-subsurface intrusion com
ponent, assign the area of observed expos111·e 
a value using the Tier A equation of Table 5--
19 (section 5.2.1.2.2). 

If the hazardous constituent quantity for 
the source (or area of observed contamina
tion or area of observed exposure) is ade
quately determined (that is, the total mass 
of all CERCLA hazardous substances in the 
source and releases from the source [or in 
the area of observed contamination or a1·ea 
of observed exposure] is known or is esti
mated with reasonable confidence), do not 
evaluate the other three measures discussed 
below. Instead assign these other three 
measures a value of O for the source (or area 
of observed contamination or area of ob
served exposure) and proceed to section 
2.4.2.1.5. 

If the hazardous constituent quantity is 
not adequately determined, assign the source 
(or area of observed contamination or area of 
observed exposure) a value for hazardous 
constituent quantity based on the available 
data and proceed to section 2.4.2.1.2. 

TABLE 2-5-HAZARDOUS WASTE QUANTITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS 

Equation 
Tier Measure Units for assigning 

value a 

A ................................. Hazardous constituent quantity (C) .............................. lb ................................ C. 
B b .............................. Hazardous wastestream quantity (:N) .......................... lb ................................ W/5,000. 
Cb .............................. Volume (V). 

Landfill ........................................................................... yd3 ............................. V/2,500. 
Surface lmpoundment ................................................... yd3 ............................. V/2.5. 
Surface impoundment (buried/backfilled) ..................... yd3 ............................. V/2.5. 
Drums c ................. ... ... ... ........................... ......... ............ gallon ...... ............ .•. .... V /500. 
Tanks and containers other than drums ....................... yd3 ............................. V/2.5. 
Contaminated soil ......................................................... yd3 ............................. V/2,500. 
PIie ................................................................................ yd3 ............................. V/2.5. 
Other ............................................................................. yd3 ............................. V/2.5. 

Db .............................. Area (A). 
Landfill ........................................................................... ft2 ............................... N3,400. 
Surface lmpoundment ................................................... fl2 ............................... N13. 
Surface lmpoundment (buried/backfilled) ..................... ft2 ............................... N13. 
Land treatment .............................................................. ft2 ............................... N270. 
Plied ............................................................................. fl2 ............................... N13. 
Contaminated soil ......................................................... ft2 ............................... N34,000. 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 
b Convert volume to mass when necessary: 1 ton = 2,000 pounds = 1 cubic yard = 4 drums = 200 gallons. 
c If actual volume of drums is unavailable, assume 1 drum=50 gallons. 
d Use land surface area under pile, not surface area of pile. 
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2.4.2.1.2 Hazardous wastestream quantity. 
Evaluate hazardous wastestream quantity 
for the source (er area of observed contami
nation or area of observed exposure) based on 
the mass of hazardous wastestreams plus the 
mass of any additional OEROLA pollutants 
and contaminants (as defined in OEROLA 
section 101[33], as amended) that are allo
cated to the source (or area of observed con
tamination or area of observed exposure). 
For a wastestream that consists solely of a 
hazardous waste listed pursuant to section 
3001 of RORA, as amended or that consists 
solely of a RORA hazardous waste that ex
hibits the characteristics identified under 
section 3001 of RORA, as amended, include 
the mass of that entire hazardous waste in 
the evaluation of this measure. 

Based on this mass, designated as W, as
sig·n a value for hazardous wastestream 
quantity as follows: 

• For the migration pathways, assign the 
source a value for hazardous wastestream 
quantity using the Tier B equation of Table 
2--5. 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-soil exposure component, 
assign the area of observed contamination a 
value using· the Tier B equation of Table 5-
2 (section 5.1.1.2.2). 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-subsurface intrusion com
ponent, assign the area of observed exposure 
a value using the Tier B equation of Table 5-
19 (section 5.2.1.2.2). 

Do not evaluate the volume and area meas
ures described below if the source is the 
unallocated source or if the following condi
tion applies: 

• The hazardous wastestream quantity for 
the source (or area of observed contamina
tion or area of observed exposure) is ade
quately determined-that is, total mass of 
all hazardous wastestreams and OEROLA 
pollutants and contaminants for the source 
and releases from the source ( or for the area 
of observed contamination) is known or is es
timated with reasonable confidence. 

If the source is the unallocated source or if 
this condition applies, assign the volume and 
area measures a value of O for the source (or 
area of observed contamination) and proceed 
to section 2.4.2.1.5. Otherwise, assig·n the 
source (or area of observed contamination) a 
value for hazardous wastestream quantity 
based on the available data and proceed to 
section 2.4.2.1.3. 

2.4.2.1.3 Volume. Evaluate the volume 
measure using the volume of the source (or 
the volume of the area of observed contami
nation, area of observed exposure, or area of 
subsurface contamination). For the soil ex
posure and subsurface intrusion pathway, re
strict the use of the volume measure to 
those areas of observed contamination, areas 
of observed exposure, or areas of subsurface 

contamination as specified in sections 
5.1.1.2.2 and 5.2.1.2.2. 

Based on the volume, designated as V, as
sig·n a value to the volume measure as fol
lows: 

• For the mig·ration pathways, assign the 
source a value for volume using the appro
priate Tier C equation of Table 2-5. 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-soil exposure component, 
assign the area of observed contamination a 
value for volume using the appropriate Tier 
0 equation of Table 5-2 (section 5.1.1.2.2). 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-subsurface intrusion com
ponent, assign the value based on the volume 
of the regularly occupied structures within 
the area of observed exposure or area of sub
surface contamination using the Tier C equa
tion of Table 5-19 (section 5.2.1.2.2). 

If the volume of the source (or volume of 
the area of observed contamination, area of 
observed exposure, or area of subsurface con
tamination, if applicable) can be determined, 
do not evaluate the area measure. Instead, 
assign the area measure a value of O and pro
ceed to section 2.4.2.1.5. If the volume cannot 
be determined (or is not applicable for the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way), assig·n the source (or area of observed 
contamination, area of observed exposure, or 
area of subsurface contamination) a value of 
0 for the volume measure and proceed to sec
tion 2.4.2.1.4. 

2.4.2.1.4 Area. Evaluate the area measure 
using the area of the source ( or the area of 
the area of observed contamination, area of 
observed exposure, or area of subsurface con
tamination). Based on this area, desig·nated 
as A, assign a value to the area measure as 
follows: 

• For the migration pathways, assign the 
source a value fer area using the appropriate 
Tier D equation of Table 2-5. 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-soil exposure component, 
assign the area of observed contamination a 
value for area using the appropriate Tier D 
equation of Table 5-2 (section 5.1.1.2.2). 

• For the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway-subsurface intrusion com
ponent, assign a value based on the area of 
reg·ularly occupied structures within the 
area of observed exposure or area of sub
surface contamination using the Tier D 
equation of Table 5-19 (section 5.2.1.2.2). 

2.4.2.1.5 Calculation of source hazardous 
waste quantity value. Select the hig·hest of 
the values assigned to the source (or areas of 
observed contamination, areas of observed 
exposure, or areas of subsurface contamina
tion) for the hazardous constituent quantity, 
hazardous wastestream quantity, volume, 
and area measures. Assign this value as the 
source hazardous waste quantity value. Do 
not round to the nearest integer. 
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2.4.2.2 Calculation of hazardous waste quan
tity factor ·value. Sum the source hazardous 
waste quantity values assigned to all sources 
(including the unallocated source) or areas 
of observed contamination, areas of observed 
exposure, or areas of subsurface contamina
tion for the pathway being evaluated and 
round this sum to the nearest integ·er, ex
cept: If the sum is greater than 0, but less 
than 1, round it to 1. Based on this value, se
lect a hazardous waste quantity factor value 
for the pathway from Table 2-6. 

TABLE 2-6-HAZARDOUS WASTE QUANTITY 
FACTOR VALUES 

Hazardous waste quantity value Assigned 
value 

0 .................................................................... . 0 
1 a to 100 ..................................................... .. b1 
Greater than 100 to 10,000 ......................... .. 100 
Greater than 10,000 to 1,000,000 ............... .. 10,000 
Greater than 1,000,000 ............................... .. 1,000,000 

a If the hazardous waste quantity value Is greater than O, 
but less than 1, round It to 1 as specified in text. 

• For the pathway, if hazardous constituent quantity is not 
adequately determined, assign a value as specified in the 
text; do not assign the value of 1. 

For a mig·ration pathway, if the hazardous 
constituent quantity is adequately deter
mined (see section 2.4.2.1.1) for all sources (or 
all portions of sources and releases remain
ing after a removal action), assig·n the value 
from Table 2-6 as the hazardous waste quan
tity factor value for the pathway. If the haz
ardous constituent quantity is not ade
quately determined for one or more sources 
(or one or more portions of sources or re
leases remaining after a removal action) as
sign a factor value as follows: 

• If any target for that migration pathway 
is subject to Level I or Level II concentra
tions (see section 2.5), assign either the value 
from Table 2-6 or a value of 100, whichever is 
greater, as the hazardous waste quantity fac
tor value for that pathway. 

• If none of the targets for that pathway is 
subject to Level I or Level II concentrations, 
assign a factor value as follows: 
-If there has been no removal action, assign 

either the value from Table 2-6 or a value 
of 10, whichever is greater, as the haz
ardous waste quantity factor value for that 
pathway. 

-If there has been a removal action: 
■ Determine values from Table 2-6 with 

and without consideration of the removal 
action. 

■ If the value that would be assigned from 
Table 2-6 without consideration of the 
removal action would be 100 or greater, 
assig·n either the value from Table 2-6 
with consideration of the removal action 
or a value of 100, whichever is greater, as 
the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value for the pathway. 

■ If the value that would be assig·ned from 
Table 2-6 without consideration of the 
removal action would be less than 100, 
assign a value of 10 as the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value for the path
way. 

For the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
if the hazardous constituent quantity is ade
quately determined for all areas of observed 
contamination, assign the value from Table 
2-6 as the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value. If the hazardous constituent quantity 
is not adequately determined for one or more 
areas of observed contamination, assign ei
ther the value from Table 2-6 or a value of 
10, whichever is greater, as the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value. 

For the subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, if the hazardous constituent quan
tity is adequately determined for all areas of 
observed exposure, assign the value from 
Table 2-6 as the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value. If the hazardous constituent 
quantity is not adequately determined for 
one or more areas of observed exposure, as
sign either the value from Table 2-6 or assig·n 
a factor value as follows: 

• If any target for the subsurface intrusion 
component is subject to Level I or Level II 
concentrations (see section 2.5), assign either 
the value from Table 2-6 or a value of 100, 
whichever is greater, as the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for this component. 

• If none of the targets for the subsurface 
intrusion component is subject to Level I or 
Level II concentrations and if there has been 
a removal or other temporary response ac
tion that does not permanently interrupt 
targ·et exposure form subsurface intrusion, 
assign a factor value as follows: 
-Determine the values from Table 2-6 with 

and without consideration of the removal 
or other temporary response action. 

-If the value that would be assigned from 
Table 2-6 without consideration of the re
moval or other temporary response action 
would be 100 or greater, assig·n either the 
value from Table 2-6 with consideration of 
the removal action or a value of 100, which
ever is g-reater, as the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for the component. 

-If the value that woulcl be assigned from 
Table 2-6 without consideration of the re
moval or other temporary response action 
would be less than 100, assign a value of 10 
as the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value for the component. 
• 0the1'wise, if none of the targets for the 

subsurface intrusion component is subject to 
Level I or Level II concentrations and there 
has not been a removal action, assig·n a value 
from Table 2-6 or a value of 10, whichever is 
greater. 
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2.4.3 Waste characteristics factor category 
value. Determine the waste characteristics 
factor category value as specified in section 
2.4.3.1 fer all pathways and threats, except 
the surface water-human food chain threat 
and the surface water-environmental threat. 
Determine the waste characteristics factor 
category value for these latter twc threats 
as specified in section 2.4.3.2. 

2.4.3.l Factor category value. For the path
way (component or threat) being evaluated, 
multiply the toxicity or combined factor 
value, as appropriate, from section 2.4.1.2 and 
the hazardous waste quantity factor value 
from section 2.4.2.2, subject to a maximum 
product of lx108• Based on this waste charac
teristics product, assign a waste characteris
tics factor category value to the pathway 
(component or threat) from Table 2-7. 

TABLE 2-7-WASTE CHARACTERISTICS FACTOR 
CATEGORY VALUES 

Waste characteristics product Assigned 
value 

0 .............. , ....... ,, ................................... , ........ . 0 
Greater than O to less than 1 O .................... .. 1 
10 to less than 1x102 ................................... . 2 
1x102 to less than 1x103 ............................. .. 3 
1x103 to less than 1x104 ............................. .. 6 
1x104 to less than 1x105 ............................. .. 10 
1x106 to less than 1x105 .............................. . 18 
1x106 to less than 1x107 .............................. . 32 
1x107 to less than 1x108 .............................. . 56 
1x108 to less than 1x109 .............................. . 100 
1x109 to less than 1x101o ............................ . 180 
1x1010 to less than 1x1011 .......................... .. 320 
1x1011 to less than 1x101 2 .......................... .. 560 
1x1012 ........................................................... . 1,000 

2.4.3.2 Factor category value, considering 
bioaccum ulation potential. For the surface 
water-human food chain threat and the SUl'

face water-environmental threat, multiply 
the toxicity or combined factor value, as ap
propriate, from section 2.4.1.2 and the haz
ardous waste quantity factor value from sec
tion 2.4.2.2, subject to: 

• A maximum product of lx1012 , and 
• A maximum product exclusive of the bio

accumulation (or ecosystem bioaccumula
tion) potential factor of lxl08 • 

Based on the total waste characteristics 
product, assign a waste characteristics fac
tor category value to these threats from 
Table 2-7. 

2.6 Targets. The types of targ·ets evaluated 
include the following: 

• Individual (factor name varies by path
way, component, and threat). 

• Human population. 
• Resources (these vary by pathway, com

ponent, and threat). 
• Sensitive environments (included for the 

surface water migration pathway, air migra
tion pathway, and soil exposure component 
of the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway). 

The factor values that may be assigned to 
each type of target have the same range for 
eaoh pathway for which that type of target is 
evaluated. The factor value for most types of 
targets depends on whether the target is sub
ject to actual or potential contamination for 
the pathway and whether the actual con
tamination is Level I or Level II: 

• Actual contamination: Target is associ
ated either with a sampling location that 
meets the criteria for an observed release (or 
observed contamination or observed expo
sure) for the pathway or with an observed re
lease based on direct observation for the 
pathway (additional criteria apply for estab
lishing actual contamination for the human 
food chain threat in the surface water migra
tion pathway, see sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3). 
Sections 3 through 6 specify how to deter
mine the targets associated with a sampling· 
location or with an observed release based on 
direct observation. Determine whether the 
actual contamination is Level I or Level II 
as follows: 
-Level I: 
■ Media-specific concentrations for the 

target meet the criteria for an observed 
release (or observed contamination or 
observed exposure) for the pathway and 
are at or above media-specific bench
mark values. These benchmark values 
(see section 2.5.2) include both screening 
concentrations and concentrations speci
fied in regulatory limits (such as Max
imum Contaminant Level (MCL) values), 
or 

■ For the human food chain threat in the 
surface water migration pathway, con
centrations in tissue samples from 
aquatic human food chain organisms are 
at or above benchmark values. Such tis
sue samples may be used in addition to 
media-specific concentrations only as 
specified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3. 

-Level II: 
■ Media-specific concentrations for the 

target meet the criteria for an observed 
release (or observed contamination or 
observed exposure) for the pathway, but 
are less than media-specific benchmarks. 
If none of the hazardous substances eligi
ble to be evaluated for the sampling loca
tion has an applicable benchmark, assign 
Level II to the actual contamination at 
the sampling location, or 

■ For observed releases or observed expo
sures based on direct observation, assig·n 
Level II to targets as specified in sec
tions 3, 4, 5, and 6, or 

■ For the human food chain threat in the 
surface water migration pathway, con
centrations in tissue samples from 
aquatic human food chain org·anisms, 
when applicable, are below benchmark 
values. 

-If a targ·et is subject to both Level I and 
Level II concentrations for a pathway 
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(component or threat), evaluate the tar
get using· Level I concentrations for that 
pathway (component or threat). 

• Potential contamination: Target is sub
ject to a potential release (that is, target is 
not associated with actual contamination for 
that pathway or threat). 

Assign a factor value for individual risk as 
follows (select the highest value that applies 
to the pathway, component or threat): 

• 50 points if any individual is exposed to 
Level I concentrations. 

• 45 points if any individual is exposed to 
Level II concentrations. 

• Maximum of 20 points if any individual is 
subject to potential contamination. The 
value assig·ned is 20 unless reduced by a dis
tance or dilution weig·ht appropriate to the 
pathway. Assig·n factor values for population 
and sensitive environments as follows: 

• Sum Level I targets and multiply by 10. 
(Level I is not used for sensitive environ
ments in the soil exposure component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion and 
air mig-ration pathways.) 

• Sum Level II targets. 
• Multiply potential targets in all but the 

soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way by distance or dilution weights appro
priate to the pathway, sum, and divide by 10. 
Distance or dilution weighting accounts for 
diminishing· exposure with increasing· dis
tance or dilution within the different path
ways. For targets within an area of sub
surface contamination in the subsurface in
trusion component of the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway, multiply by a 
weighting factor as directed in section 
5.2.1.3.2.3. 

• Sum the values for the three levels. 
In addition, resource value points are as

sig·ned within all pathways for welfare-re
lated impacts (for example, impacts to ag·ri
cultural land), but do not depend on whether 
there is actual or potential contamination. 

2.5.1 Determination of level of actual con
tamination at a sampling location. Determine 
whether Level I concentrations or Level II 
concentrations apply at a sampling· location 
(and thus to the associated targ·ets) as fol
lows: 

• Select the benchmarks applicable to the 
pathway (component or threat) being evalu
ated. 

• Compare the concentrations of hazardous 
substances in the sample (or comparable 
samples) to their benchmark concentrations 
for the pathway (component or threat), as 
specified in section 2.5.2. 

• Determine which level applies based on 
this comparison. 

• If none of the hazardous substances elig·i
ble to be evaluated for the sampling· location 
has an applicable benchmark, assig·n Level II 
to the actual contamination at that sam
pling location for the pathway (component 
or threat). 

In making· the comparison, consider only 
those samples, and only those hazardous sub
stances in the sample, that meet the criteria 
for an observed release (or observed contami
nation or observed exposure) for the path
way, except: Tissue samples from aquatic 
human food chain organisms may also be 
used as specified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3 
of the surface water-human food chain 
threat. If any hazardous substance is present 
in more than one comparable sample for the 
sampling location, use the highest con
centration of that hazardous substance from 
any of the comparable samples in making 
the comparisons. 

Treat sets of samples that are not com
parable separately and make a separate com
parison for each such set. 

2.5.2 Comparison to benchmarks. Use the 
following· media-specific benchmarks for 
making the comparisons for the indicated 
pathway (or threat): 

• Maximum Contaminant Level Goals 
(MCLGs)-ground water migration pathway 
and drinking water threat in surface water 
mig-ration pathway. Use only MCLG values 
g-reater than 0. 

• Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs)
ground water migration pathway and drink
ing· water threat in surface water mig·ration 
pathway. 

• Food and Drug Administration Action 
Level (FDAAL) for fish or shellfish-human 
food chain threat in surface water mig-ration 
pathway. 

• EPA Ambient Water Quality Criteria 
(AWQC/National Recommended Water Qual
ity Criteria) for protection of aquatic life-
environmental threat in surface water mi
gration pathway. 

• EPA Ambient Aquatic Life Advisory 
Concentrations (AALAC)-environmental 
threat in surface water migration pathway. 

• National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS)-air migration pathway. 

• National Emission Standards for Haz
ardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs)-air mi
gration pathway, Use only those NESHAPs 
promulgated in ambient concentration units. 

• Screening concentration for cancer cor
responding· to that concentration that cor
responds to the 10-• individual cancer risk 
for inhalation exposures (air migration path
way or subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway) or for oral exposures (ground water 
migration pathway; drinking water and 
human food chain threats in surface water 
mig-ration pathway; and soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway). 

• Screening· concentration for noncancer 
toxicologfoal responses corresponding to the 
RfC for inhalation exposures (air migration 
pathway and subsurface intrusion compo
nent of the soil exposure and subsurface in
trusion pathway) or RfD for oral exposures 
(ground water mig-ration pathway; drinking· 
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water and human food chain threats in sur
face water migration pathway; and soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion pathway), 

Select the benchmark(s) applicable to the 
pathway (component or threat) being evalu
ated as specified in sections 3 through 6. 
Compare the concentration of each haz
ardous substance from the sampling location 
to Its benchmark concentrat!on(s) for that 
pathway (component or threat). Use only 
those samples and only those hazardous sub
stances In the sample that meet the criteria 
for an observed release (or observed contami
nation or observed exposure) for the path
way, except: Tissue samples from aquatic 
human food chain organisms may be used as 
specified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3. If the 
concentration of any applicable hazardous 
substance from any sample equals or exceeds 
Its benchmark concentration, consider the 
sampling location to be subject to Level I 
concentrations for that pathway (or threat). 
If more than one benchmark applies to the 

hazardous substance, assign Level I If the 
concentration of the hazardous substance 
equals or exceeds the lowest appllcable 
benchmark concentration. 

If no hazardous substance Individually 
equals or exceeds its benchmark concentra
tion, but more than one hazardous substance 
either meets the criteria for an observed re
lease (or observed contamination or observed 
exposure) for the sample (or comparable 
samples) or Is eligible to be evaluated for a 
tissue sample (see sections 4,1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3), 
calculate the indices I and J specified below 
based on these hazardous substances. 

For those hazardous substances that are 
carcinogens (that is, those having either a 
carcinogen weight-of-evidence classification 
of A, B, or C or a weight-of-evidence classi
fication of carcinogenic to humans, likely to 
be carcinogenic to humans, or suggestive 
evidence of carcinogenic potential), cal
culate an index I for the sample location as 
follows: 

n 

L C· I= _1 

SC· 1 i=l 

Where: 
01 = Concentration of hazardous substance i 

in sample (or highest concentration of 
hazardous substance i from among com
parable samples). 

SC1 = Screening concentration for cancer 
corresponding to that concentration that 
corresponds to its 10-• individual cancer 

risk for applicable exposure (inhalation 
or oral) for hazardous substance I. 

n = Number of applicable hazardous sub
stances in sample (or comparable sam
ples) that are carcinogens and fo1• which 
an SC1 is available. 

For those hazardous substances for which 
an Rm or RfC is available, calculate an 
Index J for the sample location as follows: 

m C 
I=~-i 

L, CR· 
j=l J 

Where: 
CJ = Concentration of hazardous substance j 

in sample (or highest concentration of 
hazardous substance j from among com
parable samples). 

CR; = Screening concentration for noncancer 
toxicological responses corresponding to 
Rm or RfC for applicable exposure (inha
lation or oral) for hazardous substance j, 

m = Number of applicable haza1·dous sub
stances in sample (01• comparable sam
ples) for which a CR1 is available. 

If either I or J equals or exceeds 1, consider 
the sampling location to be subject to Level 

I concentrations for that pathway (compo
nent or threat). If both I and J are less than 
1, consider the sampling location to be sub
ject to Level II concentrations for that path
way (component or threat). If, for the sam
pling location, there are sets of samples that 
are not comparable, calculate I and J sepa
rately for each such set, and use the highest 
calculated values of I and J to assign Level 
I and Level II. 

See sections 7.3.1 and 7.3,2 for criteria for 
determining the level of contamination for 
radioactive substances. 
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3.0 Ground Water Migration Pathway 

Evaluate the ground water migration path
way based on three factor categories: likeli
hood of release, waste characteristics, and 
targets. Fig·ure 3-1 indicates the factors in
cluded within each factor category. 

Determine the ground water migration 
pathway score (Sgw) in terms of the faotcr 
category values as follows: 

S == (LR)(WC)(T) 
gw SF 

where: 
LR = Likelihood of release factor categ·ory 

value. 
WC = Waste characteristics factor category 

value. 

T = Targets factor categ·ory value. 
SF = Scaling factor. 

Table 3-1 outlines the specific calculation 
procedure. 

Calculate a separate g·round water migTa
tion pathway score for each aquifer, using· 
the factor category values for that aquifer 
for likelihood of release, waste characteris
tics, and targets. In doing so, include both 
the targ·ets using· water from that aquifer 
and the targets using· water from all over
lying aquifers through which the hazardous 
substances would migrate to reach the aqui
fer being evaluated. Assign the hig·hest 
g-round water migration pathway score that 
results for any aquifer as the g·round water 
migration pathway score for the site. 
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TABLE 3-1-GROUND WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY SGORESHEET 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value 

Value as
signed 

Likelihood of Release to an Aquifer: 
1. Observed Release .......................................................................................................... . 550 
2. Potential to Release: 

2a. Containment ............................................................................................. .. 10 
2b. Net Precipitation ........................................................................................ . 10 
2c. Depth to Aquifer ........................................................................................ . 5 
2d. Travel Time ............................................................................................... . 35 
2e. Potential to Release [lines 2a(2b + 2c + 2d)l .......................................... .. 500 

3. Likelihood of Release (higher of lines 1 and 2e) .......................................................... .. 550 
Waste Characteristics: 

4. T oxicity/Moblllty .............................................................................................................. .. (a) 
5. Hazardous Waste Quantity ............................................................................................ .. (a) 
6. Waste Charactertstlcs ..................................................................................................... . 100 

Targets: 
7. Nearest Weil ................................................................................................................... . 50 
8. Population: 

8a. Level I Concentrations .............................................................................. . (b) 
8b. Level ii Concentrations ............................................................................ .. (b) 
8c. Potential Contamination ............................................................................ . (b) 
8d. Population (lines 8a + 8b + 8c) ................................................................ .. (b) 

9. Resources .......... , ........................ , ...................................................................... , ............ . 5 
10. Wellhead Protection Area .............................................................................................. .. 20 
11. Targets (lines 7 + 8d + 9 + 10) ..................................................................................... .. (b) 

Ground Water Migration Score for an Aquifer: 
12. Aquifer Score [(lines 3 x 6 x 11) / 82,500] c ................................................................... . 100 

Ground Water Migration Pathway Score: 
13. Pathway Score (S8w), (highest value from line 12 for ail aquifers evaluated) 0 ............ .. 100 

• Maximum value applies to waste characteristics category. 
b Maximum value not applicable. 
c Do not round to nearest Integer. 

3.0.1 General considerations 
3.0.1.1 Ground water target distance limit. 

The target distance limit defines the max
imum distance from the sources at the site 
over which targets are evaluated. Use a tar
g·et distance limit of 4 miles for the ground 
water migration pathway, except when aqui
fer discontinuities apply (see section 
3.0.1.2.2). Furthermore, consider any well 
with an observed release from a source at the 
site (see section 3.1.1) to lie within the target 
distance limit of the site, regardless of the 
well's distance from the sources at the site. 

For sites that consist solely of a contami
nated ground water plume with no identified 
source, begin measuring· the 4-mile target 
distance limit at the center of the area of ob
served g·round water contamination. Deter
mine the area of observed ground water con
tamination based on available samples that 
meet the criteria for an observed release. 

8.0.1.2 Aquifer boundaries. Combine mul
tiple aquifers into a single hydrolog'io unit 
for sco1•ing purposes if aquifer interoonneo
tions oan be established for these aquifers. In 
contrast, restrict aquifer boundaries if aqui
fer discontinuities can be established, 

8.0.1.2.1 Aquifer interconnections. Evaluate 
whether aquifer interconnections occur with
in 2 miles of the sources at the site, If they 
occur within this 2-mile distance, combine 
the aquifers having interconnections in scor
ing· the site. In addition, if observed g·round 

water contamination attributable to the 
sources at the site extends beyond 2 miles 
from the sources, use any locations within 
the limits of this observed ground water con
tamination in evaluating aquifer inter
connections. If data are not adequate to es
tablish aquifer interconnections, evaluate 
the aquifers as separate aquifers. 

8.0.1.2.2 Aquifer discontinuities. Evaluate 
whether aquifer discontinuities occur within 
the 4-mile target distance limit. An aquifer 
discontinuity occurs for scoring purposes 
only when a geologic, topog-raphic, or other 
structure or feature entirely transects an aq
uifer within the 4-mile targ·et distance limit, 
thereby creating a continuous boundary to 
ground water flow within this limit. If two 
or more aquifers can be combined into a sin
g·le hydrolog-ic unit for scoring- purposes, an 
aquifer discontinuity occurs only when the 
stmcture or feature entirely transects the 
boundaries of this sing'le hydrologic unit. 

When an aquifer discontinuity is estab
lished within the 4-mile targ·et distance 
limit, exclude that portion of the aquifer be
yond the discontinuity in evaluating· the 
g·round water mig•ration pathway. However, 
if hazardous substances have migrated across 
an apparent discontinuity within the 4-mile 
targ·et distance limit, do not consider this to 
be a discontinuity in scoring the site. 

8.0.1.8 Karst aquifer. Give a karat aquifer 
that underlies any portion of the sources at 
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the site special consideration in the evalua
tion of two potential to release factors 
(depth to aquifer in section 3.1.2.3 and travel 
time in section 3.1.2.4), one waste character
istics factor (mobility in section 3.2.1.2), and 
two targets factors (nearest well in section 
3.3.1 and potential contamination in section 
3.3.2.4). 

3.1 Likelihood of release. For an aquifer, 
evaluate the likelihood of release factor cat
egory in terms of an observed release factor 
or a potential to release factor. 

3.1.1 Observed release. Establish an ob
served release to an aquifer by dem
onstrating that the site has released a haz
ardous substance to the aquifer. Base this 
demonstration on either: 

• Direct observation-a material that con
tains one or more hazardous substances has 
been deposited into or has been observed en
tering the aquifer. 

• Chemical analysis-an analysis of g·round 
water samples from the aquifer indicates 
that the concentration of hazardous sub
stance(s) has increased significantly above 
the background concentration for the site 
(see section 2,3), Some portion of the signifi
cant increase must be attributable to the 
site to establish the observed release, except: 
when the source itself consists of a ground 
water plume with no identified source, no 
separate attribution is required, 

If an observed release can be established 
for the aquifer, assig·n the aquifer an ob
served release factor value of 550, enter this 
value in table 3-1, and proceed to section 
3,1.3, If an observed release cannot be estab
lished for the aquifer, assign an observed re
lease factor value of 0, enter this value in 
table 3-1, and proceed to section 3,1.2, 

3,1.2 Potential to release, Evaluate poten
tial to release only if an observed release 

cannot be established for the aquifer, Evalu
ate potential to release based on four fac
tors: containment, net precipitation, depth 
to aquifer, and travel time, For sources over
lying karst terrain, give any karst aquifer 
that underlies any portion of the sources at 
the site special consideration in evaluating· 
depth to aquifer and travel time, as specified 
in sections 3,1.2,3 and 3,1,2.4. 

3.1.2.1 Containment. Assign a containment 
factor value from table 3-2 to each source at 
the site, Select the hig·hest containment fac
tor value assigned to those sources with a 
source hazardous waste quantity value of 0,5 
or more (see section 2.4.2.1.5), (Do not include 
this minimum size requirement in evalu
ating· any other factor of this pathway.) As
sig·n this hig·hest value as the containment 
factor value for the aquifer being evaluated, 
Enter this value in Table 3-1. 

If no source at the site meets the minimum 
size requirement, then select the hig·hest 
value assigned to the sources at the site and 
assign it as the containment factor value for 
the aquifer being evaluated, Enter this value 
in table 3-1. 

3,1.2.2 Net precipitation, Assign a net pre
cipitation factor value to the site, Figure 3-
2 provides computed net precipitation factor 
values, based on site location, Where nec
essary, determine the net precipitation fac
tor value as follows: 

• Determine monthly precipitation and 
monthly evapotranspiration: 

-Use local measured monthly averag·es. 
-When local data are not available, use 
monthly averages from the nearest Na
tional Oceanographic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration weather station that is in a 
similar geographic setting, 

TABLE 3-2-CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR GROUND WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY 

Source Assigned value 

All Sources (Except Surface Impoundments, Land Treatment, Containers, and Tanks) 

Evidence of hazardous substance migration from source area (I.e., source area includes source and any as- 10 
soclated containment structures). 

No liner , , ,, , ,, , , ,, , . , , , .. , , , , , , , , , .... , ,,, , , ,,, , ,, , ,, , , ,,, , .. , , , ,,, , .. , .. , , , , ...... , , ,, , , ,,, , ,, , ,, , .... , .. , , , , ........ , ,, , ,, , ,,, , , , , , , ,,, , .. , .. , .... , ..... ,,, . , , . ,, , ,, , , 10 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from source area1 a llner, and: 

(a) None of the following present: (1) maintained engineered cover, or (2) functioning and maintained 1 O 
run-on control system and runoff management system, or (3) functioning leachate collection and re
moval system Immediately above liner. 

(b) Any one of the three Items In (a) present .............................................................................................. , 9 
(c) Any two of the Items In (a) present ................. , ........................ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ............................ ,................. 7 
(d) All three items in (a) present plus a functioning ground water monitoring system """"'""'"""'"""""" 5 
(e) All Items In (d) present, plus no bulk or non-containerized liquids nor materials containing free liquids 3 

deposited In source area. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from source area, double liner with functioning leachate col

lection and removal system above and between liners, functioning ground water monitoring system, and: 
(f) Only one of the following deficiencies present In containment: (1) bulk or noncontalnerlzed liquids or 3 

materials containing free liquids deposited In source area, or (2) no or nonfunctlonlng or nonmaln
talned run-on control system and runoff management system, or (3) no or nonmalntalned engineered 
cover. 

(g) None of the deficiencies In (f) present ........................................................ ,,,,,,,,,,,,, .............................. , O 
Source area Inside or under maintained Intact struclure that provides protection from precipitation so that o 

neither runoff nor leachate Is generated, liquids or materials containing free liquids not deposited In source 
area, and functioning and maintained run-on control present. 
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TABLE 3-2-CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR GROUND WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY

Continued 

Source Assigned value 

Surface lmpoundment 

Evidence of hazardous substance migration from surface lmpoundment ........................................................... 10 
No liner ................................................................................................................................................................. 10 
Free liquids present with either no diking, unsound diking, or diking that Is not regularly inspected and main- 10 

talned. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from surface lmpoundmenl, free liquids present, sound 

diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained, adequate freeboard, and: 
(a) Liner ......................................................................................................................................................... 9 
(b) Liner with functioning leachate collection and removal system below liner, and functioning ground 5 

water monitoring system. 
(c) Double liner with functioning leachate collection and removal system between liners, and functioning 3 

ground water monltortng system. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from surface impoundment and all free liquids eliminated at Evaluate using 

closure (either by removal of liquids or solidification of remaining wastes and waste residues). All sources 
criteria (with no 
bulk or free liq
uid deposited). 

Land Treatment 

Evidence of hazardous substance migration from land treatment zone ............................................................. 10 
No functioning, meintalned, run-on control and runoff management system ...................................................... 10 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from land treatment zone and: 

(a) Functioning and maintained run-on control and runoff management system ......................................... 7 
(b) Functioning and maintained run•on control and runoff management system, and vegetative cover es- 5 

labllshed over entire land treatment area. 
(c) Land treatment area maintained in compliance with 40 CFR 264.280 ................................................... o 

Containers 
All containers buried ............................................................................................................................................ . Evaluate using 

All sources 
criteria. 

Evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area (i.e., container area includes containers and 10 
any associated containment structures). 

No liner (or no essentially Impervious base) under container area. .................................................................... 10 
No diking (or no similar structure) surrounding container area ........................................................................... 10 
Diking surrounding container area unsound or not regularly Inspected and maintained .................................... 10 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area, container area surrounded by sound 

diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained, and: 
(a) Liner (or essentially Impervious base) under container area .................................................................. 9 
(b) Essentially Impervious base under container area with liquids collection and removal system ............. 7 
(c) Containment system Includes essentially Impervious base, liquids collection system, sufficient capac- 5 

lty to contain 10 percent of volume of all containers, and functioning and maintained run-on control; 
plus functioning ground water monitoring system, and spilled or leaked hazardous substances and ac
cumulated precipitation removed In timely manner to prevent overflow of collection system, at least 
weekly inspection of containers, hazardous substances in leaking or deteriorating containers trans
ferred to containers In good condition, and containers sealed except when waste Is added or removed. 

(d) Free liquids present, containment system has sufficient capacity to hold total volume of all con- 5 
talners and to provide adequate freeboard, single liner under container area with functioning leachate 
collection and removal system below liner, and functioning ground water monitoring system. 

(e) Same as (d) except: double liner under container area with functioning leachate collection and re- 3 
moval system between liners. 

Containers Inside or under maintained Intact structure that provides protection from precipitation so that nei- 0 
!her runoff nor leachate would be generated from any unsealed or ruptured containers, liquids or materials 
containing free liquids not deposited in any container, and functioning and maintained run-off control 
present. 

No evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area, containers leaking, and all free liquids Evaluate using 
eliminated at closure (either by removal of liquid or solidification of remaining wastes and waste residues). All sources 

criteria (with no 
bulk or free liq
uid deposited). 

Tank 

Below-ground tank ................................................................................................................................................ Evaluate using 
All sources 
criteria. 

Evidence of hazardous substance migration from tank area (i.e., tank area Includes tank, ancillary equip- 10 
mant such as piping, and any associated containment structures). 

Tank and ancillary equipment not provided with secondary containment (e.g., liner under tank area, vault 10 
system, double wall). 

No diking (or no similar structure) surrounding tank and ancillary equipment .................................................... 10 
Diking surrounding tank and anclllary equipment unsound or not regularly Inspected and maintained ............. 1 O 
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TABLE 3-2-CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR GROUND WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY

Continued 

Source Assigned value 

No evidence of hazardous substance migration from tank area, tank and ancillary equipment surrounded by 
sound diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained, and: 

(a) Tank and ancillary equipment provided with secondary containment .................................................... 9 
(b) Tank and ancillary equipment provided with secondary containment with leak detecllon and callee- 7 

lion system. 
(c) Tank and ancillary equipment provided with secondary containment system that detects and collects 5 

spilled or leaked hazardous substances and accumulated precipitation and has sufficient capacity to 
contain 11 a percent of volume of largest tank within containment area, spilled or leaked hazardous 
substances and accumulated precipitation removed In timely manner, at least weekly Inspection of 
tank and secondary containment system, all leaking or unfit-for-use tank systems promptly responded 
to, and functioning ground water monitoring system. 

(d) Containment system has sufficient capacity to hold volume of all tanks within tank containment area 5 
and to provide adequate freeboard, single liner under that containment area with functioning leachate 
collection and removal system below liner, and functioning ground water monitoring system. 

(e) Same as (d) except: double liner under tank containment area with functioning leachate collection 3 
and removal system between liners. 

Tank Is above ground, and Inside or under maintained intact structure that provides protection from preclpl- 0 
talion so that neither runoff nor leachate would be generated from any material released from tank, liquids 
or materiels containing free liquids not deposited In any tank, and functioning and maintained run-on con-
trol present. 
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Hawaii 

c:1 0 

FIGURE 3·2 
NET PRECIPITATION FACTOR VALUES 

(CONCLUDED) 

-When measured monthly 
evapotranspiration is not available, cal
culate monthly potential 
evapotranspiration (Eli) as follows: 

E; = 0.6 Fi (10 Till) o. 

where: 

E, = Monthly potential 
evapotranspiration (inches) for month i. 
F1 = Monthly latitude adjusting value for 
month i. 
T1 = Mean monthly temperature (0 0) for 
month i. 
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12 
I I(TJ5)1-514 

i=I 
a= 6.75 x 10-113-7.71 x10-s I2 + 
1.79 X 10-2 I+ 0.49239 

Select the latitude adjusting· value for each 
month from table 3-3. For latitudes lower 
than 50° North or 20° South, determine the 
monthly latitude adjusting· value by inter
polation. 

• Calculate monthly net precipitation by 
subtracting monthly evapotranspiration (or 

monthly potential evapotranspiration) from 
monthly precipitation. If evapotranspiration 
( or potential evapotranspiration) exceeds 
precipitation for a month, assign that month 
a net precipitation value of 0. 

• Calculate the annual net precipitation by 
summing the monthly net precipitation val
ues. 

• Based on the annual net precipitation, 
assign a net precipitation factor value from 
table 3--4. 

Enter the value assig·ned from Fig·ure 3--2 
er from table 3--4, as appropriate, in table 3--
1. 

TABLE 3-3-MONTHLY LATITUDE ADJUSTING VALUES A 

Latltudeb Month 

(degrees) Jan. Feb. March April May June July August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

~50 N 0.74 0.78 1.02 1.15 1.33 1.36 1.37 1.25 1.06 0.92 0.76 0.70 
45 N 0.80 0.81 1.02 1.13 1.28 1.29 1.31 1.21 1.04 0.94 0.79 0.75 
40 N 0.84 0.83 1.03 1.11 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.18 1.04 0.96 0.83 0.81 
35 N 0.87 0.85 1.03 1.09 1.21 1.21 1.23 1.16 1.03 0.97 0.89 0.85 
30 N 0.90 0.87 1.03 1.08 1.18 1.17 1.20 1.14 1.03 0.98 0.89 0.88 
20 N 0.95 0.90 1.03 1.05 1.13 1.11 1.14 1.11 1.02 1.00 0.93 0.94 
10 N 1.00 0.91 1.03 1.03 1.08 1.06 1.08 1.07 1.02 1.02 0.98 0.99 

0 1.04 0.94 1.04 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.04 1.04 1.01 1.04 1.01 1.04 
10 S 1.08 0.97 1.05 0.99 1.00 0,96 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.06 1.05 1.09 
20 S 1.14 0.99 1.05 0,97 0.96 0.91 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.08 1.09 1.15 

• Do not round lo nearest Integer. 
b For unlisted latitudes lower than 50° North or 20' South, determine the latitude adjusting value by Interpolation. 

TABLE 3-4-NET PRECIPITATION FACTOR 
VALUES 

Assigned Net precipitation (inches) value 

0 0 """'""""""'"""""""''"''"""""""'"""""""""" 
Greater than o to 5 ............................................ .. 1 
Greater than 5 to 15 .......................................... .. 3 
Greater than 15 to 30 ......................................... . 6 
Greater than 30 ................................. , ................ . 10 

3.1.2.3 Depth to aquifer. Evaluate depth to 
aquifer by determining the depth from the 
lowest known point of hazardous substances 
at a site to the top of the aquifer being eval
uated, considering all layers in that interval. 
Measure the depth to an aquifer as the dis
tance from the surface to the top of the aqui
fer minus the distance from the surface to 
the lowest known point of hazardous sub
stances eligible to be evaluated for that aq
uifer. In evaluating depth to aquifer in karst 
terrain, assign a thickness of O feet to a 
karst aquifer that underlies any portion of 
the sources at the site. Based on the cal
culated depth, assign a value from table 3--5 
to the depth to aquifer factor. 

Determine the depth to aquifer only at lo
cations within 2 miles of the sources at the 
site, except: if observed g·round water con
tamination attributable to sources at the 
site extends more than 2 miles beyond these 
sources, use any location within the limits of 
this observed ground water contamination 
when evaluating- the depth to aquifer factor 

for any aquifer that does not have an ob
served release. If the necessary geologic in
formation is available at multiple locations, 
calculate the depth to aquifer at each loca
tion. Use the location having the smallest 
depth to assign the factor value. Enter this 
value in table 3--1. 

TABLE 3-5-DEPTH TO AQUIFER FACTOR 
VALUES 

Depth lo aquifer• (feel) Assigned 
value 

Less than or equal to 25 .................................... . 5 
Greater than 25 to 250 .... , ................................. .. 3 
Greater than 250 ......... , ...................................... . 1 

• Use depth of all layers between the hazardous substances 
and aquifer. Assign a thickness of O feel to any karst aquifer 
that underlies any portion of the sources at the site. 

3.1.2.4 Travel time. Evaluate the travel 
time factor based on the g·eologic materials 
in the interval between the lowest known 
point of hazardous substances at the site and 
the top of the aquifer being· evaluated. As
sign a value to the travel time factor as fol
lows: 

• If the depth to aquifer (see section 3.1.2.3) 
is 10 feet or less, assign a value of 35. 

• If, for the interval being evaluated, all 
layers that underlie a portion of the sources 
at the site are karst, assign a value of 35. 

• Otherwise: 
-Select the lowest hydraulic conductivity 
layer(s) from within the above interval. 
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Consider only layers at least 3 feet thick. 
However, do not consider layers or por
tions of layers within the first 10 feet of 
the depth to the aquifer. 
-Determine hydraulic conductivities for 
individual layers from table 3---6 or from in
situ or laboratory tests. Use representa
tive, measured, hydraulic conductivity val
ues whenever available. 

-If more than one layer has the same low
est hydraulic conductivity, include all 
such layers and sum their thicknesses. As
sign a thickness of O feet to a karst layer 
that underlies any portion of the sources 
at the site. 
-Assign a value from table 3-7 to the travel 
time factor, based on the thickness and hy
draulic conductivity of the lowest hydrau
lic conductivity layer(s). 

TABLE 3-6-HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF GEOLOGIC MATERIALS 

Assigned hydrau
Type of material lic conductivity• 

(cm/sec) 

Clay; low permeability till (compact unfractured till); shale; unfractured metamorphic and Igneous rocks 10-s 
Slit; loesses; silty clays; sediments that are predominantly silts; moderately permeable till (fine-grained, un

consolidated till, or compact till with some fractures); low permeability limestones and dolomites (no karst); 
low permeability sandstone; low permeability fractured Igneous and metamorphic rocks .............................. . 10-• 

Sands; sandy slits; sediments that are predominantly sand; highly permeable 1111 (coarse-grained, unconsoli
dated or compact and highly fractured); peat; moderately permeable limestones and dolomites (no karst); 
moderately permeable sandstone; moderately permeable fractured Igneous and metamorphic rocks ......... .. 

Gravel; clean sand; highly permeable fractured Igneous and metamorphic rocks; permeable basalt; karst 
limestones and dolomites ........................................................... , ........................ , .......................................... , .. 10-2 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

TABLE 3-7-TRAVEL TIME FACTOR VALUES A 

Thickness of lowest hydraulic conductivity 
layer(s) 0 (feet) 

Hydraulic conductivity (cm/sec) Greater Greater Greater 
than 3 to than 5 to than 100 

5 100 to 500 

Greater 
than 500 

Greater than or equal to 10-3 ............................................................................. . 35 35 35 25 
Less than 10-J to 10-s ...................................................................................... .. 35 25 15 15 
Less than 10-s to 10-, ...................................................................................... .. 15 15 5 5 
Less than 10-1 ................................................................................................... .. 5 5 1 1 

a If depth to aquifer Is 1 o feet or less or if, for the Interval being evaluated, all layers that underlie a portion of the sources at 
the site are karst, assign a value of 35. 

b Consider only layers at least 3 feet thick. Do not consider layers or portions of layers within the first 1 o feet of the depth to 
the aquifer. 

Determine travel time only at locations 
within 2 miles of the sources at the site, ex
cept: if observed ground water contamina
tion attributable to sources at the site ex
tends more than 2 miles beyond these 
sources, use any location within the limits of 
this observed ground water contamination 
when evaluating the travel time factor for 
any aquifer that does not have an observed 
release. If the necessary subsurface geologic 
information is available at multiple loca
tions, evaluate the travel time factor at each 
location. Use the location having the highest 
travel time factor value to assign the factor 
value for the aquifer. Enter this value in 
table 3-1. 

3.1.2.5 Calculation of potential to release fac
tor value. Sum the factor values for net pre
cipitation, depth to aquifer, and travel time, 
and multiply this sum by the factor value for 
containment. Assign this product as the pa
ten tial to release factor value for the aq ui
fer. Enter this value in table 3-1. 

3.1.3 Calculation of likelihood of release fac
tor category value. If an observed release is 
established for an aquifer, assig•n the ob
served release factor value of 550 as the like
lihood of release factor category value for 
that aquifer. Otherwise, assig·n the potential 
to release factor value for that aquifer as the 
likelihood of release value. Enter the value 
assigned in table 3-1. 

3.2 Waste characteristics. Evaluate the 
waste characteristics factor category for an 
aquifer based on two factors: toxicity/mobil
ity and hazardous waste quantity. Evaluate 
only those hazardous substances available to 
mig-rate from the sources at the site to 
ground water. Such hazardous substances in
clude: 

• Hazardous substances that meet the cri
teria for an observed release to ground 
water. 

• All hazardous substances associated with 
a source that has a ground water contain
ment factor value greater than O (see sec
tions 2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 3.1.2.1). 
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3.2.1 Toxicity/mobility. For each hazardous 
substance, assign a toxicity factor value, a 
mobility factor value, and a combined tox
icity/mobility factor value as specified in the 
following sections. Select the toxicity/mobil
ity factor value for the aquifer being evalu
ated as specified in section 3.2.1.3. 

3.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assig·n a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in Section 2.4.1.1. 

3.2.1.2 Mobility. Assign a mobility factor 
value to each hazardous substance for the 
aquifer being· evaluated as follows: 

• For any hazardous substance that meets 
the criteria for an observed release by chem
ical analysis to one or more aquifers under-

lying the sources at the site, regardless of 
the aquifer being· evaluated, assign a mobil
ity factor value of 1. 

• For any hazardous substance that does 
not meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis to at least one of the 
aquifers, assign that hazardous substance a 
mobility factor value from table 3-8 for the 
aquifer being evaluated, based on its water 
solubility and distribution coefficient (Ktl), 

• If the hazardous substance cannot be as
sig·ned a mobility factor value because data 
on its water solubility or distribution coeffi
cient are not available, use other hazardous 
substances for which information is avail
able in evaluating the pathway. 

TABLE 3-8-GROUND WATER MOBILITY FACTOR VALUES A 

Distribution coefficient (K,) (ml/g) 

Water solubility (mgA) >10to Karst 0 
1,000 >1,000 

Present as liquid b ............................................................................................... .. 1 1 0.01 0.0001 
Greater than 100 ................................................................................................. .. 1 1 0.01 0.0001 
Greater than 1 to 100 .......................................................................................... . 0.2 0.2 0.002 2 X 10-5 

Greater than 0.01 to 1 ......................................................................................... . 0.002 0.002 2 X 10-5 2x 10-, 
Less than or equal to 0.01 .................................................................................. .. 2 X 10-5 2 X 1Q-5 2 X 10-7 2 X 10-9 

a Do not round to nearest integer. 
b Use If the hazardous substance Is present or deposited as a liquid. 
0 Use if the entire Interval from the source to the aquifer being evaluated Is karst. 

• If none of the hazardous substances eligi
ble to be evaluated can be assigned a mobil
ity factor value, use a default value of 0.002 
as the mobility factor value for all these haz
ardous substances. 

Determine the water solubility to be used 
in table 3-8 for the hazardous substance as 
follows (use this same water solubility for all 
aquifers): 

• For any hazardous substance that does 
not meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis, if the hazardous sub
stance is present or deposited as a liquid, use 
the water solubility category "Present as 
Liquid" in table 3-8 to assign the mobility 
factor value to that hazardous substance. 

• Otherwise: 
-For any hazardous substance that is a 
metal (or metalloid) and that does not 
meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis, establish a water sol
ubility for the hazardous substance as fol
lows: 

-Determine the overall range of water 
solubilities for compounds of this haz
ardous substance ( consicler all com
pounds for which adequate water solu
bility information is available, not just 
compounds iclentified as present at the 
site). 
-Calculate the geometric mean of the 
hig·hest and the lowest water solubility 
in this rang·e, 

-Use this geometric mean as the water 
solubility in assigning· the hazardous 
substance a mobility factor value from 
table 3-8. 

-For any other hazardous substance (either 
organic or inorganic) that does not meet 
the criteria for an observed release by 
chemical analysis, use the water solubility 
of that hazardous substance to assig·n a 
mobility factol' value from table 3-8 to the 
hazardous substance, 
For the aquifer being evaluated, determine 

the distribution coefficient to be used in 
table 3-8 for the hazardous substance as fol
lows: 

• For any hazardous substance that does 
not meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis, if the entire interval 
from a source at the site to the aquifer being· 
evaluated is karst, use the distribution coef
ficient categ·ory "Karst" in table 3-8 in as
sig·ning· the mobility faotor value for that 
hazardous substance for that aquifer. 

• Otherwise: 
-For any hazardous substance that is a 
metal (or metalloid) and that does not 
meet the criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis, use the distribution 
coefficient for the metal or (metalloid) to 
assig•n a mobility factor value from table 
3-8 for that hazardous substance, 
-For any other inorg·anio hazardous sub
stance that does not meet the criteria for 
an observed release by chemical analysis, 
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use the distribution coefficient for that in
organic hazardous substance, if available, 
to assign a mobility factor value from 
table 3-8. If the distribution coefficient is 
not available, use a default value of "less 
than 10" as the distribution coefficient, ex
cept: for asbestos use a default value of 
"g·reater than 1,000" as the distribution co
efficient. 
-For any hazardous substance that is or
ganic and that does not meet the criteria 
for an observed release by chemical anal
ysis, establish a distribution coefficient for 
that hazardous substance as follows: 

-Estimate the K<l range for the hazardous 
substance using the following equation: 

K<l = (Koc)(f,) 

where: 
Koc = Soil-water partition coefficient for or

ganic carbon for the hazardous sub
stance. 

f, = Sorbent content (fraction of clays plus 
organic carbon) in the subsurface. 

-Use f, values of 0.03 and 0.77 in the above 
equation to establish the upper and lower 
values of the Kd range for the hazardous 
substance. 

-Calculate the geometric mean of the 
upper and lower Kd rang·e values. Use this 
g·eometric mean as the distribution coef
ficient in assigning the hazardous sub
stance a mobility factor value from table 
3-8. 

3.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/mobility factor 
value. Assign each hazardous substance a 
toxicity/mobility factor value from table 3-9, 
based on the values assigned to the haz
ardous substance for the toxicity and mobil
ity factors. Use the hazardous substance 
with the highest toxicity/mobility factor 
value for the aquifer being evaluated to as
sig·n the value to the toxicity/mobility factor 
for that aquifer. Enter this value in table 3-
1. 

TABLE 3-9-TOXICJTY/MOBILITY FACTOR VALUES A 

Toxicity factor value 
Mobility factor value 

10,000 1,000 100 10 1 0 

1.0 10,000 1,000 100 10 1 0 
0.2 2,000 200 20 2 0.2 0 

0,01 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0 
0.002 20 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 0 

0.0001 1 0.1 0,01 0.001 1 X 10-4 0 
2 X 10-S 0,2 0.02 0.002 2 X 10-4 2 X 10-5 0 
2 X 10-7 0.002 2 X 10-4 2 X 10-5 2 X 10-6 2 X 10-7 0 
2 X 10-9 2 X 10-s 2 X 10-6 2 X 10-7 2 X 10-8 2 X 10-9 0 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 

3.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for 
the ground water pathway (or aquifer) as 
specified in section 2.4.2. Enter this value in 
table 3-1. 

3.2.3 Calculation of waste characteristics 
factor category value. Multiply the toxicity/ 
mobility and hazardous waste quantity fac
tor values, subject to a maximum product of 
1 x 108• Based on this product, assig·n a value 
from table 2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the waste 
characteristics factor category. Enter this 
value in table 3-1. 

3.3 Targets. Evaluate the targets factor 
category for an aquifer based on four factors: 
nearest well, population, resources, and 
Wellhead Protection Area. Evaluate these 
four factors based on targets within the tar
get distance limit specified in section 3.0.1.1 
and the aquifer boundaries specified in sec
tion 3.0.1.2. Determine the targets to be in
cluded in evaluating· these factors for an aq
uifer as specified in section 3.0. 

3.3.1 Nearest well. In evaluating· the near
est well factor, include both the drinking 
water wells drawing from the aquifer being 
evaluated and those drawing from overlying· 

aquifers as specified in section 3.0. Include 
standby wells in evaluating this factor only 
if they are used for drinking water supply at 
least once every year. 

If there is an observed release by direct ob
servation for a drinking· water well within 
the targ·et distance limit, assign Level II 
concentrations to that well. However, if one 
or more samples meet the criteria for an ob
served release for that well, determine if 
that well is subject to Level I or Level II 
concentrations as specified in sections 2.5.1 
and 2.5.2. Use the health-based benchmarks 
from table 3-10 in determining the level of 
contamination. 

Assign a value for the nearest well factor 
as follows: 

• If one or more drinking water wells is 
subject to Level I concentrations, assign a 
value of 50. 

• If not, but if one or more drinking· water 
wells is subject to Level II concentrations, 
assig·n a value of 45. 

• If none of the drinking water wells is 
subject to Level I or Level II concentrations, 
assign a value as follows: 
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-If one of the target aquifers is a karst aq
uifer that underlies any portion of the 
sources at the site and any well draws 
drinking· water from this karst aquifer 
within the targ·et distance limit, assig·n a 
value of 20. 
-If not, determine the shortest distance to 
any drinking water well, as measured from 
any source at the site with a g·round water 
containment factor value g·reater than 0. 
Select a value from table S-11 based on this 
distance. Assign it as the value for the 
nearest well factor, 
Enter the value assigned to the nearest 

well factor in table 3-1. 

TABLE 3-iO-HEALTH-BASED BENCHMARKS FOR 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN DRINKING WATER 

• Concentration corresponding to Maximum Con
taminant Level (MCL). 

• Concentration corresponding to a nonzero Max
imum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG). 

• Screening concentration for cancer corresponding 
to that concentration that corresponds to the 
10- 6 individual cancer risk for oral exposures. 

• Screening concentration for noncancer toxi
cological responses corresponding to the Ref
erence Dose (RID) for oral exposures. 

TABLE 3-i i-NEAREST WELL FACTOR VALUES 

Assigned Distance from source (miles) value 

Level I concentrations a ..................................... .. 50 
Level II concentrations a .................................... .. 45 
Oto¼ ................................................................ .. 20 
Greater than ¼ to ½ ., ....................................... . 18 
Greater than ½ to 1 .......................................... .. 9 
Greater than 1 to 2 ............................................ .. 5 
Greater than 2 to 3 ............................................ .. 3 
Greater than 3 to 4 ............................................. . 2 
Greater than 4 .................................................... . 0 

• Distance does not apply. 

3,3,2 Population. In evaluating· the popu
lation factor, include those persons served by 
drinking· water wells within the targ·et dis
tance limit specified in section 3.0.1.1. For 
the aquifer being evaluated, count those per
sons served by wells in that aquifer and 
those persons served by wells in overlying· 
aquifers as specified in section 3.0. Include 
residents, students, and workers who regu
larly use the water. Exclude transient popu
lations such as customers and travelers pass
ing· throug·h the area. Evaluate the popu
lation based on the location of the water 
supply wells, not on the location of resi
dences, work places, etc. When a standby 
well is maintained on a regular basis so that 
water can be withdrawn, include it in evalu
ating· the population factor. 

In estimating residential population, when 
the estimate is based on the number of resi
dences, multiply each residence by the aver-

age number of persons per residence for the 
county in which the residence is located. 

In determining the population served by a 
well, if the water from the well is blended 
with other water (for example, water from 
other ground water wells or surface water in
takes), apportion the total population regu
larly served by the blended system to the 
well based on the wall's relative contribution 
to the total blended system. In estimating 
the well's relative contribution, assume each 
well and intake contributes equally and ap
portion the population accordingly, except: 
if the relative contribution of any one well 
er intake exceeds 40 percent based on aver
age annual pumpage or capacity, estimate 
the relative contribution of the wells and in
takes considering the following data, if 
available: 

• Averag·e annual pumpage from the ground 
water wells and surface water intakes in the 
blended system. 

• Capacities of the wells and intakes in the 
blendecl system. 

For systems with standby g·round water 
wells or standby surface water intakes, ap
portion the total population reg·ularly served 
by the blended system as described above, 
except: 

• Exclude standby surface water intakes in 
apportioning the population. 

• When using· pumpage data for a standby 
ground water well, use average pumpag·e for 
the period during which the standby well is 
used rather than average annual pumpage. 

• For that portion of the total population 
that could be apportioned to a standby 
ground water well, assign that portion of the 
population either to that standby well or to 
the other ground water well(s) and surface 
water intake(s) that serve that population; 
do not assig·n that portion of the population 
both to the standby well and to the other 
well(s) and intake(s) in the blended system. 
Use the apportioning· that results in the 
hig·hest population factor value. (Either in
clude all standby well(s) or exclude some or 
all of the standby well(s) as appropriate to 
obtain this hig·hest value.) Note that the spe
cific standby well(s) included or excluded 
and, thus, the specific apportioning· may 
vary in evaluating different aquifers and in 
evaluating the surface water pathway, 

3,8,2,1 Level of contamination, Evaluate the 
population served by water from a point of 
withdrawal based on the level of contamina
tion for that point of withdrawal. Use the ap
plicable factor: Level I concentrations, Level 
II concentrations, or potential contamina
tion. 

If 110 samples meet the criteria for an ob
served release for a point of withdrawal and 
there is no observed release by direct obser
vation for that point of withdrawal, evaluate 
that point of withdrawal using· the potential 
contamination factor in section 8.3.2,4. If 
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there is an observed release by direct obser
vation, use Level II concentrations for that 
point of withdrawal. However, if one or more 
samples meet the criteria for an observed re
lease for the point of withdrawal, determine 
which factor (Level I or Level II concentra
tions) applies to that point of withdrawal as 
specified in sections 2 .5 .1 and 2 .5 .2. Use the 
health-based benchmarks from table 3--10 in 
determining· the level of contamination, 
Evaluate the point of withdrawal using the 
Level I concentrations factor in section 
3.3.2.2 or the Level II concentrations factor 
in section 3.3.2.3, as appropriate, 

For the potential contamination factor, 
use population ranges in evaluating the fac
tor as specified in section 3.3.2.4. For the 
Level I and Level II concentrations factors, 
use the population estimate, not population 
ranges, in evaluating both factors. 

3.3.2.2 Level I concentrations. Sum the 
number of people served by drinking· water 
from points of withdrawal subject to Level I 
concentrations. Multiply this sum by 10. As
sign this product as the value for this factor. 
Enter this value in table 3--1. 

3.3.2.3 Level II concentrations. Sum the 
number of people served by drinking water 
from points of withdrawal subject to Level II 
concentrations. Do not include those people 
already counted under the Level I concentra
tions factor. Assign this sum as the value for 
this factor, Enter this value in table 3--1. 

3.3.2.4 Potential contamination. Determine 
the number of people served by drinking· 
water from points of withdrawal subject to 
potential contamination. Do not include 
those people already counted under the Level 
I and Level II concentrations factors. 

Assign distance-weighted population val
ues from table 3--12 to this population as fol
lows: 

• Use the "Karst" portion of table 3--12 to 
assign values only for that portion of the 
population served by points of withdrawal 
that draw drinking water from a karst aqui
fer that underlies any portion of the sources 
at the site. 

-For this portion of the population, deter
mine the number of people included within 
each "Karst" distance category in table 3--
12. 

TABLE 3-12-DISTANCE-WEIGHTED POPULATION VALUES FOR POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION FACTOR 
FOR GROUND WATER MIGRATION PATHWAYA 

Number of people within the distance category 

Distance cat~ 11 31 101 1,001 3,001 10,001 30,001 100,001 300,001 1,000,001 egory (miles) 1 to 301 to 0 to to to to to to to to to to 10 1,000 30 100 300 3,000 10,000 30,000 100,000 300,000 1,000,000 3,000,000 

Other Than 
Karstb: 

Oto¼ ............... 0 4 17 53 164 522 1,633 5,214 16,325 52,137 163,246 521,360 1,632,455 
Greater than ¼ 

to½ .............. 0 2 11 33 102 324 1,013 3,233 10,122 32,325 101,213 323,243 1,012,122 
Greater than ½ 

to 1 ................ 0 1 5 17 52 167 523 1,669 5,224 16,684 52,239 166,835 522,385 
Greater than 1 

to 2 ................ 0 0,7 3 10 30 94 294 939 2,939 9,385 29,384 93,845 293,842 
Greater than 2 

to 3 ................ 0 0,5 2 7 21 68 212 678 2,122 6,778 21,222 67,777 212,219 
Greater than 3 

to 4 ................ 0 0,3 1 4 13 42 131 417 1,306 4,171 13,060 41,709 130,596 

Karst 0 : 

Oto¼ .............. , 0 4 17 53 164 522 1,633 5,214 16,325 52,137 163,246 521,360 1,632,455 
Greater than ¼ 

to½ ............. , 0 2 11 33 102 324 1,013 3,233 10,122 32,325 101,213 323,243 1,012,122 
Greater than ½ 

to 1 ................ 0 2 9 26 82 261 817 2,607 8,163 26,068 81,623 260,680 816,227 
Greater than 1 

to 2 ................ 0 2 9 26 82 261 817 2,607 8,163 26,068 81,623 260,680 816,227 
Greater than 2 

to 3 ................ 0 2 9 26 82 261 817 2,607 8,163 26,068 81,623 260,680 816,227 
Greater than 3 

to 4 ................ 0 2 9 26 82 261 817 2,607 8,163 26,068 81,623 260,680 816,227 

• Round the number of people present within a distance category to nearest Integer. Do not round the assigned distance
weighted population value to nearest Integer. 

b Use for all aquifers, except karat aquifers underlying any portion of the sources at the site. 
0 Use only for karat aquifers underlying any portion of the sources at the site. 

-Assig•n a distance-weig·hted population 
value fer each distance oategory based on 

the number of people included within the 
distance categ•ory. 
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• Use the "Other Than Karst" portion of 
table 3--12 for the remainder of the popu
lation served by points of withdrawal subject 
to potential contamination. 

-For this portion of the population, deter
mine the number of people included within 
each "Other Than Karst" distance cat
eg·ory in table 3--12. 
-Assig·n a distance-weighted population 
value for each distance category based on 
the number of people included within the 
distance category. 
Calculate the value for the potential con

tamination factor (PC) as follows: 

1 n 

PC=- °"'(W- +K-) 10~ I I 
1=1 

where: 
W1 = Distance-weighted population from 

"Other Than Karst" portion of table 3--12 
for distance category i. 

K1 = Distance-weighted population from 
"Karst" portion of table 3--12 for distance 
category i. 

n = Number of distance categories. 
If PC is less than 1, do not round it to the 

nearest integer; if PC is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter this value in table 
3--1. 

3.3.2.5 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values for Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and po
tential contamination. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum 
as the population factor value for the aqui
fer. Enter this value in table 3--1. 

3.3.3 Resources. To evaluate the resources 
factor, select the hig·hest value specified 
below that applies for the aquifer being· eval
uated. Assign this value as the resources fac
tor value for the aquifer. Enter this value in 
table 3--1. 

Assign a resources value of 5 if water 
drawn from any target well for the aquifer 
being evaluated or overlying aquifers (as 
specified in section 3.0) is used for one or 
more of the following purposes: 

• Irrigation (5-acre minimum) of commer
cial food crops or commercial forag·e crops. 

• Watering of commercial livestock. 
• Ing·redient in commercial food prepara

tion. 
• Supply for commercial aquaculture. 
• Supply for a major or designated water 

recreation area, excluding drinking· water 
use. 

Assign a resources value of 5 if no drinking· 
water wells are within the target distance 
limit, but the water in the aquifer being 
evaluated or any overlying aquifers (as spec
ified in section 3.0) is usable for drinking· 
water purposes. 

Assign a resources value of O if none of the 
above applies. 

3.3.4 Wellhead Protection Area. Evaluate 
the Wellhead Protection Area factor based 
on Wellhead Protection Areas desig·nated ac
cording to section 1428 of the Safe Drinking· 
Water Aot, as amended. Consider only those 
Wellhead Protection Areas applicable to the 
aquifer being evaluated or overlying aquifers 
(as specified in section 3.0). Select the high
est value below that applies. Assig·n it as the 
value for the Wellhead Protection Area fac
tor for the aquifer being· evaluated. Enter 
this value in table 3--1. 

Assign a value of 20 if either of the fol
lowing criteria applies for the aquifer being 
evaluated or overlying aquifers: 

• A source with a ground water contain
ment factor value greater than O lies, either 
partially or fully, within or above the des
ignated Wellhead Protection Area. 

• Observed ground water contamination 
attributable to the sources at the site lies, 
either partially or fully, within the des
ignated Wellhead Protection Area. 

If neither criterion applies, assign a value 
of 5, if, within the target distance limit, 
there is a desig·nated Wellhead Protection 
Area applicable to the aquifer being evalu
ated or overlying aquifers. 

Assign a value of O if none of the above ap
plies. 

3.3.5 Calculation of targets factor category 
value. Sum the factor values for nearest well, 
population, resources, and Wellhead Protec
tion Area. Do not round this sum to the 
nearest integer. Use this sum as the targ·ets 
factor category value for the aquifer. Enter 
this value in table 3--1. 

3.4 Ground water migration score for an aq
uifer. For the aquifer being· evaluated, mul
tiply the factor category values for likeli
hood of release, waste characteristics, and 
targets, and round the product to the nearest 
integer. Then divide by 82,500. Assig·n the re
sulting value, subject to a maximum value of 
100, as the ground water migration pathway 
score for the aquifer. Enter this score in 
table 3--1. 

3.5 Calculation of ground water migration 
pathway score. Calculate a ground water mi
gration score for each aquifer underlying· the 
sources at the site, as appropriate. Assign 
the highest ground water migration score for 
an aquifer as the ground water migration 
pathway score (S.__.) for the site. Enter this 
score in table 3--1. 

4.0 Surface Water Migration Pathway 

4.0.1 Migration components. Evaluate the 
surface water migration pathway based on 
two migration components: 

• Overland/flood migration to surface 
water (see section 4.1). 

• Ground water to surface water migration 
(see section 4.2). 
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Evaluate each component based on the same 
three threats: drinking water threat, human 
food chain threat, and environmental threat. 

Score one or both components, considering 
their relative importance. If only one compo
nent is scored, assign its score as the surface 
water migration pathway score. If both com
ponents are scored, select the hig·her of the 
two scores and assign it as the surface water 
migration pathway score. 

4.0.2 Surface water categories. For HRS pur
poses, classify surface water into four cat
eg·ories: rivers, lakes, oceans, and coastal 
tidal waters. 

Rivers include: 
• Perennially flowing waters from point of 

orig·in to the ocean or to coastal tidal 
waters, whichever comes first, and wetlands 
contiguous to these flowing waters. 

• Aboveground portions of disappearing 
rivers. 

• Man-made ditches only insofar as they 
perennially flow into other surface water. 

• Intermittently flowing waters and con
tiguous intermittently flowing· ditches only 
in arid or semiarid areas with less than 20 
inches of mean annual precipitation. 

Lakes include: 
• Natural and man-made lakes (including 

impoundments) that lie along rivers, but ex
cluding the Great Lakes. 

• Isolated, but perennial, lakes, ponds, and 
wetlands. 

• Static water channels or oxbow lakes 
contig·uous to rivers. 

• Small rivers, without diking, that merg·e 
into surrounding· perennially inundated wet
lands. 

• Wetlands contiguous to water bodies de
fined here as lakes. 

Ocean and ocean-like water bodies include: 
• Ocean areas seaward from the baseline of 

the Territorial Sea. (This baseline represents 
the generalized coastline of the United 
States. It is parallel to the seaward limit of 
the Territorial Sea and other maritime lim
its such as the inner boundary of Federal 
fisheries jurisdiction and the limit of States 
jurisdiction under the Submerged Lands Act, 
as amended.) 

• The Great Lakes. 
• Wetlands contig•uous to the Great Lakes. 
Coastal tidal waters include: 
• Embayments, harbors, sounds, estuaries, 

back bays, lagoons, wetlands, etc. seaward 
from mouths of rivers and landward from the 
baseline of the Territorial Sea. 

4.1 Overland/flood migration component. Use 
the overland/flood migration component to 
evaluate surface water threats that result 
from overland migration of hazardous sub
stances from a source at the site to surface 
water. Evaluate three types of threats for 
this component: drinking water threat, 
human food chain threat, and environmental 
threat. 

4.1.1 General considerations. 
4.1.1.1 Definition of hazardous substance mi

gration path /01· overland/flood migration com
ponent. The hazardous substance migration 
path includes both the overland segment and 
the in-water seg·ment that hazardous sub
stances would take as they migrate away 
from sources at the site: 

• Beg·in the overland segment at a source 
and proceed downgradient to the probable 
point of entry to surface water. 

• Begin the in-water segment at this prob-
able point of entry. 

-For rivers, continue the in-water segment 
in the direction of flow (including any tidal 
flows) for the distance established by the 
target distance limit (see section 4.1.1.2). 
-For lakes, oceans, coastal tidal waters, or 
Great Lakes, do not consider flow direc
tion. Instead apply the target distance 
limit as an arc. 
-If the in-water segment includes both riv
ers and lakes (or oceans, coastal tidal 
waters, or Great Lakes), apply the target 
distance limit to their combined in-water 
segments. 
For sites that consist of contaminated 

sediments with no identified source, the haz
ardous substance migration path consists 
solely of the in-water segment specified in 
section 4.1.1.2. 

Consider a site to be in two or more water
sheds for this component if two or more haz
ardous substance migration paths from the 
sources at the site do not reach a common 
point within the targ·et distance limit. If the 
site is in more than one watershed, define a 
separate hazardous substance migration path 
for each watershed. Evaluate the overland/ 
flood migration component for each water
shed separately as specified in section 4.1.1.3. 

4.1.1.2 Target distance limit. The targ·et dis
tance limit defines the maximum distance 
over which targets are considered in evalu
ating the site. Determine a separate target 
distance limit for each watershed as follows: 

• If there is no observed release to surface 
water in the watershed or if there is an ob
served release only by direct observation 
(see section 4.1.2.1.1), begin measuring· the 
target distance limit for the watershed at 
the probable point of entry to surface water 
and extend it for 15 miles along the surface 
water from that point. 

• If there is an observed release from the 
site to the surface water in the watershed 
that is based on sampling, begin measuring 
the target distance limit for the watershed 
at the probable point of entry; extend the 
target distance limit either for 15 miles 
along the surface water or to the most dis
tant sample point that meets the criteria for 
an observed release to that watershed, 
whichever is greater. 
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In evaluating the site, inclucle only surface 
water targets (for example, intakes, fish
eries, sensitive environments) that are with
in or contiguous to the hazardous substance 
mig-ration path and located, partially or 
wholly, at or between the probable point of 
entry and the target distance limit applica
ble to the watershed: 

• If flow within the hazardous substance 
mig-ration path is reversed by tides, evaluate 
upstream targets only if there is documenta
tion that the tidal run could carry sub
stances from the site as far as these u1i
stream targ·ets. 

• Determine whether targets within or 
contiguous tc the hazardous substance mi
gration path are subject to actual or poten
tial contamination as follows: 

-If a target is located, partially or wholly, 
either at 01' between the probable point of 
entry and any sampling· point that meets 
the criteria for an observed release to the 
watershed or at a point that meets the cri
teria for an observed release by direct ob
servation, evaluate that target as subject 
to actual contamination, except as other
wise specified for fisheries in section 4.1.3.3 
and for wetlands in section 4.1.4.3.1.1. If the 
actual contamination is based on direct ob
servation, assign Level II to the actual 
contamination. However, if the actual con
tamination is based on samples, determine 
whether the actual contamination is at 
Level I or Level II concentrations as speci
fied in sections 4.1.2.3, 4.1.3.3, and 4.1.4.3.1. 
-If a target is located, partially or wholly, 
within the target distance limit for the wa
tershed, but not at or between the probable 
point of entry and any sampling point that 
meets the criteria for an observed release 
to the watershed, nor at a point that meets 
the criteria for an observed release by di
rect observation, evaluate it as subject to 
potential contamination. 
For sites consisting· solely of contaminated 

sediments with no identified source, deter
mine the target distance limit as follows: 

• If there is a clearly defined direction of 
flow for the surface water body (or bodies) 
containing· the contaminated sediments, 
begin measuring· the target distance limit at 
the point of observed sediment contamina
tion that is farthest upstream (that is, at the 
location of the farthest available upstream 
sediment sample that meets the criteria for 
an observed release); extend the targ·et dis
tance limit either for 15 miles along· the sur
face water or to the most distant down
stream sample point that meets the criteria 
for an observed release to that watershed, 
whichever is greater. 

• If there is no clearly defined direction of 
flow, begin measuring the target distance 
limit at the center of the area of observed 
sediment contamination. Extend the target 
distance limit as an arc either for 16 miles 
along the surface water or to the most dis-

tant sample point that meets the criteria for 
an observed release to that watershed, 
whichever is greater. Determine the area of 
observed sediment contamination based on 
available samples that meet the criteria for 
an observed release. 
Note that the hazardous substance mig·ration 
path for these contaminated sediment sites 
consists solely of the in-water segment de
fined by the target distance limit; there is no 
overland segment. 

For these contaminated sediment sites, in
clude only those targets (for example, in
takes, fisheries, sensitive environments) 
that are within or contiguous to the haz
ardous substance migration path and lo
cated, wholly or partially, within the target 
distance limit for the site. Determine wheth
er these targets are subject to actual or po
tential contamination as follows: 

• If a target is located, partially or wholly, 
within the area of observed sediment con
tamination, evaluate it as subject to actual 
contamination, except as otherwise specified 
for fisheries in section 4.1.3.3 and wetlands in 
section 4.1.4.3.1.1. 

-If a drinking water target is subject to ac
tual contamination, evaluate it using 
Level II concentrations. 
-If a human food chain target or environ
mental targ·et is subject to actual contami
nation, evaluate it using· Level I or Level II 
concentrations, as appropriate (see sec
tions 4.1.3.3 and 4.1.4.3.1). 
• If a target is located, partially or wholly, 

within the target distance limit for the wa
tershed, but not within the area of observed 
sediment contamination, evaluate it as sub
ject to potential contamination, 

4.1.1.3 Evaluation of overland/flood migration 
component. Evaluate the drinking water 
threat, human food chain threat, and envi
ronmental threat for each watershed for this 
component based on three factor categories: 
likelihood of release, waste characteristics, 
and targets. Figure 4-1 indicates the factors 
included within each factor category for 
each type of threat. 

Determine the overland/flood migration 
component score (S0 ,) for a watershed in 
terms of the factor category values as fol
lows: 

where: 
LR1 = Likelihood of release factor category 

value for threat i (that is, drinking 
water, human food chain, or environ
mental threat), 

WC1 = Waste characteristics factor categ·ory 
value for threat i. 

T1 = Targets factor category value for threat 
i, 
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SF= Scaling factor. 
Table 4---1 outlines the speolflc calculation 

procedure. 

Ll~ctlhood of Release (LR) 

I ObHrved Release I 
or 

Pountlal 10 Reluso 
by Overland Flow 
• Contalr,nent 
• R..,.,11 

• Rainfall 
.. Drainage Area 
• Soll Gr""P 

• Distance to 
Surface \later 

Potential to Release 
by flood 
• Contalmw:nt 

!Flood> 
• flood Frequency 

If the site is in only one watershed, assign 
the overland/flood migration score for that 
watershed as the overland/flood migration 
component score for the site. 

Drln~log Mater 
\laste Characteristics (\IC) 

Tox ief ty/Pers I stence 
• Toxicity 

• Chronic 
• Carcinogenic: 
• Acute 

• Per$htenee 
• Half· l lfe 
• K 

Hazar~s Waste Quant lly 
• Haurdous Con.stitUfflt Quantity 
• Hazardous Uastestrelfl'I ouanthy 
• Voll.Inf 
• Area 

Targets (Tl 

Neareu lntakt 
POj)Ulation 
• Ltvel I Conc:entrat Ions 

H • level II concentrations 
• Potential Cont~lnatlon 
Resources 

Hunan Food Chain 
\taste Cherac:terlatlcs (UC) Targets (T) 

Food Chain lndlvio.ial 
POj)Ulat Ion 
• level I Coocentretfons 

• Hu,ian Food Ch1ln 
Product Ion 

• level 11 Concentrat Ions 
• HUMn lood Chain 

Produetf on 
• Potent lol H11111n Food 

Chain ConlOlllnation 
Hu,ian Food Chain 
Production 

Tox lei ty/Pers I stence/BlonccU11JI at ion 
• Toxicity 

• Chronic 
~ Carcinosenlc 
~ Acute 

• Pershtence H 
• Helf•llfe 
• Kow 

• BloaccUT1Jlatlon Potential 
Hazardous Waste Quant f ty 
• Hazardous Constituent Quantity 
• Hazardous Uastestrum OUAnt I ty 
• Voluno 
• Area 

Envlromiental 
Mute Cheracterlstlcs (MC) 

£cosy.il!ffl TOKIClly/ 
Pers I stenco/81 oaceu,ul et Ion 
• £co•ysteto loxlclty 

• /.mblent Wet or Qua I I ty H 
Criteria 

• /.mblent Aquatic Life Advisory 
Concentrat Ions 

• Persistence 
• Half·tlfe 

• ;c~~stM BioaccLnJlatlon 
Potent I el 

Hourdous Waste Ouont I ty 
• Hourdous Constituent Ouantlty 
• Hourdous Wutt1treom Ouontlly 
• vol""' 
• Area • 

Ter9eu (T) 

Sensitive Envlr«-nll 
• Level I Conc«1tr1t tons 
• ltvet 11 Conc.entrtt Ions 
• Potent lol Conumlnat Ion 

flClU•E 4•1 
OVUVIEM 01 SURIACE WATIR Ol't:RLAIIO/FLOCIO HIGRATIOII CCIIPOIIENT 
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TABLE 4-1-SURFACE WATER OVERLAND/FLOOD MIGRATION COMPONENT SCORESHEET 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value Value assigned 

Drinking Water Threat 

Likelihood of Release: 
1. Observed Release ............................................................................................... . 
2. Potential to Release by Overland Flow: 

2a. Containment .......................................................................................... . 
2b. Runoff ................................................................................................... .. 
2c. Distance to Surface Water .................................................................... . 
2d. Potential lo Release by Overland Flow (lines 2a[2b + 2c]) .................. . 

3. Potential to Release by Flood: 
3a. Containment (Flood) ............................................................................. .. 
3b. Flood Frequency ................................................................................... . 
3c. Potential to Release by Flood (lines 3a x 3b) ..................................... .. 

4. Potential to Release (lines 2d + 3c, subject to a maximum of 500) ................... . 
5. Likelihood of Release (higher of lines 1 and 4) ................................................. .. 

Waste Characteristics: 
6. Toxicity/Persistence ............................................................................................. . 
7. Hazardous Waste Quantity ................................................................................. .. 
8. Waste Characteristics .......................................................................................... . 

Targets: 
9. Nearest Intake ..................................................................................................... . 

1 0. Population ............................................................................................................ . 
1 0a. Level I Concentrations ....................................................................... .. 
1 Ob. Level II Concentrations ....................................................................... . 
1 0c. Potential Contamination ...................................................................... . 
10d. Population (lines 10a + 10b + 10c) .................................................... .. 

11. Resources ............................................................................................................ . 
12. Targets (lines 9 + 10d + 11) ................................................................................ . 

Drinking Water Threat Score: 
13. Drinking Water Threat Score ([lines 5 x 8 x 12)/82,500, subject to a maximum 

of 100) .................... , .................. , .... , ........ , .. , .. , .......... , .. , .. , .. ,, .... , .. ,, ................... , .. , .. .. 
Human Food Chain Threat 

Likelihood of Release: 
14. Likelihood of Release (same value as line 5) .................................................... .. 

Waste Characteristics: 
15. Toxicity/Perslstence/Bioaccumulation ........................ , ......................................... . 
16. Hazardous Waste Quantity .................................................................................. . 
17. Waste Characteristics ......................................................................................... .. 

Targets: 
18. Food Chain Individual ......................................................................................... .. 
19. Population ........................................................................................................... .. 

19a. Level I Concentrations ....................................................................... .. 
19b. Level II Concentrations ....................................................................... . 
19c. Potential Human Food Chain Contamination ...................................... . 
19d. Population (lines 19a + 19b + 19c) ..................................................... . 

20. Targets (lines 18 + 19d) ...................................................................................... . 
Human Food Chain Threat Score: 

21. Human Food Chain Threat Score ([lines 14 x 17 x 20)/82,500, subject to a 
maximum of 100) ................................................................................................... . 

Environmental Threat 
Likelihood of Release: 

22. Likelihood of Release (same value as line 5) ..................................................... . 
Waste Characteristics: 

23. Ecosystem Toxlclty/Perslstence/Bloaccumulatlon ....................................... , ...... .. 
24. Hazardous Waste Quantity ................................................................................. .. 
25. Waste Characteristics .......................................................................................... . 

Targets: 
26. Sensitive Environments. 

26a. Level I Concentrations ....................................................................... .. 
26b. Level II Concentrations ...................................................................... .. 
26c. Potential Contamination ..................................................................... .. 
26d. Sensitive Environments (lines 26a + 26b + 26c) ............................... .. 

27. Targets (value from line 26d) ............................................................................. .. 
Environmental Threat Score: 

28. Environmental Threat Score ([lines 22 x 26 x 27]/82,500, subject to a max-
imum of 60) ....................... , ............................................ , ........... , .......................... .. 

Surface Water Overland/Flood Migration Component Score !or a Watershed 

29. Watershed Score 0 (lines 13 + 21 + 28, subject to a maximum of 100) ............ .. 

550 

10 
25 
25 

500 

10 
50 

500 
500 
550 

(a) 
(a) 

100 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

5 
(b) 

100 

550 

(a) 
(a) 

1,000 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

100 

550 

(a) 
(a) 

1,000 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

60 

100 
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TABLE 4-1-SURFACE WATER OVERLAND/FLOOD MIGRATION COMPONENT SCORESHEET-Continued 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value Value assigned 

Surface Water Overland/Flood Migration Component Score 

30. Component Score (Sc,.) c (highest score from line 29 for all watersheds evalu-
ated, subject to a maximum of 100) ..................................................................... .. 100 

• Maximum value applies to waste characteristics category. 
b Maximum value not applicable. 
0 Do not round to nearest Integer, 

If the site is in more than one watershed: 
• Calculate a separate overland/flood mi

g-ration component score for each watershed, 
using likelihood of release, waste character
istics, and targets applicable to each water
shed. 

• Select the highest overland/flood mig-ra
tion component score from the watersheds 
evaluated and assig·n it as the overland/flood 
mig-ration component score for the site. 

4.1.2 Drinking watm· threat. Evaluate the 
drinking water threat for each watershed 
based on three factor categories: likelihood 
of release, waste characteristics, and targets. 

4.1.2.1 Drinking water threat-likelihood of 
release. Evaluate the likelihood of release 
factor category for each watershed in terms 
of an observed release factor or a potential 
to release factor. 

4.1.2.1.1 Observed release. Establish an ob
served release to surface water for a water
shed by demonstrating· that the site has re
leased a hazardous substance to the surface 
water in the watershed. Base this demonstra
tion on either: 

• Direct observation: 
-A material that contains one or more haz
ardous substances has been seen entering 
surface water through migration or is 
known to have entered surface water 
through direct deposition, or 
-A source area has been flooded at a time 
that hazardous substances were present, 
and one or more hazardous substances were 
in contact with the flood waters, or 
-When evidence supports the inference of a 
release of a material that contains one or 
more hazardous substances by the site to 
surface water, demonstrated adverse ef
fects associated with that release may also 
be used to establish an observed release. 
• Chemical analysis: 
-Analysis of surface water, benthio, or 
sediment samples indicates that the con
centration of hazardous substanoe(s) has 
increased sig·nifioantly above the back
ground concentration for the site for that 
type of sample (see section 2.8). 
-Limit comparisons to similar types of 

samples and baokgTound concentra
tions-for example, compare surface 
water samples to surface water back
g'l'ound concentrations, 

-For benthic samples, limit comparisons to 
essentially sessile organisms. 

-Some portion of the sig·nificant increase 
must be attributable to the site to estab
lish the observed release, except: when the 
site itself consists of contaminated sedi
ments with no identified source, no sepa
rate attribution is required. 
If an observed release can be established 

for a watershed, assign an observed release 
factor value of 550 to that watershed, enter 
this value in table 4---1, and proceed to section 
4.1.2.1.3, If no observed release can be estab
lished for the watershed, assign an observed 
release factor value cf O to that watershed, 
enter this value in table 4---1, and proceed to 
section 4.1.2.1.2. 

4.1.2.1.2 Potential to release. Evaluate po
tential to release only if an observed release 
cannot be established for the watershed. 
Evaluate potential to release based on two 
components: potential to release by overland 
flow (see section 4.1.2.1.2.1) and potential to 
release by flood (see section 4,1.2.1.2.2). Sum 
the values for these two components to ob
tain the potential to release factor value for 
the watershed, subject to a maximum value 
of 500. 

4.1.2.1.2.1 Potential to release by overland 
flow. Evaluate potential to release by over
land flow for the watershed based on three 
factors: containment, runoff, and distance to 
surface water. 

Assign potential to release by overland 
flow a value of O for the watershed if: 

• No overland segment of the hazardous 
substance migration path can be defined for 
the watershed, or 

• The overland segment of the hazardous 
substance migration path for the watershed 
exceeds 2 miles before surface water is en
countered. 
If either condition applies, enter a value of 0 
in table 4---1 and proceed to section 4.1.2,1,2.2 
to evaluate potential to release by flood, If 
neither applies, proceed to section 4,1.2.1.2.1.1 
to evaluate potential to release by overland 
flow. 

4.1,2.1,2.1.1 Containment, Determine the 
containment factor value for the watershed 
as follows: 

• If one or more sources is located in sur
face water in the watershed (for example, in
tact sealed drums in surface water), assign 
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the containment factor a value of 10 for the 
watershed. Enter this value in table 4---1. 

• If none of the sources is located in sur
face water in the watershed, assig·n a con
tainment factor value from table 4---2 to each 
source at the site that can potentially re
lease hazardous substances to the hazardous 
substance mig-ration path for this watershed. 
Assig•n the containment factor value for the 
watershed as follows: 

-Select the highest containment factor 
value assigned to those sources that meet 
the minimum size requirement described 
below. Assign this highest value as the 
containment factor value for the water
shed. Enter this value in table 4---1. 
-If, for this watershed, no source at the 
site meets the minimum size requirement, 

then select the hig·hest containment factor 
value assigned to the sources at the site el
igible to be evaluated for this watershed 
and assign it as the containment factor 
value for the watershed. Enter this value 
in table 4---1. 
A source meets the minimum size require

ment if its source hazardous waste quantity 
value (see section 2.4.2.1.5) is 0.5 or more. Do 
not include the minimum size requirement 
in evaluating any other factor of this surface 
water migration component, except poten
tial to release by flood as specified in section 
4.1.2.1.2.2.3. 

4.1.2.1.2.1.2 Runoff. Evaluate runoff based 
on three components: rainfall, drainage area, 
and soil group. 

TABLE 4-2-CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY 

Source Assigned value 

All Sources (Except Surface Impoundments, Land Treatment, Containers, and Tanks) 
Evidence of hazardous substance migration from source area (I.e., source area includes source and any as- 10 

soclated containment structures) .. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from source area and: 

(a) Neither of the following present: (1) maintained engineered cover, or (2) functioning and main- 10 
talned run-on control system and runoff management system. 

(bl Any one of the two Items In (a) present ........................................................................................... 9 
(c) Any two of the following present: (1) maintained engineered cover, or (2) functioning and main- 7 

tained run-on control system and runoff management system, or (3) liner with functioning leach
ate collection and removal system Immediately above liner. 

(d) All Items In (c) present...................................................................................................................... 5 
(e) All Items In (c) present, plus no bulk or non-containerized liquids nor materials containing free 3 

liquids deposited In source area .. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from source area, double liner with functioning leachate col

lection and removal system above and between liners, and: 
(f) Only one of the following deficiencies present In containment: (1) bulk or noncontainerized liq- 3 

uids or materials containing free liquids deposited in source area, or (2) no or nonfunclioning or 
nonmalntalned run-on control system and runoff management system, or (3) no or nonmalntalned 
engineered cover. 

(g) None of the deficiencies In (f) present. ............................................................................................ o 
Source area Inside or under maintained Intact structure that provides protection from precipitation so that 

neither runoff nor leachate Is generated, liquids or materials containing free liquids not deposited In source 
area, and functioning and maintained run-on control present. 

Surface lmpoundment 
Evidence of hazardous substance migration from surtace lmpoundment .................................................... 1 O 
Free liquids present with either no diking, unsound diking, or diking that Is not regularly Inspected and 1 O 

maintained, 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from surtace lmpoundment, free liquids present, sound 

diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained, adequate freeboard, and: 
(a) No liner ............................................................................................................................................ . 9 
(b) Liner ................................................................................................................................................ .. 7 
(c) Liner with functioning leachate collection and removal system below liner ................................... .. 6 
(d) Double liner with functioning leachate collection and removal system between liners ................. .. 3 

No evidence of hazardous substance migration from surtace lmpoundment and all free liquids ellml• Evaluate using 
naiad at closure (either by removal of liquids or solldlflcatlon of remaining wastes and waste residues). All Sources 

criteria (with no 
bulk or free liq
uids depos
ited). 

Land Treatment 
Evidence of hazardous substance migration from land treatment zone ...................................................... 10 
No functioning and maintained run-on control and runoff management system 10 

No evidence of hazardous substance migration from land treatment zone and: 
(a) Functioning and maintained run-on control and runoff management system ................................. 7 
(bl Functioning and maintained run-on control and runoff management system, and vegetative 5 

cover established over entire land treatment area. 
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TABLE 4-2-CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES FOR SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY

Continued 

Source Assigned value 

(c) Land treatment area maintained In compliance with 40 CFR 264.280 ........................................... o 

Containers 
All containers burled ................... , ................................. , ........ , .... ,, .... , ............ ,,., ........ ,., ............... ,., ..•....... ,.,.. Evaluate using 

All Sources 
criteria. 

Evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area (I.e., container area includes containers 10 
and any associated containment structures). 

No diking (or no similar structure) surrounding container area .................................................................... 10 
Diking surrounding container area unsound or not regularly Inspected and maintained ............................. 10 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area and container area surrounded by 9 

sound diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area, container area surrounded by 9 

sound diking that Is regularly inspected and maintained, and: 
(a) Essentially impervious base under container area with liquids collection and removal system ..... 7 
(b) Containment system Includes essentially Impervious base, liquids collection system, sufficient 5 

capacity to contain 1 O percent of volume of all containers, and functioning and maintained run-on 
control; and spilled or leaked hazardous substances and accumulated precipitation removed In 
timely manner to prevent overflow of collection system, at least weekly Inspection of containers, 
hazardous substances in leaking or deteriorating containers transferred to containers in good 
condition, and containers sealed except when waste Is added or removed. 

(c) Free liquids present, containment system has sufficient capacity to hold total volume of all con- 5 
talners and to provide adequate freeboard, and single liner under container area with functioning 
leachate collection and removal system below liner. 

(d) Same as (c) except: double liner under container area with functioning leachate collection and 3 
removal system between liners. 

Containers Inside or under maintained Intact structure that provides protection from precipitation so that O 
neither runoff nor leachate would be generated from any unsealed or ruptured containers, liquids or 
materials containing free liquids not deposited In any container, and functioning and maintained run-
on control present. 

No evidence of hazardous substance migration from container area, containers leaking, and all free liq Evaluate using All 
uids eliminated at closure (either by removal of liquids or solidification of remaining wastes and waste Sources crtteria 
residues). (with no bulk or 

free liquids de· 
posited), 

Tank 
Below-ground tank ......................................... ,...................................................................................................... Evaluate using All 

Sources criteria 
Evidence of hazardous substance migration from tank area (I.e., tank area includes tank, ancillary 10 

equipment such as piping, and any associated containment structures). 
No diking (or no similar structure) surrounding tank and ancillary equipment ............................................. 10 
Diking surrounding tank and ancillary equipment unsound or not regularly inspected and maintained ...... 1 O 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from tank area and tank and ancillary equipment sur- 9 

rounded by sound diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained. 
No evidence of hazardous substance migration from tank area, tank and ancillary equipment sur

rounded by sound diking that Is regularly Inspected and maintained, and: 
(a) Tank and ancillary equipment provided with secondary containment (e.g., liner under tank area, 7 

vault system, double-wall) with leak detection and collection system. 
(b) Tank and ancillary equipment provided with secondary containment system that detects and col· 5 

lects spilled or leaked hazardous substances and accumulated precipitation and has sufficient ca· 
paclty to contain 110 percent of volume of largest tank within containment area, spilled or leaked 
hazardous substances and accumulated precipitation removed In a timely manner, at least week• 
ly Inspection of tank and secondary containment system, and all leaking or unfit-for-use tank sys
tems promptly responded to. 

(c) Containment system has sufficient capacity to hold total volume of all tanks within the tank con- 5 
talnment area and to provide adequate freeboard, and single liner under tank containment area 
with functioning leachate collection and removal system below liner. 

(d) Same as (c) except: double liner under tank containment area with functioning leachate callee- 3 
lion and removal system between liners. 

Tank Is above ground, and Inside or under maintained Intact structure that provides protection from pre- o 
cipitation so that neither runoff nor leachate would be generated from any material released from 
tank, liquids or materials containing free liquids not depostted In any tank, and functioning and main
tained run-on control present. 

Rainfall. Determine the 2-year, 24-hour 
rainfall for the site. Use site-specific, 2-year, 
24-hour rainfall data if records are available 
for at least 20 years. If such site-specific data 

are not available, estimate the 2-year, 24-
hour rainfall for the site from a rainfall-fre
quency map. Do not round the rainfall value 
to the nearest integer. 
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TABLE 4-5-RAINFALL/RUNOFF VALUES
Continued 

Soll group designation 
2-Year, 24-hour rainfall (inches) '---A---

1 8 - -C---0-1 1 

3.5 or greater ........................... .. 

Rainfall/runoff value 

2 3 4 5 6 

1 ........................ .. 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
2 ......................... . 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 
3 ........................ .. 0 0 1 3 7 11 15 
4 ........................ .. 0 1 2 7 17 25 25 

TABLE 4-6-RUNOFF FACTOR VALUES 

Drainage area. Determine the drainag·e 
area for the sources at the site. Include in 
this drainage area both the source areas and 
the area upgradient of the sources, but ex
clude any portion of this drainage area for 
which runoff is diverted from entering the 
sources by storm sewers or run-on control 
and/or runoff management systems. Assign a 
drainage area value for the watershed from 
table 4-3. 

Soil group. Based on the predominant soil 
group within the drainage area described 
above, assign a soil group designation for the 
watershed from table 4-4 as follows: 

• Select the predominant soil group as 
that type which comprises the largest total 
area within the applicable drainage area. 

• If a predominant soil group cannot be de
lineated, select that soil group in the drain
age area that yields the hig·hest value for the 
runoff factor. 

Calculation of runoff factor value. Assign a 
combined rainfall/runoff value for the water
shed from table 4-5, based on the 2-year, 24-
hour rainfall and the soil group designation. 
Determine the runoff factor value for the wa
tershed from table 4-6, based on the rainfall/ 
runoff and drainage area values. Enter the 
runoff faotor value in table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-3-DRAINAGE AREA VALUES 

4.1.2.1.2.1.3 Distance to surface 

Drainage area (acres) Assigned 
value 

Less than 50 .................................................... .. 1 
50 to 250 .......................................................... . 2 
Greater than 250 to 1,000 ................................ . 3 
Greater than 1,000 .......................................... .. 4 

TABLE 4-4-SOIL GROUP DESIGNATIONS 

water. 
Evaluate the distance to surface water as the 
shortest distance, along the overland seg
ment, from any source with a surface water 
containment factor value greater than O to 
either the mean high water level for tidal 
waters or the mean water level for other sur
face waters. Based on this distance, assign a 
value from table 4-7 to the distance to sur
face water factor for the watershed. Enter 
this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.1.2.1.4 Calculation of factor value for 
potential to release by overland flow. Sum the 
factor values for runoff and distance to sur
face water for the watershed and multiply 
this sum by the factor value for contain
ment. Assign the resulting· product as the 
factor value for potential to release by over
land flow for the watershed. Enter this value 
in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.1.2.2 Potential to release by flood. 
Evaluate potential to release by flood for 
each watershed as the product of two factors: 
containment (flood) and flood frequency. 
Evaluate potential to release by flood sepa
rately for each source that is within the wa
tershed. Furthermore, for each source, evalu
ate potential to release by flood separately 
for each category of floodplain in which the 
source lies. (See section 4.1.2.1.2.2.2 for the 
applicable floodplain categories.) Calculate 
the value for the potential to release by 
flood factor as specified in 4.1.2.1.2.2.3. 

4.1.2.1.2.2.1 Containment (flood). For each 
source within the watershed, separately 
evaluate the containment (flood) factor for 
each categ·ory of floodplain in which the 
source is partially or wholly located. Assign 
a containment (flood) factor value from 
table 4-8 to each floodplain category applica
ble to that source. Assign a containment 
(flood) factor value of O to each floodplain 
category in which the source does not lie. 

4.1.2.1.2.2.2 Flood frequency. For each 
source within the watershed, separately 
evaluate the flood frequency factor for each 
category of floodplain in which the source is 
partially or wholly located. Assign a flood 

Surface soil description Soll group des
ignation 

Coarse-textured soils with high Infiltration A 
rates (for example, sands, loamy sands). 

Medium-textured soils with moderate infi\- B 
tratlon rates (for example, sandy loams, 
loams). 

Moderately fine-textured soils with low lnfll- C 
!ration rates (for example, silty loams, 
silts, sandy clay loams). 

Fine-textured soils with very low Infiltration D 
rates (for example, clays, sandy clays, 
silty clay loams, clay loams, silty clays); 
or Impermeable surfaces (for example, 
pavement). 

TABLE 4-5-RAINFALL/RUNOFF VALUES 

Soll group designation 
2-Year, 24-hour rainfall (Inches) >---~ 

A 8 C D 

Less than 1.0 ............................ . 0 0 2 3 
1.0 to less than 1.5 ................. .. 0 1 2 3 
1.5 to less than 2.0 .................. . 0 2 3 4 
2.0 to less than 2.5 ................. .. 1 2 3 4 
2.5 to less than 3.0 ................. .. 2 3 4 4 
3.0 to less than 3.5 ................. .. 2 3 4 5 
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frequency factor value from table 4-9 to each 
floodplain category in which the source is lo
cated. 

4.1.2.1.2.2.3 Calculation of factor value for 
potential to release by flood. For each source 
within the watershed and for each category 
of floodplain in which the source is partially 
or wholly located, calculate a separate po
tential to release by flood factor value. Cal
culate this value as the product of the con
tainment (flood) value and the flood fre
quency value applicable to the source for the 
floodplain category. Select the hig·hest value 
calculated for those sources that meet the 
minimum size requirement specified in sec
tion 4.1.2.1.2.1.1 and assign it as the value for 
the potential to release by flood factor for 
the watershed. However, if, for this water
shed, no source at the site meets the min
imum size requirement, select the highest 
value calculated for the sources at the site 
eligible to be evaluated for this watershed 
and assign it as the value for this factor. 

TABLE 4-7-DISTANCE TO SURFACE WATER 
FACTOR VALUES 

Distance Assigned 
value 

Less than 100 feet ............................................ . 25 
100 feet to 500 feet ......................................... .. 20 
Greater than 500 feet to 1,000 feet ................. . 16 
Greater than 1,000 feet to 2,500 feet ............. .. 9 
Greater than 2,500 feet to 1.5 miles ............... .. 6 
Greater than 1.5 miles to 2 miles .................... .. 3 

TABLE 4-8-CONTAINMENT (FLOOD) FACTOR 
VALUES 

Containment criteria A~~run:d 

Documentation that containment at the source 
Is designed, constructed, operated, and 
maintained to prevent a washout of haz
ardous substances by the flood being evalu-
ated ................................................................ 

other ....... , ............... , ... ,., ........... , ........ , .. , ........ , .. , 
0 

10 

TABLE 4-9-FLOOD FREQUENCY FACTOR 
VALUES 

Source floods annually ...................................... 50 
Source In 10-year floodplain ............................. 50 
Source In 100-year floodplain ........................... 25 
Source in 500-year floodplain ........................... 7 
None of above .. .. ...... ... ...... .. .. .. .. .. ......... .... ......... 0 

Enter this highest potential to release by 
flood factor value for the watershed in table 
4-1, as well as the values for containment 
(flood) and flood frequency that yield this 
highest value. 

4.1.2.1.2.3 Calculation of potential to release 
factor value. Sum the factor values assigned 

to the watershed for potential to release by 
overland flow and potential to release by 
flood. Assign this sum as the potential to re
lease factor value for the watershed, subject 
to a maximum value of 500. Enter this value 
in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.1.3 Calculation of drinking water 
threat-likelihood of release factor category 
value. If an observed release is established 
for the watershed, assign the observed re
lease factor value of 550 as the likelihood of 
release factor category value for that water
shed. Otherwise, assign the potential to re
lease factor value for that watershed as the 
likelihood of release factor category value 
for that watershed. Enter the value assig•ned 
in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.2 Drinking water threat-waste charac
teristics. Evaluate the waste characteristics 
factor categ·ory for each watershed based on 
two factors: toxicity/persistence and haz
ardous waste quantity. Evaluate only those 
hazardous substances that are available to 
migrate from the sources at the site to sur
face water in the watershed via the overland/ 
flood hazardous substance migration path for 
the watershed (see section 4.1.1.1). Such haz
ardous substances include: 

• Hazardous substances that meet the cri
teria for an observed release to surface water 
in the watershed. 

• All hazardous substances associated with 
a source that has a surface water contain
ment factor value greater than O for the wa
tershed (see sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 4.1.2.1.2.1.1, 
and 4.1.2.1.2.2.1). 

4.1.2.2.1 Toa:icity!persistence. For each haz
ardous substance, assign a toxicity factor 
value, a persistence factor value, and a com
bined toxicity/persistence factor value as 
specified in sections 4.1.2.2.1.l throug·h 
4.1.2.2.1.3. Select the toxicity/persistence fac
tor value for the watershed as specified in 
section 4.1.2.2.1.3. 

4.1.2.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in section 2.4.1.1. 

4.1.2.2.1.2 Persistence. Assign a persistence 
factor value to each hazardous substance. In 
assigning this value, evaluate persistence 
based primarily on the half-life of the haz
ardous substance in surface water and sec
ondarily on the sorption of the hazardous 
substance to sediments. The half-life in sur
face water is defined for HRS purposes as the 
time required to reduce the initial con
centration in surface water by one-half as a 
result of the combined decay processes of 
biodegradation, hydrolysis, photolysis, and 
volatilization. Sorption to sediments is eval
uated for the HRS based on the logarithm of 
the n-octanol-water partition coefficient (log 
Kow) of the hazardous substance. 

Estimate the half-life (t 112) of a hazardous 
substance as follows: 
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1 
t ---------

! 2 - 1/h + 1/b + 1/p + 1/v 
where: 
h = Hydrolysis half-life. 
b = Biodegradation half-life. 
p = Photolysis half-life. 
v = Volatilization half-life. 

If one or more of these four component 
half-lives cannot be estimated for the haz
ardous substance from available data, delete 
that component half-life from the above 
equation. If none of these four oomponent 
half-lives can be estimated for the hazardous 
substance from available data, use the de
fault procedure indicated below. Estimate a 
half-life for the hazardous substance for 
lakes or for rivers, oceans, coastal tidal 
waters, and Great Lakes, as appropriate. 

If a half-life oan be estimated for a haz
ardous substance: 

• Assign that hazardous substance a per
sistenoe factor value from the appropriate 
portion of table 4--10 (that is lakes; or rivers, 
oceans, coastal tidal waters, and Great 
Lakes). 

• Select the appropriate portion of table 4--
10 as follows: 

-If there is one or more drinking water in
takes along the hazardous substance mi-

gration path for the watershed, select the 
nearest drinking water intake as measured 
from the probable point of entry. If the in
water segment between the probable point 
of entry and this selected intake includes 
both lakes and other water bodies, use the 
lakes portion of table 4--10 only if more 
than half the distance to this selected in
take lies in lake(s). Otherwise, use the riv
ers, oceans, coastal tidal waters, and Great 
Lakes portion of table 4--10. For contami
nated sediments with no identified source, 
use the point where measurement begins 
(see section 4.1.1.2) rather than the prob
able point of entry. 
-If there are no drinking· water intakes but 
there are intakes or points of use for any 
of the resource types listed in section 
4.1.2.3.3, select the nearest such intake or 
point of use. Select the portion of table 4--
10 based on this intake or point of use in 
the manner specified for drinking· water in
takes. 
-If there are no drinking· water intakes and 
no specified resource intakes and points of 
use, but there is another type of resource 
listed in section 4.1.2.3.3 (for example, the 
water is usable for drinking water purposes 
even thoug·h not used), select the portion 
of table 4--10 based on the nearest point of 
this resource in the manner specified for 
drinking water intakes. 

TABLE 4-10-PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUES-HALF-LIFE 

Surface water category Substance half-life (days) Assigned 
value a 

Rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters, and Less than or equal to 0.2 ................................................................ .. 0.0007 
Great Lakes Greater than 0.2 to 0.5 ................................................................... .. 0.07 

Greater than 0.5 to 1.5 ................................................................... .. 0.4 
Greater than 1.5 .............................................................................. .. 1 

Lakes Less than or equal to 0.02 ............................................................... . 
Greater than 0.02 to 2 ..................................................................... . 
Greater than 2 to 20 ........................................................................ . 
Greater than 20 ................................................................................ . 

0,0007 
0.07 

0.4 
1 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

If a half-life cannot be estimated for a haz
ardous substance from available data, use 
the following default procedure to assign a 
persistence factor value to that hazardous 
substance: 

• For those hazardous substances that are 
metals (or metalloids), assig·n a persistence 
factor value of 1 as a default for all surface 
water bodies. 

• For other hazardous substances (both or
ganic and inorganic), assign a persistence 
factor value of 0.4 as a default for rivers, 
oceans, coastal tidal waters, and Great 
Lakes, and a persistence factor value of 0.07 
as a default for lakes. Select the appropriate 
value in the same manner specified for using 
table 4--10. 

Use the persistence factor value assigned 
based on half-life or the default procedure 
unless the hazardous substance can be as
sig·ned a hig·her factor value from Table 4--11, 
based on its Log Kaw, If a higher value can be 
assigned from table 4--11, assign this higher 
value as the persistence factor value for the 
hazardous substance. 

TABLE 4-11-PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUES
LOG K0 w 

Assigned Log Kow value a 

Less than 3.5 ....................................................... .. 0.0007 
3.5 to less than 4.0 ............................................... . 0.07 
4.0 to 4.5 .............................................................. . 0.4 
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TABLE 4-11-PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUES
LOG Kaw-Continued 

Log Kow Assigned 
value a 

Greater than 4.5 .................................................. .. 

aLJse for lakes 1 rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters, and 
Great Lakes. Do not round to nearest Integer. 

4.1.2.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/persistence 
factor value, Assign each hazardous substance 
a toxicity/persistence factor value from table 
4-12, based on the values assigned to the haz
ardous substance for the toxioi ty and per
sistence factors. Use the hazardous sub
stance with the highest toxicity/persistence 
factor value for the watershed to assign the 

toxicity/persistence factor value for the 
drinking water threat for the watershed. 
Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for 
the watershed as specified in section 2.4.2. 
Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.2.3 Calculation of drinking water 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
value. Multiply the toxicity/persistence and 
hazardous waste quantity factor values for 
the watershed, subject to a maximum prod
uct of 1 x 108 • Based on this product, assign 
a value from table 2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the 
drinking· water threat-waste characteristics 
factor category for the watershed. Enter this 
value in table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-12-TOXICITY/PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUESA 

Persistence factor value 
10,000 

Toxicity factor value 

1,000 100 10 0 

1.0 ................................................................................................. .. 
0.4 ...................................... , .................... , ... , ................................. .. 
0.07 .. , ............. , ...... ,, ....... ,,., .. ,, ................. ,, .......... , .... , ... , .... , ........... .. 
0.0007 ............................................................................................ . 

10,000 
4,000 

700 
7 

1,000 
400 

70 
0.7 

100 
40 

7 
0.07 

10 
4 

0,7 
0.007 

1 
0.4 

0.D7 
0.0007 

0 
0 
0 
0 

• Do not round to nearest integer. 

4.1.2.3 Drinking water threat-targets. Evalu
ate the targets factor category for each wa
tershed based on three factors: nearest in
take, population, and resources. 

To evaluate the nearest intake and popu
lation factors, determine whether the target 
surface water intakes are subject to actual 
or potential contamination as specified in 
section 4.1.1.2. Use either an observed release 
based on direct observation at the intake or 
the exposure concentrations from samples 
(or comparable samples) taken at or beyond 
the intake to make this determination (see 
section 4.1.2.1.1). The exposure concentra
tions for a sample (that is, surface water, 
benthic, or sediment sample) consist of the 
concentrations of those hazardous sub
stances present that are sig·nificantly above 
background levels and attributable at least 
in part to the site (that is, those hazardous 
substance concentrations that meet the cri
teria for an observed release). 

When an intake is subject to actual con
tamination, evaluate it using Level I con
centrations or Level II concentrations. If the 
actual contamination is based on an ob
served release by direct observation, use 
Level II concentrations for that intake. How
ever, if the actual contamination is based on 
an observed release from samples, determine 
which level applies for the intake by com
paring the exposure concentrations from 
samples (or comparable samples) to health
based benchmarks as specified in sections 
2,5,1 and 2.5.2. Use the health-based bench
marks from table 3--10 (section 3.3.1) in deter-

mining the level of contamination from sam
ples. For contaminated sediments with no 
identified source, evaluate the actual con
tamination using Level II concentrations 
(see section 4.1.1.2). 

4.1.2.3.l Nearest intake. Evaluate the near
est intake factor based on the drinking 
water intakes along the overland/flood haz
ardous substance migration path for the wa
tershed. Include standby intakes in evalu
ating this factor only if they are used for 
supply at least once a year. 

Assign the nearest intake factor a value as 
follows and enter the value in table 4-1: 

• If one or more of these drinking water in
takes is subject to Level I concentrations as 
specified in section 4.1.2.3, assign a factor 
value of 50. 

• If not, but if one or more of these drink
ing· water intakes is subject to Level II con
centrations, assign a factor value of 45. 

• If none of these drinking water intakes is 
subject to Level I or Level II concentrations, 
dete1'mine the nearest of these drinking 
water intakes, as measured from the prob
able point of entry (or from the point where 
measurement beg'ins f01' contaminated sedi
ments with no identified source). Assign a di
lution weig•ht from table 4-13 to this intake, 
based on the type of surface water body in 
which it is located. Multiply this dilution 
weight by 20, round the product to the near
est integ·er, and assign it as the faotor value. 

Assign the dilution weight from table 4-13 
as follows: 
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TABLE 4-13-SURFACE WATER DILUTION WEIGHTS 

Type of surface water body• Assigned di-
----------------------------------------< lution 

Descriptor Flow characteristics weightb 

Minimal stream ............................................................ Less than 1 O cfs c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Small to moderate stream ........................................... 10 to 100 cfs ...................................................................... . 0.1 
Moderate to lerge stream ............................................ Greater than 100 to 1,000 cfs ........................................... . 0.01 
Large stream to river ................................................... Greater than 1,000 to 10,000 cfs ...................................... . 0.001 
Large river .................................................................... Greater than 10,000 to 100,000 cfs .................................. . 0.0001 
Very large river ............................................................ Greater than 100,000 cfs ................................................... . 0.00001 
Coastal tidal waters d ................................................... Flow not applicable, depth not applicable ......................... . 0.0001 
Shallow ocean zone• or Great Lake ........................... Flow not applicable, depth less than 20 feet .................... . 0.0001 
Moderate depth ocean zone• or Great Lake .............. Flow not applicable, depth 20 to 200 feet ......................... . 0.00001 
Deep ocean zone• or Great Lake ............................... Flow not applicable, depth greater than 200 feet .............. . 0.000005 
3-mlle mixing zone In quiet flowing river ..................... 1 O cfs or greater ................................................................ . 0.5 

• Treat each lake as a separate type of water body and assign a dilution weight as specified In text. 
b Do not round to nearest Integer. 
0 cfs ~ cubic feet per second. 
d Embayments 1 harbors, sounds, estuaries, back bays, lagoons, wetlands, etc,. seaward from mouths of rivers and landward 

from baseline of Territorial Sea. 
•Seaward from baseline of Territorial Sea. This baseline represents the generalized U.S. coastline. It Is parallel to the seaward 

limit of the Territorial Sea and other maritime limits such as the Inner boundary of the Federal fisheries jurisdiction and the limit 
of States jurisdiction under the Submerged Lands Act, as amended, 

• For a river (that is, surface water body 
types specified in table 4--13 as minimal 
stream through very larg·e river), assign a di
lution weight based on the average annual 
flow in the river at the intake. If available, 
use the average annual discharge as defined 
in the U.S. Geological Survey Water Re
sources Data Annual Report. Otherwise, esti
mate the average annual flow. 

• For a lake, assig·n a dilution weight as 
follows: 

-For a lake that has surface water flow en
tering the lake, assig·n a dilution weight 
based on the sum of the average annual 
flows for the surface water bodies entering 
the lake up to the point of the intake. 
-For a lake that has no surface water flow 
entering·, but that does have surface water 
flow leaving, assign a dilution weight 
based on the sum of the average annual 
flows for the surface water bodies leaving 
the lake. 
-For a olosed lake (that is, a lake without 
surface water flow entering or leaving·), as
sign a dilution weight based on the average 
annual ground water flow into the lake, if 
available, using the dilution weight for the 
corresponding· river flow rate in table 4--13. 
If not available, assig•n a default dilution 
weig·ht of 1. 
• For the ocean and the Great Lakes, as

sign a dilution weight based on depth. 
• For coastal tidal waters, assign a dilu

tion weig•ht of 0.0001; do not consider depth 
or flow. 

• For a quiet-flowing river that has aver
age annual flow of 10 cubic feet per second 
(cfs) 01' greater and that contains the prob
able point of entry to surface water, apply a 
zone of mixing· in assigning the dilution 
weight: 

-Start the zone of mixing· at the probable 
point of entry and extend it for 3 miles 
from the probable point of entry, except: if 
the surface water characteristics change to 
turbulent within this 3-mile distance, ex
tend the zone of mixing only to the point 
at which the change occurs. 
-Assig·n a dilution weight of 0,5 to any in
take that lies within this zone of mixing. 
-Beyond this zone of mixing, assig·n a dilu
tion weig·ht the same as for any other river 
(that is, assign the dilution weig·ht based 
on averag·e am1ual flow). 
-Treat a quiet-flowing river with an aver
age annual flow of less than 10 cfs the same 
as any other river (that is, assign it a dilu
tion weight of 1). 

In those cases where water flows from a sur
face water body with a lower assigned dilu
tion weight (from table 4--13) to a surface 
water body with a higher assig·ned dilution 
weight (that is, water flows from a surface 
water body with more dilution to one with 
less dilution), use the lower assigned dilution 
weight as the dilution weight for the latter 
surface water body, 

4.1.2.3.2 Population. In evaluating the pop
ulation factor, include only persons served 
by drinking water drawn from intakes that 
are along· the overland/flood hazardous sub
stance mig•ration path for the watershed and 
that are within the target distance limit 
specified in section 4.1.1.2. Include residents, 
students, and workers who reg·ularly use the 
water. Exclude transient populations such as 
customers and travelers passing· through the 
area. When a standby intake is maintained 
on a reg·ular basis so that water can be with
drawn, include it in evaluating· the popu
lation factor. 
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In estimating residential population, when 
the estimate is based on the number of resi
dences, multiply each residence by the aver
ag·e number of persons per residence for the 
county in which the residence is located. 

In estimating the population served by an 
intake, if the water from the intake is blend
ed with other water (for example, water from 
other surface water intakes or ground water 
wells), apportion the total population regu
larly served by the blended system to the in
take based on the intake's relative contribu
tion to the total blended system. In esti
mating the Intake's relative contribution, 
assume each well or intake contributes 
equally and apportion the population accord
ingly, except: if the relative contribution of 
any one intake or well exceeds 40 percent 
based on average annual pumpag·e or capac
ity, estimate the relative contribution of the 
wells and intakes considering· the following 
data, if available: 

• Average annual pumpage from the 
ground water wells and surface water in
takes in the blended system. 

• Capacities of the wells and intakes in the 
blended system. 

For systems with standby surface water in
takes or standby ground water wells, appor
tion the total population regularly served by 
the blended system as described above, ex
cept: 

• Exclude standby ground water wells in 
apportioning· the population. 

• When using pumpage data for a standby 
surface water intake, use averag·e pumpag·e 
for the period during which the standby in
take is used rather than average annual 
pumpag·e. 

• For that portion of the total population 
that could be apportioned to a standby sur
face water intake, assign that portion of the 
population either to that standby intake or 
to the other surface water intake(s) and 
g·round water well(s) that serve that popu
lation; do not asslg·n that portion of the pop
ulation both to the standby intake and to 
the other intake(s) and well(s) In the blended 

system. Use the apportioning that results in 
the highest population factor value. (Either 
include all standby intake(s) or exclude some 
or all of the standby intake(s) as appropriate 
to obtain this hlg'hest value.) Note that the 
specific standby lntake(s) included or ex
cluded and, thus, the specific apportioning 
may vary in evaluating different watersheds 
and in evaluating· the ground water pathway. 

4.1.2.3.2.1 Level of contamination. Evaluate 
the population factor based on three factors: 
Level I concentrations, Level II concentra
tions, and potential contamination. Deter
mine which factor applies for an intake as 
specified In section 4.1.2.3. Evaluate intakes 
subject to Level I concentration as specified 
in section 4.1.2.3.2.2, intakes subject to Level 
II concentration as specified in section 
4.1.2.3.2.3, and intakes subject to potential 
contamination as specified in section 
4.1.2.3.2.4. 

For the potential contamination factor, 
use population ranges in evaluating the fac
tor as specified in section 4.1.2.3.2.4. For the 
Level I and Level II concentrations factors, 
use the population estimate, not population 
ranges, in evaluating both factors. 

4.1.2.3.2.2 Level I concentrations. Sum the 
number of people served by drinking water 
from intakes subject to Level I concentra
tions. Multiply this sum by 10. Assign this 
product as the value for this factor. Enter 
this value in table 4--1. 

4.1.2.3.2.3 Level II concentrations. Sum the 
number of people served by drinking water 
from intakes subject to Level II concentra
tions, Do not Include people already counted 
under the Level I concentrations factor. As
sign this sum as the value for this factor. 
Enter this value in table 4--1. 

4.1.2.3,2.4 Potential contamination, For each 
applicable type of surface water body In 
table 4--14, first determine the number of peo
ple served by drinking water from intakes 
subject to potential contamination in that 
type of surface water body, Do not include 
those people already counted under the Level 
I and Level II concentrations factors. 
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For each type of surface water body, assign 
a dilution-weighted population value from 
table 4-14, based on the number of people in
cluded for that type of surface water body. 
(Note that the dilution-weig·hted population 
values in table 4-14 incorporate the dilution 
weig·hts from table 4-13. Do not multiply the 
values from table 4-14 by these dilution 
weights.) 

Calculate the value for the potential con
tamination factor (PC) for the watershed as 
follows: 

1 n 
PC=-2;(Wi) 

lO i=l 
where: 
W, = Dilution-weighted population from 

table 4-14 for surface water body type i. 
n = Number of different surface water body 

types in the watershed. 
If PC is less than 1, do not round it to the 

nearest integer; if PC is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter this value for the 
potential contamination factor in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.3.2.5 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values for Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and po
tential contamination. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum 
as the population factor value for the water
shed. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.3.3 Resources. To evaluate the re
sources factor for the watershed, select the 
highest value below that applies to the wa
tershed. Assig·n this value as the resources 
factor value for the watershed. Enter this 
value in table 4-1. 

Assign a value of 5 if, within the in-water 
segment of the hazardous substance migra
tion path for the watershed, the surface 
water is used for one or more of the fol
lowing purposes: 

• Irrigation (5 acre minimum) of commer
cial food crops or commercial forag·e crops. 

• Watering of commercial livestock. 
• Ingredient in commercial food prepara

tion. 
• Major or designated water recreation 

area, excluding drinking water use. 
Assign a value of 5 if, within the in-water 

segment of the hazardous substance migra
tion path for the watershed, the surface 
water is not used for drinking· water, but ei
ther of the following applies: 

• Any portion of the surface water is des
ignated by a State for drinking· water use 
under section 305(a) of the Clean Water Act, 
as amended. 

• Any portion of the surface water is usa
ble for drinking water purposes. 

Assign a value of O if none of the above ap
plies. 

4.1.2.3.4 Calculation of drinking wa.ter 
threat-targets factor category value. Sum the 
nearest intake, population, and resources 

factor values for the watershed. Do not 
round this sum to the nearest integer. Assig·n 
this sum as the drinking water threat-tar
gets factor categ·ory value for the watershed. 
Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.2.4 Calculation of the drinking water 
threat score for a watershed. Multiply the 
drinking water threat factor category values 
for likelihood of release, waste char
acteristics, and targets for the watershed, 
and round the product to the nearest integer. 
Then divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting 
value, subject to a maximum of 100, as the 
drinking water threat score for the water
shed. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.3 Human food chain threat. Evaluate 
the human food chain threat for each water
shed based on three factor categories: likeli
hood of release, waste characteristics, and 
targets. 

4.1.3.1 Human food chain threat-lilcelihood 
of release. Assign the same likelihood of re
lease factor category value for the human 
food chain threat for the watershed as would 
be assigned in section 4.1.2.1.3 for the drink
ing water threat. Enter this value in table 4-
1. 

4.1.3.2 Human food chain threat-waste char
acteristics. Evaluate the waste characteristics 
factor category for each watershed based on 
two factors: toxicity/persistence/bioaccumu
lation and hazardous waste quantity, 

4.1,3,2,l Toxicity/persistenceibioaccumula
tion. Evaluate all those hazardous substances 
elig·ible to be evaluated for toxicity/persist
ence in the drinking water threat for the wa
tershed (see section 4.1.2.2). 

4.1.3.2.1.1 Toxicity, Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in section 2.4.1.1. 

4.1.3.2.1.2 Persistence. Assign a persistence 
factor value to each hazardous substance as 
specified for the drinking water threat (see 
section 4.1.2.2.1.2), except: use the predomi
nant water category (that is, lakes; or rivers, 
oceans, coastal tidal waters, or Great Lakes) 
between the probable point of entry and the 
nearest fishery (not the nearest drinking 
water or resources intake) along the haz
ardous substance migration path for the wa
tershed to determine which portion of table 
4-10 to use. Determine the predominant 
water category based on distance as specified 
in section 4.1.2.2.1.2. For contaminated sedi
ments with no identified source, use the 
point where measurement begins rather than 
the probable point of entry. 

4.1.3.2.1.3 Bioaccum-ulation potential. Use 
the following data hierarchy to assign a bio
accumulation potential factor value to each 
hazardous substance: 

• Bioconcentration factor (BCF) data. 
• Logarithm of the n-octanol-water parti

tion coefficient (log Kow) data. 
• Water solubility data. 
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Assign a bioaccumulation potential factor 
value to each hazardous substance from 
table 4-15. 

If BCF data are available for any aquatic 
human food chain org·anism for the sub
stance being evaluated, assign the bio
accumulation potential factor value to the 
hazardous substance as follows: 

• If BCF data are available for both fresh 
water and salt water for the hazardous sub
stance, use the BCF data that correspond to 
the type of water body (that is, fresh water 
or salt water) in which the fisheries are lo
cated to assign the bioaccumulation poten
tial factor value to the hazardous substance. 

• If, however, some of the fisheries being· 
evaluated are in fresh water and some are in 
salt water, or if any are in brackish water, 
use the BCF data that yield the hig·her factor 
value to assign the bioaccumulation poten
tial factor value to the hazardous substance. 

• If BCF data are available for either fresh 
water or salt water, but not for both, use the 
available BCF data to assig·n the bioaccumu
lation potential factor value to the haz
ardous substance. 

If BCF data are not available for the haz
ardous substance, use log· Kow data to assign 
a bioaccumulation potential factor value to 
organic substances, but not to inorganic sub
stances. If BCF data are not available, and if 
either log K0 w data are not available, the log 
K0 w is available but exceeds 6.0, or the sub
stance is an inorg·anic substance, use water 
solubility data to assign a bioaccumulation 
potential factor value. 

TABLE 4-15-BIOACCUMULATION POTENTIAL 
FACTOR VALUES A 

If bioconcentration factor (BCF) data are available for any 
aquatic human food chain organism, assign a value as fol
lows; b 

Assigned BGF value 

Greater than or equal to 10,000 .......................... .. 50,000 
1,000 to less than 10,000 .................................... .. 5,000 
100 to less than 1,000 ......................................... .. 500 
10 to less than 100 .............................................. .. 50 
1 to less than 10 ................................................... . 5 
Less than 1 ........................................................... . 0.5 

If BCF data are not available, and log K0 w 

data are available and do not exceed 6.0, as
sign a value to an org·anic hazardous sub
stance as follows (for inorganic hazardous 

substances, skip this step and proceed to the 
next): 

Log Kow Assigned 
value 

5.5 to 6.0 .............................................................. . 50,000 
4.5 to less than 5.5 ............................................... . 5,000 
3.2 to less than 4.5 ............................................... . 500 
2.0 to less than 3.2 .............................................. .. 50 
0.8 to less than 2.0 .............................................. .. 5 
Less than 0.8 ........................................................ . 0.5 

If BCF data are not available, and if either 
Log Kow data are not available, a log Kow is 
available but exceeds 6.0, or the substance is 
an inorg·anic substance, assign a value as fol
lows: 

TABLE 4-15-BIOACCUMULATION POTENTIAL 
FACTOR VALUES A__CONCLUDED 

Water solubility (mgA) Assigned 
value 

Less than 25 ........................................................ .. 50,000 
25 to 500 ............................................................. .. 5,000 
Greater than 500 to 1,500 .................................... . 500 
Greater than 1,500 .............................................. .. 0.5 

If none of these data are available, assign a value of 0.5. 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 
"See text for use of freshwater and saltwater BGF data. 

Do not distinguish between fresh water and 
salt water in assig·ning the bioaccumulation 
potential factor value based on log Kow or 
water solubility data. 

If none of these data are available, assign 
the hazardous substance a bioaccumulation 
potential factor value of 0.5. 

4.1.3.2.1.4 Calculation of to:i:icity/persistence/ 
bioaccumulation factor ·value. Assig•n each haz
ardous substance a toxicity/persistence fac
tor value from table 4-12, based on the values 
assigned to the hazardous substance for the 
toxicity and persistence factors. Then assign 
each hazardous substance a toxicity/persist
ence/bioaccumulation factor value from 
table 4-16, based on the values assigned for 
the toxicity/persistence and bioaccumulation 
potential factors. Use the hazardous sub
stance with the highest toxicity/persistence/ 
bioaccumulation factor value foi' the water
shed to assign the value to this factor. Enter 
this value in table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-16-TOXICITY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A 

Bloaccumulallon potenllal factor value 
Toxicity persistence factor value 

60,000 6,000 500 50 5 0.5 

10,000 ......................................................................... .. 5 X 108 5 X 107 6 X 108 5 X 105 5 X 104 6,000 
4,000 ............................................................................ . 2 X 108 2 X 107 2 X 108 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 
1,000 ............................................................................ . 6 X 107 5 X 106 5 X 105 5 X 104 6,000 500 
700 .............................................................................. .. 3.5 X 107 3.5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 
400 .............................................................................. .. 2 X 107 2 X 108 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 
100 .............................................................................. .. 5 X 108 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 
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TABLE 4-16-TOXICITY/PERSISTENCE/B!OACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A._Continued 

Bloaccumulallon potential factor value 
Toxicity persistence factor value 

50,000 5,000 500 50 5 0.5 

70 ................ , ........ , ............. ,, .................. , .......... , .......... , 3,5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 
40 ................ , ........ , ................................. , .......... , .......... , 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 
10 ..................... , ... , ............. , ................... , ..................... , 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 5 
7 ........................... , .......... , ...................... , .......... , ......... .. 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 3.5 
4 ........................... , .......... , .. , ................... , .......... , .......... . 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 2 
1 ...................................... , .. , ................... , .......... , .......... , 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 5 0,5 
0.7 .. , ............. , .......... , .......... , ........ , ............. , .......... , ...... .. 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 3.5 0.35 
0.4 ................ , .......... , .......... , ........ , ............. , .................. . 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 2 0,2 
0.07 .............. , .............................................................. .. 3,500 350 35 3,5 0.35 0.035 
0.007 ............................... , ............. , .......... , ........ , .......... . 350 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 0,0035 
0.0007 ....... , .. , ................. ,, .. ,., ........ , ....... ,,., ....... ,,., .. , , ... ,. 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 0.00035 
0 ...................................... , .. , .......... , ........ ,., .............. , .... . 0 0 0 0 0 0 

a Do no! round to nearest Integer. 

4.1.3.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assig·n 
the same factor value for hazardous waste 
quantity for the watershed as would be as
signed in section 4.1.2.2.2 for the drinking 
water threat. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.3.2.3 Calculation of human food chain 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
value. For the hazardous substance selected 
for the watershed in section 4.1.3.2.1.4, use its 
toxicity/persistence factor value and bio
accumulation potential factor value as fol
lows to assig·n a· value to the waste charac
teristics factor category. First, multiply the 
toxicity/persistence factor value and the haz
ardous waste quantity factor value for the 
watershed, subject to a maximum product of 
1 x 108 • Then multiply this product by the 
bioaccumulation potential factor value for 
this hazardous substance, subject to a max
imum product of 1 x 1012• Based on this sec
ond product, assig·n a value from Table '2.--7 
(section 2.4.3.1) to the human food chain 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
for the watershed. Enter this value in table 
4-1. 

4.1.3.3 Human food chain threat-targets. 
Evaluate two targ·et factors for each water
shed: food chain individual and population. 
For both factors, determine whether the tar
g·et fisheries are subject to actual or poten
tial human food chain contamination. 

Consider a fishery ( or portion of a fishery) 
within the target distance limit of the wa
tershed to be subject to actual human food 
chain contamination if any of the following 
apply: 

• A hazardous substance having a bio
acoumulation potential factor value of 500 or 
g-reater is present either in an observed re
lease by direct observation to the watershed 
or in a surface water or sediment sample 
from the watershed at a level that meets the 
criteria for an observed release to the water
shed from the site, and at least a portion of 
the fishery is within the boundaries of the 
observed release (that is, it is located either 
at the point of direct observation or at or be-

tween the probable point of entry and the 
most distant sampling· point establishing the 
observed release). 

• The fishery is closed, and a hazardous 
substance for which the fishery has been 
closed has been documented in an observed 
release to the watershed from the site, and 
at least a portion of the fishery is within the 
boundaries of the observed release. 

• A hazardous substance is present in a tis
sue sample from an essentially sessile, 
benthic, human food chain organism from 
the watershed at a level that meets the cri
teria for an observed release to the water
shed from the site, and at least a portion of 
the fishery is within the boundaries of the 
observed release. 

For a fishery that meets any of these three 
criteria, but that is not wholly within the 
boundaries of the observed release, consider 
only the portion of the fishery that is within 
the boundaries of the observed release to be 
subject to actual human food chain contami
nation. Consider the remainder of the fishery 
within the target distance limit to be subject 
to potential food ohain contamination. 

In addition, consider all other fisheries 
that are partially or wholly within the tar
get distance limit for the watershed, includ
ing· fisheries partially or wholly within the 
boundaries of an observed release for the wa
tershed that do not meet any of the three 
criteria listed above, to be subject to poten
tial human food chain contamination. If only 
a portion of the fishery is within the targ·et 
distance limit for the watershed, include 
only that portion in evaluating the targ·ets 
factor category, 

When a fishery (or portion of a fishery) is 
subject to actual food chain contamination, 
determine the part of the fishery subject to 
Level I concentrations and the part subject 
to Level II concentrations, If the actual food 
chain contamination is based on direct ob
servation, evaluate it using· Level II con
centrations. However, if the actual food 
chain contamination is based on samples 
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from the watershed, use these samples and, if 
available, additional tissue samples from 
aquatic human food chain org·anisms as spec
ified below, to determine the part subject to 
Level I concentrations and the part subject 
to Level II concentrations: 

• Determine the level of actual contamina
tion from samples (including· tissue samples 
from essentially sessile, benthic organisms) 
that meet the criteria for actual food chain 
contamination by comparing the exposure 
concentrations (see section 4.1.2.3) from 
these samples (or comparable samples) to 
the health-based benchmarks from table 4-
17, as described in section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Use 
only the exposure concentrations for those 
hazardous substances in the sample (or com
parable samples) that meet the criteria for 
actual contamination of the fishery. 

• In addition, determine the level of actual 
contamination from other tissue samples by 
comparing the concentrations of hazardous 
substances in the tissue samples (or com
parable tissue samples) to the health-based 
benchmarks from table 4-17, as described in 
sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Use only those addi
tional tissue samples and only those haz
ardous substances in the tissue samples that 
meet all the following criteria: 

-The tissue sample is from a location that 
is within the boundaries of the actual food 
chain contamination for the site (that is, 
either at the point of direct observation or 
at or between the probable point of entry 
and the most distant sample point meeting 
the criteria for actual food chain contami
nation). 
-The tissue sample is from a species of 
aquatic human food chain organism that 
spends extended periods of time within the 
boundaries of the actual food chain con
tamination for the site and that is not an 
essentially sessile, benthic organism. 
-The hazardous substance is a substance 
that is also present in a surface water, 
benthic, or sediment sample from within 
the target distance limit for the watershed 
and, for such a sample, meets the criteria 
for actual food chain contamination. 

TABLE 4-17-HEALTH-BASED BENCHMARKS FOR 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN HUMAN FOOD 
CHAIN 

• Concentration corresponding to Food and 
Drug Administration Action Level (FDAAL) 
for fish or shellfish. 

• Screening concentration for cancer cor
responding· to that concentration that cor
responds to the 10-6 individual cancer risk 
for oral exposures. 

• Screening concentration for noncancer 
toxicological responses corresponding· to the 
Reference Dose (RfD) for oral exposures. 

4.1.3.3.1 Food chain individual. Evaluate 
the food cha.in individual factor based on the 
fisheries (or portions of fisheries) within the 

target distance limit for the watershed. As
sign this factor a value as follows: 

• If any fishery (or portion of a fishery) is 
subject to Level I concentrations, assign a 
value of 50. 

• If not, but if any fishery (or portion of a 
fishery) is subject to Level II concentrations, 
assign a value of 45. 

• If not, but if there is an observed release 
of a hazardous substance having· a bio
accumulation potential factor value of 500 or 
greater to surface water in the watershed 
and there is a fishery (or portion of a fishery) 
present anywhere within the targ·et distance 
limit, assign a value of 20. 

• If there is no observed release to surface 
water in the watershed or there is no ob
served release of a hazardous substance hav
ing a bioaccumulation potential factor value 
of 500 or g·reater, but there is a fishery (or 
portion of a fishery) present anywhere with
in the target distance limit, assign a value 
as follows: 

-Using table 4-13, determine the hig•hest di
lution weight (that is, lowest amount of di
lution) applicable to the fisheries (or por
tions of fisheries) within the targ·et dis
tance limit. Multiply this dilution weight 
by 20 and round to the nearest integer. 
-Assign this calculated value as the factor 
value. 
• If there are no fisheries (or portions of 

fisheries) within the target distance limit of 
the watershed, assign a value of 0. 

Enter the value assig·ned in table 4-1. 
4.1.3.3.2 Population. Evaluate the popu

lation factor for the watershed based on 
three factors: Level I concentrations, Level 
II concentrations, and potential human food 
chain contamination. Determine which fac
tor applies for a fishery (or portion of a fish
ery) as specified in section 4.1.3.3. 

4.1.3.3.2.1 Level I concentrations. Determine 
those fisheries (or portions of fisheries) with
in the watershed that a.re subject to Level I 
concentrations. 

Estimate the human food chain population 
value for ea.ch fishery ( or portion of a fish
ery) as follows: 

• Estimate human food chain production 
for the fishery based on the estimated an
nual production (in pounds) of human food 
chain organisms (for example, fish, shellfish) 
for that fishery, except: if the fishery is 
closed and a hazardous substance for which 
the fishery has been closed has been docu
mented in an observed release to the fishery 
from a source at the site, use the estimated 
annual production for the period prior to clo
sure of the fishery or use the estimated an
nual production from comparable fisheries 
that are not closed. 

• Assign the fishery a value for human 
food chain population from table 4-18, based 
on the estimated human food production for 
the fishery. 
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• Set boundaries between fisheries at those 
points where human food chain production 
changes or where the surface water dilution 
weight changes. 

Sum the human food chain population 
value for each fishery (and portion of a fish
ery). Multiply this sum by 10. If the product 
is less than 1, do not round it to the nearest 
integer; if 1 or more, round to the nearest in
teg·er. Assign the resulting value as the 
Level I concentrations factor value. Enter 
this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.3.3.2.2 Level JI concentrations. Deter
mine those fisheries (or portions of fisheries) 
within the watershed that are subject to 
Level II concentrations. Do not include any 
fisheries (or portions of fisheries) already 
counted under the Level I concentrations 
factor. 

Assign each fishery (or portion of a fish
ery) a value for human food chain population 
from table 4-18, based on the estimated 
human food production for the fishery. Esti
mate the human food chain production for 
the fishery as specified in section 4.1.3.3.2.1. 

Sum the human food chain population 
value for each fishery (and portion of a fish
ery). If this sum is less than 1, do not round 
it to the nearest integ·er; if 1 or more, round 
to the nearest integ·er. Assign the resulting 
value as the Level II concentrations factor 
value. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-18-HUMAN FOOD CHAIN POPULATION 
VALUES A 

Assigned 
Human food chain production (pounds per human food 

year) r~r~~ e~ru~ 
0 ... , ..... , ............. , .... , ..... , .. , ................... ,., ........ , .. .. 0 
Greater than o to 100 ....................................... . 0.03 
Greater than 100 to 1,000 ............................... .. 0,3 
Greater than 1,000 to 10,000 ........................... . 3 
Greater than 10,000 to 100,000 ........ , ............. .. 31 
Greater than 100,000 to 1,000,000 .................. . 310 
Greater than 106 to 101 .................................... . 3,100 
Greater than 107 to 108 .................................... . 31,000 
Greater than 108 to 109 .................................... . 310,000 
Greater than 109 .............................................. .. 3,100,000 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

4.1.3.3.2.3 Potential human food chain con
tamination. Determine those fisheries (or por
tions of fisheries) within the watershed that 
are subject to potential human food chain 
contamination. Do not include those fish
eries (or portion of fisheries) already counted 
under the Level I or Level II ooncentraticns 
factors. 

Calculate the value for the potential 
human food chain contamination factor (PF) 
for the watershed as follows: 

where: 
P, = Human food chain population value for 

fishery i. 
D, = Dilution weig·ht from table 4-13 for fish

ery l. 
n = Number of fisheries subject to potential 

human food chain contamination. 
In calculating PF: 
• Estimate the human food chain popu

lation value (P1) for a fishery (or portion of 
a fishery) as specified in section 4.1.3.3.2.1. 

• Assign the fishery ( or portion of a fish
ery) a dilution weight as indicated in table 4-
13 (section 4.1.2.3.1), except: do not assign a 
dilution weight of 0.5 for a "3-mile mixing 
zone in quiet flowing river"; instead assig·n a 
dilution weight based on the average annual 
flow. 

If PF is less than 1, do not round it to the 
nearest integer; if PF is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integ·er. Enter the value assig·ned 
in table 4-1. 

4.1.3.3.2.4 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the values for the Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and po
tential human food chain contamination fac
tors for the watershed. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assig·n it as the 
population factor value for the watershed. 
Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.3.3.3 Calculation of human food chain 
threat-targets factor category value. Sum the 
food chain individual and population factor 
values for the watershed. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assign it as the 
human food chain threat-targets factor cat
egory value for the watershed. Enter this 
value in table 4-1. 

4.1.3.4 Calculation of human food chain 
threat score for a watershed. Multiply the 
human food chain threat factor category val
ues for likelihood of release, waste charac
teristics, and targ·ets for the watershed, and 
round the product to the nearest integer. 
Then divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting 
value, subject to a maximum of 100, as the 
human food chain threat score for the water
shed. Enter this score in table 4-1. 

4.1.4 Environmental threat. Evaluate the 
environmental threat for the watershed 
based on three factor categories: likelihood 
of release, waste characteristics, and targets. 

4.1.4,1 Environmental threat-likelihood of re
lease. Assign the same likelihood of release 
factor category value for the environmental 
threat for the watershed as would be as
signed in section 4.1.2.1.8 for the drinking· 
wate1• threat. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.4.2 Environmental threat-waste charac
teristics. Evaluate the waste characteristics 
factor categ·ory for each watershed based on 
two factors: ecosystem toxicity/persistence/ 
bioaccumulation and hazardous waste quan
tity. 

4.1.4.2.1 Ecosystem toxicity/persistence/bio-
accumulation. Evaluate all those hazardous 
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substances elig·ible to be evaluated for tox
icity/persistence in the drinking water 
threat for the watershed (see section 4.1.2.2). 

4.1.4.2.1.1 Ecosystem toxicity. Assign an eco
system toxicity factor value from Table 4-19 
to each hazardous substance on the basis of 
the following data hierarchy: 

• EPA chronic Ambient Water Quality Cri
terion (A WQC) for the substance. 

• EPA chronic Ambient Aquatic Life Advi
sory Concentrations (AALAC) for the sub
stance. 

• EPA acute A WQC for the substance. 
• EPA acute AALAC for the substance. 
• Lowest LC5o value for the substance. 
In assigning· the ecosystem toxicity factor 

value to the hazardous substance: 
• If either an EPA chronic AWQC or 

AALAC is available for the hazardous sub
stance, use it to assign the ecosystem tox
icity factor value. Use the chronic AWQC in 
preference to the chronic AALAC when both 
are available. 

• If neither is available, use the EPA acute 
AWQC or AALAC to assign the ecosystem 
toxicity factor value. Use the acute AWQC in 
preference to the acute AALAC. 

• If none of the chronic and acute AWQCs 
and AALACs is available, use the lowest LC50 

value to assign the ecosystem toxicity factor 
value. 

• If an LCso value is also not available, as
sign an ecosystem toxicity factor value of 0 
to the hazardous substance and use other 
hazardous substances for which data are 
available in evaluating· the pathway. 

If an ecosystem toxicity factor value of 0 is 
assigned to all hazardous substances eligible 
to be evaluated for the watershed (that is, 
insufficient data are available for evaluating 
all the substances), use a default value of 100 
as the ecosystem toxicity factor value for all 
these hazardous substances. 

With regard to the A WQC, AALAC, or LC50 

selected for assigning· the ecosystem toxicity 
factor value to the hazardous substance: 

• If values for the selected AWQC, AALAC, 
or LCso are available for both fresh water and 
marine water for the hazardous substance, 
use the value that corresponds to the type of 
water body (that is, fresh water or salt 
water) in which the sensitive environments 
are located to assign the ecosystem toxicity 
factor value to the hazardous substance. 

• If, however, some of the sensitive envi
ronments being evaluated are in fresh water 
and some are in salt water, or if any are in 
brackish water, use the value (fresh water or 
marine) that yields the hig•her factor value 
to assign the ecosystem toxicity factor value 
to the hazardous substance. 

• If a value for the selected A WQC, 
AALAC, or LC50 is available for either fresh 
water or marine water, but not for both, use 
the available one to assign an ecosystem tox
icity factor value to the hazardous sub
stance. 

TABLE 4-19-ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY FACTOR 
VALUES 

If an EPA chronic AWQC• or AALACb is available, assign a 
value as follows: 0 

Assigned EPA chronic AWQC or AALAC value 

Less than 1 µgfl ................................................... .. 10,000 
1to10µgn .......................................................... .. 1,000 
Greater than 1 O to 100 µgn ................................. .. 100 
Greater than 100 to 1,000 µgn ............................ .. 10 
Greater than 1,000 µgn ........................................ . 1 

If neither an EPA chronic AWQC nor EPA chronic 
AALAC Is available, assign a value based on the EPA 
acute AWQC or AALAC as follows: 0 

EPA acute AWQC or AALAC 

Less than 1 00 µgfl ................................................ . 10,000 
100 to 1,000 µgn .................................................. . 1,000 
Greater than 1,000 to 10,000 µQn ........................ . 100 
Greater than 10,000 to 100,000 µgn .................... . 
Greater than 100,000 µgfl .................................... . 

10 
1· 

If neither an EPA chronic or acute AWQC nor EPA 
chronic or acute AALAC is available, assign a value 
from the LC50 as follows: 

LCso Assigned 
value 

Less than 1 oo µgn ................................................ . 10,000 
100 to 1,000 µQn .................................................. . 1,000 
Greater than 1,000 to 10,000 µgn ....................... .. 100 
Greater than 10,000 to 100,000 µgn .................... . 10 
Greater than 100,000 µgn ................................... .. 1 

If none of the AWQCs and AALACs nor the LC,0 is avail
able, assign a value of o. 
•AWQG-Amblent Water Quality Criteria. 
"AALAG-Amblent Aquatic Life Advisory Concentrations. 
0 Use the AWQC value in preference to the AALAC when 

both are available. See text for use of fresh water and marine 
values. 

4.1.4.2.1.2 Persistence. Assig·n a persistence 
factor value to each hazardous substance as 
specified in section 4.1.2.2.1.2, except: use the 
predominant water category (that is lakes; 
or rivers, oceans, coastal tidal waters, or 
Great Lakes) between the probable point of 
entry and the nearest sensitive environment 
(not the nearest drinking water or resources 
intake) along the hazardous substance mi
gration path for the watershed to determine 
which portion of table 4-10 to use. Determine 
the predominant water oateg·ory based on 
distance as specified in section 4.1.2.2.1.2. For 
contaminated sediments with no identified 
source, use the point where measurement be
g'ins rather than the probable point of entry. 

4.1.4.2.1.3 Ecosystem bioaccumulation poten
tial. Assig•n an ecosystem bioaooumulation 
potential factor value to each hazardous sub
stance in the same manner specified for the 
bioacoumulation potential factor in section 
4.1.3.2.1.3, except: 

• Use BCF data for all aquatic org-anisms, 
not just for aquatic human food chain org·a
nisms. 
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• Use the BOF data that corresponds to the 
type of water body (that is, fresh water or 
salt water) in which the sensitive environ
ments (not fisheries) are located. 

4.1.4.2.1.4 Calculation of ecosystem toxicity/ 
persistencelbioaccumulatlon factor value. As
sign each hazardous substance an ecosystem 
toxicity/persistence factor value from table 
4-20, based on the values assigned to the haz
ardous substance for the ecosystem toxicity 
and persistence factors. Then assign each 

hazardous substance an ecosystem toxicity/ 
persistenoe/bioaccumulation factor value 
from table 4-21, based on the values assigned 
for the ecosystem toxicity/persistence and 
ecosystem bioacoumulation potential fac
tors. Select the hazardous substance with 
the highest ecosystem toxicity/persistence/ 
bioaccumulation factor value for the water
shed and use it to assign the value to this 
factor. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

TABLE 4-20-ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY/PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUES A 

Ecosystem toxicity factor value 
Persistence factor value 

10,000 1,000 

1.0 .................................................................................................. . 10,000 1,000 

100 

100 

10 

10 

0 

1 0 
04 ......................•.. ----................................................... . 4,000 400 40 4 0.4 0 
0.07 ............................................................................................... .. 700 70 7 0.7 0.07 0 
0.0007 ............................................................................................ . 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 0.0007 0 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 

TABLE 4-21-ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A 

Ecosystem bloaccumulatlon potential factor value 
Ecosystem toxicity persistence factor value 

50,000 S,000 600 50 5 o.s 

10.000 .......................................................................... . 5 X 108 S X 107 S X 108 5 X 105 5 X 104 S,000 
4.000 ............................................................................ . 2 X 108 2 X 107 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 
1.000 ............................................................................ . 5 X 107 S X 108 6 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 S00 
700 .................................. , .. , ......................................... . 3.5 X 107 3.S X 108 3.S x 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 
400 ............................................................................... . 2x 107 2 X 106 2x105 2x 104 2,000 200 
100 ............................................................................... . 5 X 100 5x10• 5 x104 5,000 600 50 
70 ................................................................................. . 3.5 X 100 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 
40 ................................................................................. . 2 x106 2 x10• 2x104 2.000 200 20 
10 ................................................................................. . 5 x10S 5 x104 S,000 600 so s 
7 ................................................................................... . 3.6 X 105 3.6 X 104 3,600 350 36 3.6 
4 ................................................................................... . 2 x105 2x 10• 2,000 200 20 2 
1 ................................................................................... . Sx104 5,000 600 50 6 0.6 
0.7 ................................................................................ . 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 3.6 0.35 
0.4 ................ , .............................. , ................................ . 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 2 0.2 
0.07 ...................... , .......... , ............................................ . 3,500 350 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 
0.007 ....... ,., .......... , ........ ,., .. , ..... ,., ... , .. , ...... , ................... . 350 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 
0.0007 .................. , ....................................................... . 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 0.00035 
0 ........................... , ....................................................... . 0 0 0 0 0 0 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 

4.1.4.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign 
the san1e factor value for hazardous waste 
quantity for the watershed as would be as
signed in section 4.1,2,2,2 for the drinking 
water threat. Enter this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.4.2.3 Calculation of environmental 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
value. For the hazardous substance selected 
·for the watershed in section 4.1.4.2.1.4, use its 
ecosystem toxicity/persistence factor value 
and ecosystem bioaccumulation potential 
factor value as follows to assign a value to 
the waste characteristics factor category. 
First, multiply the ecosystem toxioity/per
sistence factor value and the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value for the water
shed, subject to a maximum product of 1 x 
108, Then multiply this product by the eco
system bioaooumulation potential factor 

value for this l1azardous substance, subject 
to a maximum product of 1 x 1012, Based on 
this second product, assign a value from 
Table 2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the environ
mental thJ.•eat-waste characteristics factor 
category for the watershed. Enter .this value 
in table 4-1, 

TABLE 4-22-EOOLOGICAL-BASElD BENCHMARKS 
FOR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN SURFACE 
WATER 

• Concentration corresponding to EPA 
Ambient Water Quality Criteria (AWQC) for 
protection of aquatic life (fresh water or ma
rine). 

• Concentration corresponding to EPA 
Ambient Aquatic Life Advisory Concentra
tions (AALAO). 
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• Select the appropriate AWQC and 
AALAC as follows: 

-Use chronic value, if available; otherwise 
use acute value. 
-If the sensitive environment being- evalu
ated is in fresh water, use fresh water 
value, except: if no fresh water value is 
available, use marine value if available. 

-If the sensitive environment being· evalu
ated is in salt water, use marine value, ex
cept: if no marine value is available, use 
fresh water value if available. 
-If the sensitive environment being- evalu
ated is in both fresh water and salt water, 
or is in brackish water, use lower of fresh 
water or marine values. 

TABLE 4-23-SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENTS RATING VALUES 

Sensitive environment A:~Pu"99 d 

Critical habitat• for Federal designated endangered or threatened species ................................................................... 
Marine Sanctuary 
National Park 
Designated Federal Wilderness Area 
Areas Identified under Coastal Zone Management Act b 

Sensitive areas Identified under National Estuary Program c or Near Coastal Waters Program 0 

Critical areas identified under the Clean Lakes Program• 
National Monument t 
National Seashore Recreational Area 
National Lakeshore Recreational Area 

Habitat known to be used by Federal designated or proposed endangered or threatened species ............................... 
National Presetve 
National or State Wildlife Refuge 
Unit of Coastal Barrier Resources System 
Coastal Barrier (undeveloped) 
Federal land designated for protection of natural ecosystems 
Administratively Proposed Federal Wilderness Area 
Spawning areas critical• for the maintenance of fish/shellfish species within river, lake, or coastal tidal waters 
Migratory pathways and feeding areas critical for maintenance of anadromous fish species within river reaches or 

areas In lakes or coastal tidal waters In which the fish spend extended periods of time 
Terrestrial areas utilized for breeding by large or dense aggregations of anlmalsh 
National river reach designated as Recreational 

Habitat known to be used by State designated endangered or threatened species ....................................................... 
Habitat known to be used by species under review as to Its Federal endangered or threatened status 
Coastal Barrier (partially developed) 
Federal designated Scenic or WIid River 

State land designated for wildlife or game management ................................................................................................. 
State designated Scenic or Wild River 
State designated Natural Areas 
Particular areas, relatively small In size, Important to maintenance of unique biotic communities 

100 

75 

50 

25 

State designated areas for protection or maintenance of aquatic life' ............................................................................. 5 

• Critical habitat as defined in 50 CFR 424.02. 
b Areas Identified in State Coastal Zone Management plans as requiring protection because of ecological value. 
0 National Estuary Program study areas (subareas within estuaries) Identified in Comprehensive Consetvatlon and Manage

ment Plans as requiring protection because they support critical life stages of key estuarine species (Section 320 of Clean Water 
Act, as amended). 

0 Near Coastal Waters as defined in Sections 104(b)(3), 304(1), 319, and 320 of Clean Water Act, as amended. 
• Clean Lakes Program critical areas (subareas within lakes, or in some cases entire small lakes) identified by State Clean 

Lake Plans as critical habitat (Section 314 of Clean Water Act, as amended). 
'Use only for air migration pathway. 
• Limit to areas described as being used for intense or concentrated spawning by a given species. 
h For the air migration pathway, limit to terrestrial vertebrate species. For the surface water migration pathway, limit to terres

trial vertebrate species with aquatic or semlaquatlc foraging habits. 
1 Areas designated under Section 305(a) of Clean Water Act, as amended. 

TABLE 4-24-WETLANDS RATING VALUES FOR 

SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY 

Total lenglh of wetlands• (miles) Assigned 
value 

Less than 0,1 ................................. , .. , ................... . 0 
0.1 to 1 ................................................................. . 25 
Greater than 1 to 2 .............................................. .. 60 
Greater than 2 to 3 ............................................... . 75 
Greater than 3 to 4 .............................................. .. 100 
Greater than 4 to 8 ............................................... , ·160 
Greater than 8 to 12 ............................................. . 250 

TABLE 4-24-WETLANDS RATING VALUES FOR 

SURFACE WATER MIGRATION PATHWAY-Con

tinued 

Total length of wetlands• (miles) 

Greater than 12 to 16 ........................................... . 
Greater than 16 to 20 ........................................... . 
Greater than 20 ................................................... .. 

350 
450 
600 

• Wetlands as defined In 40 CFR section 230.3. 
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4.1.4.3 Environmental threat-targets. Evalu
ate the environmental threat-targets faotor 
categ·ory for a watershed using one factor: 
sensitive environments. 

4.1.4.3.1 Sensitive environments. Evaluate 
sensitive environments along· the hazardous 
substance migration path for the watershed 
based on three factors: Level I concentra
tions, Level II concentrations, and potential 
contamination. 

Determine which factor applies to each 
sensitive environment as specified in section 
4.1.2.3, except: use ecolog'ical-based bench
marks (Table 4-22) rather than health-based 
benchmarks (Table 3-10) in determining the 
level of contamination from samples. In de
termining the level of actual contamination, 
use a point of direct observation anywhere 
within the sensitive environment or samples 
(that is, surface water, benthic, or sediment 
samples) taken anywhere within or beyond 
the sensitive environment (or anywhere ad
jacent to or beyond the sensitive environ
ment if it is contig·uous to the mig·ration 
path). 

4.1.4.3.1.l Level I concentrations. Assign 
value(s) from table 4-23 to each sensitive en
vironment subject to Level I concentrations. 

For those sensitive environments that are 
wetlands, assign an additional value from 
table 4-24. In assigning a value from table 4-
24, include only those portions of wetlands 
located along the hazardous substance mi
gration path in the area of Level I con
centrations. If a wetland is located partially 
along the area of Level I concentrations and 
partially along the area of Level II con
centrations and/or potential contamination, 
then solely for purposes of table 4-24, count 
the portion(s) along the areas of Level II 
concentrations or potential contamination 
under the Level II concentrations factor 
(section 4.1.4.3.1.2) or potential contamina
tion factor (seotion 4.1.4.3.1.3), as appro
priate. 

Estimate the total length of wetlands 
along the hazardous substance migration 
path (that is, wetland frontage) in the area 
of Level I concentrations and assig·n a value 
from table 4-24 based on this total length. 
Estimate this length as follows: 

• For an isolated wetland or for a wetland 
where the probable point of entry to surface 
water is in the wetland, use the perimeter of 
that portion of the wetland subject to Level 
I concentrations as the length. 

• Fol' rivers, use the leng·th of the wetlands 
contig·uous to the in-water segment of the 
hazardous substance mig-ration path (that is, 
wetland frontage). 

• For lakes, oceans, coastal tidal waters, 
and Great Lakes, use the length of the wet
lands along· the shoreline within the target 
distance limit (that is, wetland frontage 
along the shoreline). 

Calculate the Level I concentrations factor 
value (SH) for the watershed as follows: 

where: 
WR = Value assigned from table 4-24 to wet

lands along the area of Level I con
centrations. 

S, = Value(s) assigned from table 4-23 to sen
sitive environment i. 

n = Number of sensitive environments from 
table 4-23 subject to Level I concentra
tions. 

Enter the value assigned in table 4-1. 
4.1.4.3.1.2 Level II concentrations. Assign 

value(s) from table 4-23 to each sensitive en
vironment subject to Level II concentra
tions. Do not include sensitive environments 
already counted for table 4-23 under the 
Level I concentrations factor for this water
shed. 

For those sensitive environments that are 
wetlands, assign an additional value from 
table 4-24. In assigning a value from table 4-
24, include only those portions of wetlands 
located along the hazardous substance mi
gration path in the area of Level II con
centrations, as specified in section 4.1.4.3.1.1. 

Estimate the total length of wetlands 
along the hazardous substance migration 
path (that is, wetland frontage) in the area 
of Level II concentrations and assign a value 
from table 4-24 based on this total length. 
Estimate this length as specified in section 
4.1.4.3.1.1, except: for an isolated wetland or 
for a wetland where the probable point of 
entry to surface water is in the wetland, use 
the perimeter of that portion of the wetland 
subject to Level II (not Level I) concentra
tions as the leng·th. 

Caloulate the Level II concentrations 
value (SL) for the watershed as follows: 

where: 
WL = Value assigned from table 4-24 to wet

lands along the area of Level II con
centrations. 

S, = Value(s) assigned from table 4-23 to sen
sitive environment i. 

n = Number of sensitive environments from 
table 4-23 subject to Level II concentra
tions. 

Enter the value assigned in table 4-1. 
4.1.4.3.1.3 Potential contamination. Assig·n 

value(s) from table 4-23 to each sensitive en
vironment subject to potential contamina
tion. Do not include sensitive environments 
already counted for table 4-23 under the 
Level I or Level II concentrations factors. 

For each type of surface water body in 
table 4-13 (section 4.1.2.3.1), sum the value(s) 
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assigned from table 4-23 to the sensitive en
vironments along· that type of surface water 
body, except: do not use the surface water 
body type "3-mile mixing· zone in quiet flow
ing river." If a sensitive environment is 
along two or more types of surface water 
bodies (for example, Wildlife Refug·e contig
uous to both a moderate stream and a larg·e 
river), assign the sensitive environment only 
to that surface water body type having the 
highest dilution weig·ht value from table 4-
13. 

For those sensitive environments that are 
wetlands, assign an additional value from 
table 4-24. In assigning a value from table 4-
24, include only those portions of wetlands 
located along the hazardous substance mi
gration path in the area of potential con
tamination, as specified in section 4.1.4.3.1.1. 
Aggregate these wetlands by type of surface 
water body, except: do not use the surface 
water body type "3-mile mixing zone in quiet 
flowing river." Treat the wetlands aggre
g·ated within each type of surface water body 
as separate sensitive environments solely for 
purposes of applying· table 4-24. Estimate the 
total length of the wetlands within each sur
face water body type as specified in section 
4.1.4.3.1.1, except: for an isolated wetland or 
for a wetland where the probable point of 
entry to surface water is in the wetland, use 
the perimeter of that portion of the wetland 
subject to potential contamination (or the 
portion of that perimeter that is within the 
target distance limit) as the length. Assign a 
separate value from table 4-24 for each type 
of surface water body in the watershed. 

Calculate the potential contamination fac
tor value (SP) for the watershed as follows: 

where: 

n 

si = I,sij 
i=l 

Sij = Value(s) assigned from table 4-23 to sen
sitive environment i in surface water 
body type j. 

n = Number of sensitive environments from 
table 4-23 subject to potential contami
nation. 

Wi = Value assigned from table 4-24 for wet
lands along the area of potential con
tamination in surface water body type j, 

Di = Dilution weight from table 4-13 for sur
face water body type j. 

m = Number of different surface water body 
types from table 4-13 in the watershed. 

If SP is less than 1, do not round it to the 
nearest integer; if SP is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter this value for the 
potential contamination factor in table 4-1. 

4.1.4.3.1.4 Calculation of environmental 
threat-targets factor category value. Sum the 
values for the Level I concentrations, Level 
II concentrations, and potential contamina
tion factors for the watershed. Do not round 
this sum to the nearest integer. Assign this 
sum as the environmental threat-targets fac
tor category value for the watershed. Enter 
this value in table 4-1. 

4.1.4.4 Calculation of environmental threat 
score for a watershed. Multiply the environ
mental threat factor category values for 
likelihood of release, waste characteristics, 
and targets for the watershed, and round the 
product to the nearest integer. Then divide 
by 82,500. Assign the resulting value, subject 
to a maximum of 60, as the environmental 
threat score for the watershed. Enter this 
score in table 4-1. 

4.1.5 Calculation of overland/flood migration 
component score for a watershed. Sum the 
scores for the three threats for the water
shed (that is, drinking water, human food 
chain, and environmental threats). Assign 
the resulting score, subject to a maximum 
value of 100, as the surface water overland/ 
flood migration component score for the wa
tershed. Enter this score in table 4-1. 

4.1.6 Calculation of overland/flood migration 
component score. Select the hig·hest surface 
water overland/flood mig·ration component 
score from the watersheds evaluated. Assign 
this score as the surface water overland/floocl 
migration component score for the site, sub
ject to a maximum score of 100. Enter this 
score in table 4-1. 

4.2 Ground water to surface water migration 
component. Use the ground water to surface 
water migration component to evaluate sur
face water threats that result from migra
tion of hazardous substances from a source 
at the site to surface water via gTound water. 
Evaluate three types of threats for this com
ponent: drinking water threat, human food 
chain threat, and environmental threat. 

4.2.1 General considerations. 
4.2.1.1 Eligible surface waters. Calculate 

ground water to surface water migration 
component scores only for surface waters 
(see section 4.0.2) for which all the following 
conditions are met: 

• A portion of the surface water is within 
1 mile of one or more sources at the site hav
ing· a containment factor value g·reater than 
0 (see section 4.2.2.1.2). 

• No aquifer discontinuity is established 
between the source and the portion of the 
surface water within 1 mile of the source (see 
section 3.0.1.2.2). However, if hazardous sub
stances have migrated across an apparent 
discontinuity within this 1 mile distance, do 
not consider a discontinuity present in scor
ing the site. 

• The top of the uppermost aquifer is at or 
above the bottom of the surface water. 
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Do not evaluate this component for sites 
consisting solely of contaminated sediments 
with no identified source. 

4.2.1.2 Definition of hazardous substance mi
gration path for ground water to surface water 
migration component. The hazardous sub
stance migration path includes both the 
ground water segment and the surface water 
in-water segment that hazardous substances 
would take as they mig·rate away from 
sources at the site: 

• Restrict the g·round water segment to 
migration via the uppermost aquifer between 
a source and the surface water. 

• Begin the surface water in-water seg
ment at the probable point of entry from the 
uppermost aquifer to the surface water. Iden
tify the probable point of entry as that point 
of the surface water that yields the shortest 
straig·ht-line distance, within the aquifer 
boundary (see section 3,0.1.2), from the 
sources at the site with a containment factor 
value greater than Oto the surface water. 

-For rivers, continue the in-water segment 
in the direction of flow (including any tidal 
flows) for the distance established by the 
target distance limit (see section 4.2.1.4). 
-For lakes, oceans, coastal tidal waters, or 
Great Lakes, do not consider flow direc
tion. Instead apply the target distance 
limit as an arc. 
-If the in-water segment includes both riv
ers and lakes (or oceans, coastal tidal 
waters, or Great Lakes), apply the target 
distance limit to their combined in-water 
segments. 
Consider a site to be in two or more water

sheds for this component if two or more haz
ardous substance migration paths from the 
sources at the site do not reach a common 
point within the targ·et distance limit. If the 
site is in more than one watershed, define a 
separate hazardous substance migration path 
for each watershed. Evaluate the ground 
water to surface water migration component 
for each watershed separately as specified in 
section 4.2.1.5. 

4.2.1.3 Observed release of a specific haz
ardous substance to surface water in-water seg
ment. Section 4.2.2.1.1 specifies the criteria 
for assigning values to the observed release 
factor for the ground water to surface water 

migration component. With regard to an in
dividual hazardous substance, consider an 
observed release of that hazardous substance 
to be established for the surface water in
water segment of the ground water to sur
face water migration component only when 
the hazardous substance meets the criteria 
both for an observed release both to ground 
water (see section 4.2.2.1.1) and for an ob
served release by chemical analysis to sur
face water (see section 4.1.2.1.1), 

If the hazardous substance meets the sec
tion 4.1.2.1.1 criteria for an observed release 
by chemical analysis to surface water but 
does not also meet the criteria for an ob
served release to ground water, do not use 
any samples of that hazardous substance 
from the surface water in-water segment in 
evaluating the factors of this component (for 
example, do not use the hazardous substance 
in establishing· targ·ets subject to actual con
tamination or in determining the level of ac
tual contamination for a target). 

4.2.1.4 Target distance limit. Determine the 
target distance limit for each watershed as 
specified in section 4.1.1.2, except: do not ex
tend the target distance limit to a sample lo
cation beyond 15 miles unless at least one 
hazardous substance in a sample from that 
location meets the criteria in section 4.2.1.3 
for an observed release to the surface water 
in-water segment. 

Determine the targets eligible to be evalu
ated for each watershed and establish wheth
er these targets are subject to actual or po
tential contamination as specified in section 
4.1.1.2, except: do not establish actual con
tamination based on a sample location un
less at least one hazardous substance in a 
sample from that location meets the criteria 
in section 4.2.1.3 for an observed release to 
the surface water in-water segment. 

4.2.1.5 Evaluation of gl'Ound water to surface 
water migration component. Evaluate the 
drinking· water threat, human food chain 
threat, and environmental threat for each 
watershed for this component based on three 
factor categories: likelihood of release, 
waste characteristics, and targets. Fig·ure 4-
2 indicates the factors included within each 
factor category for each type of threat. 
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Determine the ground water to surface 
water migration component score (S.,) for a 
watershed in terms of the factor category 
values as follows: 

Li 
3 

(LRi )(wci )(Ti) 
S = -'-i_=l,__ _____ _ 

gs SF 
: where

LR, = Likelihood of release factor category 
value for threat i (that is, drinking 
water, human food chain, or environ
mental threat). 

WC, = Waste characteristics factor category 
value for threat i. 

T, = Targets factor category value for threat 
i. 

SF= Scaling factor. 
Table 4-25 outlines the specific calculation 

procedure. 
If the site is in only one watershed, assig·n 

the ground water to surface water migration 
component score for that watershed as the 
g'l'ound water to surface water migration 
component score for the site. 

If the site is in more than one watershed: 
• Calculate a separate ground water to sur

face water migration component score for 
each watershed, using likelihood of release, 
waste charaoteristics, and targets applicable 
to each watershed. 

• Select the highest ground water to sur
face water mig-ration component score from 
the watersheds evaluated and assign it as the 
ground water to surface water migration 
component score for the site. 

TABLE 4-25-GROUND WATER TO SURFACE WATER MIGRATION COMPONENT SCORESHEET 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value Value assigned 

Drinking Water Threat 
Likelihood of Release to Aquifer: 

1. Observed Release .................................................................................................. .. 
2. Potential to Release: 

2a. Containment .................................. , .......................................................... ,. 
2b. Net Precipitation ...................... , ..................................................... , .......... ,. 
2c. Depth to Aquifer ............................................ , ........................................... . 
2d. Travel Time ........................................ , ...................................................... . 
2e. Potential to Release (lines 2a[2b + 2c + 2d]) .......................................... .. 

3. Likelihood of Release (higher of lines 1 and 2e) .................................................... . 
Waste Characteristics: 

4. Toxiclty/Moblilty/Perslstence ...................................... , .. , .......................................... . 
5, Hazardous Waste Quantity ....... , ............................................ ,., ......... , ............ , ........ . 
6. Waste Characteristics ........................................................................ , ..................... . 

Targets: 
7. Nearest Intake ........................................................................................................ .. 
8. Population 

Sa. Level I Concentrations .............................................................................. . 
8b. Level II Concentrations ............................................................................ ,. 
Sc, Potential Contamination .......... , .......... , ................................. ,., ................. ,. 
8d. Population (lines Ba + Sb + Be) ................................................................ .. 

9, Resources ............. ,, .. ,,, .... , ......... ,,,,,,, ... , ...................... ,,, .......... ,, .................. , .. ,, ... , ... , 
10. Targets (lines 7 + 8d + 9) ........................................................................................ . 

Drinking Water Threat Score: 
11. Drinking Water Threat Score ([lines 3 x 6 x 10]/82,500, subject to a maximum of 

100) .......................................................... , ................... , ................................... , ......... . 
Human Food Chain Threat 

Likelihood of Release: 
12. Likelihood of Release (same value as line 3) ......................................................... . 

Waste Characteristics: 
13. Toxiclty/Mobllity/Persistence/Bioaccumulation .................................... , ........ ,, ........ .. 
14. Hazardous Waste Quantity ...................................................................................... . 
15. Waste Characteristics ................................................ , .... , .... , .. ,, .............................. ,, 

Targets: 
16. Food Chain Individual .......................................................... ,,,,, ... , ... , .. , ... ,, .. ,, .. , ........ . 
17. Population: 

17a. Level I Concentrations ....................... , .................................................... . 
17b. Level II Concentrations ........................................................................... . 
17c, Potenlial Human Food Chain Contamination ......................................... .. 
17d. Population (lines 17a + 17b + 17c) ........................................................ .. 

18. Targets (Lines 18 + 17d) ......................................................................................... . 
Human Food Chain Threat Score: 

19. Human Food Chain Threat Score ([lines 12 x 15 x 18]/82,500, subject to a max-
imum of 100) ....................................... , ... , ... , ...................................... ,,, ..................... . 

Environmental Threat 
Llkellhood of Release: 

20, Likelihood of Release (same value as line 3) ........................................................ .. 
Waste Characteristics: 

21. Ecosystem Toxlclty/Mobllity/Perslstence/Bloaccumulation , ..... , ........ , .. , ....... , ....... , , , .. 

550 

10 
10 
5 

35 
500 
550 

(a) 
(a) 

100 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

5 
(b) 

100 

550 

(a) 
(a) 

1,000 

50 

(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 
(b) 

100 

550 

(a) 
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TABLE 4-25-GROUND WATER TO SURFACE WATER MIGRATION COMPONENT SCORESHEET
Continued 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value Value assigned 

22. Hazardous Waste Quanllly ..................................................................................... .. (a) 
23. Waste Characteristics .............................................................................................. . 1,000 

Targets: 
24. Sensitive Environments: 

24a. Level I Concentrations ........................................................................... .. (b) 
24b. Level II Concentrations .......................................................................... .. (b) 
24c. Potential Contamination ......................................................................... .. (b) 
24d. Sensitive Environments (lines 24a + 24b + 24c) ................................... .. (b) 

25. Targets (value from line 24d) .................................................................................. . (b) 
Environmental Threat Score: 

26. Environmental Threat Score ([lines 20 x 23 x 25]/82,500, subject to a maximum 
of 60) ......................................................................................................................... .. 60 

Ground Water to Surface Water Migration Component Score for a Watershed 
27. Watershed Score 0 (lines 11 + 19 + 26, subject to a maximum of 100) ................ .. 100 
28. Component Score (S.,) 0 (highest score from Line 27 for all watersheds evalu-

ated, subject to a maximum of 100) .......................................................................... . 100 

a Maximum value applies to waste characteristics category. 
h Maximum value not applicable. 
0 Do not round to nearest Integer. 

4.2.2 Drinking water threat. Evaluate the 
drinking- water threat for each watershed 
based on three factor categories: likelihood 
of release, waste characteristics, and targets. 

4.2.2.1 Drinking water threat-li/celihood of 
release. Evaluate the likelihood of release 
factor oateg·ory for each watershed in terms 
of an observed release factor or a potential 
to release factor. 

4.2.2.1.1 Observed release. Establish an ob
served release to the uppermost aquifer as 
specified in section 3.1.1. If an observed re
lease can be established for the uppermost 
aquifer, assign an observed release factor 
value of 550 to that watershed, enter this 
value in table 4-25, and proceed to section 
4.2.2.1.3. If no observed release can be estab
lished, assign an observed release factor 
value of 0, enter this value in table 4-25, and 
proceed to section 4.2.2.1.2. 

4.2.2.1.2 Potential to release. Evaluate po
tential to release only if an observed release 
cannot be established for the uppermost aq
uifer. Calculate a potential to release value 
for the uppermost aquifer as specified in sec
tion 3.1.2 and sections 3.1.2.1 through 3.1.2.5. 
Assign the potential to release value for the 
uppermost aquifer as the potential to release 
factor value for the watershed. Enter this 
value in table 4-25. 

4.2.2.1.3 Calculation of drinlc!ng water 
threat-likelihood of release factor category 
value. If an observed release is established 
for the uppermost aquifer, assig·n the ob
served release factor value of 650 as the like
lihood of release factor categ·ory value for 
the watershed. Otherwise, assig-n the poten
tial to release factor value as the likelihood 
of release factor category value for the wa
tershed. Ente1' the value assig•11ed in table 4-
25, 

4.2.2.2 Drinking water threat-waste charac
teristics. Evaluate the waste characteristics 
factor oateg·ory for each watershed based on 
two factors: toxicity/mobility/persistence 
and hazardous waste quantity. Evaluate only 
those hazardous substances available to mi
g-rate from the sources at the site to the up
permost aquifer (see section 3.2). Such haz
ardous substances include: 

• Hazardous substances that meet the cri
teria for an observed release to ground 
water. 

• All hazardous substances associated with 
a source that has a g·round water contain
ment factor value greater than O (see sec
tions 2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 3.1.2.1). 

4.2.2.2.1 Toxicity/mobility/persistence. For 
each hazardous substance, assign a toxicity 
factor value, a mobility factor value, a per
sistence factor value, and a combined tox
icity/mobility/persistence factor value as 
specified in sections 4.2.2.2.1.1 through 
4.2.2.2.1.4. 

4.2.2.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assig·n a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in section 2.4.1.1. 

4.2.2.2.1.2 Mobility. Assign a ground water 
mobility factor value to each hazardous sub
stance as specified in section 3.2.1.2. 

4.2.2.2.1.3 Persistence. Assig-n a surface 
water persistence factor value to each haz
ardous substance as specified in section 
4.1.2.2.1.2. 

4.2.2.2.1.4 Calculation of to.r:ic!ty/mobilityl 
persistence factor value. First, assig•n each 
hazardous substance a toxicity/mobility fac
tor value from table 8-9 (section 3,2.1,3), 
based on the values assig•ned to the haz
ardous substance for the toxicity and mobil
ity factors. Then assign each hazardous sub
stance a toxicity/mobility/persistence factor 
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value from table 4-26, based on the values as
signed for the toxicity/mobility and persist
ence factors. Use the substance with the 
highest toxicity/mobility/ persistence factor 
value for the watershed to assign the value 
to this factor. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.2.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign 
the same factor value for hazardous waste 
quantity for the watershed as would be as
signed for the uppermost aquifer in section 
3.2.2. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.2.2.3 Calculation of drinking water 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 

value. Multiply the toxicity/mobility/persist
ence and hazardous waste quantity factor 
values for the watershed, subject to a max
imum product of 1 x 10°. Based on this prod
uct, assign a value from table 2-7 (section 
2.4.3.1) to the drinking water threat-waste 
characteristics factor category for the wa
tershed. Enter this value in table 4-26. 

4.2.2.3 Drinking water threat-targets. Evalu
ate the targets factor category for each wa
tershed based on three factors: nearest in
take, population, and resources. 

TABLE 4-26-TOXICITY/MOBILITY/PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUES A 

Persistence factor value 
Toxicity/mobility factor value 

1.0 0.4 0.07 0.0007 

10,000 ......................................................................................................... .. 10,000 4,000 700 7 
2,000 ................... , .. , .. , .... , ....................... , ........ , ................................ , .. , ........ . 2,000 800 140 1.4 
1,000 ...................................................... , ........ , ............................................ , 1,000 400 70 0.7 
200 ......................................................... , ..................................................... . 200 80 14 0.14 
100 ........................................................................................... , ................... , 100 40 7 0.07 
20 ............................................................................... , .. , ............................. ,. 20 8 1.4 0.014 
10 ............................................................................... , .. , .............................. . 10 4 0.7 0.007 
2 ..... , ................................. , .............................. , ............. , ..................... , ........ . 2 0.8 0.14 0.0014 
1 ..... , ................................. , .............................. , .......... , ........................ , ........ . 1 0.4 0.07 7 X 10-4 

0.2 .................................... , ................................. , ........ , ............................... .. 0.2 0.08 0.014 1.4 X 10-4 

0.1 ............................................................................... , ................................ . 0.1 0.04 0.007 7 X 1Q-5 

0.02 ............................................. , ............................... , ................................ , 0.02 0.008 0.0014 1.4 X 1Q-5 

0.01 ........... , ....................... , ...................................................... , ................... , 0.01 0,004 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-6 

0.002 ......... , ................................................................ , .. , .......... , ................... . 0.002 8 X 10-4 1.4 X 10-4 1.4 X 10-6 

0.001 ................................ , .............................. , ............................................ . 0.001 4 X 10-4 7 X 10-5 7 X 10-7 

2 X 10-4 ...... , .............................. , .. , ......................................... , ................... .. 2 X 10-4 8 X 10-5 1.4 X 10-5 1.4x10-1 
1 X 10-4 ...... , .................. , ........... , ................................. , .......... , •• , ................. . 1 X 10-4 4 X 10-5 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-B 
2 X 1Q-5 ...... , .......... , ............................................ , •• ,, .................. , ................. . 2 X 10-5 8 X 10-6 1.4 X 10-6 1.4 X 10-B 
2 X 10-6 ................. , ............................................ , .............................. , ......... . 2 X 10-6 8 X 10-7 1.4 X 10-7 1.4 X 10-9 

2 X 1Q-7 ................. , .......................................... ,., ........................................ . 2 X 10-7 8 X 10-s 1.4 X 10-8 1.4 X 10-10 
2 X 10-s ............... , .......... , ........ ,., .. , .......... , .... , ... , .............................. , .......... .. 2 X 10-8 8 X 10-9 1.4 X 10-9 1.4x10- 11 

2 X 10-9 ...................................................................................................... .. 2 X 10-9 8 X 10- 10 1.4 X 10-lO 1.4 X 10- 12 

o ........................................................... , ....................... ,, .............................. . o 0 0 0 

a Do not round to nearest integer. 

For the nearest intake and population fac
tors, determine whether the target surface 
water intakes are subject to actual or poten
tial contamination as specified in section 
4.1.1.2, subject to the restrictions specified in 
sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. 

When the intake is subject to actual con
tamination, evaluate it using Level I con
centrations or Level II concentrations. De
termine which level applies for the intake by 
comparing· the exposure concentrations from 
a sample (or comparable samples) to health
based benchmarks as specified in section 
4.1.2.3, except use only those samples from 
the surface water in-water segment and only 
those hazardous substances in such samples 
that meet the conditions in sections 4.2.1.3 
and 4.2.1.4. 

4.2.2.3.1 New·est intake. Assig·n a value to 
the nearest intake factor as specified in sec
tion 4.1.2.3.1 with the following modification. 
For the intalrn being evaluated, multiply its 
dilution weig·ht from table 4-13 (section 
4.1.2.3.1) by a value selected from table 4-27. 

Use the resulting product, not the value 
from table 4-13, as the dilution weight for 
the intake for the ground water to surface 
water component. Do not round this product 
to the nearest integ·er. 

Select the value from table 4-27 based on 
the angle 0, the ang'le defined by the sources 
at the site and either the two points at the 
intersection of the surface water body and 
the 1-mile distance ring of any two other 
points of the surface water body within the 
1-mile distance ring, whichever results in the 
largest angle. (See Figure 4-3 for an example 
of how to determine 0.) If the surface water 
body does not extend to the 1-mile ring· at 
one or both ends, define 0 using the surface 
water endpoint(s) within the 1-mile ring or 
any two other points of the surface water 
body within the 1-mile distance ring, which
ever results in the largest ang·le. 
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TABLE 4-27-DILUTION WEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS 

As
Angle 0 (degrees) signed 

value a 

0 ................................................................................. . 0 
Greater than 0 to 18 .................................................. . 0.05 
Greater than 18 to 54 ................................................ . 0.1 
Greater than 54 to 90 ................................................ . 0.2 
Greater than 90 to 126 .............................................. . 0.3 
Greater than 126 to 162 ............................................ . 0.4 
Greater than 162 to 198 ............................................ . 0.5 
Greater than 198 to 234 ............................................ . 0.6 

TABLE 4--27-DILUTION WEIGHT 
ADJUSTMENTS-Continued 

As
Angle 0 (degrees) signed 

value a 

Greater than 234 to 270 ............................................ . 0.7 
Greater than 270 to 306 ........................................... .. 0.8 
Greater than 306 to 342 ........................................... .. 0.9 
Greater than 342 to 360 ............................................ . 1.0 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 
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Surface Water 

1 Milo Ring 

Sources ---

FIGURE 4·3 
SAMPLE DETERMINATION OF GROUN19 WATER 

TO SURFACE WATER ANGLE 

TABLE 4-28-TOXICITY/MOBILITY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A 

Bloaccumtatlon potential factor value 
Toxlclly/moblllty/perslstence factor value 

50,000 6,000 500 50 5 0.5 

10,000 ........................................................................ ... sx 1()8 Sx 107 6x 100 sx 10" sx 104 6,000 
4,000 ........................................................................... .. 2 X 108 2 X 107 2x 100 2 X 10• 2 X 104 2,000 
2,000 ........................................................................... .. 1 X 108 1 X 107 1 X 108 1 X 1()5 1 X 104 1,000 
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TABLE 4--28-TOXICITY/MOBILITY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A._Continued 

Bioaccumlatlon potential factor value 
Toxlclty/moblllty/perslstence factor value 

50,000 5,000 500 50 5 0.5 

1,000 ........................................................................... .. 5 X 107 5 X 106 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 500 
800 ............................................................................... . 4 X 107 4 X 105 4 X 105 4x 104 4,000 400 
700 ............................................................................... . 3.5 X 107 3.5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 
400 .............................................................................. .. 2 X 107 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 
200 .............................................................................. .. 1 X 107 1 X 105 1 X 105 1 X 104 1,000 100 
140 .............................................................................. .. 7 X 106 7 X 105 7 X 104 7,000 700 70 
100 ............................................................................... . 5 X 106 5 x105 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 
80 ................................................................................ .. 4 X 106 4 X 105 4 X 104 4,000 400 40 
70 ................................................................................ .. 3.5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 
40 ................................................................................. . 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 
20 ................................................................................. . 1 X 106 1 X 105 1 X 104 1,000 100 10 
14 ................................................................................ .. 7x 105 7 X 104 7,000 700 70 7 
10 ................................................................................. . 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 5 
8 ................................................................................... . 4 X 105 4 X 104 4,000 400 40 4 
7 ................................................................................... . 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 3.5 
4 ................................................................................... . 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 2 
2 ................................................................................... . 1 X 105 1 X 104 1,000 100 10 1 
1.4 ................................................................................ . 7 X 104 7,000 700 70 7 0.7 
1.0 ................................................................................ . 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 5 0.5 
0.8 ................................................................................ . 4 X 104 4,000 400 40 4 0.4 
0.7 ................................................................................ . 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 3.5 0.35 
0.4 ................................................................................ . 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 2 0.2 
0.2 ................................................................................ . 1 X 104 1,000 100 10 1 0.1 
0.14 .............................................................................. . 7,000 700 70 7 0.7 0.07 
0.1 ................................................................................ . 5,000 500 50 5 0.5 0.05 
0.08 ............................................................................. .. 4,000 400 40 4 0.4 0.04 
0.07 ............................................................................. .. 3,500 350 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 
0.04 ............................................................................. .. 2,000 200 20 2 0.2 0.02 
0.02 .............................................................................. . 1,000 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 
0.014 ........................................................................... .. 700 70 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 
0.01 .............................................................................. . 500 50 5 0.5 0.05 0.005 
0.008 ............................................................................ . 400 40 4 0.4 0.04 0.004 
0.007 ............................................................................ . 350 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 
0.004 ............................................................................ : 200 20 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 
0.002 ............................................................................ . 100 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 
0.0014 .......................................................................... . 70 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 

0.001 ............................................................................ . 50 5 0.5 0.05 0.005 5 X 10-4 
ax10- 4 ...................................................................... .. 40 4 0.4 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 
7x10-4 ...................................................................... .. 35 3.5 0.035 0.035 0.0035 3.5 X 

10-4 
4x10-4 ...................................................................... .. 20 2 0.2 0.02 0,002 2 X 10-4 
2x10-4 ...................................................................... .. 10 1 0.1 0.01 0,001 1 X 10-4 
1.4x10-4 ................................................................... .. 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-S 
1 X 10-4 ...................................................................... .. 5 0.5 0.05 0.005 5 X 10-4 5 X 10-S 
8 X 10-S ...................................................................... .. 4 0.4 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-S 
7 X 10-5 ...................................................................... .. 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 3.5 X 3,5 X 

10-4 10-s 
4x10-s ...................................................................... .. 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 2 X 10-4 2 X 10-S 
2x10-s ...................................................................... .. 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-S 
1.4x10-s ................................................................... .. 0.7 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-s 7 X 10-6 
8 X 10-6 ...................................................................... .. 0.4 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-6 
7 X 10-6 ...................................................................... .. 0.35 0.035 0.0035 3.5 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 

10-4 10-5 10-• 
2 X 10-6 ...................................................................... .. 0.1 0.01 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-S 1 X 10-6 
1.4 X 10-• ................................................................... .. 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-S 7 X 10-• 7 X 10-7 
8 X 10-7 ....................................................................... . 0,04 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-6 4 X 10-7 
7 X 10-7 ...................................................................... .. 0.035 0.0035 3.6 X 3.6 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 

10-4 10-s 10-• 10-1 
2 X 10-7 ...................................................................... .. 0.01 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-S 1 X 10-6 1 X 10-7 
1.4 X 10-7 .................................................................... . 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-5 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-8 
8 X 10-s ....................................................................... . 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-5 4 X 10-6 4 X 10-7 4 X 10-S 
7 X 10-8 ....................................................................... . 0.0035 3.5 X 3,5 X 3,5 X 3,5 X 3,5 X 

10-4 10-s 10-• 10-7 10-• 
2 X 10-s ....................................................................... . 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-S 1 X 10-6 1 X 10-7 1 X 10-S 
1.4 X 10-s .................................................................... . 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-S 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-8 7 X 10-0 
8 X 10-0 ....................................................................... . 4 x10- 4 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-6 4 X 10-7 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-0 
2 X 10-9 ...................................................................... .. 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-S 1 X 10-6 1 X 10-7 1 X 10-8 1 X 10-9 
1.4x10-• .................................................................... . 7 X 10-S 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-8 7 X 10-0 7 X 10-10 
ax10- 10 .................................................................... .. 4 X 10-5 4 X 10-6 4 X 10-7 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-9 4 X 10-10 
1.4 X 10-10 .................................................................. . 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-8 7 X 10-9 7x10- 10 4 X 10-11 
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TABLE 4-28-TOXICITY/MOBILITY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES /\._Continued 

Toxlcily/moblllty/perslstence factor value 
50,000 

Bloaccumlatlon potential factor value 

5,000 500 50 5 0.5 

1.4x10- 11 .................................................................. . 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-B 7 X 10-9 7 X 10-10 7 X 10-ll 7 X 10- 12 
1.4 X 10-12 ........... , ....................... , .............................. . 7 X 10-B 7 X 10-• 7 X 10-1° 7x 10- 11 7 X 10- 12 7 X 10-ll 
0 ........................... , ............. , ................... ,., ................... . 0 0 0 0 0 0 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 

4.2.2.3.2 Population. Evaluate the popu
lation factor for the watershed based on 
three factors: Level I concentrations, Level 
II concentrations, and potential contamina
tion. Determine which factor applies to an 
intake as specified in section 4.2.2.3. Deter
mine the population to be counted for that 
intake as specified in section 4.1.2.3.2, using 
the target distance limits in section 4.2.1.4 
and the hazardous substance migration path 
in section 4.2.1.2. 

4.2.2.3.2.1 Level I concentrations. Assign a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.2.3.2.2. 

4.2.2.3.2.2 Level II concentrations. Assig·n a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.2.3.2.3. 

4.2.2.3.2.3 Potential contamination. For each 
applicable type of surface water body in 
table 4-14, determine the dilution-weighted 
population value as specified in section 
4.1.2.3.2.4. Select the appropriate dilution 
weight adjustment value from table 4-27 as 
specified in section 4.2.2.3.1. 

Calculate the value for the potential con
tamination factor (PC) for the watershed as 
follows: 

A n 
PC==-LWi 

lO i=I 
where: 
A = Dilution weig·ht adjustment value from 

table 4-27, 
W; = Dilution-weighted population from 

table 4-14 for surface water body type i. 
n = Number of different surface water body 

types in the watershed, 
If PC is less than 1, do not round it to the 

nearest integer; if PC is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter the value in table 
4--26, 

4.2.2.3.2.4 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values for Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and po
tential contamination, Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum 
as the population factor value for the water
shed. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4,2,2,3,3 Resources. Assig·n a value to the 
resources factor as specified in section 
4.1.2.3.3. 

4.2.2.8.4 Calculation of drinking water 
threat-targets factor category value. Sum the 

nearest intake, population, and resources 
faotor values for the watershed, Do not 
round this sum to the nearest integ·er. Assign 
this sum as the drinking water threat-tar
gets factor category value for the watershed. 
Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.2.4 Calculation of drinking water threat 
score for a watershed. Multiply the drinking 
water threat factor category values for like
lihood of release, waste characteristics, and 
targets for the watershed, and round the 
product to the nearest integer, Then divide 
by 82,600. Assig·n the resulting value, subject 
to a maximum of 100, as the drinking water 
threat score for the watershed, Enter this 
score in table 4--25. 

4.2,3 Human food chain threat, Evaluate 
the human food chain threat for a watershed 
based on three factor categories: likelihood 
of release, waste characteristics, and targets. 

4.2.8,l Human food chain threat-likelihood 
of release. Assign the same likelihood of re
lease factor category value for the human 
food chain threat for the watershed as would 
be assigned in section 4.2.2.1.3 for the drink
ing water threat. Enter this value in table 4-
26. 

4.2.3,2 Human food chain threat-waste char
acterlstlcs, Evaluate the waste characteristics 
factor categ·ory for each watershed based on 
two factors: toxicity/mobility/persistence/ 
bioaccumulation and hazardous waste quan
tity, 

4.2,3,2,1 Toxicity!mobility/persistence!bio
accwnulation. Evaluate all those hazardous 
substances eligible to be evaluated for tox
icity/mobility/persistence in the drinking 
water threat for the watershed (see section 
4.2.2.2.1). 

4.2.3.2.1.1 Toxicity, Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in section 2.4.1.1. 

4.2,3.2,1.2 Mobillty, Assig•n a ground water 
mobility factor value to each hazardous sub
stance as specified for the drinking· water 
threat (see section 4,2.2,2,1.2). 

4.2,3,2.1.3 Persistence. Assign a surface 
water persistence factor value to each haz
ardous substance as specified for the drink
ing· water threat (see section 4,2,2,2.1.3), ex
cept: use the predominant water category 
(that is, lakes; or rivers, ooeans, coastal 
tidal waters, or Great Lakes) between the 
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probable point of entry and the nearest fish
ery (not the nearest drinking· water or re
sources intake) along the hazardous sub
stance migration path for the watershed to 
determine which portion of table 4-10 to use. 
Determine the predominant water category 
based on distance as specified in section 
4.1.2.2.1.2. 

4.2.3.2.1.4 Bioaccumulation potential. Assign 
a bioaccumulation potential factor value to 
each hazardous substance as specified in sec
tion 4.1.3.2.1.3. 

4.2.3.2.1.5 Calculation of toxicity/mobility! 
persistence! bioaccumulation factor value. As
sign each hazardous substance a toxicity/mo
bility factor value from table 3-9 (section 
3.2.1.3), based on the values assigned to the 
hazardous substance for the toxicity and mo
bility factors. Then assign each hazardous 
substance a toxicity/mobility/persistence 
factor value from table 4-26, based on the 
values assigned for the toxicity/mobility and 
persistence factors. Then assign each haz
ardous substance a toxicity/mobility/persist
ence/bioaccumulation factor value from 
table 4-28. Use the substance with the high
est toxici ty/mobili ty/persistence/bioaccumu
lation factor value for the watershed to as
sign the value to this factor for the water
shed. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assig·n 
the same factor value for hazardous waste 
quantity for the watershed as would be as
signed in section 4.2.2.2.2 for the drinking 
water threat. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.2.3 Calculation of human food chain 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
value. For the hazardous substance selected 
for the watershed in section 4.2.3.2.1.5, use its 
toxicity/mobility/ persistence factor value 
and bioaccumulation potential factor value 
as follows to assign a value to the waste 
characteristics factor categ·ory. First, mul
tiply the toxicity/mobility/persistence factor 
value and the hazardous waste quantity fac
tor value for the watershed, subject to a 
maximum product of 1 x 108• Then multiply 
this product by the bioaccumulation poten
tial factor value for this l1azardous sub
stance, subject to a maximum product of 1 x 
1012• Based on this second product, assign a 
value from table '2r-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the 
human food chain threat-waste characteris
tics factor categ·ory for the watershed. Enter 
this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.3 Human food chain threat-targets. 
Evaluate twc target factors for the water
shed: food chain individual and population. 

For both factors, determine whether the 
target fisheries are subject to Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, or po
tential human food chain contamination. De
termine which applies to eaoh fishery (or 
portion of a fishery) as specified in section 
4.1.3.3, subject to the restrictions specified in 
sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. 

4.2.3.3.l Food chain individual. Assign a 
value to the food chain individual factor as 
specified in section 4.1.3.3.1 with the fol
lowing modification. When a dilution weig·ht 
is used, multiply the appropriate dilution 
weight from table 4-13 by the adjustment 
value selected from table 4-27, as specified in 
section 4.2.2.3.1. Use the resulting product, 
not the value from table 4-13, as the dilution 
weight in assig·ning the factor value. Do not 
round this product to the nearest integer. 
Enter the value assigned in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.3.2 Population. Evaluate the popu
lation factor for the watershed based on 
three factors: Level I concentrations, Level 
II concentrations, and potential human food 
chain contamination. Determine which of 
these factors is to be applied to each fishery 
as specified in section 4.2.3.3. 

4.2.3.3.2.1 Level I concentrations. Assign a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.3.3.2.1. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.3.2.2 Level II concentrations. Assign a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.3.3.2.2. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.3.2.3 Potential human food chain con
tamination. Assig•n a value to this factor as 
specified in section 4.1.3.3.2.3 with the fol
lowing· modification. For each fishery being· 
evaluated, multiply the appropriate dilution 
weight for that fishery from table 4-13 by the 
adjustment value selected from table 4-27, as 
specified in section 4.2.2.3.1. Use the result
ing product, not the value from table 4-13, as 
the dilution weight for the fishery. Do not 
round this product to the nearest integer. 
Enter the value assigned in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.3.2.4 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values for Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and po
tential human food chain contamination for 
the watershed. Do not round this sum to the 
nearest integer. Assig·n this sum as the popu
lation factor value for the watershed. Enter 
this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.3.3 Calculation of human food chain 
threat-targets factor category value. Sum the 
food chain individual and population factor 
values for the watershed. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum 
as the human food chain threat-targets fac
tor category value for the watershed. Enter 
this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.3.4 Calculation of human food chain 
threat score for a watershed. Multiply the 
human food chain threat factor category val
ues for likelihood of release, waste charac
teristics, and targ·ets for the watershed, and 
round the product to the nearest integer. 
Then divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting· 
value, subject to a maximum of 100, as the 
human food chain threat score for the water
shed. Enter this score in table 4-25. 

4.2.4 Environmental threat. Evaluate the 
environmental threat for the watershed 
based on three factor categories: likelihood 
cf release, waste characteristics, and targets. 
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4.2.4.1 Environmental threat-likelihood of re
lease. Assign the same likelihood of release 
factor category value for the environmental 
threat for the watershed as would be as
signed in section 4.2.2.1.3 for the drinking 
water threat. Enter this value in table 4--25. 

4.2.4.2 Environmental threat-waste charac
teristics. Evaluate the waste characteristics 
factor category for each watershed based on 
two factors: ecosystem toxicity/mobility/per
sistence/bioaccumulation and hazardous 
waste quantity. 

4.2.4.2.1 Ecosystem toxicity/mobility/persist
ence!bioaccumulation. Evaluate all those haz
ardous substances eligible to be evaluated 
for toxicity/mobility/persistence in the 
drinking water threat for the watershed (see 
section 4.2.2.2.1). 

4.2.4.2.1.1 Ecosystem toxicity. Assign an eco
system toxicity factor value to each haz
ardous substance as specified in section 
4.1.4.2.1.1. 

4.2.4.2.1.2 Mobility. Assign a ground water 
mobility factor value to each hazardous sub
stance as specified in section 4.2.2.2.1.2 for 
the drinking water threat. 

4.2.4.2.1.3 Persistence. Assig•u a surface 
water persistence factor value to each haz
ardous substance as specified in section 
4.2.2.2.1.3 for the drinking· water threat, ex
cept: use the predominant water categ·ory 
(that is, lakes; or rivers, oceans, coastal 
tidal waters, or Great Lakes) between the 
probable point of entry and the nearest sen-

sitive environment (not the nearest drinking 
water or resources intake) along· the haz
ardous substance migration path for the wa
tershed to determine which portion of table 
4--10 to use. Determine the predominant 
water category based on distance as specified 
in section 4.1.2.2.1.2. 

4.2.4.2.1.4 Ecosystem bioaccumulation poten
tial. Assign an ecosystem bioaccumulatiou 
potential factor value to each hazardous sub
stance as specified in section 4.1.4.2.1.3. 

4.2.4.2.1.6 Calculation of ecosystem toxicity/ 
mobility/persistence/ bioaccumulation factor 
value. Assign each hazardous substance an 
ecosystem toxicity/mobility factor value 
from table 3-9 (section 3.2.1.3), based on the 
values assigned to the hazardous substance 
for the ecosystem toxicity and mobility fac
tors. Then assign each hazardous substance 
au ecosystem toxicity/mobility/persistence 
factor value from table 4--29, based on the 
values assigned for the ecosystem toxicity/ 
mobility and persistence factors. Then as
sign each hazardous substance an ecosystem 
toxicity/mobility/persisteuce/bioaccumula
tion factor value from table 4--30, based on 
the values assigned for the ecosystem tox
icity/mobility/persistence and ecosystem bio
accumulation potential factors. Select the 
substance with the highest ecosystem tox
icity/mobility/persistence/bioaccumulation 
factor value for the watershed and use it to 
assign the value to this factor for the water
shed. Enter this value in table 4--25. 

TABLE 4-29-ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY/MOBILITY/PERSISTENCE FACTOR VALUES A 

Persistence factor value 
Ecosystem toxicity/mobility factor value 

1.0 0.4 0.07 0.0007 

10,000 .......................................................................................................... . 10,000 4,000 700 7 
2,000 ............................................................................................................ . 2,000 800 140 1.41,000 
1,000 ............................................................................................................ . 1,000 400 70 0.7 
200 ............................................................................................................... . 200 80 14 0.14 
100 ............................................................................................................... . 100 40 7 0.07 
20 ................................................................................................................. . 20 8 1.4 0.014 
10 ................................................................................................................. . 10 4 0.7 0.007 
2 ................................................................................................................... . 2 0.8 0.14 0.0014 
1 ................................................................................................................... . 1 0.4 0.07 7 X 10-4 

0.2 ................................................................................................................ . 0.2 0.08 0.014 1.4x10-• 
0.1 ................................................................................................................ . 0.1 0.04 0.007 7 X 10-, 
0.2 ............................................................................................................... .. 0.2 0.008 0.0014 1.4 X 10-, 
0.01 .............................................................................................................. . 0.01 0.004 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-6 

0.002 ............................................................................................................ . 0.002 8 X 10-4 1.4x10-, 1.4 X 10-6 

0.001 ............................................................................................................ . 0.001 4 x10-4 7 X 10-5 7 X 10-7 
2 X 10-4 ....................................................................................................... . 2 X 10-4 8 X 10-, 1.4 X 10-, 1.4 X 10-7 
1 X 10-4 ....................................................................................................... . 1 X 10-4 4 X 10-5 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-B 
2 X 10-, ...................................................................................................... .. 2 X 10-, 8 X 10-6 1.4 X 10-6 1.4 X 10-B 
2 X 10-6 ...................................................................................................... .. 2 X 10-6 8 X 10-7 1.4 X 10-7 1.4 X 10-• 
2 X 10- 7 ....................................................................................................... . 2 X 10-7 8 X 10-B 1.4 X 10-e 1.4x10-1o 
2 X 10-e ...................................................................................................... .. 2 X 10-e 8 X 10-9 1.4 X 10-9 1.4 x10-11 
2 X 10-• ....................................................................................................... . 2x10-• 8 X 10- 10 1.4 X 10-IO 1.4 X 10- 12 

0 ................................................................................................................... . 0 0 0 0 

• Do not round to nearest Integer. 
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TABLE 4-30-ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY/MOBIUTY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A 

Ecosystem bloaccumulation potential factor value 
Ecosystem toxlclty/moblllty/perslstence factor value 

50,000 5,000 500 50 5 0.5 

10,000 .......................................................................... . 5 X 108 5 X 107 5 X 106 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 

4,000 ············································································· 
2,000 ············································································· 
1,000 ············································································· 
800 ............................................................................... . 

2 X 108 
1, X 108 
5 X 107 

4 X 107 

2 X 107 2 X 106 2x1<J5 2 X 104 
1 X 107 1 X 106 1 X 105 1 X 104 
5 X 106 5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 
4 X 106 4 X 105 4 X 104 4,000 

2,000 
1,000 

500 
400 

700 ............................................................................... . 3.5 X 107 3.5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 

400 ················································································ 
200 .............. , ................................................................ . 

2 X 107 

1 X 107 

2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 
1 X 106 1 X 105 1 X 104 1,000 

200 
100 

140 ·················································· ............................. . 
100 ............................................................................... . 

7 X 108 
5 X 106 

7X 106 7 X 104 7,000 700 
5 X 105 5 X 104 5,000 500 

70 
50 

80 ................................................................................. . 4 X 106 4 X 105 4 X 104 4,000 400 40 
70 ................................................................................. . 3.5 X 106 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 
40 ................................................................................. . 2 X 106 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 
20 ................................................................................. . 1 X 106 1 X 105 1 X 104 1,000 100 10 
14 ······ ........................................................................... . 7 X 105 7 X 104 7,000 700 70 7 

10 ··················································· .............................. . 
8 ................................................................................... . 

5 X 105 
4 X 105 

5 X 104 5,000 500 50 
4 X 104 4,000 400 40 

5 
4 

7 ................................................................................... . 3.5 X 105 3.5 X 104 3,500 350 35 3.5 
4 ................................................................................... . 2 X 105 2 X 104 2,000 200 20 2 
2 ···································•···•· .......................................... . 1 X 105 1 X 104 1,000 100 10 1 
1.4 ···································· ............................................ . 7 X 104 7,000 700 70 7 0.7 
1.0 ···································· ............................................ . 5 X 104 5,000 500 50 5 0.5 

0.8 ········································································· ....... . 
0.7 ························ ........................................................ . 

4 X 104 
3.5 X 104 

4,000 400 40 4 
3,500 350 35 3.5 

0.4 
0.35 

0.4 ···················· ... ······································ ................... . 
0.2 ................................................................................ . 

2 X 104 
1 X 104 

2,000 200 20 2 
1,000 100 10 1 

0.2 
0.1 

0.14 ··························································· ................... . 7,000 700 70 7 0.7 0.07 

0.1 ················································································· 
0.08 ·············· ................................................................ . 

5,000 
4,000 

500 50 5 0.5 
400 40 4 0.4 

0.05 
0.04 

0.07 ··············································································· 
0.04 .............................................................................. . 

3,500 
2,000 

350 35 3.5 0.35 
200 20 2 0.2 

0.035 
0.02 

0.02 .............................................................................. . 1,000 100 10 1 0.1 0.Q1 
0.014 ............................................................................ . 700 70 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 
0.Q1 .............................................................................. . 500 50 5 0.5 0.05 0.005 

0.008 ································································· .......... .. 
0.007 ............................................................................ . 

400 
350 

40 4 0.4 0.04 
35 3.5 0.35 0.035 

0.004 
0.0035 

0.004 ............................................................................ . 200 20 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 
0.002 ·········· .................................................................. . 100 10 1 0.1 0.Q1 0.001 
0.0014 ··········· ............................................................... . 70 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 7x10-4 
0.001 ............................................................................ . 50 5 0.5 0.05 0.005 5 X 10-4 
8 X 10-4 ....................................................................... . 40 4 0.4 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 
7 X 10-4 ....................................................................... . 35 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 3.5 X 

10-4 
4 X 10-4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 2 X 10-4 
2 X 10-4 ....................................................................... . 10 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 1 X 10-4 
1.4 X 10-4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 0.7 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-s 
1 X 10-4 ....................................................................... . 5 0.5 0.05 0.005 5 X 10-4 5 X 10-5 

8 X 10-5 ....................................................................... . 4 0.4 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-5 

7 X 10-5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 3.5 0.35 0.035 0.0035 3.5 X 3.5 X 
10-4 10-5 

4 X 10- 5 ....................................................................... . 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 2 X 10--1 2 X 10-5 

2 X 10-5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 0.1 0.Q1 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-5 

1.4 X 10-5 .................................................................... . 0.7 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-5 7 X 10-6 
8x10-6 ....................................................................... . 0.4 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-5 4 X 10-6 
7 X 10-• ....................................................................... . 0.35 0.035 0.0035 3.6 X 3.5 X 3.6x 

10-4 10-s 10-• 
2 X 10-• ....................................................................... . 0.1 0.01 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-s 1 x10-, 
1.4 X 10-6 .................................................................... . 0.07 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-s 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 
8 X 10-7 ....................................................................... . 0.04 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-6 4 X 10-7 
7 X 10-7 ...................................................................... .. 0.035 0.0035 3.5 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 

10-, 10-s 10-• 10-1 
2 X 10-7 ....................................................................... . 0.01 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 x10-s 1 X 10-6 1 X 10-7 
1.4 X 10-7 .................................................................... . 0.007 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-• 7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-B 
ax10-• ....................................................................... . 0.004 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-s 4 X 10-6 4x10-1 4 X 10-8 
7 X 10-s ...................................................................... .. 0.0035 3.5 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 3.5 X 

10-4 10-s 10-• 10-7 10-• 
2 X 10-s ...................................................................... .. 0.001 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-s 1 X 10-• 1 x10-1 1 X 10-s 
1.4 X 10-B ................................................................... .. 7 X 10-4 7 X 10-S 7 X 10-• 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-8 7 X 10-9 
8 X 10-0 ....................................................................... . 4 X 10-4 4 X 10-S 4 X 10-6 4 X 10-7 4x10-• 4 X 10-• 
2 X 10- 9 ...................................................................... .. 1 X 10-4 1 X 10-S 1 X 10-• 1 X 10-7 1 x10-• 1 X 10-9 
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TABLE 4-30-ECOSYSTEM TOXICITY/MOBIUTY/PERSISTENCE/BIOACCUMULATION FACTOR VALUES A........ 

Continued 

Ecosystem toxicity/mobility/persistence factor value 

1.4x1o-, .................................................................... . 

50,000 

7 X 10-5 

Ecosystem bloaccumulation potential factor value 

5,000 500 50 5 

7 X 10-6 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-8 7 X 10- 9 

0,5 

7x10- 10 
8 X 10-10 .................................................................... .. 4 X 10-5 4 X 10-6 4 X 10- 7 4 X 10-8 4 X 10- 9 4x10- 10 
1.4 X 10-IO ................................................................. .. 7 X 10-o 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-s 7 X 10- 9 7 X 10-IO 7 X 10-II 
1.4 X 10-11 .................................................................. . 7 X 10-7 7 X 10-B 7 X 10-9 7 X 10-IO 7 X 10-II 7 X 10- 12 

1.4x10- 12 .................................................................. . 7 X 10-s 7 X 10-9 1x10- 10 7 X 10-II 7 X 10- 12 7 X 10- 13 

0 ........................... , ............. , .......... ,., ............................ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

4.2.4.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign 
the same factor value for hazardous waste 
quantity for the watershed as would be as
sig·ned in section 4.2.2.2.2 for the drinking 
water threat. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.4.2.3 Calculation of environmental 
threat-waste characteristics factor category 
value. For the hazardous substance selected 
for the watershed in section 4.2.4.2.1.5, use its 
ecosystem toxicity/mobility/persistence fac
tor value and ecosystem bioaccumulation 
potential factor value as follows to assign a 
value to the waste characteristics factor cat
egory. First, multiply the ecosystem tox
icity/mobility/persistence factor value and 
the hazardous waste quantity factor value 
for the watershed, subject to a maximum 
product of 1 x 108 • Then multiply this product 
by the ecosystem bioaccumulation potential 
factor value for this hazardous substance, 
subject to a maximum product of 1 x 1012 • 

Based on this product, assign a value from 
table 2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the environ
mental threat-waste characteristics cat
egory for the watershed. Enter the value in 
table 4-26. 

4.2.4.3 Environmental threat-targets. Evalu
ate the environmental tlu:eat-targ·ets factor 
categ·ory for a watershed using one factor: 
sensitive environments. 

4.2.4.3.l Sensitive environments. Evaluate 
sensitive environments for the watershed 
based on three factors: Level I concentra
tions, Level II concentrations, and potential 
contamination. Determine which applies to 
each sensitive environment as speoified in 
section 4.1.4.3.1, except: use only those sam
ples from the surface water in-water segment 
and only those hazardous substanoes in such 
samples that meet the conditions in sections 
4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. 

4.2.4.3.1.1 Level I concentrations. Assig•n a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.4,3,1.1. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.4.3.1.2 Level II concentrations. Assign a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.4.3.1.2. Enter this value in table 4-25. 

4.2.4.3.1.3 Potential contamination. Assig•n a 
value to this factor as specified in section 
4.1.4.3.1.3 with the following modification. 
Multiply the appropriate dilution weight 

from table 4-'13 for the sensitive environ
ments in each type of surface water body by 
the adjustment value selected from table 4-
27, as specified in section 4.2.2.3.1. Use the re
sulting product, not the value from table 4-
13, as the dilution weight for the sensitive 
environments in that type of surface water 
body, Do not round this produot to the near
est integ·er. Enter the value assigned in table 
4-25. 

4.2.4.3.1.4 Calculation of environmental 
threat-targets factor category value. Sum the 
values for Level I concentrations, Level II 
concentrations, and potential contamination 
for the watershed. Do not round this sum to 
the nearest integer. Assign this sum as the 
environmental threat targ·ets factor cat
eg·ory value for the watershed. Enter this 
value in. table 4-25. 

4.2.4.4 Calculation of environmental threat 
score for a watershed. Multiply the environ
mental threat factor category values for 
likelihood of release, waste characteristics, 
and targets for the watershed, and round the 
product to the nearest integer. Then divide 
by 82,500. Assign the resulting· value, subject 
to a maximum of 60, as the environmental 
threat score for the watershed. Enter this 
score in table 4-25. 

4.2.5 Calculation of ground water to surface 
water migration component score for a water
shed. Sum the scores for the three threats for 
the watershed (that is, drinking water, 
human food chain, and environmental 
threats). Assign the resulting· score, subject 
to a maximum value of 100, as the ground 
water to surface water mig-rat!on component 
score for the watershed. Enter this score in 
table 4-25. 

4.2.6 Calculation of ground water to surface 
water migration component score. Select the 
highest ground water to surface water mi
g·ration component score from the water
sheds evaluated. Assig•n this score as the 
g·round water to surface water mig-ration 
component score for the site, subject to a 
maximum score of 100. Enter this score in 
table 4-25. 

4.8 Calculation of surface water migration 
pathway score. Determine the surface water 
mig·raticn pathway score as follows: 
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• If only one of the two surface water mi
gration components (overland/flood or 
ground water to surface water) is scored, as
sign the score of that component as the sur
face water migration pathway score. 

• If both components are scored, select the 
hig·her of the two component scores from sec
tions 4.1.6 and 4.2.6. Assign that score as the 
surface water mig-ration pathway score. 

5.0 SOIL EXPOSURE AND SUBSURFAOE 
INTRUSION PATHWAY 

5.0.1 Exposure components. Evaluate the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way based on two exposure components: 

• Soil exposure component (see section 
5.1). 

• Subsurface intrusion component (see sec
tion 5.2). 

Score one or both components considering 
their relative importance. If only one compo
nent is scored, assig·n its score as the soil ex
posure and subsurface intrusion pathway 
score. If both components are scored, sum 
the two scores and assign it as the soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion pathway score, 
subject to a maximum of 100. 
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factors included within each factor category 
for each type of threat. 

Determine the soil exposure component 
score (S.,) in terms of the factor category 
values as follows: 

}:f =1 (LEi) (WCi) (Ti) 
SF 

Where: 
LE, = Likelihood of exposure factor category 

value for threat i (that is, resident popu
lation threat or nearby population 
threat). 

we, = Waste characteristics factor category 
value for threat i. 

T1 = Targets factor category value for threat 
i. 

SF= Scaling factor. 
Table 5----1 outlines the specific calculation 

procedure. 

TABLE 5-i-SOIL EXPOSURE COMPONENT SCORESHEET 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value 

Value 
assigned 

Resident Population Threat 

Likelihood of Exposure: 
1. Likelihood of Exposure ............................................................................................. .. 550 

Waste Characteristics: 
2. Toxicity ....................................................................................................................... . (•) 
3. Hazardous Waste Quantity ....................................................................................... .. (•) 
4. Waste Characteristics ............................................................................................... .. 100 

Targets: 
5. Resident Individual ................................................................................................... .. 50 
6. Resident Population:. 

ea. Level I Concentrations .............................................................................. . (") 
6b. Level II Concentrations ............................................................................ .. (") 
60. Resident Population (lines 6a + 6b) ......................................................... .. (") 

7 Workers ...................................................................................................................... . 15 
a. Resources ................................................................................................................. .. 5 
9. Terrestrial Sensitive Environments ........................................................................... .. (0) 
10. Targets (lines 5 + 60 + 7 +a+ 9) .......................................................................... .. (") 

Resident Population Threat Score: 
11. Resident Population Threat (lines 1 x 4 x 10) ....................................................... .. (") 

Nearby Population Threat 

Likelihood of Exposure: 
12. Attractiveness/Accessibility ...................................................................................... . 100 
13. Area of Contamination ............................................................................................. . 100 
14. Likelihood of Exposure ............................................................................................ . 500 

Waste Characteristics: 
15. T oxlclty ..................................................................................................................... . (•) 
16. Hazardous Waste Quantity ..................................................................................... .. (•) 
17. Waste Characteristics .............................................................................................. . 100 

Targets: 
18. Nearby Individual .................................................................................................... .. 1 
19. Population Within 1 Mlle .......................................................................................... . (b) 
20. Targets (lines 18 + 19) ........................................................................................... .. (") 

Nearby Population Threat Score: 
21. Nearby Population Threat (lines 14 x 17 x 20) ....................................................... . (") 

Soil Exposure Component Score: 
22. Soll Exposure Component Score• (S,,), (lines [11 + 21 V82,500, subject to a 

maximum of 100) ....................................................................................................... . 100 

• Maximum value applies to waste characteristics category. 
h Maximum value not applicable. 
0 No specific maximum value applies to factor. However, pathway score based solely on terrestrial sensitive environments Is 

limited to maximum of 60. 
•no not round to nearest Integer. 
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5.1.0 General considerations. Evaluate the 
soil exposure component based on areas of 
observed contamination: 

• Consider observed contamination to be 
present at sampling locations where analytic 
evidence indicates that: 
-A hazardous substance attributable to the 

site is present at a concentration signifi
cantly above backg-round levels for the site 
(see Table 2-3 in section 2.3 for the criteria 
for determining analytical significance), 
and 

-This hazardous substance, if not present at 
the surface, is covered by 2 feet or less of 
cover material (for example, soil). 
• Establish areas of observed contamina

tion based on sampling locations at which 
there is observed contamination as follows: 
-For all sources except contaminated soil, if 

observed contamination from the site is 
present at any sampling location within 
the source, consider that en tire source to 
be an area of observed contamination. 

-For contaminated soil, consider both the 
sampling· location(s) with observed con
tamination from the site and the area 
lying between such locations to be an area 
of observed contamination, unless avail
able information indicates otherwise. 
• If an area of observed contamination (or 

portion of such an area) is covered by a per
manent, or otherwise maintained, essen
tially impenetrable material (for example, 
asphalt) that is not more than 2 feet thick, 
exclude that area (or portion of the area) in 
evaluating the soil exposure component. 

• For an area of observed contamination, 
consider only those hazardous substances 
that meet the criteria for observed contami
nation for that area to be associated with 
that area in evaluating the soil exposure 
component (see section 2.2.2), 

If there is observed contamination, assig·n 
scores for the resident population threat and 
the nearby population threat, as specified in 
sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. If there is no observed 
contamination, assign the soil exposure com
ponent of the soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion pathway a score of 0. 

5.1.1 Resident population threat. Evaluate 
the resident population threat only if there 
is an area of observed contamination in one 
or more of the following locations: 

• Within the property boundary of a resi
dence, school, or day care center and within 
200 feet of the respective residence, school, or 
day care center, or 

• Within a workplace property boundary 
and within 200 feet of a workplace area, or 

• Within the boundaries of a resource spec
ified in section 5.1.1.3.4, or 

• Within the boundaries of a terrestrial 
sensitive environment specified in section 
5,1.1.3.5, 

If not, assign the resident population 
threat a value of 0, enter this value in Table 
5-1, and proceed to the nearby population 
threat (section 5.1.2). 

5.1.1.1 Likelihood of exposure. Assign a 
value of 550 to the likelihood of exposure fac
tor category for the resident population 
threat if there is an area of observed con
tamination in one or more locations listed in 
section 5.1.1. Enter this value in Table 5-1. 

5.1.1.2 Waste characteristics. Evaluate 
waste characteristics based on two factors: 
toxicity and hazardous waste quantity, 
Evaluate only those hazardous substances 
that meet the criteria for observed contami
nation at the site (see section 5.1.0). 

5.1.1.2.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in section 2.4.1.1. Use the hazardous sub
stance with the highest toxicity factor value 
to assign the value to the toxicity factor for 
the resident population threat. Enter this 
value in Table 5-1. 

5.1.1.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value as 
specified in section 2.4.2. In estimating the 
hazardous waste quantity, use Table 5-2 and: 

• Consider only the first 2 feet of depth of 
an area of observed contamination, except as 
specified for the volume measure. 

• Use the volume measure (see section 
2.4.2.1.3) only for those types of areas of ob
served contamination listed in Tier C of 
Table 5-2. In evaluating· the volume measure 
for these listed areas of observed contamina
tion, use the full volume, not just the vol
ume within the top 2 feet. 

• Use the area measure (see section 
2.4.2.1.4), not the volume measure, for all 
other types of areas of observed contamina
tion, even if their volume is known. 

Enter the value assigned in Table 5-1. 

TABLE 5-2-HAZARDOUS WASTE QUANTITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS FOR SOIL EXPOSURE 
COMPONENT 

Tier 
Equation for 

Measure Units assigning 
value• 

A ........................ Hazardous Consllluent Quantity (C) ............................................... lb ...................... C. 
Sb ...................... Hazardous Wastestream Quantity (W) ...................................... ,.... lb .... ,................. W/5,000. 
Cb ...................... Volume (V), 

Surface lmpoundment 0 ............................. , ............. , ..... , .. ,.............. yd, .. , ............ ,.... V/2.5. 
Drumsd ......................................... ,,., ....... ,,,,,.,, .. ,,,,, ........... ,, .. ,,, .... ,, gallon ....... ,....... V/500. 
Tanks and Containers Other Than Drums ..................................... yd• ................... V/2,5, 
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TABLE 5-2-HAZARDOUS WASTE QUANTITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS FOR SOIL EXPOSURE 
COMPONENT-Continued 

Equation for 
Tier Measure Units assigning 

value a 

Db ...................... Area (A). 
Landfill ............................................................................................. ft 2 ••••••••••••••••••••• N34,000. 
Surface lmpoundment .............................................................•....... ft 2 ••••••••••••••••••••• N13. 
Surface lmpoundment (Buried/backfilled) ....................................... ft 2 ••••••••••••••••••••• N13. 
Land treatment .. ...... ......... .......... ..... .......... ............. ... ...................... ft 2 ••••••••••••••••••••• N270. 
Pile• ................................................................................................ ft 2 ••••••••••••••••••••• N34. 
Contaminated Soll ........................................................................... ft 2 ••••••••••••••••••••• N34,000. 

• Do not round nearest integer. 
b Convert volume to mass when necessary: 1 ton = 2,000 pounds = 1 cubic yard = 4 drums = 200 gallons. 
0 Use volume measure only for surface impoundments containing hazardous substances present as liquids. Use area meas

ures In Tier D for dry surface impoundments and for buried/backfilled surface impoundments. 
d If actual volume of drums Is unavailable, assume 1 drum = 50 gallons. 
• Use land surface area under pile, not surface area of pile. 

5.1.1.2.3 Calculation of waste characteristics 
factor category value. Multiply the toxicity 
and hazardous waste quantity factor values, 
subject to a maximum product of 1 x 10 8• 

Based on this product, assign a value from 
Table 2.-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the waste char
acteristics factor categ·ory. Enter this value 
in Table 5--1. 

5.1.1.3 Targets. Evaluate the targets factor 
category for the resident population threat 
based on five factors: Resident individual, 
resident population, workers, resources, and 
terrestrial sensitive environments. 

In evaluating the targets factor categ·ory 
for the resident population threat, count 
only the following as targets: 

• Resident individual-a person living or 
attending· school or clay care on a property 
with an area of observed contamination and 
whose residence, school, or day care center, 
respectively, is on or within 200 feet of the 
area of observed contamination. 

• Worker-a person working· on a property 
with an area of observed contamination and 
whose workplace area is on or within 200 feet 
of the area of observed contamination. 

• Resources located on an area of observed 
contamination, as specified in section 5.1.1. 

• Terrestrial sensitive environments lo
cated on an area of observed contamination, 
as specified in section 5.1.1. 

5.1.1.3.l Resident individual. Evaluate this 
factor based on whether there is a resident 

individual, as specified in section 5.1.1.3, who 
is subject to Level I or Level II concentra
tions. 

First, determine those areas of observed 
contamination subject to Level I concentra
tions and those subject to Level II con
centrations as specified in sections 2.6.l and 
2.6.2. Use the health-based benchmarks from 
Table 5--3 in determining the level of con
tamination. Then assign a value to the resi
dent individual factor as follows: 

• Assign a value of 50 if there is at least 
one resident individual for one or more areas 
subject to Level I concentrations. 

• Assign a value of 45 if there is no such 
resident individuals, but there is at least one 
resident indiv\dual for one or more areas 
subject to Level II concentrations. 

• Assign a value of 0 if there is no resident 
individual. 
Enter the value assigned in Table 5--1. 

6.1.1.3.2 Resident JJOJJUlation. Evaluate resi
dent population based on two factors: Level 
I concentrations and Level II concentrations. 
Determine which factor applies as specified 
in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, using the health
based benchmarks from Table 5--3. Evaluate 
populations subject to Level I concentra
tions as specified in section 5.1.1.3.2.1 and 
populations subject to Level II concentra
tions as specified in section 5.1.1.3.2.2. 

TABLE 5-3-HEALTH·BASED BENCHMARKS FOR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN SOILS 

Screening concentration for cancer corresponding to that concentration that corresponds to the 1 a -• fndlvfdual cancer risk for 
oral exposures. 

Screening concentration for noncancer toxicological responses corresponding to the Reference Dose (RID) for oral exposures. 

Count only those persons meeting· the cri
teria for resident individual as specified in 
section 5.1.1.3, In estimating· the number of 
people living· on property with an area of ob-

served contamination, when the estimate is 
based on the number of residences, multiply 
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each residence by the average number of per
sons per residence for the county In which 
the residence is located. 

6.1.1.3.2.1 Level I concentrations. Sum the 
number of resident individuals subject to 
Level I concentrations and multiply this 
sum by 10. Assign the resulting product as 
the value for this factor. Enter this value in 
Table 5-1. 

6.1.1.3.2.2 Level JI concentratiot1s. Sum the 
number of resident individuals subject to 
Level II concentrations. Do not Include those 
people already counted under the Level I 
concentrations factor. Assign this sum as 
the value for this factor. Enter this value In 
Table 5-1. 

6.1.1.3.2.3 Calculation of resident population 
factor value. Sum the factor values for Level 
I concentrations and Level II concentrations. 
Assign this sum as the resident population 
facto1• value. Ente1• this value in Table 5-1. 

6.1.1,3.3 Workers. Evaluate this factor 
based on the number of workers that meet 
the section 6.1.1.3 criteria. Assign a value for 
these workers using Table 6-4, Enter this 
value in Table 5-1. 

TABLE 5-4-FACTOR VALUES FOR WORKERS 

Number of workers A~~Pu':d 

0 ......................................................................... 0 
1 to 100 ............................................................. 5 
101 to 1,000 ...................................................... 10 
Greater than 1 ,000 ............................................ 15 

6.1.1.3.4 Resources. Evaluate the resources 
factor as follows: 

• Assign a value of 6 to the resources fac
tor If one or more of the following is present 
on an area of observed contamination at the 
site: 
-Commercial agriculture. 
-Commercial sllvioulture. 
-Commercial ltvestock production or com-

mercial livestock grazing. 
• Assign a value of O If none of the above 

are present. 
Enter the value assigned in Table 5-1. 
6.1.1.3.6 Terrestrial sensitive environments. 

Assign value(s) from Table 5-6 to each terres
trial sensitive environment that meets the 
eligibility criteria of section 6.1.1.3. 

Calculate a value (ES) for terrestrial sen
sitive environments as follows: 

n 

ES= Isi 
1=1 

Where: 
S; = Value(s) assigned from Table 6-5 to ter

restrial sensitive environment i. 
n = Number of terrestrial sensitive environ

ments meeting section 6.1.1.3 criteria. 

Because the pathway score based solely on 
terrestrial sensitive environments is limited 
to a maximum of 60, determine the value for 
the terrestrial sensitive environments factor 
as follows: 

TABLE 5-5-TERRESTRIAL SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENTS RATING VALUES 

Terrestrial sensitive environments Assigned 
vafue 

Terrestrial crlUcal habllat• for Federal designated endangered or threatened species ......................................... .. 100 
National Park 
Designated Federal WIiderness Area ........................................................................................................ . 
Nallonal Monument. 

Terreslrlal habitat known 1o be used by Federal designated or proposed threatened or endangered species ...... 75 
National Preserve (terrestrial) 
National or Slale Terrestrial Wildlife Refuge ....................................................... , .................................... .. 
Federal land designated for protection of natural ecosystems ................................................................ .. 
Admlnlstrallvely proposed Federal Wilderness Area ................................. , .................. , ............................ , 
Terrestrial areas uUllzed for breeding by large or dense aggregations of animals•. 

Terrestrial habitat known to be used by State designated endangered or threatened species ................ , .... , ...... .. 50 
Terrestrial habitat known to be used by species under review as to Its Federal designated endangered 

or threatened status 
State lands designated for wildlife or game management ..................................................................................... .. 25 

State designated Natural Areas 
Particular areas. relatively small In size, Important to maintenance of unique blotlo oommunlties, 

• Crltloal habitat as defined In 50 CFR 424.02. 
• Limit to vertebrate species. 
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• Multiply the values assigned to the resi
dent population threat for likelihood of ex
posure (LE), waste oharacteristics (WO), and 
ES. Divide the product by 82,500. 

-If the result is 60 or less, assign the value 
ES as the terrestrial sensitive environ
ments factor value. 

-If the result exceeds 60, calculate a value 
EC as follows: 

(60)(82,500) 
EC 

(LE)(WC) 

Assign the va,lue EC a,s the terrestria,l sen
sitive environments fa,ctor va,lue. Do not 
round this value to the nea,rest integer. 

Enter the va,lue a,ssigned for the terrestria,l 
sensitive environments factor in Ta,ble o-1. 

5.1.1.3.6 Calculation of resident population 
targets factor category value. Sum the va,lues 
for the resident individu&l, resident popu
fation, workers, resources, a,nd terrestria,l 
sensitive environments factors, Do not round 
to the nea,rest integer. Assign this sum a,s 
the ta,rgets factor ca,tegory v&lue for the 
resident popula,tion threat. Enter this value 
in T&ble o-1. 

5.1.1.4 Calculation of resident population 
threat score. Multiply the values for likeli
hood of exposure, waste cha,racteristics, and 
ta,rgets for the resident population threat, 
and round the product to the nearest integer. 
Assign this product as the resident popu
fation threat score. Enter this score in Table 
o-1. 

5.1.2 Nearby population threat. Include in 
the nearby population only those individuals 
who live or &ttend school within a 1-mile 
travel distance of an area of observed con
t&mina,tion at the site a,nd who do not meet 

the criteria, for resident individua,l as speci
fied in section 5.1.1.3. 

Do not consider areas of observed contami
na,tion tha,t ha,ve a,n &ttractiveness/a,ccessi
bility factor value of o (see section 5.1.2.1.1) 
in evaluating the nearby population threat. 

5.1.2.1 Likelihood of exposure. Eva,luate two 
factors for the likelihood of exposure factor 
category for the nearby population threa,t: 
&ttractiveness/accessibility a,nd &rea, of con
t&mination. 

5.1.2.1.1 Attractiveness/accessibility. Assign 
a, va,lue for attractiveness/accessibility from 
Table o-6 to each area of observed contami
nation, excluding any fand used for resi
dences. Select the highest va,lue a,ssigned to 
the areas evaluated and use it as the value 
for the attractiveness/accessibility factor. 
Enter this va,lue in Table o-1. 

5.1.2.1.2 Area of contamination. Evaluate 
area of conta,mination based on the total 
area, of the a,reas of observed conta,mination 
at the site. Count only the area(s) that meet 
the criteria in section 5.1.0 and that receive 
an &ttractiveness/accessibility value greater 
than 0. Assign a va,lue to this factor from 
Ta,bleo-7. Enter this va,lue in Table o-1. 

TABLE 5-6-A TTRACTIVENESS/ ACCESSIBILITY VALUES 

Area of observed contamination Assigned 
value 

Designated recreational area .................................................................................................................................. .. 100 
Regularly used for public recreation (for example, fishing, hiking, softball) ............................................................ . 75 
Accessible and unique recreational area (for example, vacant lots In urban area) , .............................................. .. 75 
Moderately accessible (may have some access Improvements, for example, gravel road), with some public 

recreation use ....................................................................................................................................................... . 50 
Slightly accessible (for example, extremely rural area with no road Improvement), with some public recreation 

use ......................................................... , .......... , ............................................. , ..................................................... , 25 
Accessible, with no public recreation use ................................................................................................................ . 10 
Surrounded by maintained fence or combination of maintained fence and natural barriers ................................. .. 5 
Physically Inaccessible to public, with no evidence of public recreation use ......................................................... .. 0 

TABLE 5-7-AREA OF CONTAMINATION FACTOR VALUES 

Total area of the areas of observed contamination (square feet) Assigned 
value 

Less than or equal to 5,000 .................................................................................................................................... .. 5 
Greater than 5,000 to 125,000 ..................... , .................................. , ................................................... , ................... .. 20 
Greater than 125,000 to 250,000 ............................................................................................................................. . 40 
Greater than 250,000 to 375,000 ............................................................................................................................. . 60 
Greater than 375,000 to 500,000 , ........................................................................................................................... .. 80 
Greater than 500,000 .............................................................................................................................................. .. 100 
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5.1.2.1.3 Likelihood of exposure factor cat
egory value. Assign a value from Table 6--8 to 
the likelihood of exposure factor category, 
based on the values assigned to the 

attraotiveness/aooessibility and area of con
tamination factors. Enter this value in Table 
6-1. 

TABLE 5-8-NEARBY POPULATION LIKELIHOOD OF EXPOSURE FACTOR VALUES 

Area of contamination factor AHractlveness/accesslblllty factor value 

value 100 75 50 25 10 5 0 

100 ............................................ .. 500 500 375 250 125 50 0 
80 ............................................... . 500 375 250 125 50 25 0 
60 .............................................. .. 375 250 125 50 25 5 a 
40 .............................................. .. 250 125 50 25 5 6 0 
20 .............................................. .. 125 50 25 5 5 5 a 
5 ................................................ .. so 25 5 5 5 5 a 

5.1.2.2 Waste characteristics. Evaluate 
waste oharaoteristios based on two factors: 
toxicity and hazardous waste quantity. 
Evaluate only those hazardous substances 
that meet the oriteria for observed contami
nation (see section 6,1.0) at areas that oan be 
assigned an attractiveness/accessibility fac
tor value greater than 0. 

5.1.2.2.1 Toxicity, Assig·n a toxicity factor 
value as specified in section 2.4.1.1 to each 
hazardous substance meeting the criteria in 
section 5.1.2.2. Use the hazardous substance 
with the highest toxioity factor value to as
sign the value to the toxicity factor for the 
nearby population threat. Enter this value in 
Table 5-1. 

5.1.2.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign a 
value to the hazardous waste quantity factor 
as specified in section 6.1.1.2.2, except: con
sider only those areas of observed contami
nation that oan be assigned an 
attraotiveness/aooessibility factor value 
g·reater than 0. Enter the value assigned in 
Table 5-1. 

5.1.2.2.3 Calculatton of waste characteristics 
factor category value. Multiply the toxicity 
and hazardous waste quantity factor values, 
subject to a maximum product of 1 x 108 • 

Based on this product, assign a value from 
Table ?r-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the waste char
acteristics factor category. Enter this value 
in Table 5-1. 

5.1.2.3 Targets. Evaluate the targets fac
tory category for the nearby population 
threat based on two factors: nearby indi
vidual and population within a 1-mile travel 
distance from the site. 

6,1.2,3,1 Nearby individual. If one or more 
persons meet the section 5.1.1.3 criteria for a 
resident individual, assig·n this factor a value 
of 0. Enter this value in Table 6-1. 

If no person meets the criteria for a resi
dent individual, determine the shortest trav
el distance from the site to any residence or 
school. In determining the travel distance, 
measure the shortest overland distance an 
individual would travel from a residence or 

school to the nearest area of observed con
tamination for the site with an 
attractiveness/accessibility factor value 
greater than 0. If there are no natural bar
riers to travel, measure the travel distance 
as the shortest straight-line distance from 
the residence or school to the area of ob
served contamination. If natul'al barriers 
exist (for example, a river), measure the 
travel distance as the shortest straig•ht-line 
distance from the residence or school to the 
nearest crossing- point and from there as the 
shortest straight-line distance to the area of 
observed contamination. Based on the short
est travel distance, assign a value from 
Table 6-9 to the nearest individual faotor. 
Enter this value in Table 6-1. 

TABLE 5-9-NEARBY INDIVIDUAL FACTOR 
VALUES 

Travel distance for nearby 
Individual (miles) 

Asvsalguneed 
It 

Greater than o to ¼ .............................................. • 1 
Greater then ¼ to 1 .............................................. o 

• Assign a value of a if one or more persons meet the sec• 
tlon 5.1.1.3 criteria for resident individual. 

5.1.2.3.2 Population within 1 mile. Deter
mine the population within each travel dis
tance category of Table 5-10. Count residents 
and students who attend school within this 
travel distance. Do not include those people 
already counted in the resident population 
threat. Determine travel distances as speci
fied in section 5.1.2.3.1. 

In estimating residential population, when 
the estimate is based on the number of resi
dences, multiply each residence by the aver
age number of persons per residence for the 
county in which the residence is located. 

Based on the number of people included 
within a travel distance categ·ory, assign a 
distance-weighted population value for that 
travel distance from Table 5-10. 

Calculate the value for the population 
within 1 mile factor (PN) as follows: 
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Where: 
W1=Distance-weighted population value from 

Table 6----10 for travel distance category i. 
If PN is less than 1, do not round it to the 

nearest integer; if PN is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter this value in 
Table 6----1. 

Pf. 300, App. A 

6.1.2.3.3 Calculation of nearby population 
targets factor category value. Sum the values 
for the nearby individual factor and the pop
ulation within 1 mile factor. Do not round 
this sum to the nearest integer. Assign this 
sum as the targets factor category value for 
the nearby population threat. Enter this 
value in Table 6----1. 

TABLE 5-10-DISTANCE WEIGHTED POPULATION VALUES FOR NEARBY POPULATION THREAT A 

Travel dis- Number of people within the travel distance category 

lance cat• 
egory 
(miles) 0 1 to 

10 
11 to 

30 
31 to 
100 

101 to 
300 

301 to 
1,000 

1,001 
to 

3,000 

3,001 
to 

10,000 

10,001 
to 

30,000 

30,001 
to 

100,000 

100,001 
to 

300,000 

300,001 to 
1,000,000 

Greater 
than Oto 
¼ ........... 0 0.1 0.4 1.0 4 13 41 130 408 1,303 4,081 13,034 

Greater 
than¼ 
to½ ...... 0 0.05 0.2 0.7 2 7 20 65 204 652 2,041 6,517 

Greater 
than½ 
to 1 ........ 0 0.02 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 33 102 326 1,020 3,258 

• Round the number of people present within a travel distance category to nearest integer. Do not round the assigned dis
tance-weighted population value to nearest Integer. 

6.1.2.4 Calculation of nearby population 
threat score. Multiply the values for likeli
hood of exposure, waste characteristics, and 
targets for the nearby population threat, and 
round the product to the nearest integer. As
sign this product as the nearby population 
threat score. Enter this score in Table 6----1. 

6.1.3 Calculation of soil exposure component 
score. Sum the resident population threat 
score and the nearby population threat 
score, and divide the sum by 82,500. Assign 
the resulting value, subject to a maximum of 

100, as the soil exposure component score 
(S,.). Enter this score in Table 6----1. 

6.2 Subsurface intrusion component. Evalu
ate the subsurface intrusion component 
based on three factor categories: likelihood 
of exposure, waste characteristics, and tar
gets. Figure 6----l indicates the factors in
cluded within each factor category for the 
subsurface intrusion component. 

Determine the component score (S,,1) in 
terms of the factor category values as fol
lows: 

(LE)(WC)(T) 
SF 

Where: 
LE=Likelihood of exposure factor category 

value. 
WO=Waste characteristics factor category 

value. 

T=Targets factor category value. 
SF=Scaling factor. 

Table 6----11 outlines the speoifio calculation 
procedure. 
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TABLE 5-11-SUBSURFACE INTRUSION COMPONENT SCORESHEET 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value 

Value 
assigned 

Subsurface Intrusion Component: 
Likelihood of Exposure: 

1. Observed Exposure ................................................................................................... . 
2. Potential for Exposure. 

2a. Structure Containment .............................................................................. . 
2b. Depth to contamination ............................................................................. . 
2c. Vertical Migration ....................................................................................... . 
2d. Vapor Migration Potential .......................................................................... . 

3. Potential for Exposure (lines 2a ' (2b + 2c + 2d), subject to a maximum of 500) .. .. 
4. Likelihood of Exposure (higher of lines 1 or 3) ........................................................ .. 

Waste Characteristics: 
5. Toxicity/Degradation .................................................................................................. . 
6. Hazardous Waste Quantity ........................................................................................ . 
7. Waste Characteristics (subject to a maximum of 100) ............................................ .. 

Targets: 
8. Exposed Individual ..................................................................................................... . 
9. Population:. 

9a. Level I Concentrations .............................................................................. . 
9b. Level II Concentrations ............................................................................ .. 
9c. Population within an Area of Subsurface Contamination ........................ .. 
9d. Tola! Population (lines 9a + 9b + 9c) ...................................................... .. 

10. Resources ........... ,,,,, ............................... , ......................................... ,,,, ................... . 
11. Targets (lines 8 + 9d + 10) ...................................................................................... . 

Subsurface Intrusion Component Score: 
12. Subsurface Intrusion Component (lines 4 x 7 x 11 )/82,500 ° (subject to a max-

imum of 100) ............................................................................................................. .. 
Soll Exposure and Subsurface Intrusion Pathway Score: 

13. Soil Exposure Component + Subsurface Intrusion Component (subject to a max-
imum of 100) .............................................................................................................. . 

550 

10 
10 
15 
25 

500 
550 

(•) 
(•) 

100 

50 

100 

100 

• Maximum value applies to waste characteristics category. 
b Maximum value not applicable. 
0 Do not round to the nearest Integer. 

5.2.0 General considerations. The sub-
surface intrusion component evaluates the 
threats from hazardous substances that have 
or could intrude into regularly occupied 
structures from the subsurface. Evaluate the 
subsurface intrusion component based on the 
actual or potential intrusion of hazardous 
substances into all regularly occupied struc
tures that have structure containment val
ues g-reater than zero and meet the criteria 
identified in the section below as being ei
ther in an area of observed exposure or in an 
area of subsurface contamination. These 
structures may or may not have subunits. 
Subunits are partitioned areas within a 
structure with separate heating, ventilating, 
and air conditioning (HVAO) systems or dis
tinctly different air exchange rates. 
Subunits include regularly occupied parti
tioned tenant spaces such as office suites, 
apartments, condos, common or shared 
areas, and portions of residential, commer
cial or industrial structures with separate 
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning 
(HV AO) systems. 

In evaluating the subsurface intrusion 
component, consider the following·: 

• Area(s) of observed exposure: An area of 
observed exposure is delineated by regularly 
occupied structures with documented con
tamination meeting observed exposure cri-

teria; an area of observed exposure includes 
reg·ularly occupied structures with samples 
meeting· observed exposure criteria or in
ferred to be within an area of observed expo
sure based on samples meeting observed ex
posure criteria (see section 5.2.1.1.1 Observed 
e:i:posure). Establish areas of observed expo
sure as follows: 
-For regularly occupied structures that 

have no subunits, consider both the regu
larly occupied structures containing sam
pling location(s) meeting observed expo
sure crite1•ia for the site and the regularly 
occupied structure(s) in the area lying· be
tween such locations to be an area of ob
served exposure (i.e., inferred to be in an 
area of observed exposure), unless avail
able information indicates otherwise. 

-In multi-story, multi-subunit, regularly 
occupied structures, consider all subunits 
on a level with sampling locations meeting 
observed exposure criteria from the site 
and all levels below, if any, to be within an 
area of observed exposure, unless available 
information indicates otherwise. 

-In multi-tenant structures, that do not 
have a documented observed exposure, but 
are located in an area lying between loca
tions where observed exposures have been 
documented, consider only those regularly 
occupied subunits, if any, on the lowest 
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level of the structure, to be within an area 
of observed exposure (i.e., inferred to be in 
an area of observed exposure, unless avail
able information indicates otherwise. 
• Area(s) of subsurface contamination: An 

area of subsurface contamination is delin
eated by sampling locations meeting ob
served release criteria for subsurface intru
sion, excluding areas of observed exposure 
(see Table 2-3 in section 2.3). The area within 
an area of subsurface contamination includes 
potentially exposed populations. If the sig·
nificant increase in hazardous substance lev
els cannot be attributed at least in part to 
the site, and cannot be attributed to other 
sites, attribution can be established based on 
the presence of hazardous substances in the 
area of subsurface contamination. Establish 
areas of subsurface contamination as fol
lows: 
-Exclude those areas that contain struc

tures meeting the criteria defined as an 
area of observed exposure. 

-Consider both the sampling location(s) 
with subsurface contamination meeting 
observed release criteria from the site and 
the area lying between such locations to be 
an area of subsurface contamination (i.e., 
inferred to be in an area of subsurface con
tamination). If sufficient data is available 
and state of the science shows there is no 
unacceptable risk due to subsurface intru
sion into a regularly occupied structure lo
cated within an area of subsurface con
tamination, that structure can be excluded 
from the area of subsurface contamination. 

-Evaluate an area of subsurface contamina
tion based on hazardous substances that: 
■ Meet the criteria for observed exposure 

of a chemical that has a vapor pressure 
greater than or equal to one torr or a 
Henry's constant greater than or equal 
to 10-5 atm-m3/mol, or 

■ Meet the criteria for observed release in 
an area of subsurface contamination and 
have a vapor pressure greater than or 
equal to one torr or a Henry's constant 
greater than or equal to 10-5 atm-m3/ 

mol, or 
■ Meet the criteria for an observed release 

in a structure within, or in a sample 
from below, an area of observed exposure 
and have a vapor pressure greater than 
or equal to one torr or a Henry's con
stant greater than or equal to 10- 5 atm
m3/mol. 

-Evaluate all structures with no subunits 
that have containment factor values 
g-reater than zero, and not documented to 
meet observed exposure criteria to be in 
an area of subsurface contamination if 
they are lying between locations of sub
surface intrusion samples meeting· ob
served release criteria. 

-Evaluate multi-subunit structures as fol
lows: 

■ If an observed exposure has been docu
mented based on a g·aseous indoor air 
sample, consider all reg·ularly occupied 
subunit(s), if any, on the level imme
diately above the level where an observed 
exposure has been documented (or has 
been inferred to be within an area of ob
served exposure), to be within an area of 
subsurface contamination. If sufficient 
data is available and state of the science 
shows there is no unacceptable risk due 
to subsurface intrusion on the level im
mediately above the level where an ob
served exposure has been documented (or 
has been inferred to be within an area of 
observed exposure) that level can be ex
cluded from the area of subsurface con
tamination. 

■ If observed release criteria have been 
met based on a g·aseous indoor air sample 
collected from a level not regularly occu
pied, consider all reg·ularly occupied 
subunit(s), if any, on the level imme
diately above the level where the ob
served release criteria has been docu
mented, to be within an area of sub
surface contamination. If sufficient data 
is available and state of the science 
shows there is no unacceptable risk due 
to subsurface intrusion on the level im
mediately above the level where the ob
served release criteria has been docu
mented that level can be excluded from 
the area of subsurface contamination. 

■ If any regularly occupied multi-subunit 
structure is inferred to be in an area of 
subsurface contamination, consider only 
those regularly occupied subunit(s), if 
any, on the lowest level, to be within an 
area of subsurface contamination. If suf
ficient data is available and state of the 
science shows there is no unacceptable 
risk due to subsurface intrusion on the 
lowest level, that structure can be ex
cluded from the area of subsurface con
tamination. 

See Section 7 .0 for establishing an area of 
subsurface contamination based on the pres
ence of radioactive hazardous substances. 

If there is no area of observed exposure and 
no area of subsurface contamination, assign 
a score of O for the subsurface intrusion com
ponent. 

5.2.1 Subsurface intrusion component. 
Evaluate this component only if there is an 
area of observed expos11l'e or area of sub
surface contamination: 

• Within or underlying a residence, school, 
day care center, workplace, or 

• Within or underlying a resource specified 
in section 5.2.1.3.3. 

5.2.1.1 Likelihood of exposure. Assig·n a 
value of 550 to the likelihood of exposure fac
tor category for the subsurface intrusion 
component if there is an area of observed ex
posure in one or more locations listed in sec
tion 5.2.1. Enter this value in Table 5-11. 
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5.2.1.1.1 Observed exposure. Establish ob
served exposure in a regularly oooupied 
structure by demonstrating that a hazardous 
substance has been released into a regularly 
occupied structure via the subsurface, Base 
this demonstration on either of the following 
criteria: 

• Direct observation: 
-A solid, liquid, or gaseous material that 

contains one or more hazardous substances 
attributable to the site has been observed 
entering a regularly occupied structure 
through migration via the subs11l'face or is 
known to have entered a regularly occu
pied structure via the subsurface, or 

-When evidence supports the inference of 
subsurface intrusion of a material that 
contains one or more hazardous substances 
associated with the site into a regularly 
occupied structure, demonstrated adverse 
effects associated with that release may be 
used to establish observed exposure, 
• Chemical analysis: 

-Analysis of indoor samples indicates that 
the concentration of hazardous sub
stance(s) is significantly above the back
ground concentration for the site for that 
type of sample (see section 2.3), 

-Some portion of the significant increase 
above background must be attributable to 
the site to establish the observed exposure, 
Documentation of this attribution should 
account for possible concentrations of the 
hazardous substance(s) in outdoor air or 
from materials found in the reg·ularly oc
cupied structure, and should provide a ra
tionale for the increase being from sub
surface intrusion. 
If observed exposure can be established in 

a regularly occupied structure, assign an ob
served exposure factor value of 550, enter 
this value in Table 5-11, and proceed to sec
tion 5.2.1.1.3, If no observed exposure can be 
established, assig·n an observed exposure fac-

tor value of 0, enter this value in Table 5-11, 
and proceed to section 5.2.1.1.2. 

5.2.1.1.2 Potential for exposure. Evaluate 
potential for exposure only if an observed ex
posure cannot be established, but an area of 
subsurface contamination has been delin
eated. Evaluate potential for exposure based 
only on the presence of hazardous substances 
with a vapor pressure g·reater than or equal 
to one torr or a Henry's constant greater 
than or equal to 10-5 atm-m3/mol. Evaluate 
potential for exposure for each area of sub
surface contamination based on four factors: 
Structure containment (see section 
5,2.1.1.2.1), depth to contamination (see sec
tion 5.2.1.1.2.2), vertical migration (see sec
tion 5.2.1.1.2.3) and vapor migration potential 
(see section 5,2,1.1.2.4). For each area of sub
surface contamination, assign the highest 
value for each factor. If information is insuf
ficient to calculate any single factor value 
used to calculate the potential for exposure 
factor values at an identified area of sub
surface contamination, information col
lected for another area of subsurface con
tamination at the site may be used when 
evaluating potential for exposure. Calculate 
the potential for exposure value for the site 
as specified in section 5.2.1.1.2.5. 

5.2.1.1.2.1 Structure containment. Calculate 
containment for eligible hazardous sub
stanoes within this component as directed in 
Table 5-12 and enter this value into Table 5-
11. Assign each regularly occupied structure 
within an area of subsurface contamination 
the highest appropriate structure contain
ment value from Table 5-12 and use the regu
larly occupied structure at the site with the 
hig·hest structure containment value in per
forming the potential for exposure calcula
tion. For all regularly occupied structures 
with unknown containment features assign a 
structure containment value of greater than 
zero for the purposes of evaluating targets 
(see section 5.2.1.3). 

TABLE 5-12-STRUCTURE CONTAINMENT 

No, Evidence of structure containment Assigned 
value 

1. ............................. Regularly occupied structure with evidence of subsurface intrusion, including docu- 10 
mented observed exposure or sampling of bio or Inert gases, such as methane and 
radon. 

2. ............................. Regularly occupied structure with open preferential subsurface Intrusion pathways (e.g., 10 
sumps, foundation cracks, unsealed utility lines), 

3. ............................. Regularly occupied structure with an engineered vapor migration barrier system that 7 
does not address all preferential subsurface Intrusion pathways. 

4. ............................. Regularly occupied structure with an engineered passive vapor mitigation system with- 6 
out documented Institutional controls (e.g., deed restrictions) or evidence of regular 
maintenance and Inspection. 

5. ............................. Regularly occupied slructure with no visible open preferential subsurface Intrusion path- 4 
ways from the subsurtace (e.g., sumps, foundation cracks, unsealed utility lines). 

6, ............................. Regularly occupied structure wllh an engineered passive vapor mitigation system (e.g., 3 
passive venting) with documented Institutional controls (e.g., deed restrictions) or evi
dence of regular maintenance and Inspection. 

7. ............................. Regularly occupied structure with an engineered, active vapor mitigation system (e.g., 2 
active venting) without documented Institutional controls (e.g., deed restrtctlons) and 
funding In place for on-going operation, Inspection and maintenance, 
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TABLE 5-12-STRUCTURE CONTAINMENT-Continued 

No. Evidence of structure containment Assigned 
value 

8. ...........•....•............ 

9. ............................. 

Regularly occupied struclure with a permanent engineered, active vapor mitigation sys
tem (e.g., active venting) with documented institutional controls (e.g., deed restric
tions) and funding In place for on-going operation, inspection and maintenance. 

Regularly occupied struclure with a foundation raised greater than 6 feel above ground 
surface (e.g., structure on stills) or structure that has been bulll, and maintained, In a 
manner to prevent subsurface intrusion. 

0 

5.2.1.1.2.2 Depth to contamination. Assig·n 
each area cf subsurface contamination a 
depth to contamination based on the least 
depth to either contaminated crawl space or 
subsurface media underlying a regularly oc
cupied structure. Measure this depth to con
tamination based on the distance between 
the lowest point of a regularly occupied 
structure to the highest known point cf haz
ardous substances eligible to be evaluated. 
Use any regularly occupied structure within 
an area of subsurface contamination with a 
structure containment factor value g·reater 
than zero. Subtract from the depth to con
tamination the thickness of any subsurface 
layer composed of features that would allow 
channelized flow (e.g., karst, lava tubes, open 
fractures, as well as manmade preferential 
pathways such as utility ooncluits or drain
age systems). 

Based on this calculated depth, assign a 
factor value from Table 5-13. If the necessary 
information is available at multiple loca
tions, calculate the depth to contamination 
at each location. Use the location having the 
least depth to contamination to assig·n the 
factor value. Enter this value in Table 5-11. 

TABLE 5-13-DEPTH TO CONTAMINATION 

Deplh range 1 2 

o to <1 o ft (Including subs lab and semi-en
closed or enclosed crawl space contami-
nation) ....................................................... . 

>10to20ft ................................................... . 
>20 to 50 ft ................................................... . 
>50 to 100 ft ................................................. . 
>100 to 150 ft ..•............................................. 
>150 ft .......................................................... . 

Depth to 
contamination 

a~s~?~;d 

10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 

1 If any part of the subsurface profile has channelized flow 
features, assign that portion of the subsurface profile a depth 
of 0. 

2 Measure elevation below any regularly occupied structure 
within an area of subsurface contamination at a site. Select 
the regularly occupied structure with the least depth to con
tamination below a structure. 

5.2.1.1.2.3 Vertical migration. Evaluate the 
vertical migl'ation factor for each area of 
subsurface contamination based on the g·eo
log·ic materials in the interval between the 
lowest point of a regularly occupied struc
ture and the hig·hest known point of haz-

ardous substances in the subsurface. Use any 
reg·ularly occupied structure either within 
an area of subsurface contamination or over
lying subsurface soil g·as or g-round water 
contamination. Assign a value to the 
vertical mig·ration factor as follows: 

• If the depth to contamination (see sec
tion 5.2.1.1.2.2) is 10 feet or less, assig·n a 
value of 15. 

• If the depth to contamination is greater 
than 10 feet, do not consider layers or por
tions of layers within the first 10 feet of the 
depth to contamination (as assigned in sec
tion 5.2.1.1.2.2). 

• If, for the interval between the lowest 
point of a regularly occupied st1•ucture and 
the highest point of hazardous substances in 
the subsurface, all layers that underlie a por
tion of a reg·ularly occupied structure at the 
site are karst or otherwise allow channelized 
flow, assign a value of 15. 

• Otherwise: 
-Select the lowest effective porosity/perme

ability layer(s) from within the interval 
identified above. Consider only layers at 
least 1 foot thick.-Assign a value for indi
vidual layers from Table 5-14 using· the hy
draulic conductivity of the layer, if avail
able. If the hydraulic conductivity is not 
available, assig·n a value based on the type 
of material in the selected layer. 

-If more than one layer has the same as
signed porosity/permeability value, include 
all such layers and sum their thicknesses. 
Assign a thickness of O feet to a layer with 
channelized flow features found within any 
area of subsurface contamination at the 
site. 

-Assign a value from Table 5-15 to the 
vertical migration factor, based on the 
thickness and assig·ned porosity/perme
ability value of the lowest effective poros
ity/permeability layer(s). 
Determine vertical migration only at loca

tions within an area of subsurface contami
nation at the site. If the necessary sub
surface geologic information is available at 
multiple locations, evaluate the vertical mi
g-ration factor at each location. Use the loca
tion having· the highest vertical migration 
factor value to assign the factor value. Enter 
this value in Table 5-11. 
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TABLE 5-14-EFFECTIVE POROSITY/PERMEABILITY OF GEOLOGIC MATERIALS 

Assigned 
Type of material Hydraulic conductivity 

(cm/sec) 
porosity/ 

permeablllty 
value 

Gravel; clean sand; highly parmeable fractured igneous and metamorphic rocks; per Greater than or equal 
meable basalt; karst limestones and dolomites. to 1 x 10-a. 

Sand; sandy clays; sandy loams; loamy sands; sandy silts; sediments that are pre• Less than 1 x 10-3 .. 

dominantly sand; highly permeable till (coarse-grained, unconsolidated or compact 
and highly fractured); peat; moderately permeable limestones and dolomites (no 
karst); moderately permeable sandstone; moderately permeable fractured Igneous 
and metamorphic rocks. 

Slit; loams; silty loams; loesses; silly clays; sediments that are predominantly silts; Less than 1 x 10-s .. 
moderately permeable till (fine-grained, unconsolidated till, or compact 1111 with some 
fractures); low permeability limestones and dolomites (no karst); low permeability 
sandstone; low permeability fractured Igneous and metamorphic rocks. 

Clay; low permeablllty 1111 (compact unfractured 1111); shale; unfractured metamorphic Less than 1 x 10-7 .. 4 
and igneous rocks. 

TABLE 5-15-VERTICAL MIGRATION FACTOR VALUESA 

Assigned ~orosity/per• 
meabi ity value 0 to 5 

Thickness of lowest porosity layer(s) • (feet) 

Greater than Greater than Greater than Greater than 
5 to 10 10 to 20 20 to 50 50 to 100 

Greater than 
100 to 150 

1 '"'"''"'"''"'''"""''''"'"' 
2 .................................... 
3 .................................... 
4 .................................... 

15 
15 
15 
15 

15 
14 
13 
12 

14 
12 
10 

9 

11 
9 
7 
6 

8 
6 
5 
3 

8 
4 
2 
1 

• If depth to contamination Is 10 feet or less or If, for the Interval being evaluated, all layers that underlie a portion of the struc• 
lure at the site are karst or have other channelized flow features, assign a value of 15. 

• Consider only layers at least 1 foot thick. 

5.2.1.1.2.4 Vapor migration potential. Evalu
ate this factor for eaoh area of subsurface 
contamination as follows: 

• If the depth to contamination (see sec
tion 5.2.1.1.2.2) is 10 feet or less, assign a 
value of 25. 

• Assig·n a value for vapor migration po
tential to each of the g·aseous hazardous sub
stances associated with the area of sub
surface contamination (see section 2.2.2) as 
follows: 
-Assign values from Table 5-16 for both 

vapor pressure and Henry's constant to 
each hazardous substance. If Henry's con
stant cannot be determined for a hazardous 
substance, assign that hazardous substance 

a value of 2 for the Henry's constant com
ponent, 

-Sum the two values assigned to eaoh haz
ardous substance. 

-Based on this sum, assign each hazai•dous 
substance a value from Table 5-17 for vapor 
mig•ration potential. 
• Assign a value for vapor migration po

tential to each area of subsurface contami
nation as follows: 
-Select the hazardous substance associated 

with the area of subsurface contamination 
with the highest vapor migration potential 
value and assign this value as the vapor 
migration potential factor value for the 
area of subsurface contamination, 
Enter this value in Table 5-11. 

TABLE 5-16-VALUES FOR VAPOR PRESSURE AND HENRY'S CONSTANT 

Vapor Pressure (Torr): 
Greater than 1 O ............................... , .................................................................................................... . 3 
1 to 10 ............................................. , .................................................................................................... . 2 
Less than 1 .......................................................................................................................................... . 0 

Henry's Constant (atm-m3/mol): 
Greater than 1 o -3 .............................................................................................................................. .. 3 
Greater than 1 o -4 to 10 - 3 ................................................................................................................ . 2 
10 - 5 lo 10 - 4 ...................................................................................................................................... . 

Less than 1 a-• .................................................................................................................................. .. 1 
a 
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TABLE 5-17-VAPOR MIGRATION POTENTIAL 
FACTOR VALUES FOR A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE 

Sum of values for vapor pressure and 
Henry's constant 

0 .................................................................... . 0 
1 or2 •.....................................•........•............. 5 
3 or4 ............................................................ . 15 
5 or 6 ...................•......................................... 25 

5.2,1.1.2.5 Calculation of potential for expo
sure factor value. For each identified area of 
subsurface contamination, sum the factor 
values for depth to contamination, vertical 
migration, and vapor migration potential, 
and multiply this sum by the factor value for 
structure containment. Select the highest 
product for any area of subsurface contami
nation and assign this value as the potential 
for exposure factor value for the component. 
Enter this value in Table 5---11. 

5.2.1.1.3 Calculation of likelihood of exposure 
factor category value. If observed exposure is 
established for the site, assign the observed 
exposure factor value of 550 as the likelihood 
of exposure factor category value for the 
site. Otherwise, assign the potential for ex
posure factor value for the component as the 
likelihood of exposure value. Enter the value 
assigned in Table 5---11. 

5.2.1.2 Waste characteristics. Evaluate 
waste characteristics based on two factors: 

toxicity/degradation and hazardous waste 
q_uantity. 

5.2.1.2.1 Toxicity/degradation. For each haz
ardous substance, assign a toxicity factor 
value, a degradation factor value and a com
bined toxicity/degradation factor value as 
specified in sections 2.2.3, 2.4.1.2 and 5.2.1.2.1.1 
through 5.2,1.2.1.3. 

5.2.1.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in sections 2.2.2 and 2.4.1.1. 

5.2.1.2.1.2 Degradation. Assign a degrada
tion factor value to each hazardous sub
stance as follows: 

• For any hazardous substance that meets 
the criteria for an observed exPosure, or if a 
NAPL is present in the subsurface below an 
area of observed exposure or area of sub
surface contamination at a depth less than 
or eq_ual to 30 feet, assign that substance a 
degradation factor value of 1. 

• For all other situations, assign a deg
radation factor value using Table 5---18, As
sign the depth to contamination as directed 
in section 5,2.1.1,2.2, except if evidence indi
cates that biologically active soil is not 
present throughout the depth beneath any 
regularly occupied structure. In this situa
tion, subtract any thickness of non-bio
logically active soil from the estimated 
depth to contamination. 

TABLE 5-18-DEGRADATfON FACTOR VALUE TABLE 

Depth to contamination (feet)• 

<10 ··························"······································································ 
10 to <30 ........................................................................................ . 

>30 ·····························································································•···· 
0 When determining the depth to contamination do not include la

with channelized flow (e.g., karst, lava tubes, open fractures, and 
5.2.1.1.2.2). 

>100 Days 

yers of non-biologically-active sell, 
manmade prefe

Half-life 

>30 days and 
.:100 days 

1 
1 

0.5 

nor su
rential pathways as di

,;30 days 

1 
0.1 
0.1 

bsurface Intervals 
rected In section 

Calculate the half-life for each hazardous 
substance that meets subsurface intrusion 
observed release criteria as follows: 

The half-life of a substance in the sub
surface is defined for HRS purposes as the 
time req_uired to reduce the initial con-

centration of the substance in the subsurface 
by one-half as a result of the combined decay 
processes of two components: Biodegradation 
and hydrolysis. 

Estimate the half-life (t,12) of a hazardous 
substance as follows: 

1/h + 1/b 

Where: 
h"'Hydrolysis half-life. 
b"'Biodegradation half-life. 

If either of these component half-lives can
not be estimated for the hazardous substance 
from available data, delete that component 
half-life from the above equation. 
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If no half-life information is available for a 
hazardous substance and the substance is not 
already assigned a value of 1, unless informa
tion indicates otherwise, assign a value cf 1. 

5.2.1.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/degradation 
factor value. Assig·n each substance a tox
icity/degradation value by multiplying the 
toxicity factor value by the deg·radation fac
tor value. Use the hazardous substance with 
the hig·hest combined toxicity/degradation 
value to assig·n the factor value to the tox
icity/deg-radation factor for the subsurface 
intrusion threat. Enter this value in Table 5-
11. 

5.2.1.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assig·n a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value as 
specified in section 2.4.2. Consider only those 
regularly occupied structures or subunits 
with a non-zero structure containment 
value, Also include all regularly occupied 
structures or subunits that have had mitiga
tion systems installed as part of a removal 
or other temporary response action. If suffi
cient structure-specific concentration data 
is available and state of the science shows 
there is no unacceptable risk of exposure to 
populations in a regularly occupied structure 
or subunit in an area of subsurface contami
nation, that structure or subunit is not in
cluded in the hazardous waste quantity eval
uation. In estimating the hazardous waste 
quantity, use Tables 2-5 and 5-19 and: 

• For Tier A, hazardous constituent quan
tity, use the mass of constituents found in 
the regularly occupied structure(s) where the 
observed exposure has been identified. 
-For multi-subunit structures, when calcu

lating Tier A, use the mass of constituents 
found in the regularly occupied subunit 
space(s) where the observed exposure has 
been identified. 
• For Tier B, hazardous wastestream quan

tity, use the flow-throug·h volume of the reg
ularly occupied structures where the ob
served exposure has been identified. 
-For multi-subunit structures, when calcu

lating· Tier B, use the flow-through volume 
of the regularly occupied subunit spaces 
where the observed exposure has been iden
tified. 
• For Tier C, volume, use the volume divi

sor listed in Tier C of Table 5-19, Volume is 
calculated for those regularly occupied 
structures located within areas of observed 
exposure with observed or inferred intrusion 
and within areas of subsurface contamina
tion. 
-In evaluating the volume measure for 

these listed areas of observed exposure and 
areas of subsurface contamination based 
on a g·aseous/vapor intrusion or the paten-

tial for gaseous/vapor intrusion, consider 
the following: 
■ Calculate the volume of each regularly 

occupied structure based on actual data. 
If unknown, use a ceiling heig·ht of 8 feet. 

■ For multi-subunit structures, when cal
culating Tier C, calculate volume for 
those subunit spaces with observed or in
ferred exposure and all other regularly 
occupied subunit spaces on that level, 
unless available information indicates 
otherwise. If the structure has multiple 
stories, also include the volume of all 
regularly occupied subunit spaces below 
the floor with an observed exposure and 
one story above, unless evidence indi
cates otherwise. 

■ For multi-subunit structures within an 
area of subsurface contamination and no 
observed or inferred exposure, consider 
only the volume of the regularly occu
pied subunit spaces on the lowest story, 
unless available information indicates 
otherwise. 

• For Tier D, area, if volume is unknown, 
use the area divisor listed in Tier D of Table 
5-19 for those regularly occupied structures 
within areas of observed exposure with ob
served or inferred intrusion and within areas 
of subsurface contamination. 
-In evaluating the area measure for these 

listed areas of observed exposure and areas 
of subsurface contamination, calculate the 
area of each regularly occupied structure 
(including multi-subunit structures) or 
subunit based on actual footprint area 
data. 
■ If the actual footprint area of the struc

ture(s) is unknown, use an area of 1,740 
square feet for each structure (or subunit 
space). 

■ For multi-subunit structures, when cal
culating Tier D, calculate area for those 
subunit spaces with observed or inferred 
exposure and all other regularly occupied 
subunit spaces on that level, unless 
available information indicates other
wise. If the structure has multiple sto
ries, also include the area of all regularly 
occupied subunit spaces below the floor 
with an observed exposure and one story 
above, unless evidence indicates other
wise. 

■ For multi-subunit structures within an 
area of subsurface contamination and no 
observed or inferred exposure, consider 
only the area of the regularly occupied 
subunit spaces on the lowest story, un
less available information indicates oth
erwise. 
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TABLE 5-19-HAZARDOUS WASTE QUANTITY EVALUATION EQUATIONS FOR SUBSURFACE INTRUSION 
COMPONENT 

ller Measure Units Equation for assign• 
Ing value• 

A •.••. ,____ 
B" ........................... 
Cb,o ......................... 

oo,d ......................... 

Hazardous Constituent Quantity (C) ••..••.•..••.••.••..•.••.••••.••••.••.• 
Hazardous Wastestream Quantity (W) ·········----
Volume (V). 
Regularly occupied structure(s) in areas of observed expo-

sure or subsurface contamination. 
Area (A). 
Regularly occupied structure(s) In areas of observed expo-

sure or subsurface contamination. 

Lb ........................... 
Lb ••..••••.•..•.••..••.•.•.•• 

yd3 .......................... 

ft• ........................... 

C 
W/5,000 

V/2.5 

N13 

• Do not round to the nearest Integer. 
b Convert volume to mass when necessary: 1 ton=2,000 pounds=1 cubic yard=4 drums=200 gallons. 
c Calculate volume of each regularly occupied structure or subunit space In areas of observed exposure and areas of sub

surface contamination-Assume &-foot celling height unless actual value Is known. 
d Calculate area of the footprtnt of each regularty occupied structure In areas of observed exposure and areas of subsurface 

contamination. If the footprtnt area of a regularly occupied structure Is unknown, use 1,740 square feet as the footprint area of 
the structure or subunit space. 

For the subslll'face intrusion component, if 
the hazardous constituent quantity is ade
quately determined for all areas of observed 
exposure, assign the value from Table lHi as 
the hazardous waste quantity factor value. If 
the hazardous constituent quantity is not 
adequately determined for one or more areas 
of observed exposure or if one or more areas 
of subsurface contamination are present, as
sig·n either the value from Table 2-6 or assign 
a factor value as follows: 

• If any target for the subslll'face intrusion 
component is subject to Level I or Level II 
concentrations (see section 2.6), assign either 
the value from Table :Hi or a value of 100, 
whichever is greater, as the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for this component. 

• If none of the targets for the subsurface 
intrusion component is subject to Level I or 
Level II concentrations and if there has been 
a removal action that does not permanently 
interrupt targ·et exposure from subsurface 
intrusion, and if an area of subsurface con
tamination exists, assign a factor value as 
follows: 
-Determine the values from Table lHi with 

and without consideration of the removal 
action. 

-If the value that would be assigned from 
Table :Hi without consideration of the re
moval action would be 100 or greater, as
sign either the value from Table 2-6 with 
consideration of the removal action or a 
value of 100, whichever is greater, as the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for 
the component. 

-If the value that would be assig·ned from 
Table lHi without consideration of the re
moval action would be less than 100, assign 
a value of 10 as the hazardous waste quan
tity factor value for the component. 
• Otherwise, if none of the targets for the 

subsm•face intrusion component is subject to 
Level I or Level II concentrations and there 
has not been a removal action, assign a value 

from Table :Hi or a value of 10, whichever is 
greater. 

Enter the value assigned in Table 6-11. 
6.2.1.2.3 Calculation of waste characteristics 

factor category value. Multiply the toxicity/ 
degradation and hazardous waste quantity 
factor values, subject to a maximum product 
of 1 x 108• Based on this product, assig•n a 
value from Table 2-7 (section 2.4.3.1) to the 
waste characteristics factor category. Enter 
this value in Table 6-11. 

6.2.1.3 Targets. Evaluate the targets factor 
category for the subsurface intrusion threat 
based on three factors: Exposed individual, 
population, and resources in regularly occu
pied structures with structlll'e containment 
factors greater than O. Evaluate only those 
targets within areas of observed exposure 
and areas of subsurface contamination (see 
section 6.2.0), 

In evaluating the targets factor category 
for the subsurface intrusion threat, count 
only the following as targ·ets: 

• Exposed individual-a person living·, at
tending school or day care, or working· in a 
reg·ularly occupied structure with observed 
exposm·e or in a structlll'e within an area of 
observed exposure or within an area of sub
surface contamination. 

• Population-exposed individuals in a reg
ularly occupied structure within an area of 
observed exposure or within an area of sub
surface contamination. 

• Resources-located within an area of ob
served exposure or within an area of sub
surface contamination as specified in section 
5.2.1.3.3. 

If a formerly occupied structure has been 
vacated due to subsurface intrusion attrib
utable to the site, count the initial targ·ets 
as if they were still residing in the structure. 
In addition, if a removal or temporary re
sponse action has occm•red that has not com
pletely mitigated the release, count the ini
tial targets as if the removal or temporary 
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response action has not permanently inter
rupted target exposure from subsurface in
trusion. Evaluate those targets based on con
ditions at the time of removal of temporary 
response action. 

For populations residing in or working in a 
multi-subunit structure with multiple sto
ries in an area of observed exposure or area 
of subsurface contamination, count these 
targets as follows: 

• If there is no observed exposure within 
the structure, include in the evaluation only 
those targets, if any, in the lowest occupied 
level. If sufficient structure-specific con
centration data is available and state of the 
science shows there is no unacoeptable risk 
of exposure to targets in the lowest level, 
those targets are not included in the evalua
tion. 

• If there is an observed exposure in any 
level, include in the evaluation those targets 
in that level, the level above and all levels 
below. (The weighting of these targets is 
specified in Section 6.2.1.8,2,) If sufficient 
structure-specific concentration data is 
available and state of the science shows 
there is no unacceptable risk of exposure to 
targets in the level above where the observed 
exposure has been documented, those targets 
are not included in the evaluation. 

5.2.1.3.1 Exposed individual. Evaluate this 
faotor based on whether there is an exposed 
individual, as specified in seotions 2.5.1, 2.5.2 
and 5.2.1.8, who is subjeot to Level I or Level 
II concentrations. 

First, determine those regularly occupied 
structures or partitioned subunit(s) within 
structures in an area of observed exposure 
subject to Level I oonoentrations and those 
subject to Level II concentrations as speci
fied as follows (see section 6,2.0): 

• Level I Concentrations: For contamina
tion resulting from subsurface intrusion, 
compare the hazardous substance concentra
tions in any sample meeting the observed ex
posure by ohemioal analysis criteria to the 
appropriate benchmark, Use the health
based benchmarks from Table 5-20 to deter
mine the level of oontamination. 
-If the sample is from a structure with no 

subunits and the concentration equals or 
exceeds the appropl'iate benchmark, assign 
Level I concentrations to the entire struc
ture. 

-If the sample is from a subunit within a 
structure and the concentration from that 
subunit equals or exceeds the appropriate 
benchmark, assign Level I concentrations 
to that subunit. 
• Level II Concentrations: Structures, or 

subunits within structures, with one or more 
samples that meet observed exposure by 
chemical analysis criteria but do not equal 
or exoeed the appropriate benchmark; struc
tures, or subunits, that have an observed ex
posure by direct observation; and struotures 

inferred to be in an area of observed exposure 
based on samples meeting observed exposure, 
are assigned Level II concentrations. 
-For all regularly occupied structures, or 

subunits in such structures, in an area of 
observed exposure that are not assigned 
Level I conoentrations, assign Level II oon
centrations. 
Then assign a value to the exposed indi

vidual factor as follows: 
• Assign a value of 50 if there is at least 

one exposed individual in one or more regu
larly occupied structures subject to Level I 
concentrations. 

• Assign a value of 45 if there are no Level 
I exposed individuals, but there is at least 
one exposed individual in one or more regu
larly ocoupied structures subject to Level II 
concentrations. 

• Assign a value of 20 if there is no Level 
I or Level II exposed individual but there is 
at least one individual in a regularly occu
pied structure within an area of subsurface 
contamination. Enter the value assigned in 
Table 5--11. 

5.2.1.3.2 Population. Evaluate population 
based on three factors: Level I concentra
tions, Level II concentrations, and popu
lation within an area of subsurface contami
nation. Determine which factors apply as 
specified in section 5.2.1.3.1, using· the health
based benohmarks from Table 5-20. Evaluate 
populations subject to Level I and Level II 
concentrations as specified in section 2.6. 

TABLE 5-20-HEALTH-BASED BENCHMARKS FOR 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN THE SUB· 
SURFACE INTRUSION COMPONENT 

Screening concentration for cancer corresponding 
to that concentration that corresponds to the 
10- 6 Individual cancer risk using the Inhalation 
unit risk. For oral exposures use the oral cancer 
slope factor. 

Screening concentration for noncancer toxlcologlcal 
responses corresponding to the reference dose 
(RID) for oral exposure and the reference con
centration (RIC) for inhalation exposures. 

Count only those persons meeting the cri
teria for population as specified in section 
5.2.1.8. In estimating the number of individ
uals in structures in an area of observed ex
posure or area of subsurface contamination 
if the actual number of residents is not 
known, multiply each residence by the aver
age number of persons per residence for the 
county in which the residence is located. 

5.2.1.3.2.1 Level I concentrations. Assig·n the 
population subject to Level I concentrations 
as follows: 

1. Identify all exposed individuals reg·u
larly present in an eligible structure with a 
structure containment value greater than 
zero, or if the structure has subunits, iden
tify those regularly present in each subunit, 
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located in an area of observed exposure sub
ject to Level I concentrations as described in 
sections 5.2.0 and 5.2.1.3.1. Identify only once 
per structure those exposed individuals that 
are using more than one eligible subunit of 
the same structure (e.g., using a common or 
shared area and other parts cf the same 
structure). 

2. For each structure or subunit count the 
number of individuals residing in or attend
ing school or day care in the structure or 
subunit. 

3. Count the number of full-time and part
time workers in the structure or subunit(s) 
subject to Level I concentrations. If informa
tion is unavailable to classify a worker as 
full- or part-time, evaluate that worker as 
being full-time. Divide the number of full
time workers by 3 and the number of part
time workers by 6, and then sum these prod
ucts with the number of other individuals for 
each structure or subunit. 

4. Sum this combined value for all struc
tures, or subunits, within areas of observed 
exposure and multiply this sum by 10. 

Assign the resulting· product as the com
bined population factor value subject to 
Level I concentrations for the site. Enter 
this value in line 9a of Table 5-11. 

5.2.1.3.2.2 Level II concentrations. Assign 
the population subject to Level II concentra
tions as follows: 

1. Identify all exposed individuals regu
larly present in an eligible structure with a 
structure containment value greater than 
zero, or if the structure has subunits, iden
tify those regularly present in each subunit, 
located in an area of observed exposure sub
ject to Level II concentrations as described 
in sections 5.2.0 and 5.2.1.3.1. Identify only 
once per structure those exposed individuals 
that are using· more than one eligible 
subunit of the same structure (e.g., using a 
common or shared area and other parts of 
the same structure). 

2. Do not include exposed individuals al
ready counted under the Level I concentra
tions factor. 

3. For each structure or subunit(s), count 
the number of individuals residing· in or at
tending· school or day care in the structure, 
or subunit, subject to Level II concentra
tions. 

4. Count the number of fullctime and part
time workers in the structure or subunit(s) 
subject to Level II concentrations. If infor
mation is unavailable to classify a worker as 
full- or part-time, evaluate that worker as 
being· full-time. Divide the number of full
time workers by 3 and the number of part
time workers by 6, and then sum these prod
ucts with the number of other individuals for 
each structure or subunit. 

5. Sum the combined population value for 
all structures within the areas of observed 
exposure for the site. 

Assign this sum as the combined popu
lation factor value subject to Level II con
centrations for this site. Enter this value in 
line 9b of Table 5-11. 

5.2.1.3.2.3 Population within area(s) of sub
swjace contamination. Assign the population 
in area(s) of subsurface contamination factor 
value as follows. If sufficient structure-spe
cific concentration data is available and 
state of the science shows there is no unac
ceptable risk of exposure to populations in a 
reg·ularly occupied structure in an area of 
subsurface contamination, those populations 
are not included in the evaluation. (see sec
tions 5.2.0 and 6.2.1.3.1): 

1. Identify the regularly occupied struc
tures with a structure containment value 
greater than zero and the elig·ible population 
associated with the structures or portions of 
structures in each area of subsurface con
tamination: 

• For each regularly occupied structure or 
portion of a structure in an area of sub
surface contamination, sum the number of 
all individuals residing in or attending 
school or day care, in the structure or por
tion of the structure in the area of sub
surface contamination. 

• Count the number of full-time and part
time workers regularly present in each 
structure or portion of a structure in an area 
of subsul'face contamination. If information 
is unavailable to classify a worker as full- or 
part-time, evaluate that worker as being 
full-time. Divide the number of full-time 
workers by 3 and the number of part-time 
workers by 6. Sum these products with the 
number of individuals residing in or attend
ing· school or day care in the structure. 

• Use this sum as the population for the 
structure. 

2. Estimate the depth or distance to con
tamination at each regularly occupied struc
ture within an area of subsurface contamina
tion based on available sampling data, and 
categorize each eligible structure based on 
the depth or distance to contamination and 
sample media as presented in Table 5-21. 
Weig·ht the population in each structure 
using the appropriate weighting· factors in 
Table 5-21. If samples from multiple media 
are available, use the sample that results in 
the highest weighting factor. 

3. Sum the weig·hted population in all 
structures within the area(s) of subsurface 
contamination and assign this sum as the 
population within an area of subsurface con
tamination factor value. Enter this value in 
line 9c of Table 5-11. 
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TABLE 5-21-WEIGHTING FACTOR VALUES FOR POPULATIONS WITHIN AN AREA OF SUBSURFACE 
CONTAMINATION 

Eligible populations a In structures b within an area of subsurface contamination 

Samples From Within Structures or In Crawl Spaces 

1. Population In a structure with levels of contamination In a semi-enclosed or enclosed crawl space sample 
meeting observed release criteria or 

Population In a subunit of a multl-story structure within an area of subsurface contamination located directly 
above a level In an area of observed exposure or a gaseous indoor air sample meeting observed release cri
teria or 

Population within a structure where a mitigation system has been installed as part of a removal or other tern· 
porary response action. 

2. Population In a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are Inferred based 
on semi-enclosed or enclosed crawl space samples in surrounding structures, and a NAPL is present in 
those samples ....................................................................................................................................................... . 

3. Population In a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are Inferred based 
on semi-enclosed or enclosed crawl space samples In surrounding structures, but no NAPL Is present .......... 

Subsurface Samples From Less Than or Equal to 5 Feet From a Foundation 

Population 
weighting 

factor 

0,9 

0,8 

0.4 

4. Population in a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In
ferred based on any sampling media at or within five feet horizontally or vertically of the structure foundation, 
and a NAPL Is present within that depth ............................................................................................................ .. 

5. Population In a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In• 
!erred based on any sampling media at or within five feet horizontally or vertically of the structure foundation, 
but no NAPL is present within that depth ............................................................................................................ . 

0.8 

0.4 

Subsurface Samples From Greater Than 5 Feet But Less Than or Equal to 30 Feet Depth 

6. Population in a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In· 
!erred based on any underlying non-ground water subsurface sample at a depth greater than 5 feet but less 
than or equal to 30 feet from a structure foundation and a NAPL is present within that depth ........................ .. 

7. Population In a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In· 
!erred based on any underlying non-ground water subsurface sample at a depth greater than 5 feet but less 
than or equal to 30 feet, but no NAPL Is present within that depth .................................................................. , .. 

8. Population in a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In
ferred based on underlying ground water samples greater than 5 feet from the structure foundation but less 
than or equal to 30 feet, and a NAPL Is present in those samples .... , ........................ , ..................................... .. 

9. Population in a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In
ferred based on underlying ground water samples greater than 5 feet from the structure foundation but less 
than or equal to 30 feet, but no NAPL Is present in those samples ..................................................... , .... , ..... , .. , 

Subsurface Samples From Greater Than 30 Feet Depth 

1 o. Population In a structure where levels of contaminants meeting observed release criteria are found or In-
ferred based on any underlying sample at depths greater than 30 feet .................................... , .. , .................... .. 

• Eligible populations Include residents (including individuals living In, or attending school or day care In the 
workers In regularly occupied structures (see HRS Section 5,2.1,3), 

b Eligible structures may Include single- or multi-tenant structures where eligible populations reside, attend scho
or work. These structures may also be mixed use structures, 

struc

ol or 

0.4 

0,2 

0.2 

0.1 

0,1 

ture), and 

day care, 

5.2.1.3.2.4 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values for Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and 
population within the area(s) of subsurface 
contamination. Assign this sum as the popu
lation factor value, Enter this value in line 
9d of Table 5-11. 

5.2.1.3.3 Resources, Evaluate the resources 
factor as follows: 

• Assign a value of 5 if a resource structure 
(e,g,, library, church, tribal facility) is 
present and regularly occupied within either 
an area of observed exposure or area of sub
surface contamination, 

• Assign a value of O if there is no resource 
structure within an area of observed expo
sure or area of subsurface contamination, 

Enter the value assig·ned in Table 5-11. 
5.2.1.3.4 Calculation of targets factor cat

egory value. Sum the values for the exposed 
individual, population, and resources factors, 
Do not round to the nearest integer, Assign 
this sum as the targets factor category value 
for the subsurface intrusion component, 
Enter this value in Table 5-11. 

5,2,2 Calculation of subsurface intrusion 
component score. Multiply the factor category 
values for likelihood of exposure, waste char
acteristics, and targets and round the prod
uct to the nearest integer, Divide the prod
uct by 82,500, Assign the resulting value, sub
ject to a maximum of 100, as the subsurface 
Intrusion component score and enter this 
score In Table 5-11. 
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5.3 Calculation of the soil e:i:posure and sub
surface intrusion pathway score. Sum the soil 
exposure component score and subsurface in
trusion component score. Assign the result
ing value, subject to a maximum of 100, as 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway score (Sm,1), Enter this score in 
Table 5-11, 

6.0 Air Migration Pathway 

Evaluate the air mig-ration pathway based 
on tl1ree factor categories: likelihood of re
lease, waste characteristics, and targ·ets. 
Figure 6--1 indicates the factors included 
within each factor categ·ory, 

Determine the air migration pathway 
score (S,) in terms of the factor category val
ues as follows: 

S = (LR)(WC)(T) 
a SF 

where: 
LR = Likelihood of release factor categ·ory 

value, 
WC = Waste characteristics factor category 

value. 
T = Targ·ets factor category value. 
SF = Scaling factor, 

Table 6--1 outlines the specific calculation 
procedure. 
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TABLE 6-1-AIR MIGRATION PATHWAY SCORESHEET-Continued 

Factor categories and factors Maximum 
value 

Value as
signed 

3. Likelihood of Release (higher of lines 1 and 2c) ·········----............................ . 550 
Waste Characteristics 

4. Toxicily/Moblllly ...................................... ·----·----............................ . (a) 
5. Hazardous Waste Quantity .............................................................................................. . (a) 
6. Waste Characteristics ...................................................................................................... . 100 

Targets 
7. Nearest Individual ........................................................................................................... .. 50 
8. Population: 

Ba. Level I Concentrations ...................................................................................... . (b) 
Sb. Level 11 Concentrations ..................................................................................... . (b) 
Bo. Potential Contamination .................................................................................... . (b) 
Bd. Populallon (lines aa + Sb + Be) ......................................................................... . (b) 

9. Resources··--------......................... ____ ............................ . 5 
1 O. SenslUve Environments 

10a. Actual Contamination _________________ _ (c) 
1 Ob. PotenUal Contamination .................................................................................. . (c) 
10c. SenslUve Environments (lines 10a + 10b) ...................................................... . (c) 

11. Targets (lines 7 + 8d + 9 + 10c) ---------------- (b) 
Air Migration Pathway Score 

12. Pathway Score (S.) [(lines 3 x 6 x 11)/82,500]d ............................................................ . 100 

• Maximum value applies to waste characterisUcs category. 
b Maximum value not applicable. 
0 No specific maximum value applies to factor. However, pathway score based solely on sensitive environments Is limited to 

maximum of 60. 
d Do not round to nearest Integer. 

6.1 Likelihood of Release. Evaluate the like
lihood of release factor category in terms of 
an observed release factor or a potential to 
release factor. 

6.1.1 Observed release. Establish an ob
served release to the atmosphere by dem
onstrating that the site has released a haz
ardous substance to the atmosphere. Base 
this demonstration on either: 

• Direct observation-a material (for ex
ample, particulate matter) that contains one 
or more hazardous substances has been seen 
entering- the atmosphere directly. When evi
dence supports the inference of a release of a 
material that contains one or more haz
ardous substances by the site to the atmos
phere, demonstrated adverse effects accumu
lated with that release may be used to estab
lish an observed release. 

• Chemical analysis-an analysis of air 
samples indicates that the concentration of 
ambient hazardous substance(s) has in
creased significantly above the background 
concentration for the site (see section 2.3). 
Some portion of the significant increase 
must be attributable to the site to establish 
the observed release. 

If an observed release can be established, 
assign an observed release factor value of 
650, enter this value in table 6--1, and proceed 

to section 6,1.3. If an observed release cannot 
be established, assig·n an observed release 
factor value of 0, enter this value in table 6--
1, and proceed to section 6.1.2. 

6.1.2 Potential to release. Evaluate poten
tial to release only if an observed release 
cannot be established. Determine the poten
tial to release factor value for the site by 
separately evaluating the gas potential to 
release and the particulate potential to re
lease for each source at the site. Select the 
h!g·hest potential to release value (either gas 
or particulate) calculated for the sources 
evaluated and assig·n that value as the site 
potential to release factor value as specified 
below. 

6.1.2.1 Gas potential to release. Evaluate 
gas potential to release for those sources 
that contain g·aseous hazardous substances-
that is, those hazardous substances with a 
vapor pressure greater than or equal to 10-9 
torr. 

Evaluate gas potential to release for each 
source based on three factors: gas contain
ment, gas source type, and gas migration po
tential. Calculate the gas potential to re
lease value as illustrated in table 6--2. Com
bine sources with similar characteristics 
into a single source in evaluating· the gas po
tential to release factors. 
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TABLE 6-2-GAS POTENTIAL TO RELEASE EVALUATION 

Source Source 
type• 

Gas con~ 
tainment 

factor 
value b 

Gas source 
type factor 

value 0 

Gas mlgra-
lion paten-
tlal factor 

valued 
Sum Gas source 

value 

1.. 
2 .. 
3 .. 
4 .. 
5 .. 
6 .. 
7 .. 
8 .. 

A B C (B+ C) A(B+C) 

Gas Potential to Release Factor (Select the Highest Gas Source Value) 

• Enter a Source Type listed in table 6-4. 
b Enter Gas Containment Factor Value from section 6.1.2.1.1. 
0 Enter Gas Source Type Factor Value from section 6.1.2.1.2. 
a Enter Gas Migration Potential Factor Value from section 6.1.2.1.3. 

6.1.2.1.1 Gas containment. Assig·n each 
source a value from table 6--3 for gas contain
ment. Use the lowest value from table 6--3 
that applies to the source, except: assign a 

value of 10 if there is evidence of biog·as re
lease or if there is an active fire within the 
source. 

TABLE 6-3-GAS CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES 

Gas containment description Assigned 
value 

All situations except those specifically listed below ...................................................................................................... .. 10 
Evidence of blogas release ............................................................................................................................................ . 10• 
Active fire within source ................................ ,., ......................................... ,.,, ....................................................... , ...... ,.,. 10• 
Gas collection/treatment system functioning, regularly Inspected, maintained, and completely covering source ....... .. a 
Source substantially surrounded by engineering windbreak and no other containment specifically described In this 

table applies .......................................... , ...... , .... , ..... ,, ................................ , ....... , , ........................................................ . 7 
Source covered with essentially Impermeable, regularly Inspected, maintained cover ............................................... .. a 
Uncontaminated soil cover >3 feet: 

• Source substantially vegetated with little exposed soil ....................................................................................... . a 
• Source lightly vegetated with much exposed soil ............................................................................................... . 3 
• Source substantially devoid of vegetation ........................................................................................................... . 7 

Uncontaminated soil cover :S:1 foot and :S:3 feet: 
• Source heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed soil. 

-Cover soil type resistant to gas migration b ................................................................................................. . 3 
-Cover soil type not resistant to gas migration b or unknown ...................................................................... .. 7 

• Source substantially vegetated with little exposed soil and cover soil type resistant to gas migration b ........... , 7 
• Other ................................................................................................ , ............................................ ,., .................... . 10 

Uncontaminated soil cover <1 foot: 
• Source heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed soil and cover soil type resistant to gas migration b .... . 7 
• other ........................................................................... , ........................................................................................ . 10 

Totally or partially enclosed within structurally Intact building and no other containment specifically described In this 
table applies ....................................................................... ,,., ..................................................................................... . 7 

Source consists solely of Intact, sealed containers: 
• Totally protected from weather by regularly inspected, maintained cover ......................................................... . a 
• Other ................................................................................................ , ................................................................... . 3 

• This value must be used If applicable, 
b Consider moist fine-grained and saturated coarse-grained soils resistant to gas migration, Consider all other soils 

nonresistant. 

6,1.2.1.2 Gas source type, Assign a value for 
g·as source type to each source as follows: 

• Determine if the source meets the min
imum size requirement based on the source 
hazardous waste quantity value (see section 
2,4,2,1.5), If the source receives a source haz
ardous waste quantity value of 0,5 or more, 
consider the source to meet the minimum 
size requirement, 

• If the source meets the minimum size re
quirement, assig•n it a value from table 6--4 
for gas source type. 

• If the source does not meet the minimum 
size requirement, assign it a value of O for 
g·as source type. 

If no source at the site meets the minimum 
size requirement, assig·n each source at the 
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site a value from table 6---4 for gas source 
type. 

TABLE 6-4-SOURCE TYPE FACTOR VALUES 

-Based on tllis averag·e value, assign the 
source a gas migration potential value 
from table 6-7. 

TABLE 6-5-VALUES FOR VAPOR PRESSURE 
AND HENRY'S CONSTANT 

Source type 

Assigned 
value 

Gas 
Par-
lieu-
late 

Active fire area ............................................... . 14 30 
Burn pit .......................................................... .. 
Containers or tanks (buried/below-ground): 

19 22 

• Evidence of biogas release ................ .. 33 22 
• No evidence of blogas release ............ . 11 22 

Containers or tanks, not elsewhere specified 28 14 
Contaminated soil (excluding land treatment) 19 22 
LandfarmAand treatment ................................ . 
Landfill: 

28 22 

• Evidence of biogas release ................ .. 33 22 
• No evidence of blogas release ............ . 

Pile: 
11 22 

• T alllngs pile ......................................... .. 6 28 
• Scrap metal or junk pile ..................... .. 6 17 
• Trash pile ............................................. . 6 6 
• Chemical waste pile ........................... .. 11 28 
• Other waste plies ................................ .. 

Surface impoundments (buried/backfilled): 
17 28 

• Evidence of biogas release ................ .. 33 22 
• No evidence of biogas release ............ . 

Surface impoundment (not buried/backfilled): 
11 22 

• Dry ....................................................... . 
• other ................................................... .. 

Other types of sources, not elsewhere speci-
fied ............................................................. .. 

19 
28 

o 

22 
o 

o 

6.1.2.1.3 Gas migration potential. Evaluate 
this factor for each source as follows: 

• Assign a value for gas migration poten
tial to each of the gaseous hazardous sub
stances associated with the source (see sec
tion 2.2.2) as follows: 

-Assig·n values from table 6-5 for vapor 
pressure and Henry's constant to each haz
ardous substance. If Henry's constant can
not be determined for a hazardous sub
stance, assign that hazardous substance a 
value of 2 for the Henry's constant compo
nent. 
-Sum the two values assig•ned to the haz
ardous substance. 
-Based on this sum, assign the hazardous 
substance a value from table 6-6 for gas 
migration potential. 
• Assig•n a value for gas mig•ration poten

tial to each source as follows: 
-Select three hazardous substances associ
ated with the source: 

-If more than three gaseous hazardous 
substances can be associated with the 
source, select tlu•ee that have the hig·hest 
g·as mig•ration potential values. 
-If fewer than three gaseous hazardous 
substances can be associated with a 
source, select all of them. 

-Average the g·as migration potential val
ues assigned to the seleoted hazardous sub
stances. 

Vapor pressure (Torr) Assigned 
value 

Greater than 1 o .................................................. . 
Greater than 10-3 to 10 ..................................... . 
10-5 to 10-3 ...................................................... . 

Less than 10-s ................................................... . 

3 
2 
1 
o 

Henry's constant (atm-m3/mol) Assigned 
value 

Greater than 10-, .............................................. . 
Greater than 10-5 to 10-, ................................ . 
10-7 to 10-s ...................................................... . 
Less than 10-1 ................................................... . 

3 
2 
1 
o 

TABLE 6-6-GAS MIGRATION POTENTIAL 
VALUES FOR A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE 

Sum of values for vapor pressure and Henry's Assigned 
constant value 

o ........................................................................... o 
1 or 2 ................................................................... 6 
3 or4 ................................................................... 11 
5 or6 ................................................................... 17 

TABLE 6-7-GAS MIGRATION POTENTIAL 
VALUES FOR THE SOURCE 

Average of gas migration potential values for Assigned 
three hazardous substances• value 

0to<3 ................................................................. o 
310<8 ................................................................. 6 
8 to <14 ............................................................... 11 
14 to 17 ............................................................... 17 

• If fewer than three hazardous substances can be associ
ated with the source, compute the average based only on 
those hazardous substances that can be associated. 

6.1.2.1.4 Calculation of gas potential to re
lease -value. Determine the gas potential to 
release value for each source as illustrated in 
table 6-2. For each source, sum the gas 
source type factor value and gas migration 
potential factor value and multiply this sum 
by the gas containment factor value. Select 
the highest product calculated for the 
sources evaluated and assig•11 it as the g·as po
tential to release value fol' the site. Enter 
this value in table 6-1. 

6.1.2.2 Particulate potent-ta/ to release. 
Evaluate particulate potential to release fol' 
those sources that contain particulate haz
ardous substances-that is, those hazardous 
substances with a vapor pressure less than or 
equal to 10- 1 torr, 

Evaluate particulate potential to release 
for each source based on three factors: par
ticulate containment, particulate source 
type, and particulate migration potential. 
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Calculate the particulate potential to re
lease value as illustrated in table 6-8. Com
bine sources with similar characteristics 
into a single source in evaluating the partic
ulate potential to release factors. 

6.1.2.2.1 Particulate containment. Assign 
each source a value from table 6-9 for partic
ulate containment. Use the lowest value 
from table 6-9 that applies to the source, 

6.1.2.2.2 Particulate source type. Assign a 
value for particulate source type to each 
source in the same manner as specified for 
gas sources in section 6.1.2.1.2. 

6.1.2.2.3 Particulate migration potential. 
Based on the site location, assign a value 
from Fig·ure 6-2 for particulate migration po
tential. Assign this same value to each 
source at the site. 

TABLE 6-8-PARTICULATE POTENTIAL TO RELEASE EVALUATION 

Source Source 
type• 

Particulate 
containment 

factor 
valueb 

Particulate 
type factor 

value 0 

Particulate 
migration 
potential 

factor 
valued 

Sum 
Particulate 

source 
value 

A B C (B + C) A (B+C) 
1 .. 
2 .. 
3 .. 
4 .. 
5 .. 
6 .. 
7 .. 
8 .. 

Particulate Potential to Release Factor Value (Select Highest Particulate Source Value) 

• Enter a Source Type listed In table 6--4. 
"Enter Particulate Containment Factor Value from section 6.1.2.2.1. 
0 Enter Particulate Source Type Factor Value from section 6.1.2.2.2. 
d Enter Particulate Migration Potential Factor Value from section 6.1.2.2.3. 

TABLE 6-9-PARTICULATE CONTAINMENT FACTOR VALUES 

Particulate containment description Assigned 
value 

All situations except those specifically listed below ....................................................................................................... . 10 
Source contains only particulate hazardous substances totally covered by liquids ...................................................... . o 
Source substantially surrounded by engineered windbreak and no other containment specifically described In this 

table applies ................... , .... ,.,, .... , .... ,, ........ ,,,, .... , ..................................................................... , .. ,,, ............................. . 7 
Source covered with essentially Impermeable, regularly Inspected, maintained cover ............................................... .. o 
Uncontaminated soil cover >3 feet: 

• Source substantially vegetated with little or no exposed soil ............................................................................ .. o 
• Source lightly vegetated with much exposed soil ............................................................................................... . 3 
• Source substantially devoid of vegetation ....................................... ,.,, .. , .... , ...................................................... ,,, 7 

Uncontaminated soil cover 2'.1 foot and '53 feet: 
• Source heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed soil: 

-Cover soil type resistant to gas migration• ................................................................................................ .. 3 
-Cover soil type not resistant to gas migration• or unknown ...................................................................... .. 7 

• Source substantially vegetated with little exposed soil and cover soil type resistant to gas migration• ........... . 7 
• Other .................................................................................................................................................................... . 10 

Uncontaminated soil cover <1 foot: 
• Source heavily vegetated with essentially no exposed soil and cover soil type resistant to gas migration• .. ,,, 7 
, Other,, .. , .... , .. , .. ,,,,,, .... ,, .... ,,,,,,, .. ,,, .. ,,, ..... , .. , ..... , ....... , ........................................................ , .. , .... , ............................ . 10 

Totally or partially enclosed within structurally Intact building and no other containment specifically described In this 
table applies ................................................................................................................................................................ . 7 

Source consists solely of containers: 
• All containers contain only liquids .......................................... , ....... , ..... , ... , ...... , .. , ......................... , ........ ,,,, ....... ,,,, o 
• All containers Intact, sealed, and totally protected from weather by regularly Inspected, maintained cover .... .. a 
• All containers Intact and sealed , ....... ,,,, .. , .... , ..... , ....... ,, .......... , ........ , ....................................... ,,, .. , .... , ................. . 3 
• Other ........................................................................................................ , .. , .. ,,, .. , ............................................ ,, .. . 10 

•Consider moist fine-grained and saturated coarse-grained soils resistant to gas migration, Consider all other soils 
nonresistant. 
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Pr = Mean monthly precipitation for month i, 
in inches. 

Tr = Mean monthly temperature for month i, 
in degTees Fahrenheit; for any month 
having- a mean monthly temperature less 
than 28.4 °F, use 28.4 °F. 

Based on the calculated Thornthwaite P-E 
index, assig-n a source particulate mig·ration 
potential value to the site from table 6--10. 
Assig-n this same value to each source at the 
site. 

TABLE 6-10-PARTICULATE MIGRATION 

POTENTIAL VALUES 

Thornthwalte P-E Index Assigned 
value 

Greater than 150 ................................................. .. 0 
8510150 ............................................................. .. 6 
50 to less than 85 ................................................. . 11 
Less than 50 ........................................................ .. 17 

6.1.2.2.4 Calculation of particulate potential 
to release value. Determine the particulate 
potential to release value for each source as 
illustrated in table 6--8. For each source, sum 
its particulate source type factor value and 
particulate migration potential factor value 
and multiply this sum by its particulate con
tainment factor value. Select the highest 
product calculated for the sources evaluated 
and assig-n it as the particulate potential to 
release value for the site. Enter the value in 
table 6--1. 

6.1.2.3 Calculation of potential to release fac
tor value for the site. Select the hig·her of the 
g·as potential to release value assig·ned in 
section 6.1.2.1.4 and the particulate potential 
to release value assig·ned in section 6.1.2.2.4. 
Assig-n the value selected as the site poten
tial to release factor value. Enter this value 
in table 6-1. 

6.1.3 Calculation of likelihood of release fac
tor category value. If an observed release is 
established, assig-n the observed release fac
tor value of 550 as the likelihood of release 
factor categ·ory value. Otherwise, assign the 
site potential to release factor value as the 
likelihood of release factor category value. 
Enter the value in table 6-1. 

6.2 Waste characteristics. Evaluate the 
waste characteristics factor categ·ory based 
011 two factors: toxicity/mobility and haz
ardous waste quantity. Evaluate only those 
hazardous substances available to mig•rate 
from the sources at the site to the atmos
phere. Such hazardous substances include: 

• Hazardous substances that meet the cri
teria for an obse1•ved release to the atmos
phere, 

• All g·aseous hazardous substances associ
ated with a source that has a gas contain
ment factor value greater than O (see section 
2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 6.1.2.1.1), 

• All particulate hazardous substances as
sociated with a source that has a particulate 

FIGURE 6-2-PARTICULATE MIGRATION 

POTENTIAL FACTOR VALUES-CONCLUDED 

Particulate 

Location 
migration 

potential as
signed 
value 

Hawaiian Islands 
HIio, Hawaii ............................................... . 0 
Honolulu, Oahu ......................................... . 17 
Kahulul, Maul ............................................. . 17 
Lanai .......................................................... . 17 
Llhue, Kauai ............................................. .. 11 
Molokai ...................................................... . 17 

Pacific Islands 
Guam ......................................................... . 6 
Johnston Island ......................................... . 17 
Koror Island ............................................... . 0 
Kwajaleln Island ........................................ . 6 
Mujuro, Marshall Islands ........................... . 0 
Pago Pago, American Samoa .................. .. 0 
Ponape Island .......................................... .. 0 
Truk, Caroline Islands .............................. .. 0 
Wake Island .............................................. .. 17 
Yap Island ................................................ .. 0 

Alaska 
Anchorage ................................................. . 17 
Annette ...................................................... . 0 
Barrow ....................................................... . 17 
Barter Island .............................................. . 17 
Bethel ........................................................ . 17 
Bettles ........................................................ . 17 
Big Delta .................................................... . 17 
Cold Bay .................................................... . 6 
Fairbanks .................................................. .. 17 
Gulkana ..................................................... . 17 
Homer ........................................................ . 11 
Juneau ........ ,, .................. ,,.,, ...... ,,, ............. . 0 
King Salmon .............................................. . 11 
Kodiak ........................................................ . 0 
Kutzebue ................................................... . 17 
McGrath ..................................................... . 17 
Nome ......................................................... . 11 
St. Paul Island .......................................... .. 11 
Talkeetna ................................................... . 6 
Unalakleet .................................................. . 17 
Valdez ........................................................ . 0 
Yakutat ...................................................... . 0 

American Virgin Islands 
St. Croix ..................................................... . 17 
St. John ..................................................... . 11 
St. Thomas ................................................ . 11 

Puerto Rico 
Arecibo ...................................................... . 6 
Coloso ............................... , .... , ... , .. , ....... , ... . 6 
Fajardo ...................................................... . 11 
Humacao .... , .............................................. . 6 
lsabela Station .......................................... .. 11 
Ponce ........................................................ . 17 
San Juan ................................................... . 11 

For site locations not on Fig·ure 6--2, and 
for site locations near the boundary points 
011 Figure 6--2, assign a value as follows. 
First, calculate a Thomthwaite P-E index 
using· the following· equation: 

PE= 11s[PATi -10)]1°19 

i=I 
f 

where: 
PE= Thornthwaite P-E index. 
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containment factor value g-reater than 0 (see 
section 2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 6.1.2.2.1). 

6.2.1 Toxicity/mobility. For each hazardous 
substance, assign a toxicity factor value, a 
mobility factor value, and a combined tox
icity/mobility factor value as specified 
below. Select the toxicity/mobility factor 
value for the air migration pathway as speci
fied in section 6.2.1.3. 

6.2.1.1 Toxicity. Assign a toxicity factor 
value to each hazardous substance as speci
fied in section 2.4.1.1. 

6.2.1.2 Mobility. Assig·n a mobility factor 
value to each hazardous substance as fol
lows: 

• Gaseous hazardous substance. 
-Assign a mobility factor value of 1 to each 
gaseous hazardous substance that meets 
the criteria for an observed release to the 
atmosphere. 
-Assign a mobility factor value from table 
6--11, based on vapor pressure, to each gas
eous hazardous substance that does not 
meet the criteria for an observed release. 
• Particulate hazardous substance. 
-Assign a mobility factor value of 0.02 to 
each particulate hazardous substance that 
meets the criteria for an observed release 
to the atmosphere. 
-Assign a mobility factor value from Fig
ure 6--3, based on the site's location, to 
each particulate hazardous substance that 
does not meet the criteria for an observed 
release. (Assig·n all such particulate haz
ardous substances this same value.) 
-For site locations not on Figure 6--3 and 
for site locations near the boundary points 
on Figure 6--3, assig·n a mobility factor 
value to each particulate hazardous sub
stance that does not meet the criteria for 
an observed release as follows: 

-Calculate a value M: 
M = 0.0182 (U3/[PE]2) 
where: 
U = Mean average annual wind speed (meters 

per second). 
PE = Thornthwaite P-E index from section 

6.1.2.2.3. 
-Based on the value M, assig·n a mobility 
factor value from table 6--12 to each par
ticulate hazardous substance. 

• Gaseous and particulate hazardous sub-
stances. 

-For a hazardous substance potentially 
present in both gaseous and particulate 
forms, select the higher of the factor val
ues for gas mobility and particulate mobil
ity for that substance and assign that 
value as the mobility factor value for the 
hazardous substance. 
6.2.1.3 Calculation of toxicity/mobility factor 

value. Assign each hazardous substance a 
toxicity/mobility factor value from table 6--
13, based on the values assig·ned to the haz
ardous substance for the toxicity and mobil
ity factors. Use the hazardous substance 
with the highest toxicity/mobility factor 
value to assign the value to the toxicity/mo
bility factor for the air mig-ration pathway. 
Enter this value in table 6--1. 

TABLE 6-11-GAS MOBILITY FACTOR VALUES 

Vapor pressure (forr) Assigned 
value a 

Greater than 10- 1 ............................................ . 1.0 
Greater than 10-, to 10- 1 .............................. . 0.2 
Greater than 10-s to 10-, ............................. .. 0.02 
Greater than 10-7 to 10-s ............................. .. 0.002 
Less than or equal to 10-1 .............................. . 0.0002 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 
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Hawaii 

Puerto Rico 

~.0002 

8 Do nol round lo noarost ln1cgcr, 

FIGURE 6-3 
PARTICULATE MOBILITY FACTOR VALUES• 

(CONTINUED) 
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FIGURE 6-3-PARTICULATE MOBILITY FACTOR 
VALUES-CONCLUDED 

Particulated 

Location mobility as
signed 
value 

Pacific Islands 
Guam ......................................................... .. 0.0002 
Johnston Island .......................................... . 0.002 
Koror Island ............................................... .. 0.00008 
Kwajaleln Island ........................................ .. 0.0002 
Mujuro, Marshall Islands ............................ . 0.00008 
Pago Pago, American Samoa .................... . 0.00008 
Ponape Island ............................................ . 0.00002 
Truk, Caroline Islands ............................... .. 0.00008 
Wake Island ................................................ . 0.002 
Yap Island ................................................. .. 0.00008 

American Virgin Islands 
St. Croix ...................................................... . 0.0008 
St. John ...................................................... . 0.0002 
St. Thomas ................................................. . 0.0002 

TABLE 6-12-PARTICULATE MOBILITY FACTOR 
VALUES 

M Assigned 
value a 

Greater than 1.4 x 10-2 ..................................... . 0.02 
Greater than 4.4 x 10-, to 1.4 x 10-2 .............. . 0.008 
Greater than 1.4 x 10-3 to 4.4 x 10-, ............. .. 0.002 
Greater than 4.4 x 10-• to 1.4 x 10-3 ............. .. 0.0008 
Greater than 1.4 x 10-• to 4.4 x 10-4 ............. .. 0,0002 
Greater than 4.4 x 10-s to 1.4 x 10-4 ............. .. 0.00008 
Less than or equal to 4.4 x 10-5 ...................... .. 0.00002 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

TABLE 6-13-TOXICITY/MOBILITY FACTOR VALUES A 

Toxicity factor value 
Mobility factor value 

10,000 1,000 100 10 0 

1.0 ....................................................................................................... .. 10,000 1,000 100 10 1 0 
0.2 ....................................................................................................... .. 2,000 200 20 2 0.2 0 
0.02 ..................................................................................................... .. 200 20 2 0.2 0.02 0 
0.008 ................................................................................................... .. 80 8 0.8 0.08 0.008 0 
0.002 .................................................................................................... . 20 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 0 
0.0008 ................................................................................................. .. 8 0.8 0.08 0.008 0.0008 0 
0.0002 ................................................................................................. .. 2 0.2 0.02 0.002 0.0002 0 
0.00008 ................................................................................................ . 0.8 0.08 0.008 0.0008 0.00008 0 
0.00002 ................................................................................................ . 0.2 0.02 0.002 0.0002 0.00002 0 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

6.2.2 Hazardous waste quantity. Assign a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value for 
the air migration pathway as specified in 
section 2.4.2. Enter this value in table 6---1. 

6.2.3 Calculation of waste characteristics 
factor category -value. Multiply the toxicity/ 
mobility factor value and the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value, subject to a 
maximum product of 1 x 108• Based on this 
product, assign a value from table 2-7 (sec
tion 2.4.3.1) to the waste characteristics fac
tor category. Enter this value in table 6---1. 

6.3 Targets. 
Evaluate the targets factor category based 

on four factors: nearest individual, popu
lation, resources, and sensitive environ
ments, Include only those targets (for exam
ple, individuals, sensitive environments) lo
cated within the 4-mile targ·et distance 
limit, exoept: if an observed release is estab
lished beyond the 4-mile target distance 
limit, include those additional targets that 
are specified below in this section and in sec
tion 6.3.4. 

Evaluate the nearest individual and popu
lation factors based on whether the target 
populations are subject to Level I concentra
tions, Level II concentrations, or potential 

contamination. Determine which applies to a 
target population as follows. 

If no samples meet the criteria for an ob
served release to air and if there is no ob
served release by direct observation, con
sider the entire population within the 4-mile 
target distance limit to be subject to poten
tial contamination. 

If one or more samples meet the criteria 
for an observed release to air or if there is an 
observed release by direct observation, 
evaluate the population as follows: 

• Determine the most distant sample loca
tion that meets the criteria for Level I con
centrations as specified in sections 2.5.1 and 
2.6.2 and the most distant location (that ls, 
sample location or direct observation loca
tion) that meets the criteria for Level II oon
oentrations. Use the health-based bench
marks from table 6---14 in determining the 
level of contamination for sample locations. 
If the most distant Level II location ls closer 
to a source than the most distant Level I 
sample location, do not consider the Level II 
location. 

• Determine the single most distant loca
tion (sample location or d!reot observation 
location) that meets the criteria for Level I 
or Level II concentrations, 
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• If this single most distant location is 
within the 4-mile targ·et distance limit, iden
tify the distance categories from table 6-15 
in which the selected Level I concentrations 
sample and Level II concentrations sample 
(or direct observation location) are located: 

-Consider the target population anywhere 
within this furthest Level I distance cat
egory, or anywhere within a distance oat
eg·01'y closer to a source at the site, as sub
ject to Level I concentrations. 
-Consider the target population located be
yond any Level I distance categories, up to 
and including the population anywhere 
within the furthest Level II distance cat
eg·ory, as subject to Level II concentra
tions, 
-Consider the remainder of the target pop
ulation within the 4-mile targ·et distance 
limit as subject to potential contamina
tion. 
• If the single most distant location is be

yond the 4-mile target distance limit, iden
tify the distance at which the selected Level 

I concentrations sample and Level II con
centrations sample (or direct observation lo
cation) are located: 

-If the Level I sample location is within 
the 4-mile targ·et distance limit, identify 
the target population subject to Level I 
concentrations as specified above. 
-If the Level I sample location is beyond 
the 4-mile target distance limit, consider 
the targ·et population located anywhere 
within a distance from the sources at the 
site equal to the distance to this sample lo
cation to be subject to Level I concentra
tions and include them in the evaluation. 
-Consider the target population located be
yond the Level I target population, but lo
cated anywhere within a distance from the 
sources at the site equal to the distance to 
the selected Level II location, to be subject 
to Level II concentrations and include 
them in the evaluation. 
-Do not include any target population as 
subject to potential contamination. 

TABLE 6-14-HEALTH-BASED BENCHMARKS FOR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN AIR 

• Concentration corresponding to National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS). 
• Concentration corresponding to National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 

(NESHAPs). 
• Screening concentration for cancer corresponding to that concentration that corresponds to 

the 1 o- 6 individual cancer risk for inhalation exposures. 
• Screening concentration for noncancer toxicological responses corresponding to the Ref

erence Concentration (RIC) for inhalation exposures. 

TABLE 6-15-AIR MIGRATION PATHWAY 
DISTANCE WEIGHTS 

Assigned 
Distance category (miles) distance 

weight a 

0 ........................................................................ . 1.0 
Greater than O to ¼ ......................................... . 0.25 
Greater than 1/-1 to ½ .. , ....................... , ........... .. 0,054 
Greater than ½ to 1 ........................................ .. 0.016 
Greater than 1 to 2 .......................................... .. 0,0051 
Greater than 2 to 3 .......................................... .. 0,0023 
Greater than 3 to 4 .......................................... .. 0,0014 
Greater than 4 .................................................. . 0 

a Do not round to nearest Integer. 

6.3.1 Nearest individual. Assign the nearest 
individual factor a value as follows: 

• If one or more residences or regularly oc
cupied building·s or areas is subject to Level 
I concentrations as specified in section 6.3, 
assign a value of 50. 

• If not, but if one or more a residences or 
regularly occupied buildings or areas is sub
ject to Level II concentrations, assign a 
value of 45, 

• If none of the residences and regularly 
occupied buildings and areas is subject to 
Level I or Level II concentrations, assig11 a 
value to this factor based on the shortest 
distance to any residence or regularly occu-

pied building or area, as measured from any 
source at the site with an air migration con
tainment factor value greater than 0, Based 
on this shortest distance, assign a value 
from table 6-16 to the nearest individual fac
tor. 

Enter the value assigned in table 6-1. 

TABLE 6-16-NEAREST INDIVIDUAL FACTOR 
VALUES 

Assigned Distance to nearest Individual (miles) value 

Level I concentrations a .................................... . 50 
Level II concentrationsa ., ................................. . 45 
0 to 1/o ................ , .............................. , ............... . 20 
Greater than 1/o to ¼ ....................................... . 7 
Greater than ¼ to 1/2 ...................................... . 2 
Greater than ½ to 1 ........................................ .. 1 
Greater than 1 ................................................. .. 0 

a Distance does not apply. 

6.3.2 Population. In evaluating· the popu
lation factor, count residents, students, and 
workers regularly present within the target 
distance limit. Do not count transient popu
lations such as customers and travelers pass
ing· through the area. 
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In estimating residential population, when 
the estimate is based on the number of resi
dences, multiply each residence by the aver
ag·e number of persons per residence for the 
county in which the residence is located. 

6.3.2.1 Level of contamination. Evaluate the 
population factor based on three factors: 
Level I concentrations, Level II concentra
tions, and potential contamination. 

Evaluate the population subject to Level I 
concentrations (see section 6.3) as specified 
in section 6.3.2.2, the population subject to 
Level II concentrations as specified in sec
tion 6.3.2.3, and the population subject to po
tential contamination as specified in section 
6.3.2.4. 

For the potential contamination factor, 
use population ranges in evaluating the fac
tor as specified in section 6.3.2.4. For the 
Level I and Level II concentrations factors, 
use the population estimate, not population 
ranges, in evaluating both factors. 

6.3.2.2 Level I concentrations. Sum the 
number of people subject to Level I con
centrations. Multiply this sum by 10. Assign 
the product as the value for this factor. 
Enter this value in table 6-1. 

6.3.2.3 Level II concentrations. Sum the 
number of people subject to Level II con
centrations. Do not include those people al
ready counted under the Level I concentra
tions factor. Assign this sum as the value for 
this factor. Enter this value in table 6-1. 

6.3.2.4 Potential contamination. Determine 
the number of people within each distance 

category of the target distance limit (see 
table 6-15) who are subject to potential con
tamination. Do not include those people al
ready counted under the Level I and Level II 
concentrations factors. 

Based on the number of people present 
within a distance categ·ory, assign a dis
tance-weighted population value for that dis
tance category from table 6-17. (Note that 
the distance-weighted population values in 
table 6-17 incorporate the distance weights 
from table 6-15. Do not multiply the values 
from table 6-17 by these distance weig·hts.) 

Calculate the potential contamination fac
tor value (PI) as follows: 

1 11 

PI=-IW. 
10 i=l I 

where: 
W, = Distance-weighted population from 

table 6-17 for distance category i. 
n = Number of distance categories. 

If PI is less than 1, do not round it to the 
nearest integer; if PI is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter this value in table 
6-1. 

6.3.2.5 Calculation of population factor 
value. Sum the factor values for Level I con
centrations, Level II concentrations, and po
tential contamination. Do not round this 
sum to the nearest integer. Assign this sum 
as the population factor value. Enter this 
value in table 6-1. 
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6.3.3 Resources. Evaluate the resources 
factor as follows: 

• Assign a value of 5 if one or more of the 
following resources are present within one
half mile of a source at the site having an air 
migration containment factor value greater 
than 0: 

-Commercial agriculture. 
-Commercial silviculture. 
-Major or designated recreation area. 
• Assig·n a value of O if none of these re

sources is present. 
Enter the value assigned in table 6-1. 
6.3.4 Sensitive environments. Evaluate sen

sitive environments based on two factors: ac
tual contamination and potential contami
nation. Determine which factor applies as 
follows. 

If no samples meet the criteria for an ob
served release to air and if there is no ob
served release by direct observation, con
sider all sensitive environments located, par
tially or wholly, within the targ·et distance 
limit to be subject to potential contamina
tion. 

If one or more samples meet the criteria 
for an observed release to air or if there is an 
observed release by direct observation, de
termine the most distant location (that is, 
sample location or direct observation loca
tion) that meets the criteria for an observed 
release: 

• If the most distant location meeting· the 
criteria for an observed release is within the 
4-mile targ·et distance limit, identify the dis
tance category from table 6-15 in which it is 
located: 

-Consider sensitive environments located, 
partially or wholly, anywhere within this 
distance category or anywhere within a 
distance category closer to a source at the 
site as subject to actual contamination. 
-Consider all other sensitive environments 
located, partially or wholly, within the 
targ·et distance limit as subject to poten
tial contamination. 
• If the most distant location meeting the 

criteria for an observed release is beyond the 
4-mile target distance limit, identify the dis
tance at which it is located: 

-Consider sensitive environments located, 
partially or wholly, anywhere within a dis
tance from the sources at the site equal to 
the distance to this location to be subject 
to aotual contamination and include all 
such sensitive environments in the evalua
tion. 
-Do not include any sensitive environ
ments as subject to potential contamina
tion. 
6.8.4.1 Actual contaminat-ion. Determine 

those sensitive environments subject to ac
tual contamination (i.e., those located par
tially or wholly within a distance category 
subject to actual contamination). Assig·n 
value(s) from table 4--28 (section 4.1.4.8.1.1) to 

each sensitive environment subject to actual 
contamination. 

For those sensitive environments that are 
wetlands, assign an additional value from 
table 6-18, In assig·ning a value from table 6-
18, include only those portions of wetlands 
located within distance categories subject to 
actual contamination, If a wetland is located 
partially in a distance categ·ory subject to 
actual contamination and partially in one 
subject to potential contamination, then 
solely for purposes of table 6-18, count the 
portion in the distance category subject to 
potential contamination under the potential 
contamination factor in section 6.8.4.2. De
termine the total acreage of wetlands within 
those distance categories subject to actual 
contamination and assig·n a value from table 
6-18 based on this total acreage. 

Calculate the actual contamination factor 
value (EA) as follows: 

i=l 
where: 
WA= Value assigned from table 6-18 for wet

lands in distance categories subject to 
actual contamination. 

S1 = Value(s) assig·ned from table 4--28 to sen
sitive environment i. 

n = Number of sensitive environments sub
ject to actual contamination, 

Enter the value assigned in table 6-1. 

TABLE 6-18-WETLANDS RATING VALUES FOR 
AIR MIGRATION PATHWAYA 

Assigned Welland area (acres) value 

Less than 1 ........................................................ .. 0 
1 to 50 ................................................................ . 25 
Greater than 50 to 100 ...................................... .. 75 
Greater than 100 to 150 .................................... .. 125 
Greater than 150 to 200 ........................... , .... , .... , 175 
Greater than 200 to 300 .................................... .. 250 
Greater than 300 to 400 .................................... .. 350 
Greater than 400 to 500 .................................... .. 450 
Greater than 500 ................................................ . 500 

• Wetlands as defined in 40 CFR section 230.3. 

6.3.4.2 Potential contamination. Determine 
those sensitive environments located, par
tially or wholly, within the target distance 
limit that are subject to potential contami
nation. Assign value(s) from table 4--28 to 
each sensitive environment subject to poten
tial contamination, Do not include those 
sensitive environments already counted for 
table 4--28 under the actual contamination 
factor, 

For each distance categ·ory subject to po
tential contamination, sum the value(s) as
sig•ned from table 4--28 to the sensitive envi
ronments in that distance category, If a sen
sitive environment is located in more than 
one distance category, assign the sensitive 
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environment only to that distance category 
having· the highest distance weighting value 
from table 6-15. 

For those sensitive environments that are 
wetlands, assign an additional value from 
table 6-18. In assigning a value from table 6-
18, include only those portions of wetlands 
located within distance categories subject to 
potential contamination, as specified in sec
tion 6.3.4.1. Treat the wetlands in each sepa
rate distance category as separate sensitive 
environments solely for purposes of applying 
table 6-18. Determine the total acreag·e of 
wetlands within each of these distance cat
eg·ories and assign a separate value from 
table 6-18 for each distance category, 

Calculate the potential contamination fac
tor value (EP) as follows: 

1 m 
EP = 10 ~ ([ wi + s i ]n i) 

J=I 

n 

sj = rsij 
i=l 

Su Value(s) assigned from table 4-23 to sen
sitive environment in distance category 
j, 

n = Number of sensitive environments sub
ject to potential contamination. 

WJ = Value assigned from table 6-18 for wet
land area in distance category j. 

D; = Distance weight from table 6-15 for dis
tance category j. 

m = Number of distance categories subject to 
potential contamination. 

If EP is less than 1, do not round it to the 
nearest integer; if EP is 1 or more, round to 
the nearest integer. Enter the value assigned 
in table 6-1. 

6.3.4.3 Calculation of sensitive environments 
factor value. Sum the factor values for actual 
contamination and potential contamination. 
Do not round this sum, designated as EB, to 
the nearest integer. 

Because the pathway score based solely on 
sensitive environments is limited to a max
imum of 60, use the value EB to determine 
the value for the sensitive environments fac
tor as follows: 

• Multiply the values assigned to likeli
hood of release (LR), waste characteristics 
(WC), and EB. Divide the product by 82,500. 

-If the result is 60 or less, assig•n the value 
EB as the sensitive environments factor 
value. 
-If the result exceeds 60, calculate a value 
EC as follows: 

EC= (60)(82,500) 
(LR)(WC) 

Assign the value EC as the sensitive envi
ronments factor value. Do not round this 
value to the nearest integer. 

Enter the value assigned for the sensitive 
environments factor in table 6-1. 

6.3.5 Calculation of targets factor category 
value. Sum the nearest individual, popu
lation, resources, and sensitive environments 
factor values. Do not round this sum to the 
nearest integer. Assig·n this sum as the tar
gets factor category value. Enter this value 
in table 6-1. 

6.4 Calculation of air migration pathway 
score. Multiply the values for likelihood of 
release, waste characteristics, and targets, 
and round the product to the nearest integer. 
Then divide by 82,500. Assign the resulting 
value, subject to a maximum value of 100, as 
the air migration pathway score (Sa), Enter 
this score in table 6-1. 

7.0 Sites Containing Radioactive Substances. 

In general, radioactive substances are haz
ardous substances under CERCLA and should 
be considered in HRS scoring·. Releases of 
certain radioactive substances are, however, 
excluded from the definition of "release" in 
section 101(22) of CERCLA, as amended, and 
should not be considered in HRS scoring. 

Evaluate sites containing radioactive sub
stances using· the instructions specified in 
sections 2 through 6, supplemented by the in
structions in this section. Those factors de
noted with a "yes" in table 7-1 are evaluated 
differently for sites containing radioactive 
substances than for sites containing· only 
nonradioactive hazardous substances, while 
those denoted with a "no" are not evaluated 
differently and are not addressed in this sec
tion. 
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In g·eneral, sites containing· mixed radio
active and other hazardous substances in
volve more evaluation than sites containing 
only radionuclides. For sites containing 
mixed radioactive and other hazardous sub
stances, HRS factors are evaluated based on 
considerations of both the radioactive sub
stances and the other hazardous substances 
in order to derive a sing·le set of factor val
ues for each factor category in each of the 
four pathways. Thus, the HRS score for these 
sites reflects the combined potential hazards 
posed by both the radioactive and other haz
ardous substances. 

Section 7 is organized by factor category, 
similar to sections 3 throug·h 6. Pathway-spe
cific differences in evaluation criteria are 
specified under each factor category, as ap
propriate. These differences apply largely to 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway and to sites containing· mixed radio
active and other hazardous substances. All 
evaluation criteria specified in sections 2 
through 6 must be met, except where modi
fied in section 7. 

7 .1 Likelihood of release/likelihood of expo
sure. Evaluate likelihood of release for the 
three migration pathways and likelihood of 
exposure for the soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion pathway as specified in sections 2 
through 6, except: establish an observed re
lease, observed contamination, and/or ob
served exposure as specified in section 7.1.1. 
When an observed release or exposure cannot 
be established for a migration pathway or 
the subsurface intrusion component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way, evaluate potential to release as speci
fied in section 7.1.2. When observed contami
nation cannot be established, do not evalu
ate the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway. 

7 .1.1 Observed release/observed contamina
tion/observed exposure. For radioactive sub
stances, establish an observed release for 
each mig·ration pathway by demonstrating· 
that the site has released a radioactive sub
stance to the pathway (or watershed or aqui
fer, as appropriate); establish observed con
tamination or observed exposure for the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway 
as indicated below. Base these demonstra
tions on one or more of the following, asap
propriate to the pathway being- evaluated: 

• Direct observation: 
-For each migration pathway, a material 

that contains one or more radionuclides 
has been seen entering the atmosphere, 
surface water, or ground water, as appro
priate, or is known to have entered ground 
water or surface water through direct dep
osition, or 

-For the surface water migration pathway, 
a source area containing- radioactive sub
stances has been flooded at a time that ra
dioactive substances were present and one 

or more radioactive substances were in 
contact with the flood waters. 

-For the subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, a material that contains one or 
more radionuclides has been observed en
tering a regularly occupied structure via 
the subsurface or is known to have entered 
a regularly occupied structure via the sub
surface. Also, when evidence supports the 
inference of subsurface intrusion of a ma
terial that contains one or more radio
nuclides by the site into a regularly occu
pied structure, demonstrated adverse ef
fects associated with that release may also 
be used to establish observed exposure by 
direct observation. 
• Analysis of radionuclide concentrations 

in samples appropriate to the pathway (that 
is, ground water, soil, air, indoor air, soil 
gas, surface water, benthic, or sediment sam
ples): 
-For radionuclides that occur naturally and 

for radionuclides that are ubiquitous in the 
environment: 
■ Measured concentration (in units of ac

tivity, for example, pOi per kilogram 
[pOi/kg·], pOi per liter [pOi/L], pOi per 
cubic meter [p0i/m3]) of a given radio
nuclide in the sample are at a level that: 

o Equals or exceeds a value 2 standard de
viations above the mean site-specific 
background concentration for that radio
nuclide in that type of sample, or 

o Exceeds the upper-limit value of the 
range of regional background concentra
tion values for that specific radionuclide 
in that type of sample. 

■ Some portion of the increase must be at
tributable to the site to establish the ob
served release (or observed contamina
tion or observed exposure), and 

■ For the soil exposure component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway only, the radionuclide must also 
be present at the surface or covered by 2 
feet or less of cover material (for exam
ple, soil) to establish observed contami
nation. 

-For man-made radionuclides without ubiq
uitous background concentrations in the 
environment: 
■ Measured concentration (in units of ac

tivity) of a given radionuclide in a sam
ple equals or exceeds the sample quan
titation limit for that specific radio
nuclide in that type of media and is at
tributable to the site. 

■ However, if the radionuclide concentra
tion equals or exceeds its sample quan
titation limit, but its release can also be 
attributed to one or more neighboring· 
sites, then the measured concentration 
of that radionuclide must also equal or 
exceed a value either 2 standard devi
ations above the mean concentration of 
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that radionuclide contributecl by those 
neig·hborlng sites or 3 times Its back
ground concentration, whichever is 
lower. 

■ If the sample quantltation limit cannot 
be established: 

) If the sample analysis was performed 
under the EPA Contract Laboratory Pro
gram, use the EPA contract-required 
quantitation limit (CRQL) in place of the 
sample quantitation limit in establishing 
an observed release (or observed con
tamination or observed exposure). 

) If the sample analysis is not performed 
under the EPA Contract Laboratory Pro
gram, use the detection limit In place of 
the sample quantitation limit. 

■ For the soil exposure component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway only, the radionuclide must also 
be present at the surface or covered by 2 
feet or less of cover material (for exam
ple, soil) to establish observed contami
nation. 

• Gamma radiation measurements (applies 
only to observed contamination or observed 
exposure in the soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion pathway): 
-The gamma radiation exposure rate, as 

measured in microroentgens per hour (µR/ 
hr) using a survey instrument held 1 meter 
above the ground surface or floor or walls 
of a structure (or 1 meter away from an 
aboveground source for the soil exposure 
component), equals or exceeds 2 times the 
site-specific background g·amma radiation 
exposure rate. 

-S01110 portion of the increase must be at
tributable to the site to establish observed 
contamination or observed exposure. The 
gamma-emitting radionuclides do not have 
to be within 2 feet of the surface of the 
source. 
For the three migration pathways and for 

the subsurface intrusion component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way, if an observed release or observed expo
sure can be established for the pathway (or 
component, threat, aquifer, or watershed, as 
appropriate), assig·n the pathway (or compo
nent, threat, aquifer, or watershed) an ob
served release or observed exposure factor 
value of 550 and proceed to section 7.2. If an 
observed release or observed exposure cannot 
be established, assign an observed release or 
observed exposure factor value of 0 and pro
ceed to section 7.1.2. 

For the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
if observed contamination can be estab
lished, assign the likelihood of exposure fac
tor for resident population a value of 550 If 
there is an area of observed contamination 
in one or more locations listed In section 
5,1.1; evaluate the likelihood of exposure fac
tor for nearby population as specified in sec
tion 5.1.2.1; and proceed to section 7.2. If ob-

served contamination cannot be established, 
do not evaluate the soil exposure component 
of the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, evaluate ob
served release (or component, observed con
tamination or observed exposure) separately 
for radionuclldes as described In this section 
and for other hazardous substances as de
scribed In sections 2 through 6. 

For the three mig·ration pathways and the 
subsurface Intrusion component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
If an observed release or observed exposure 
can be established based on either radlo
nuclides or other hazardous substances, or 
both, assig·n the pathway (or threat, aquifer, 
or watershed) an observed release or ob
served exposure factor value of 550 and pro
ceed to section 7 .2. If an observed release or 
observed exposure cannot be established 
based on either radlonuclldes or other haz
ardous substances, assign an observed re
lease or observed exposure factor value of 0 
and proceed to section 7 .1.2. 

For the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
If observed contamination can be established 
based on either radlonuclldes or other haz
ardous substances, or both, assign the likeli
hood of exposure factor for resident popu
lation a value of 550 if there is an area of ob
served contamination in one or more loca
tions listed in section 5.1.1; evaluate the 
likelihood of exposure factor for nearby pop
ulation as specified in section 5.1.2.1; and 
proceed to section 7 .2. If observed contami
nation cannot be established based on either 
radlonuclides or other hazardous substances, 
do not evaluate the soil exposure component 
of the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway. 

7 .1.2 Potential to release/potential for ex
posure. For the three migration pathways 
and the subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, evaluate potential to release or po
tential for exposure for sites containing· 
radionuclides in the same manner as speci
fied for sites containing other hazardous sub
stances. Base the evaluation on the physical 
and chemical properties of the radionuclides, 
not on their level of radioactivity, For the 
subsurface intrusion component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
if the potential for exposure is based on the 
presence of gamma emitting· radioactive sub
stances, assign a potential for exposure fac
tor value of 500 only if the contamination is 
found within 2 feet beneath a regularly occu
pied structure, otherwise asslg·n a potential 
for exposure factor value of 0. 

For sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, evaluate poten
tial to release or potential for exposure con
sidering radionuclides and othel' hazardous 
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substances tog·ether. Evaluate potential to 
release for each migration pathway and the 
potential for exposure for the subsurface in
trusion component of the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway as specified in 
sections 3 through 6, as appropriate. 

7.2 Waste characteristics. For radioactive 
substances, evaluate the human toxicity fac
tor, the ecosystem toxicity factor, the sur
face water persistence factor, and the haz
ardous waste quantity factor as specified in 
the following sections. Evaluate all other 
waste characteristic factors as specified in 
sections 2 through 6. 

7.2.1 Human Toxicity. For radioactive 
substances, evaluate the human toxicity fac
tor as specified below, not as specified in sec
tion 2.4.1.1. 

Assign human toxicity factor values to 
those radionuclides available to the pathway 
based on quantitative dose-response param
eters for cancer risks as follows: 

• Evaluate radionuclides only on the basis 
of carcinogenicity and assign all radio
nuclides to weight-of-evidence category A, or 
weight-of-evidence category "Carcinog·enic 
to Humans". 

• Assign a human toxicity factor value 
from Table 7-2 to each radionuclide based on 
its slope factor (also referred to as a cancer 
potency factor). 
-For each radionuclide, use the higher of 

the slope factors for inhalation and inges
tion to assign the factor value. 

-If only one slope factor is available for the 
radionuclide use it to assign the toxicity 
factor value. 

-If no slope factor is available for the radio
nuclide, assign that radionuclide a toxicity 
factor value of 0 and use other radio
nuclides for which a slope factor is avail
able to evaluate the pathway, 
• If all radionuclides available to a par

ticular pathway are assigned a human tox
icity factor value of 0 (that is, no slope fac
tor is available for all the radionuclides), use 
a default human toxicity factor value of 1,000 
as the human toxicity factor value for all 
radionuclides available to the pathway. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
ether hazardous substances, evaluate the 
toxicity factor separately for the radioactive 
and other hazardous substances and assign 
each a separate toxicity factor value. This 
applies reg-ai'dless of whether the radioactive 
and other hazardous substances are phys
ically separated, combined chemically, or 
simply mixed together. Assign toxicity fac
tor values to the radionuclides as specified 
above and to the other hazardous substances 
as specified in section 2.4.1.1. 

At sites containing· mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, if all radio
nuclides available to a particular pathway 
are assigned a human toxicity factor value of 
0, use a default human toxicity factor value 

of 1,000 for all those radionuclides even if 
nonradioactive hazardous substances avail
able to the pathway are assig•ned human tox
icity factor values greater than 0. Similarly, 
if all nonradioactive hazardous substances 
available to the pathway are assig·ned a 
human toxicity factor value of 0, use a de
fault human toxicity factor value of 100 for 
all these nonradioactive hazardous sub
stances even if radionuclides available to the 
pathway are assigned human toxicity factor 
values gTeater than 0. 

7.2.2 Ecosystem toxicity. For the surface 
water environmental threat (see sections 
4.1.4 and 4.2.4). assign an ecosystem toxicity 
factor value to radionuclides (alone or com
bined chemically or mixed with other haz
ardous substances) using· the same slope fac
tors and procedures specified for the human 
toxicity factor in section 7 .2.1, except: use a 
default of 100, not 1,000, if all radionuclides 
eligible to be evaluated for ecosystem tox
icity receive an ecosystem toxicity factor 
value of 0. 

TABLE 7-2-TOXICITY FACTOR VALUES FOR 
RADIONUCLIDES 

Cancer slope factor• (SF) (pCl)- 1 Assigned 
value 

3 x 10- 11:;;sF ....................................................... . 10,000 
3 X 10-12:;;SF<3 X 10-11 .................................... .. 1,000 

SF<3 x 10- 12 .................. .. 100 
SF not available for the radionuclide .................. .. 0 

a Radionuclide slope factors are estimates of age~averaged, 
individual lifetime total excess cancer rtsk per picocurie of 
radionuclide inhaled or Ingested. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, evaluate the 
ecosystem toxicity factor separately for the 
radioactive and other hazardous substances 
and assign each a separate ecosystem tox
icity factor value. This applies reg·ardless of 
whether the radioactive and other hazardous 
substances are physically sepa1·ated, com
bined chemically, or simply mixed tog·ether. 
Assign ecosystem toxicity factor values to 
the radionuclides as specified above and to 
the other hazardous substances as specified 
in sections 4.1.4.2.1.1 and 4.2.4.2.1.1. If all 
radionuclides available to a particular path
way are assigned an ecosystem toxicity fac
tor value of 0, use a default ecosystem tox
icity factor value of 100 for all these radio
nuclides even if nom·adioactive hazardous 
substances available to the pathway are as
signed ecosystem toxicity factor values 
greater than 0. Similarly, if all nonradio
active hazardous substances available to the 
pathway are assigned an ecosystem toxicity 
factor value of 0, use a default ecosystem 
toxicity factor value of 100 for all these non
radioactive hazardous substances even if 
radionuclides available to the pathway are 
assigned ecosystem toxicity factor values 
greater than 0. 
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7 .2.3 Persistence/Degradation. In deter
mining the surface water persistence factor 
for radlonuclldes, evaluate this factor based 
solely on half-life; do not include sorption to 
sediments in the evaluation as Is done for 

nonradioactive hazardous substances. Assign 
a persistence factor value ii·om Table 4-10 
(section 4,1,2.2.1.2) to each radionuclide based 
on half-life (t 112) calculated as follows: 

Where: 
r = Radioactive half-life. 
V = Volatilization half-life. 

If the volatilization half-life cannot be es
timated for a radionuclide from available 
data, delete It ii•om the equation. Select the 
portion of Table 4-10 to use in assigning the 
perelstence factor value as specified in sec
tion 4.1.2,2.1.2, 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, evaluate the 
persistence factor separately for each radio
nuclide and for each nonradioactive haz
ardous substance, even if the available data 

indicate that they are combined chemically. 
Assign a persistence factor value to each 
radionucllde as speclf!ed in this section and 
to each nonradioactive hazardous substance 
as specified in section 4.1,2,2.1.2, When com
bined chemically, assign a single persistence 
factor value based on the higher of the two 
values assigned (individually) to the radio• 
active and nonradioactive components. 

In determining the subsurface lntl'Uslon 
degradation factor for radionuclides, when 
evaluating this factor based solely on half
life, assign a degradation faotor value from 
section 6,2.1.2.1.2 to each radionuclide based 
on half-life (t111) calculated as follows: 

t112 = __ !_ 

l 
r 

Where: 
r = Radioactive half-life. 

If no radioactive half-life Information ls 
available for a radionuollde and the sub
stance is not already assigned a value of 1, 
unless information indicates otherwise, as
sign a value of 1. 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, evaluate the 
degradation factor separately for each radio
nuclide and for ea.oh nonradioactive haz
ardous substance, even if the available data. 
Indicate that they are combined chemically, 
Assign a degradation factor value to each 
radlonucllde as apeclflecl in this section and 
to each nonradioactive hazardous substance 
as specified In section 6,2,1.2.1,2. If no radio
active half-life information is available for a 
radlonuollde and the substance ls not al
ready assigned a value of 1, unless info1•ma
tlon indicates otherwise, assign a value of 1. 
Similarly, If no half-life Information Is avail
able for a nonradioactive substance, and the 
substance is not already assigned a value of 
1, unless information indicates otherwise, as
sign a value of 1. When combined chemically, 
assign a single persistence or degradation 
factor value based on the higher of the two 

values assigned (Individually) to the radio
active and nonradioactive components. 

7.2.4 Selection of substance potentially pos
ing greatest hazard. For the subsurface Intru
sion component of the soil exposure and sub
surface intrusion pathway and each migra
tion pathway (or threat, aquifer, or water
shed, as appropriate), select the radioactive 
substance or nonradioactive hazardous sub
stance that potentially poses the greatest 
hazard based on its toxicity factor value, 
combined with the applicable moblllty, per
sistence, degradation and/or bioaccumula
tion (or ecosystem bioaocumulation) poten
tial facto1· values. Combine these factor val
ues as specified in sections 2 through 6. For 
the soil exposure component of the soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion pathway, base 
the selection on the toxicity factor alone 
(see sections 2 and 5), 

7.2.5 Hazardous waste quantity. To cal
culate the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value for sites containing radioactive sub
stances, evaluate source hazardous waste 
quantity (aee section 2.4.2.1) using only the 
following two measures in the following hi
erarchy (these measures are oonsiatent with 
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Tiers A and B for nonradioactive hazardous 
substances in sections 2.4.2.1.1 and 2.4.2.1.2): 

• Radionuclide constituent quantity (Tier 
A). 

• Radionuclide wastestream quantity (Tier 
B). 

7 .2.5.1 Source hazardous waste quantity for 
radionuolides. For each migration pathway, 
assign a source hazardous waste quantity 
value to each source having a containment 
factor value greater than O for the pathway 
being evaluated. For the soil exposure com
ponent of the soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion pathway, assign a source hazardous 
waste quantity value to each area of ob
served contamination, as applicable to the 
threat being evaluated. For the subsurface 
intrusion component, assign a source haz
ardous waste quantity value to each regu
larly occupied structure located within areas 
of observed exposure or areas of subsurface 

contamination. Allocate hazardous sub
stances and hazardous wastestreams to spe
cific sources ( or areas of observed contami
nation, areas of observed exposure or areas 
of subsurface contamination) as specified in 
sections 2.4.2 and 5.2.0. 

7 .2.5.1.1 Radionuclide constituent quantity 
(Tier A). Evaluate radionuclide constituent 
quantity for each source (or area of observed 
contamination or area of observed exposure) 
based on the activity content of the radio
nuclides allocated to the source (or area of 
observed contamination or area of observed 
exposure) as follows: 

• Estimate the net activity content (in cu
ries) for the source (or area of observed con
tamination or area of observed exposure) 
based on: 
-Manifests, or 
-Either of the following equations, as appli-

cable: 

n 

N 9.1x10-7 (V) L ACi 
i=l 

Where: 
N = Estimated net activity content (in cu

ries) for the source ( or area of observed 
contamination or area of observed expo
sure). 

V = Total volume of material (in cubic 
yards) in a source (or area of observed 
contamination or area of observed expo
sure) containing radionuclides. 

AO, = Activity concentration above the re
spective background concentration (in 
pOi/g) for each radionuclide i allocated to 
the source (or area of observed contami
nation or area of observed exposure). 

n = Number of radionuclides allocated to the 
source (or area of observed contamina
tion or area of observed exposure) above 
the respective background concentra
tions. 

or, 

n 

N 3.Sxlo-12 (V) LA Ci 
i=l 

Where: 
N = Estimated net activity content (in cu

ries) for the source (or area of observed 
contamination or area of observed expo
sure). 

V = Total volume of material (in gallons) in 
a source (or area of observed contamina
tion or area of observed exposure) con
taining radionuclides. 

AO1 = Activity concentration above the re
spective background concentration (in 
pOi/1) for each radionuclide i allocated to 
the source (or area of observed contami
nation or area of observed exposure). 

n = Number of radionuclides allocated to the 
source (or area of observed contamina
tion or area of observed exposure) above 
the respective background concentra
tions. 

-Estimate volume for the source (or volume 
for the area of observed contamination or 
area of observed exposure) based on records 
or measurements. 

-For the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way, in estimating the volume for areas of 
observed contamination, do not include 
more than the first 2 feet of depth, except: 
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for those types of areas of observed con
tamination listed in Tier C of Table 5-2 
(section 5.1.1.2.2), include the entire depth, 
not just that within 2 feet of the surface. 

-For the subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, in estimating the volume for 
areas of observed exposure, only use the 
volume of air in the regularly occupied 
structures where observed exposure has 
been dcoumented. 
• Convert from curies of radionuclides to 

equivalent pounds cf nonradioactive haz
ardous substances by multiplying· the activ
ity estimate for the source (or area of ob
served contamination er area cf observed ex
posure) by 1,000. 

• Assign this resulting product as the 
radionuclide constituent quantity value for 
the source (or area of observed contamina
tion or area of observed exposure). 

If the radionuclide constituent quantity 
for the souroe (or area of observed contami
nation or area of observed exposure) is ade
quately determined (that is, the total activ
ity of all radionuclldes in the source and re
leases from the source [or in the area of ob
served contamination or area of observed ex
posure] is known or is estimated with rea
sonable confidence), de not evaluate the 
radionuclide wastestream quantity measure 
in section 7 .2.5.1,2. Instead, assign radio
nuclide wastestream quantity a value of 0 
and proceed to section 7 .2.5.1.3. If the radio
nuclide constituent quantity is not ade
quately determined, assign the source (or 
area of observed ocntamination or area of 
observed exposure) a value for radionuclide 
constituent quantity based on the available 
data and proceed to section 7.2.5.1.2. 

7.2.5.1.2 Radionuclide wastestream quan
tity (Tier B), Evaluate radionuclide 
wastestream quantity for the source (or area 
of observed contamination, area of observed 
exposure, or area of subsurface contamina
tion) based on the activity content of radio
nuclide wastestreams allocated to the source 
(or area of observed contamination, area of 
observed exposure, or area of subsurface con
tamination) as follows: 

• Estimate the total volume (in cubic 
yards or in g·allons) of wastestreams con
taining· radionuolides allocated to the source 
(or area of observed contamination, area of 
observed exposure, or area of subsurface con
tamination), 

• Divide the volume in cubic yards by 0.65 
(or the volume in g·allons by 110) to convert 
to the activity content expressed in terms of 
equivalent pounds of nonradioactive haz
ardous substances. 

• Assign the resulting value as the radio
nuclide wastestream quantity value for the 
source (or area of observed contamination, 
area of observed exposure, or area of sub
surface contamination), 

• For the subsurface intrusion component 
of the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, estimate the total wastestream 
volume for all regularly occupied structures 
that have a containment value >0 and that 
are located within areas of observed exposure 
with observed or inferred intrusion, and 
within areas of subsurface contamination, 
Calculate the volume of each regularly occu
pied structure based on actual data. If un
known, use a ceiling· heig·ht of 8 feet. 

7.2.6.1.3 Calculation of source hazardous 
waste quantity value for radionuclides, Se
lect the higher of the values assigned to the 
source (or area of observed contamination, 
area of observed exposure, and/or area of sub
surface contamination) for radionuclide con
stituent quantity and radionuclide 
wastestream quantity. Assign this value as 
the source hazardous waste quantity value 
for the source (or area of observed contami
nation, area of observed exposure, or area of 
subsurface contamination). Do not round to 
the nearest integ·er. 

7.2.5.2 Calculation of hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for radionuclides. Sum 
the source hazardous waste quantity values 
assigned to all sources (or areas of observed 
contamination, areas of observed exposure, 
or areas of subsurface contamination) for the 
pathway being· evaluated and round this sum 
to the nearest integer, except: if the sum is 
greater than 0, but less than 1, round it to 1. 
Based on this value, select a hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for this pathway from 
Table 2-6 (section 2.4.2.2). 

For a migration pathway, if the radio
nuclide constituent quantity is adequately 
determined (see section 7.2.5.1.1) for all 
sources ( er all portions of sources and re
leases remaining· after a removal action), as
sign the value from Table 2-6 as the haz
ardous waste quantity factor value for the 
pathway. If the radionuclide constituent 
quantity is not adequately determined for 
one or more sources (or one or more portions 
of sources or releases remaining after a re
moval action), assign a factor value as fol
lows: 

• If any target for that migration pathway 
is subject to Level I or Level II concentra
tions (see section 7.3), assign either the value 
from Table 2-6 or a value of 100, whichever is 
greater, as the hazardous waste quantity fac
tor value for that pathway, 

• If none cf the targets for that pathway is 
subject to Level I or Level II concentrations, 
assign a factor value as follows: 
-If there has been no removal action, assign 

either the value from Table 2-6 or a value 
of 10, whichever is g·reater, as the haz
ardous waste quantity factor value for that 
pathway. 

-If there has been a removal action: 
■ Determine values from Table 2-6 with 

and without consideration of the removal 
action. 
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■ If the value that would be assig·ned from 
Table 2-6 without consideration of the 
removal action would be 100 or greater, 
assig·n either the value from Table 2-6 
with consideration of the removal aotion 
or a value of 100, whichever is greater, as 
the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value fer the pathway. 

■ If the value that would be assig·ned from 
Table 2-6 without consideration of the 
removal action would be less than 100, 
assign a value of 10 as the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value· for the path
way. 

For the soil exposure component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion pathway, 
if the radionuclide constituent quantity is 
adequately determined for all areas of ob
served contamination, assign the value from 
Table 2-6 as the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value. If the radionuclide constituent 
quantity is not adequately determined for 
one or more areas of observed contamina
tion, assign either the value from Table 2-6 
or a value of 10, whichever is greater, as the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value. 

For the subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway, if the radionuclide constituent 
quantity is adequately determined for all 
areas of observed exposure, assign the value 
from Table 2-6 as the hazardous waste quan
tity factor value. If the radionuclide con
stituent quantity is not adequately deter
mined for one or more areas of observed ex
posure, assign either the value from Table 2-
6 or a value of 10, whichever is greater, as the 
hazardous waste quantity factor value. 

7.2.5.3 Calculation of hazardous waste 
quantity factor value for sites containing 
mixed radioactive and other hazardous sub
stances. For each source (or area of observed 
contamination, area of observed exposure, or 
area of subsurface contamination) con
taining mixed radioactive and other haz
ardous substances, calculate two source haz
ardous waste quantity values-one based on 
radionuclides as specified in sections 7.2.5.1 
throug·h 7.2.5.1.3 and the other based on the 
nonradioactive hazardous substances as spec
ified in sections 2.4.2.1 throug·h 2.4.2.1.5, and 
sections 5.1.1.2.2, 5.1.2.2.2 and 5.2.1.2.2 (that is, 
determine each value as if the other type of 
substance was not present). Sum the two val
ues to determine a combined source haz
ardous waste quantity value for the source 
(or area of observed contamination, area of 
observed exposure, or area of subsurface con
tamination). Do not round this value to the 
nearest integer. 

Use this combined source hazardous waste 
quantity value to calculate the hazardous 
waste quantity factor value for the pathway 
as specified in section 2.4.2.2, except: if either 
the hazardous constituent quantity or the 
radionuclide constituent quantity, or both, 
are not adequately determined for one or 

more sources (or one or more portions of 
sources or releases remaining after a re
moval action) or for one or more areas of ob
served contamination or areas of observed 
exposure, as applicable, assign the value 
from Table 2-6 or the default value applica
ble for the pathway, whichever is greater, as 
the hazardous waste quantity factor value 
for the pathway. 

7.3 Targets. For radioactive substances, 
evaluate the targets factor category as speci
fied in section 2.5 and sections 3 through 6, 
except: Establish Level I and Level II con
centrations at sampling locations as speci
fied in sections 7 .3.1 and 7 .3.2 and establish 
weighting factors for populations associated 
with an area of subsurface contamination in 
the subsurface intrusion component of the 
soil exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way as specified in section 7 .3.3. 

For all pathways (components and 
threats), use the same target distance limits 
for sites containing radioactive substances 
as is specified in sections 3 throug·h 6 for 
sites containing nonradioactive hazardous 
substances. At sites containing mixed radio
active and other hazardous substances, in
clude all sources (or areas of observed con
tamination, areas of observed exposure, or 
areas of subsurface contamination) at the 
site in identifying· the applicable targets for 
the pathway. 

7.3.1 Level of contamination at a sampling 
location. Determine whether Level I or Level 
II concentrations apply at a sampling loca
tion (and thus to the associated targets) as 
follows: 

• Select the benchmarks from section 7.3.2 
applicable to the pathway (or component or 
threat) being evaluated. 

• Compare the concentrations of radio
nuclides in the sample (or comparable sam
ples) to their benchmark concentrations for 
the pathway (or component or threat) as 
specified in section 7.3.2. Treat comparable 
samples as specified in section 2.5.1. 

• Determine which level applies based on 
this comparison. 

• If none of the radionuclides eligible to be 
evaluated for the sampling location have an 
applicable benchmark, assign Level II to the 
actual contamination at that sampling loca
tion for the pathway (or component or 
threat). 

• In making the comparison, consider only 
those samples, and only those radionuclides 
in the sample, that meet the criteria for an 
observed release (or observed contamination 
or observed exposure) for the pathway, ex
cept: Tissue samples from aquatic human 
food chain organisms may also be used for 
the human food chain threat of the surface 
water pathway as specified in sections 4.1.3.3 
and 4.2.3.3. 

7.3.2 Comparison to benchmarks. Use the 
following· media specific benchmarks (ex
pressed in activity units, for example,pCi/1 
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for water, pCi/kg for soil and for aquatic 
human food chain org·anisms, and pCi/m3 for 
air) for making the comparisons for the indi
cated pathway (or threat): 

• Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs)-
ground water migration pathway and drink
ing water threat in surface water migration 
pathway. 

• Uranium Mill Tailing·s Radiation Control 
Act (UMTRCA) standards--soil exposure 
component of the soil exposure and sub
surface intrusion pathway only. 

• Screening concentration for cancer cor
responding to that concentration that cor
responds to the 10-6 individual cancer risk 
for inhalation exposures (air migration path
way and subsurface intrusion component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway) or for oral exposures (ground water 
migration pathway; drinking· water or 
human food chain threats in surface water 
migration pathway; and soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway). 
-For the soil exposure component of the soil 

exposure and subsurface intrusion path
way, include two screening concentrations 
for cancer-one for ingestion of surface 
materials and one for external radiation 
exposures from gamma-emitting radio
nuolides in surface materials. 
Select the benchmark(s) applicable to the 

pathway (component or threat) being evalu
ated. Compare the concentration of each 
radionuclide from the sampling location to 
its benchmark ooncentration(s) for that 
pathway (component or threat). Use only 
those samples and only those radionuclides 
in the sample that meet the criteria for an 
observed release ( or observed contamination 
or observed exposure) for the pathway, ex
cept: Tissue samples from aquatic human 
food chain organisms may be used as speci
fied in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3,3, If the con
centration of any applicable radionuclide 
from any sample equals or exceeds its bench
mark concentration, consider the sampling 
location to be subject to Level I concentra
tions for that pathway (component or 
threat). If more than one benchmark applies 
to the radionuclide, assign Level I if the 
radionuclide concentration equals or exceeds 
the lowest applicable benchmark concentra
tion. In addition, for the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway, assign Level I 
concentrations at the sampling location if 
measured gamma radiation exposure rates 
equal or exceed 2 times the background level 
(see section 7.1.1). 

If no radionuclide individually equals or 
exceeds its benchmark concentration, but 
more than one radionuclide either meets the 
criteria for an observed release (or observed 
contamination or observed exposure) for the 
sample or is eligible to be evaluated for a tis
sue sample (see sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3,3), 
calculate a value for index I for these radio
nuclides as specified in section 2.5.2. If I 

equals or exceeds 1, assign Level I to the 
sampling location. If I is less than 1, assign 
Level IL 

At sites containing mixed radioactive and 
other hazardous substances, establish the 
level of contamination for each sampling lo
cation considering radioactive substances 
and nonradioactive hazardous substances 
separately, Compare the concentration of 
each radionuclide and each nonradioactive 
hazardous substance from the sampling loca
tion to its respective benchmark oonoentra
tion(s), Use only those samples and only 
those substances in the sample that meet the 
criteria for an observed release (or observed 
contamination or observed exposure) for the 
pathway except: Tissue samples from aquatic 
human food chain organisms may be used as 
specified in sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.3.3, If the 
concentration of one or more applicable 
radionuclides or other hazardous substances 
from any sample equals or exceeds its bench
mark concentration, consider the sampling 
location to be subject to Level I concentra
tions. If more than one benchmark applies to 
a radionuclide or other hazardous substance, 
assign Level I if the concentration of the 
radionuclide or other hazardous substance 
equals or exceeds its lowest applicable 
benchmark concentration. 

If no radionuclide or other hazardous sub
stance individually exceed a benchmark con
centration, but more than one radionuclide 
or other hazardous substance either meets 
the ori teria for an observed release ( or ob
served contamination or observed exposure) 
for the sample or is eligible to be evaluated 
for a tissue sample, calculate an index I for 
both types of substances as specified in sec
tion 2.5.2. Sum the index I values for the two 
types of substances. If the value, individ
ually or combined, equals or exceeds 1, as
sign Level I to the sample location. If it is 
less than 1, calculate an index J for the non
radioactive hazardous substances as speci
fied in section 2.5.2. If J equals or exceeds 1, 
assign Level I to the sampling location. If J 
is less than 1, assign Level IL 

7.3.3 Weighting of targ·ets within an area 
of subsurface contamination. For the sub
surface intrusion component of the soil expo
sure and subsurface intrusion pathway, as
sign a weig·hting factor as specified in sec
tion 5,2.1.3.2,3 except when a structure in an 
area of subsurface contamination is delin
eated or inferred to be delineated by gamma 
radiation exposure rates meeting observed 
release criteria with a depth to contamina
tion of 2 feet or less, For those populations 
residing·, working, or attending school or clay 
care in a structure delineated or inferred to 
be delineated by g·amma radiation exposure 
rates meeting observed release criteria with 
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a depth to contamination of 2 feet or less, as
sign a weig·hting faotor of 0.9. 

[55 FR 51583, Dec. 14, 1990, as amended at 82 
FR 2779, Jan. 9, 2017; 83 FR 38037, Aug. 3, 2018] 

APPENDIX B TO PART 300-NATIONAL PRIORITIES LIST 

TABLE 1-GENERAL SUPERFUND SECTION 

Slate Site name City/County Noles(a) 

AK ........................ Salt Chuck Mine •....•.••.••..•.....................................•....•••..•.••.. Outer Ketchikan County. 
AL .......•..•..•.•..•..... Alabama Plating Company, Inc. ........•.••................................ Vincent. 
AL .......................• American Brass ..................................................................... Headland. 
AL ........................ Ciba-Geigy Corp. (McIntosh Plant) ....................................... McIntosh. 
AL ........................ Interstate Lead Co. (ILCO) .................................................... Leeds. 
AL ........................ Olin Corp. (McIntosh Plant) ................................................... McIntosh. 
AL ........................ Stauffer Chemical Co. (Cold Creek Plant) ............................ Bucks. 
AL ........................ Stauffer Chemical Co. (LeMoyne Plant) ................................ Axis. 
AL ........................ T.H. Agriculture & Nutrition (Montgomery) ............................ Montgomery. 
AL ........................ Triana/Tennessee River ........................................................ Limestone/Morgan. 
AR ....................... Arkwood, Inc .......................................................................... Omaha. 
AR ....................... Cedar Chemical Corporation ................................................. West Helena .......................... S 
AR ....................... MacMillan Ring Free OIi ........................................................ Norphlet. 
AR ....................... Mid-South Wood Products ..................................................... Mena. 
AR ....................... Midland Products ................................................................... Ola/Blrta. 
AR ....................... Mountain Pine Pressure Treating, Inc ................................... Plainview. 
AR ....................... Ouachita Nevada Wood Treater ............................................ Reader .. 
AR ....................... Poplle, Inc .............................................................................. El Dorado. 
AR ....................... Vertac, Inc. ............................................................................. Jacksonville. 
AZ ........................ Apache Powder Co. ............................................................... SI. David. 
AZ ........................ Hassayampa Landfill ............................................................. Hassayampa. 
AZ ........................ Indian Bend Wash Area ........................................................ Scottsdale/Tempe/Phoenix .... P 
AZ ........................ Iron King Mine-Humboldt Smeller ....................................... Dewey-Humboldt. 
AZ ........................ Litchfield Airport Area ............................................................ Goodyear/Avondale. 
AZ ........................ Motorola, Inc. (52nd Street Plant) ......................................... Phoenix. 
AZ ........................ Tucson International Airport Area .......................................... Tucson. 
CA ....................... Advanced Micro Devices, Inc ................................................ Sunnyvale. 
CA ....................... Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (Bldg. 915) ............................ Sunnyvale. 
CA ....................... Aerojet General Corp ............................................................. Rancho Cordova. 
CA ....................... Alark Hard Chrome ................................................................ Riverside. 
CA ....................... AMCO Chemical .................................................................... Oakland. 
CA ....................... Applied Materials ................................................................... Santa Clara. 
CA ....................... Argonaut Mine ....................................................................... Jackson. 
CA ....................... Atlas Asbestos Mine .............................................................. Fresno County. 
CA ....................... Beckman Instruments ............................................................ Porterville ............................... P 
CA ....................... Blue Ledge Mine .................................................................... Rogue River-Siskiyou Na-

tional Forest. 
CA ....................... Brown & Bryant, Inc (Arvin Plant) ......................................... Arvin. 
CA ....................... CTS Prlntex, Inc. ................................................................... Mountain View. 
CA ....................... Casmalla Resources .............................................................. Casmalla. 
CA ....................... Coast Wood Preserving ......................................................... Ukiah. 
CA ....................... Copper Bluff Mine .................................................................. Hoopa. 
CA ....................... Cooper Drum Company ......................................................... South Gate .. 
CA ....................... Crazy Horse Sanitary Landfill ................................................ Salinas. 
CA ....................... Del Amo ................................................................................. Los Angeles. 
CA ....................... Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. (Ml View) .............................. Mountain View. 
CA ....................... Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. (S San Jose) ........................ South San Jose. 
CA ....................... Fresno Municipal Sanitary Landfill ........................................ Fresno. 
CA ....................... Frontier Fertilizer .................................................................... Davis. 
CA ....................... Halaco Engineering Company ............................................... Oxnard. 
CA ....................... Hewlett-Packard (620--640 Page Mill Road) ......................... Palo Alto. 
CA ....................... Industrial Waste Processing .................................................. Fresno. 
CA ....................... Intel Corp. (Mountain View Plant) ......................................... Mountain View. 
CA ....................... Intel corp. (Santa Clara Ill) ................................................... Santa Clara. 
CA ....................... Intel Magnetics ....................................................................... Santa Clara. 
CA ....................... lntersil lnc./Slemens Components ......................................... Cupertino. 
CA ....................... Iron Mountain Mine ................................................................ Redding. 
CA ....................... J.H. Baxter & Co .................................................................... Weed. 
CA ....................... Jasco Chemical Corp ............................................................ Mountain View. 
CA ....................... Jervis B. Webb ...................................................................... South Gate. 
CA ....................... Klau/Buena Vista Mine .......................................................... San Luis Obispo County. 
CA ....................... Koppers Co., Inc. (Oroville Plant) .......................................... Oroville. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFA Part 300 

[FRL-3730·6) 

RIN 2050 A873 

Ha~ard Ranking System 
AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency, 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) Is adopting revisions to 
the Hazard Ranking System (HRS), the 
principal mechanism for placing sites on 
the National Pl'ioritics List (NPL). The 
revisions change the way EPA evaluates 
potential threats to human health and 
the environment from hazardous waste 
sites and make the HRS more accurate 
in assessing relative potential risk. 
These revisions comply with other 
statutory requirements In the Superfund 
Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
of 1986 (SARA). 
DATES: Effective date March 14, 1991. As 
discussed in Section Ill H of this 
preamble, comments are Invited on the 
addition of specific benchmarks in the 
air and soil exposure pathways until 
January 14, '1991, 
ADDRESSES: Documents related to this 
rulemaking are available at and 
comments on the specific benchmarks in 
the air and son exposure pathways may 
be mailed to the CERCLA.Docket Offioe, 
OS-245, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, wa,erside Mall, 401 M Street, 
SW, Washington, DC 20460, phone 202-
382-3046. Please send four copies of 
comments. The docket is available.for 
viewing by appointment only from 9:00 
am to 4:00 pm, Monday th1·ough Friday, 
excluding Federal holidays. The docket 
number is 105NCP-HRS. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Steve Caldwell or Agnes Ortiz, 
Hazardous Site Evaluation Division, 
Office of Emergency and Remedial 
Response, OS-230, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 401 M Street, SW, 
Washington, OC 20460, or the Superfund 
Hotline at B0D-424-03413 (ln the 
Washington, DC area, 202.,-382-3000), 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Table of Conlenls 
I. Background 
II. Overview or the Final Rule 
Ill. Discussion or Comments 

A. Slmpllflootlon 
B. HRS Stn1clure Issues 
C. Hnzardoue Waste Quan!lly 
D. Toxicity 
E. Radlonuclldes 
I?, Mouilll~•/Perslstenco 

G. Observed RP.lense 
l·I. Benchmarks 
I. Use Factors 
J. Sensitive Environments 
K. Use or Avuilnble Data 
L. Gi·ountl Wnter Migration Pathway 
M. Surface Water Migration Pathway 
N .. Soil EKposure Paihway 
O. Air'Migration Pathway 
P. Lorge Volume Wastes ' 
Q. Consideralion of Remov11I Actions 

(Current Versus Initial Conditions) 
R. Cutoff Score 

IV, Soclion-by-Secllon Analysis of tho Rule 
Changes 

V. Required Analyses 
A. Executive Order No.12291 
B. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 
C. Paperwork Reduction Act 
D. Federilllsm Implications 

I. Background 
In 1980, Congress ena,cted the 

Comprehensive Environmental· 
Response, Compensation, and Liability 
Act (CERCLA) (42 U.S.C. 9601 el seq.), 
commonly called the Superfund, in 
response to the dangers posed by 
uncontrolled releases of hazardous 
substances, contaminants, and 
pollutants, To implement section 
105(8)(A) of CERCLA and Executive 
Order 12316 (46 FR 42237, August 20, 
1981), the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) revised the National Oil 
and Hazardous Substances Pollution 
Contingency Plan (NCP), 40 CFR part 
300, on July 16, 1982 (47 FR 31180), with 
later revisions 'on September 16, 1985 (50 
FR 37624), November 20, 1985 (50 FR 
47912), and March 8, 1990 (55 PR 6666). 
The NCP sets forth guidelines and 
procedures for responding to releases or 
potential release of hazardous 
substances, pollutants, or contaminants. 

Section 105(8)(A) of CERCLA (now 
section 105(a}{BJ(A)J requires EPA to 
establish: · 

Criteria for delel'mining priorities among 
rolenses or threotened releases (of hazardous 
substances) throughout the United States for 
the purpose of toking remedial action and, to 
the extent practicable taking Into account the 
potential urgency of such action, for the 
purpose of laking removal action. Criteria 
nnd priorities • • • shall be based upon tho 
relative risk or danger to public health or 
.weltnrc or the environment • • • toking Into 
occounl to the exten.1 possible the population 
nt risk, the ha11ard potential of the hazardous 
su.btitances nl ouch. facilities, lhe potential for 
contaminallon or drfnklng waler supplies, the 
potential for direct human contact, [and) tho 
potential for destruction of sensitive 
ecoey~tems • • •, 

To meet this requirement and help set 
pl'lorltles, EPA adopted \he Hazard 
Ranking System (HRS) as appendix A to 
the NCP (47 PR 31180, July 16, 1982), The 
HRS is a scoring system used to assess 
the relative threat associated with 
actual or potential releases of hazardous 

substances at sites. The HRS is the 
-primary way of determining whether n 
site is to be included on the National 
Priorities List (NPL), the Agency's list of 
sites that are priorities for long-term 
evaluation and remedial response, and 

· Is a cruc.ial part ofthe Agency's program 
to address the identification of actual 
and potential releases. (Each State can 
nominate one site to th11 NPL as a Stale 
lop priority regardless of its HRS score; 
sites may also be added in response to a 
health advisory from the Agency for 
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
(sell NOP, 40 CFR 300.425(c)(3)).) Under , 
the original HRS, a score was · 
determined for a site by evaluating three 
migration pathways-ground water, 
surface water, and air. Direct contact 
and fire and explosfon threats were also 

. evaluated lo determine the need for 
emergency actions, bµt did not enter 
into the decision on whether to place a 
sile on the NPL. 

In 1986, Congress enacted the 
Supetfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) 
(Pub. L. 99-499), which added section 
105(c)(1) to CBRCLA, requiting EPA to 
amend the HRS lo assure "to the 
maximum extent feasible, that the 
hazard ranking system accurately 
assesses the relative degree of risk to 
human health and the environment 
posed by sites and facilities subject to 
review." Congress, in Its Conference 
Report on SARA, slated the substantive 
standard against which .HRS revisions 
could be assessed: 

Thia a!andard is lo be applied within the 
context of the purpose for the National 
Priorities Lisi; I.e., Identifying for the States 
and the public those fuCJilltles and sites whlr.:h 
appear to warrant remedial ncllona. • • • 
'l'his standard does not, however, require the 
Ha~ard Ranking System to be equivalent lo 
detailed risk assessmonts, quantitative 01· 
qualitative, such as might be perfo1med as 
part of remedial actions. The standard 
requires the Hazard Ranking System to rank 
sites as accurately as the Agency bellevos Is 

· feasible using information from preliminary 
asseasmenls ond site Inspections • • • 
Meeting this standard does not require long
tcnn moi:illoring or an accurate determination 
of the foll nature and extent of contamlnotJon 
al sites or lhe projected levels of exposure 
such as might be done during remedial 
investigations and feasibility studios, This 
provision Is Intended to ensure that the 
Hazard Ranking Ststem performs with a 
degree of accuracy appropriate lo Its role in 
expeditiously idcntlrylng candidates for 
response actions. [H.R. Rep. No. 962, 99th 
Cong., 2nd Sess, at 199-200 [1986)) 
Section 105(c)(2) further epecifles that, 
the HRS appropriately assess the human 
health risks associated with actual or 
potential contamination of surface 
waters used for recreation or dl'lnking 
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water and lhat this assessment should 
take Into account the potential migration 
of any hazardous substance through 
surface waler lo downstream sources or 
drinking water. 

SARA added two criteria for 
evaluating sites under section 
l05(a)(8J{A): Actual or potential 
contaminallon of the ambient air and 
threats through the human food chain. Jn 
addition, CERCLA section 118, added by 
SARA, tequires EPA lo give a high 
priority lo facilities where the release of 
hazardous substances has resulted In 
the closing of drinking water wells or 
has contaminated a principal drinking 
water supply. Finally, CERCLA section 
125, added by SARA, r~quirell revisions 
la the HRS to address facilities that 
contain substanllal volumes of wastes 
specified in seolion 3001(b)(3)(A)(I) of 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, 
commonly referred to as lhe Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRAJ. These wastes include fly ash 
wc1stes, bottom ash wastes, slag wastes, 
and 0ue gas emission control wastes 
generated primarily from the 
combustion of coal or other fossil fuels. 
Specifically, section 125 requires EPA to 
revise the HRS to assure the appropriate 
consideration of each of the fcillowing 
site-specirlc characteristics qf such 
facilities: . 

• The quantity, toxicily1 and 
concentrations of hazardous 
consllluents that ate present in such 
waste and a comparison with other 
wastes; 

• The extent of, and potential for, 
release of such hazardous constituents 
into the environment; and 

• The degree of risk to human heallh 
and the environment posed by sue~ 
conslilu'ents, 

EPA published an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) on April 
9, 1987 {52 FR 11513), announcing lls 
intention to revise the HRS and 
·reques\ing comments on a number of 
issues. After a comprehensive review at 
the original HRS, Including 
consideration of alternative models and 
Science Advisory Board review, EPA 
published a notice of proposed 
rulemaking (NPRM) for HRS revisions 
on December 23, 1988 (53 FR 51962), The 
NPRM contains a detailed preamble, 
which should be consulted for a mote 
extensive discussion of CERCLA, SARA, 
the HRS, and lhe proposed changes to 
the HRS, 

Today, EPA is publishing the revised 
HRS, which will supersede the HRS 
previously In effect as appendix A lo the 
NCP. CBRCLA section 105(c)(l} states 
that the revised HRS shall be applied lo 
any site newly listed on the NPL after its 
r.ffectlve date: as specified In sccllon 

105(c)(3), sites scored with the original 
HRS prim• to that effective date need not 
be reevaluated, 

The HRS is a scoring system based on 
factors grouped into three factor 
categories, The factor categor!es are 
multiplied and then normalized lo 100 
points to obtain a pathway score (e.g., 
the ground waler migration pathway 
sc.ore). The final HRS score is obtained 
by combining the pathway scores using 
a root-mean-square method. The 
proposed HRS revised every factor to 
som·e extent. A few factors were 
replaced, and se\•eral new factors were 
addep, The major proposed changes 
included: 

lt) Consideration of potential as well 
as actual releases lo air: 

(2) Addilion of mobility factors; 
(3) Addition or dilution and distance 

weightings for the waler migration 
pathways and modification of distance 
weighting in the air migration pathway; 

[4) Revisions ~o the toxicity factor; 
(5) Additions lo the list of covered 

sensitive environments; 
{6) Addillon of human food chain and 

recreation threats lo the surface water 
migration pathway; 

(7) Revision of the hazardous waste 
quantity factor to allow a tiered 
approach; 

{8) Addition of health-based 
benchmarks for evaluating population 
factors and ecological-based 
·benchmarks for evaluating sensitive 
cnvironmenta: 

(9) Addition of factors for evaluating 
the maximally exposed individual; and 

(10) Inclusion of a new oniiile 
eJ:lposure palhway. 

.EPA conducted a field tesl of the 
. proposed HRS to assess the feasibility 
of implemenling the proposed HRS 
factors, to determine resources required 
for specific tasks, to assess lhe 
ayailability of information needed ro, 
evaluation of sites, and to identify 
clifficullies wllh the use of the pr6posed 
revisions. To meet the objectives, site 
Inspections were performed al 29 sites 
nationwide. The sites were selected 
either because work was already 
planned al the site or because the sites 
had specific features EPA wanted lo lest 
using the proposed revisions lo the HRS, 
Tho major results of the field tesl were 
summarized on September 14, 1989 (54 
FR 37949), when the field test report was 
made available £or public review and 
comment. 

JI, Overview of the Final Rule 
The rule being promulgated today 

Incorporates substanlir:11 chanses lo 
revisions proposed in December 1988, 
EPA has changed the rule for three 
reasons; (1) To respond lo the general 

comment submitted by many 
commenlers that the £actor categories 
and pathways need lo be consistent 
with each other; (2) to respond lo 
specific recommendations made by 
comrnenters; and (3) to respond to 
problems identified during lhe field test 
and discussed in the field test report. 
Major changes affecting multiple 
pathway_s Include: 

• Multiplication of hazardous wosle 
quantity factor, toxicity, and other 
waste characteristics factors\ · 
, • Uncapping of population factors 
[I.e., no limit is placed on maximum 
value): 

• Revised criteria for establishing an 
observed release; 

• Capping of potential to release 01 a 
value less than observed release; 

• Revision of the toxicity evaluation 
lo select carcinogenic and non:cancer 
chronic values in preference lo acute 
toxicity value's: 

• Elimination of Level III 
concentrations and extension of 
weighting based on levels of exposure lo 
nearest individual (well/Intake: formerly 
maximally exposed in~ividual) factors: 

• Modification of the weights 
assigned to Level I and Level 11 
concentra lions; 

• Revisions to the benchmarks used 
and methods for determining 
exceedance of benchmarks; 

• Use of ranges to assign values for 
potentially exposed populations, 

• Inclusion of factors assessing 
exposur~s C/f the nearest individual in 
all pathways; 

• Revisions to distance and dilution 
weights in all pathways except ground 
water migration: 

• Replacement of the use factors with 
less heavily weighted resources factors: 

• Evaluation of wetlands based on 
size or surface water frontage; and 

•. Specific Instructions for the 
evaluation of radlonuc!ldes at 
radioactive waste sites and sites with 
radioacllve and other hazardous 
eubslances wastes. 

The major changes in the gl'Dund 
water migration pathway include: 

• Replacement of depth lo aquifer/ 
hydraulic conductivity and sorpUve 
capacity factors with travel lime and 
depth to aquifer factors; and 

• Revision of lhe mobility factor, 
including consideration of d)slribulioo 
coefficients, 

In the surface water migration 
pathways, the major changes lncludm 

• Elimination of the separate 
recreallonol use threat; 

• Addition of a ground water to 
surface Water component: 
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• Incorporallon of bioaccunmlallon 
inlo the waste characteristics factor 
category rather lhan the h1rgets.faclot 
category for lhe human food chain 
threat; 

• Revision to allow use of additional 
tissue samples ln establishing Level I 
concentrations for the human food chain 
threat; and 

• Addition of ecosystem . 
bioaccumulation potential factor for 
sensitive environments. 

The major changes.in U1e soil 
exposure pathway (formerly the onslte 
exposure pathway) include: 

• Elimination of separate 
consideration of the high risk 
popula tlon; 

• Inclusion of hazardous waste 
quimlity In the waste characteristics 
fnctor category; 

• Consideration of workers In \he 
resident threat's targets factor category; 
Qnd 

• Revisions lo scoring or terrestrial 
sensilive· environtnenrs. 

The major changes in the air
migration pathway include: 

• Separate evaluation of gas and: 
particulate polentiat to release;. and 

• Consideration of actual. 
contaminati'on ln evaluating sensiti:va 
environments. 

Figures 1 to· 4 show the differences 
between the· pathways· in the original 
HRS and in· the finnl rule. 
BILLING CODE 8580,50-M 
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Figure 1 

Ground Water Migration Pathway 

ORIGINAL HRS· 

Likelihood of Release X· Waste Characteristics X Targets 
' ' 

Observed Release Toxicity/Persistence Ground Water Use 
or Hazardous Waste Quantity Distance to Nearest Well/ 

• 
Route Characteristic~ ' · . . , Popul,ation Served 

Depth to Aquifer of ·. · · 
Concern 

Net Precipitation 
Permeability of 

Unsaturated Zone · 
Physical State 
Containment 

FINAL HRS 

I 1 ;l 

1.• • • Likelihood of Release X. Waste .Chara~teristics X Targets 

Observed Release Toxicity/Mobility · · Nearest•Well 
or Hazardous Waste Quan~ity 'Population 

Potential to Release Resources 
Containment Wellhead Protection Area 
Net Precipitation 
Depth to Aquifer 
Travel Time 
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Figure 3 

· Soil Exposure Pathway 1 

FINAL HRS 

Resident Population Threat 

Likelihood of Exposure X Waste Characteristics X Targets 

Observed Contamination Toxicity 
Hazardous Waste Quantity 

-. 
Resident Individual 
Resident Population 
Workers . 
Resources 
Terrestrial Sensitive 

Environments. 

+ 

Nearby Population Threat 

Likelihood of Exposure X Waste Characteristics X Targets 

Attractiveness/Accessibility Toxicity Population Within l Mile 
Area of Contamination Hazardous Waste Quantity Nearby Individual 

' I 
New 

I • 

pathway, 
' 
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Figure 4 
'' I 

Air Migration Pathway 
I • • 

ORIGINAL HRS 

Likelihood of Release X Waste Characteristics X Targets 

Observed Release Reactivity and Incompatibility 
Toxicity 
_Hazardo_us Waste·Quantity 

· Population Within 4-Mile 
_Radius· · 

Distance to Sensitive 
Environment 

. Land Use 

FINALHRS 

Likelihood of Release X Waste Characteristics X Targets . 

Observed Release Toxicity/Mobility Nearest Iridividual 
or Hazardous Waste Qu~tity · Population 

' . . 
Potential to Release · _ · Resource.s 

Sensitive Environments 
· Gas 

· Gas Containment . 
Gas Squrce Type 

\ I Gas Migration Potential 
Particulate 

Particulate Containment 
Particulate Source Type 
Particulate' Migratiora I, 

· Potential · · I •; ' •' 

' ' ' . •' r, 
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I • ' ' ' ' ' ' '1 'I I Io ' 
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Section Ill of this preamble 
summarizes and responds to mujur 
issues raised by comrnentcrs. These 
issues are orgiwized so that issues that 
affect multiple pathways are covered 
first, followed by discussions of 
individual pathway Issues, Section IV 
provides a seolion•by•seclion discussion 
of the final rule. All substantive changes 
not discussed In section 1U are Identified 
in section IV, Because the rule has been 
substantially rewritten to clarify the 
requirements, editorial changes are not 
generally noted. 

IU, Discussion of Comments 
About 100 groups and individuals 

submitted comments on the ANPRM and 
NPRM. Nineteen of these also submitted 
commenls on the field test report; two 
other groups submitted comments only 
on the field test report. The commenters 
included more than 20 Slate agencies, 
several Federal agencies, companies, 
trade associations, ln!,lian tribes, 
environmental groups, technical 
consultants, and individuals, This 
section summarizes and responds lo the 
major issues raised by commenters. A 
description of the comments and EPA's 
response to each issue raised in the 
comments are avail~ble in Respo11ses to 
Comments on Revisions to the Hozard 
Ranking System (HRSj in the EPA 
CERCLA docket (see ADDRESSES section 
above), 

A. Simplification 
In response to SARA, EPA proposed 

revisions to the H!lS so that, to the 
maximum extent feasible, it accurately 
assesses the relative risks posed by 
hazardous waste sites lo human health 
and the environment. Consequently, the 
proposed rule required more data than 
did the original HRS. 

A number of commenter/I stated that 
the data collection requirements of the 
proposed rule were excessive given its• 
purpose as a screening tool. These 
commenters expressed concel'll that the 
data requirements were loo extensive 
for a screl)ning process: specifically, that 
th11 data requirements would lengthen 
the lime needed to score sites with the 
HRS, increase the cost of ltstlng sites, 
and, ther11fore, limit the money available 
for remedial actions, Most 
commenters-even those who 
considered that the revisions increased 
the accuracy of the model-stated that 
the resources required to evaluate sites 
1.mder the proposed HRS were 
excessive,, 

One commenter suggested the ·,. 
proposed HRS would be so expensive to 
Implement that EPA would need·lo 
develop a new screening tool to 
determine whether a site should ·undergo 

an HRS evaluation. Another commenter 
euggested that because of the · 
complexity of the proposed revisions, 
preliminary scoring of a site during the 
site assessment process would be· 
impractical because sites would 
odvunce too fur in the site assossme11l 
process before they were determined 
not lo be NPL candidutes, Several 
commenlers stated that, with the 
additional requirements, the proposed 
HRS ls more of a quantitative risk• 
assessment tool than the screening tool 
it ls supposed to be, Another suggested 
that the increased accuracy of the 
proposed rule over the original HRS is of 
marginal value relative lo the amount of 
time and money involved, and that the 
HRS is no longer a quick and 
Inexpensive method of assessing 
relative risks associated with sites. 

Several commenters expressed 
concern that the increastid data 
requirements of the proposed HRS 
would affect the schedule of I.he entire 
site assessment process. They suggested 
that these requirements would create a 
backlog of sites to be evaluated, slow 
the process of listing sites, and delay 
cleanup. Some noted that this would be 
contrary lo the goal of Identifying and 
evaluating sites expeditiously. 

In response, the Agency believes the 
requirements of the final rule are withln 
the scope of the site assessment process 
and that a new screeniJ:18 tool to 
determine whether a site should undergo 
an HRS evaluation will not be needed. 
To assist in screening sltea, the site 
assessment process is divided into two 
stages:. 

• A preliminary assessment (PA], 
which focuses on a visual Inspection, 
collection of available local, State, and 
Federal permitting data, site-specific 
information (e.g., topography, 
population), and historiaal industrial 
activity; and 

• A site Inspection (SJ}, where PA 
data are augmented by additional data 
collection, including sampllng of . 
appropriate environmental media and 
wastes, to determine the likelihood of a 
site receiving a high enough HRS score· 
to be considered for the NPL. · 

The field test idenlifled a best 
estimate of lhe average and range of 
costs incurred to support the data 
requirements of the proposed HRS, 
These cos.t estimates represented the 
entire site assessment process from PA 
to SI, and comprehensive evaluations 
for all pathways at most sites, As such, 
the Agency believes these cost . 
estimates overstaic the costs ussociated 
with site oesesaments occurring on the 
greater universe of CEB.CLA siles,The · 
amounl of data collected during an SI 
varies from silo to site depending on the 

complexity of the site and the number of 
environmental media,belleved lei be 
contaminated, Some $Is may be limited 
in scope If data are easy to obtain, while 
othets•tequire more substantial resource, 
commitments. 'fhe most important , 
factors In determining costliness of on SI 
are (1) the presence 01· absence of ,. 
ground waler monitoring wells in 
situatioils where ground water is 
affected, and (2) the number of affected 
medio, which determines the number of 
samples taken nnd analyzet.l. The 
Agency believes the greater universe of 
CERCl,A sites wlll not require the more 
substaotral resource commltments. 

Finally, EPA does not agree that the 
requirements of the final tule will delay 
the listing of sites. The site ussessmenl 
process screens sit~s at each stagej . 
thereby limiting the number of sites that 
require evalualion for scoring. The 
Agency believes that it will be possible 
to score sites expeditiously with the 
revised HRS. 

The Agency believes the addilional 
data requirements of.the final rule will 
make ii more accurately reflect the 
relative risks posed by sites, but also 
that the HRS should be as simple· as 
possible to make it easier to implement 
and to retain its usefulness as a 
screening device. This approach 
responds to the majority of oommenters 
who recommended that EPA simplify 
the proposed HRS to make it easier and 
Jesa expensive to implement, ln 
response to these comments, the rule 
adopted today includes a number of 
changes from the proposed rule that 
simplify the HR~. These simplifying 
changes were based largely on EPA's 
field lest of the proposed rule, 
sensitivity studies, and isst1e analyses 
undertaken by EPA in response lo 
comments. 

• In the surface water rnigration 
pathway, the proposed recreation threat 
has been eliminated a& a separate 
threat. lnstead,of requiring a separate 
set of detailed calculations and data, the 
final rule accounts for.recreational use 
exposures through resources factors, 
where points may be added for 
recreation use. 

• In the ground water mig1·allon 
pathway, the proposed potential to 
release has been simplified by dropping 
"sorptive'capacity," by revising "depth 
to aquifer" and making II a separate 
factor, and by eliminating the .· 
,·equlrement to consider all geoloslcal 
layers between the hazardous substance 
{Ind the aqui£er In evaluating travel time 
to the aquifer, 'l'he "traveHlme"·factor 
(lhe·depth lo aq1lifet/hydraullc , , 
conductlVlty factor In tho proposed rule) 
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Is now based on the layer(s) with the 
, lowest hydraulic conductivity, 

• In the three migration pathways 
(i.e., ground water, surface water, and 
air), the.use fac;tora in t~e proposed· 
rulc-"land use" in the air migration 
pathway, "drinking water use" and 
"other water use" in the ground water 
migration pathway, and."drinking walor 
use" and "other water use" in tho 
surface waler migration pathway-have 
been replaced by "resources" factors, 
The "flshery use" factor has been 
dropped from the surface water 
migration pathway. A resources factor 
has been added lo the soil exposµre 
pathway. . 

• In the soil exp1Jsure pathway, tho 
requirement that children under ~ev,m 
be counted as a sep1;1rate. population has 
been dropped, The "accessibility/ 
frequ!!ncy of.use" factor has been 
replaced by a simpler "attractiveness/ 
accessibility" factor. 

• In the surface waler migration. 
path\v'ay, the "runoff curve number," 
which required determining the 
predominant land use within the 
drainage area,·has been replaced by a 
simpler fac1or, "soil group," which only 
rt1quires classifying the predominant soil 
group in the drainage area into one of 
four categories, · 

• In the air migration pathway, the 
maps used lo assign values 0£ 
purliculate migration potential (formerly 
particulate mobility under potential to 
rn!ensP.) have been simplified, . 

• In all pathways, potentially exposed 
populations ere assigned values based 
on ranges rather than exact counts, 
r<~ducing docume'ntailon requirements. 

• ln the surface water and ground 
waler migration pathways, Level Ill 
benchmarks have been dropped, 

• In all pathways, hazardou9 waste 
qHantity values are based on ranges, 
which will reduce documentation 
requirements. The methodology and 
explanation for,evaluating the 
hazardous waste quantity (actor hove 
been ~implifled, . 

• Containment tables have been 
s:mplified in the air, grountl waler, and 
surfnce water migration pathways, . 

A number of the s!mplificotlons, ouch 
as the.changes to the travel .time and 
hazardous waste quantiiy factors, bettor 
rC!nect tho uncerbllnty of the underlying 
site dalo and, therefore, do not generally 
afCecl the accuracy of the HRS, In 
addition, EPA notes thnl some rcvlslons 
that may appear.to make the HRS more 
complex actually make ii more flexible, 
F'or example, the hierarchy for 
d~termlnlng hazardous waste quantity 
allows uelng data on the· quontlly or 
hazardous constituents If they are 
available or can be dolermlnodi 

additionally, data on the quantity of 
hazardous waslestreams, source 
volume, and source area can be used, 
depending on lhe completeness of data 
within the hierarchy. The hiernrchy 
allows a site lo be scored at the roost 
precise level for which data are 
reasonably available, but does not 
require extensive data collection wpere 
available data arc less precise, 

In response lo comments on Urn 
complexity of the rule language, the 
presentation of the HRS has been . 
reorganized ·and clarified. Factors that 
are evaluated'in inore than one pathway 

: are explained in a separate section or 
the final rule (§'2) to eliminate the 
repetition of instructions. The proposed 
HRS' Included descriptive background 
material that, while useful, made the 
HRS difficult to read, Much of this 
descriptive maleriftl has been rernovetl 
from the rule. 

B. HRS Structure lssut.'S 
Although the proposed rule retained 

the basic structure of the original HRS, ,a 
number of commenlcrs felt that the HRS 
should provide results consistent with 
the results of a quantitative risk' 
assessment. Several commcnters . 
identified lhis issue explicitly, while 
others identified spec;ific aspects of the 
proposed rule that they believed lo be 
inconsistent with basic risk assessment 
principles. The commenters maintained 
that if the HRS is to reflect relative risks 
lo lhe·extenl feasible, as required by the 
statute, its structure should be modified 
to be'tter reflect the methods employed 
ln quantllalive risk assessments. 
Commonters stressed the need for EPA 
to follow the advice of the EPA Soiencc 
Advisory Board (SAB) as expressed In 
the SAB review of the HRS: 

Revialons lo the HRS should begin with the 
development of e chain or logic, wllhout 
rugard for the ease or difficulty of collecting 
data, that would lend to a risk aHsessmenl for 
edch site, This framework, hut not the 
underlying logic, would be simpliF!etl to 
ui:;counl tor the very real diUlm.111les or dnta 
collection; 

Thie 'chain of !ogle • • • should lead lo a 
situation In which on Increased score renects 
on increased risk presented by a site. 

In response to the structural is.sues 
ruised by commenlers 11nd to the . 
statutory mandate lo reOect reliitivfl risk 
to the extent feasible, EPA made a 
number or changes to the final rule, 
These structural changes aFfect how 
v1ulous factors are score~ and ho:w 
scores are comb.load, but do not lnvo,lve 
changes In the types or amount of data 
mqulred to score a site with the HRS. 
The Agency stresses that the limited · 
dnta generated at the SI stage are 
doeigned lo support site screening, and 

ore not infoncled lo provide s11pport for a 
quantitative risk assessment, 

General slrucltiral changes, While the 
final rule rel<1ins the basic structure of 
the proposed rule In that three factor 
categories (likelihood of release, waste 
characlerlstlcs, and targets) continue lo 
be multiplied together to obtain pathway 
scores, the structure has been changed 
in certain respects to make the 
underlying logic of the HRS more 
consistent with risk assessment 
principles, 

The key structural changes to tho 
, waste characteristics factor c'ategory 
were to make use of consistent scales 
.and to multiply the hazardous waste 
quantity and toxiclly (or, depending on 
Uie patlw1Ry and threat, toxicity/ 
mobility, toxlclty/perslslence, or 
lox icily/ persistence/bioaccumtJlution) 
foctors, Within the waste charoctcristics 
factor category, factors have been 
modified so thl}y are on linear scales. 
These modifications make the functional 
telotionships bctw·een the HRS factors 
more consislcnt with the toxicity and 
exposure parameters evaluated in rfsk 
IIBse~sm~nts. . 
· Where possible, the final rule assigns 

similar maximum point values to' foctor 
categories across pathways. The 
likelihood of release (likelihood of . 
exposure) factor category Is assigned a 
maximum value of 550; the waste 
charucterislics factor category is 
ussigncd a ·maximum value of 100 
(except for the human food chain and 
environmental threats of the surface 
water migration pathway).: the target!l 
factor category is npt assigned a 
maximum. EPA determined thut in 
general targets should be a key · 
determinant of site threat becuuse the 
da'ta on which the targets foctors u~e 
based are relutively more reliable lhun 
most other data available at the SI 
siege, , 

Likelihood of rolaase. Except in the 
uir migration pathway, the proposed rule 
asslgned the same maximum value fo · 
observed' release and potential to 
r<Jlease', In the final rule, an observed 
rnloase Is assigned a value of 550 points 
and potehtiul to release has a m:iximum 
value of 500 in all pathways, This . 
rolalive weighting· of values reflects tho 
greater confidence (the asso~iation of 
risks with targets) when reporting an 
observiid release as opposed to a 
potential release. As a result of this 
change. In point values at the tactor· 
oategoty level, as well as the new 
maximllms for most pathways, the · 
v11lues assigned lo Individual potentinl 
to release 'factors have been adjusted, 
. Waste'char'aclen',9/lcs, The proposed 
rnle assigned a•maxlmum point value to· 
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hnzardous substance quonlllies of 1,000 
pounds, Because some silos have 
hazardous substance quantilles far in 
excess of that amount ond because ii is 
reasonable to assume that these sites 
present some additional risk, all else 
being equal, the final rule elevote9 the 
maximum value to quantities In e){cess 
of1,ooo,ooo pounds. Even when 
hazardous waste quantity is 
documented with precision, EPA 
concluded that there are diminishing 
returns in considering quantities above 
this amount. 

Although the HRS does not employ 
the same type and quality of Information 
that would be used to support a risk 
assessment (e.g., pounds of waste and 
mobility ere combined in the ground 
water pathway as a surrogate for long
term magnifude of releases}, as woste 
characteristics values rise, 
contamination resulting from conditions 
al the sites in general should be worse. 
As a result of using linear scales and 
incorporation of o multiplicative 
l'elationshlp between hazardous wnste 
quantity, toxicity, and other waste 
characteristics factors, the influence of 
the waste characteristics factor category 
could-be disproporlionatelyJarge 
relative to the likelihood of release and 
targets factor categories in determining 
overall pathway scores, Therefore, EPA 
is limiting-through use of a scale 
lransformalion-the values assigned to 
the waste characteristics factor 
category, shown in Table 2-7 of the final 
HRS, lo limit the eff eel of waste 
characteristics on the pathway scores. 

While the waste characteristics factor 
values are limited to values of O lo 100 in 
most cases, the waste characteristics 
factor category may reac:h values of up 
lo 1,000 for both the human food chain 
and environmental threats in the surface 
waler migration pathway. These 
exceptions have been made to 
accommodate the bioaccumulallon · 
factor (or ecosystem bionocumulation 
factor), applied in these threats but not 
in other pathways or threats, which can 
udd up lo four orders of magnitude to 
the waste oharnclerlstics factor values 
before 1·eduolion to the scale values of O 
to 1,000. 

Targets. The final rule includes two 
major structural changes to the targets 
factor category. Populalion factor values 
arc not capped as they were In the 
proposed rule. This change allows a site 
with a large population but a low waste 
characteristics value to receive scores 
similar to a silo with a smaller 
population but larger waste 
characteristics value fas would be done· 
in a risk assessment). A second change 
In the targets factors Involves the 

nearest individual (or intake or well) 
factors (i.e., the maximally exposed 
individual factors in the proposed rule), 
These factors are now assigned values 
based on exposure to Level I and Level 
II contamination (50 and 45 points, 
respectively). Potentially exposed 
nearest individuals are assigned a 
maximum of20 points In all pathways. 
EPA changed the assigned values fqr 
these factors lo give more relative 
weight to Individuals that are exposed 
lo documented r.ontaminalion. 

C. Hazarc/olls Waste Quantity 
In the NPRM, EPA proposed \o change 

the hazardous waste quantity factor to 
allow the use of four levels of data 
depending on what data are avallable 
and how complete they ore. Hazardous 
waste quantity for.a source could be 
based on (o) hazardous constituent 
quantity, (b) the total quantity of 
hazardous wasles in the source, f c) the 
volume of the source, or {d] the area of 
the source. Each source at the site would 
be evaluated separately, baaed on data 
available for the source, 

EPA received numerous comments 
relating lo changes in the hazardous 
waste quantity fuclor. Several 
commenters agreed that allowing use of 
waste constituent data, when avuilable, 
was an improvement over the original 
HRS. Several also supported the tiered 
approach to scoring hazardous waste 
quantity when constituent data were 
Incomplete or unavailable. 

Two cornmenters stated that the 
emphasis on hazardous constituent data 
wlll require more extensive and 
expensive site investigations, These 
commenters have misunderstood the 
revisiona. The rule does not require the 
scorer to determine hazardous 
constituent quantities In all inslances, 
but simply encourages use of those data 
when they are available. This approach 
allows a soorer lhe !lexibllity to use 
different types of available data fqr 
scoring hazardous waste quantity. At a 
minimum, the scorer need only 
determine the area of a source (or O,e 
urea of observed contamination), which 
is routinely done in site inspections, 
Where better data are available, they 
may be used in scoring the factor. This 
approach is in keeping with the Intent of 
Congress that the HRS should act as a 
screening tool for identifying siloe 
warranting further lnve111igation. 

Several corrtmenters stated that the 
methodology for determining hazardous 
waste quantity was too complex and 
lime consuming, and that Its 
administrative costs outweighed its 
benefits. Others found the proposed rule 
Instructions and tables confusing and 
herd to follow. 

EPA strongly disagrees with the claim 
lhal the costs of the revised approach to 
scoring waste quanUty outweigh its 
benefits, The amount of hazardous 
substances present at a site is on 
important indicator of the potential 
threat the site poses. Al the same lime, 
EPA recognizes that cost Is an important 
consideration. In revising the hazardous 
waste quantity factor, however, the 
Agency believes ii has established an 
appropriate balance between time and 
cost required for scoring this factor and 
the degree of accuracy needed to 
evaluate the relative risk of the site 
properly. 

1n response lo comments, EPA has 
modified the hazardous waste quantity 
scoring rnelhodology lo make H easier lo 
understand and lo use, The changes 
Include elimina lion of proposed rule 
Table 2-13, Hazardous Waste Quantity 
Factor Evaluation Methodology and 
Worksheet. In addillon, the scale for the 
hazardous waste quantity factor hes 
been divided into ranges that span two 
orders of magnitude {100x) to reflect the 
uncertainty Inherent in estimates of 
hazardous waste quanlitlee al typical 
sites. The practical effect of this scale 
change ls to reduce the data collection 
and documentation requirements. See 
§ § 2.4.2-2.4.2,2. The final rule also 
clarifies the treatment of wastes 
classified as hazardous under RCRA. 
Under CERCLA, any RCRA hazardous 
waste stream Is considered a hazardous 
substance. If this definition were strictly 
applied in evaluating hazardous waste 
quantity of RCRA hazardous · 
wasteatream!l, hazardous constituent 
quantity end hazardous wasteslt·eam 
quantity would be the same because the 
entire wastestream would be considered 
a hazardous substance. The final rule 
makes clear that only the constituents in 
a RCRA wastestream that are CERCLA 
hazardous substances should 1Je 
evaluated for determining hozaJ'dous 
constituent quantity: for the other three 
tiers, however, the entire RCRA 
waslestream is considered as is any 
other wastestream. 

Ae discussed in section Ill Q, EPA will 
consider removal actions when 
calculating waste quantities, EPA 
believes consideration of removal 
actions is likely to increase incentives 
for rapid actions. If there has been a 
removal al a site, and the hazardous 
conslltuenl quantity for all sources and 
associated releases is adequately 
determined, the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value will be baged only 
on the amount remaining after the 
rnmoval. ThiB will result in lowering 
sorne hmi:ardous waste quanlily factor 
values. 
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. Where an adequate d!,!lermlnalion of 
the hazardous constlluent quantity 
remaining after the removal cannot be 
made, EPA hae established minimum 
hazardous wnsle quantity factor values 
in order to ensure that the HRS score 
reflects any continuing risks at the sites, 
In this caee, the assigned hazardous 
waste quanlity factor value will be the 
current hazardous waste quantity factor 
value (as derived in Table 2-6), or the 
minimum value, whichever is greater. 

The proposed rule assigned a 
minimum hazardous waste quantity 
factor value of 10 when data on · 
hazardous constituent quantity was not 
complete. In t~e final rule, for migration 
pathways (i.e., not the soil exposure 
pathway), if the hazardous constituent 
quantity is not adequately detennined, 
end if any target ls subject to Level I or 
ll contamination, the minimum , 
hazardous waste quantity factor value 
will be 100, 

If the hazardous constituent quantity 
for all sources is not adequately 
detennined, and none of the targets are 
subject lo Level I or U contamination, 
the minimum factor value assigned for 
hazardous waste quantity depends on 
whether there has been a removal 
action, and what the hazardous waste 
quantity (actor value would have been 
without consideration or the removal 
action. If there has not been a removal 
action, the minimum hazardous waste 
quantity factor value will be 10, If there 
has been a removal action and if a 

· factor value of 100 or greater would 
have been assigned without 
consideration of the removal action, a 
minimum hazardous waste quantity 
factor value of 100 will be assigned. If 
the hazardous waste quantity factor 
value was less than 100 prior to 
consideration of the removal action, a 
minimum ha:,:ardoue waste quantity 
factor value of 10 will be assigned, This 
will ensure that the Agency provides an 
incentive for removal actions and that ln 
no cose will consideration of removal 
actions result in an increased haznrdous 
waste quantity factor ~alue score. 

D. Toxicity 
The proposed HRS.eubstantlally 

changed the basis for evaluating 
toxicity, The major change was that 
hazardous substance toxicity would be 
based on caroinogeniclly,.chro_nlc non• 
cancer tox.lclty, and acute ~oxlclty, For 
each migration pathway an,d each 
surface water threat except human food 
chain and recreation, toxicity w~s 
comblncd with mobility or pr,irsislence 
faclprs ,lo select the hazardous. 
substance with \he highest COJnbined 
value for toxicity and the applicabl!l 
tnoblfity or persistence fac!or, For I.ha 

human food chain threat, only 
substances with the highest 
bioaccumulation values were evaluated 
for toxicity/persistence. For the 
recreation threat, only substances with 
the highest dose adjusting factor values 
were evaluated for toxicity/persistence, 
In addition, ecosystem toxicity rather 
than human toxicity was evaluated for 
the environmental threat of the surface 
waler migrollon pathway, 

Several commenlers expressed 
concern about or opposition to using the 
single most hazardous substance et a 
site lo score toxicity, stating that the 
approach seems overly conservative 
and unlikely to distinguish sites on the 
basis of hazard. Some commenters 
suggested that EPA allow flexibility In 
weighting the toxicity values of multiple 
substances either by concentration, 
waste quantity, or proportion 
information, whenever such information 
Is available. One commenter suggested 
basing toxicity on a fixed percentage of 
the hazardous substances known to be 
present at a site. 

The Agency agrees that, for purposes 
of accurately assessing the risk to 
human health and the environment 
posed by e aile, It would be preferable 
lo evaluate the overall toxicity by 
considering all hazardous substances 
present, based on some type of dose• (or 
concentration•) weighted toxicity 
approach. EPA believes, however, that 
this approach Is not feasible because the 
data requiremente would be excessive, 
Such an approach would be feasible 
only when relative exposure levels of 
multiple substances are known or can 
reasonably be estimated; however, these 
dato can be obtained only by conducting 
a comprehensive risk assessment. 
Extensive concentration data would be 
required to be confident that 
comparable concentrations are being 
used for the various substances, and 
that the multi-substance toxicity of the 
contaminants is not, In faot, being 
underestimated. Use of inadequate data 
could result In underestimating or 
overestimating the toxicity of 
substances In a pathway, 

EPA considered a number of 
alternatives to the use of a single 
hazardous substance lo score toxicity 
(mobility/persistence) and teated some 
or these on several real and hypothelloal 
sites, The analyses Included 
comparisons between the single most 
toxic substance and the average toxicity 
value for all substances, the average 
toxicity value for lhe 10 most toxic 
substances, and the concentration, 
weighted average value of ell 
substances. These altemetlves were 
also tested using toxloity/moblllly 

values. The rosults of these analyses 
showed that using a single substance 
approach usually resulted in an assigned 
value (either toxicity or toxicity/ 
mobility) that was within one inlcrval in 
the scale of values of the alternatives 
tested; for example, the single substance 
approach would assign a value of 1,000 
for toxicity whereas averaging the 
toxicities would assign a value of 1,000 
or 1.00, the next lower scale value. (Tho 
final rule uses linear scales to assign 
values for toxicity, mobility, and 
persistence, The scalee for toxicity now 
range from Oto 10,000 rather than 0 lo 5; 
consequently, the default value for 
toxicity is now 100 rather than 3,) The 
Agency recognizes the uncertainty in the 
use of the eingle substance approach, 
but concludes that It ls a reasonable 
approach for a screening model, 
especlolly given the general 
unavailability of information to support 
allernalives. ln making this judgment, 
the Agency notes that the single 
substance approach to evaluating the 
toxicity factor was not identified in 

' SARA as a portion of the HRS requiring 
further examination, even though ii had 
been used In the original HRS and EPA 
had received criticism similar lo the 
above comments prior lo the enactment 
of SARA, 

Several commenters suggested that 
additive, synergi:itic, or antagonistic 
effects among eubstances be considered 
In scoring toxicity when several 
substances are found at a site. In 
particular, one commenter suggested 
increasing the scores for sites with a 
large number of hazardous substances 
to account for additive or synergistic 
effects. 

As noted in EPA's 1.988 Teclinical 
Support Document for the Proposed 
Revisions to the Hazard Ranhing 
System, quantitative consil:leratlon of 
synergistic/antagonistic effects between 
hazardous substances ie generally not 
possible even ln RI/FS risk assessments 
because appropriate data are lacking for 
most combinations of substances. 
Interactive effects have been 
-documented for only a few substance 
mixtures, ond the Agency's risk 
assessment guidelines for mixtures (51 
F,R 34014, September 24, 1986) 
emphasize that although additivity is a 
theoretically sound concept, It ls·besl 
applied for assessing mixtures of similar 
acting components that do not interact. 

.Thus, the Agency believes that . 
consideration of Interactive effects In 
evaluating toxicity In the HRS is not 
feasible, nor Is It necessary to allow use 
of the HRS as a scrmmlng model, The 
Agency rejects the suggestion that 

, scores should simply be raised for sites 
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with numerous substances because this 
approach ignorea,thc technical · 
complexities related to interacllons (I.e., 
the possibility of antagonistic effects.) 

·One commenter augg~stcd that a · 
waste's toxicity should be·asscssod in 
terms of its "degree. of risk," and that 
this •could be ineasured by comparing 
constituent concentrations at the point 
of exposure to appropriate toxicity 
reference levels. Tv\lo commentera 
stated that toxicity. should be measured 
at a likely point of human exposure 
rather than at the waste site. 

The toxicity of a substance, as used in 
the HRS, is an Inherent property, often 
expressed quantitatively as a dose or 
exposure concentration associated Wllh 
a specific responae (i.e., 'a dose-response 
relationship), These toxicity values, in 
general, are independent of expected 
environment11I exposure lnvels; many 
are based on laboratory tests.on 
animals, Risk, on the other hand, is a 
funcUon of toxicity, the concentration of 
a substance in environmental media to . 
which humans may be ex'posed, and the 
likelihood of exposure to that medium . 
(and the popula,lion likely to be 
exposed}. The toxicity factor.in the 
waste characterist,lca factor category .. of 
the HRS is intended to reflect only the. 
Inherent toxicity (i.e., the basic dose
response relationship) of substances 
found at the site, The HRS as a whole ls 
intended to evaluate, to the extent 
feasible, relative risks posed by sites by 
including factors for likelihciod of 
release, waste quanlily, toxicity, aqd the 
proximity of potentially exposed 
pqpulations. If actual contamination (for 
exaniple, of drinking w~ter) has l;>een 
detected al a site, the measured 
environmental concentration o(erfch 
substance ie compared with its. 
appropriate health-q,a'se·d or ecological
basod concentration limit {I.e., Its , , 
benchmark). If these environme:ntal 
concentrations equal or exceed a 
benchmark; certain targ·et factors are 
assigned higher values than if . 
environmental concentrations. at·e less 
than benchmarks. ', 

Two commenters suggeslfid using 
Cance,· Potency Factors to score toxicity 
only for Class A and Bl carcinogens, 
and using reference doses (RfDs) for 
scoring Class B2 and C carcinogens (i.e., 
substances for which th·ere is 
Inadequate or no direct human evidence 
of oarclriogenicity}. · 

'In response, EPA bolleves !hat 
because the HRS is a scre~nlhg tool, II 
should ma'intaln a con11ervallve (i.e., 
protecflve) approacli to \lveluatloh of· 
potential ·cancer rlskii. EPA'ti 1986 · 
Guidollnes for Caro/nogen Risk ' 
Assessme[Jt (51 FR MOH, Sep,tllmbc'r,Z4, 
1986) prcivlde·for aubstancea hr Class l\ ·• 

and Class B (boih B1 and B2) to'be 
regarded as suitable for quantitative 
human risk assessment. In genernl, · ·· '. 
according to EPA's 1989 'Risk · 
Assessment Guidance for.Suparfund:' 
Human Healtb Evaluation Manual, · ' 
Class C substances are evaluated for 
cancer risks within the Superfund·risk 
assessment process:Thus, the u_se of 
cancer risk-information for Class B2 and 
G substances in the HRS is consistent 
with the objective of maintaining a 
conservative approach and witli other, 
Agency and Superfund program risk 
assessment guidelines. 

In response to comments that the best 
available data should be used to score 
sites, that accepted Agenoy practices be 
relied on, and that consistency across 
pathways be encouraged, the Agency · 
has modified slightly the way the 
toxicity value for a substance is 
selected. The final rule requires the use 
of carcinogenicity and chronic l!)Xiclty 
data, when available, over acute toxicity 
data. If both slope facto~s and RIDs are 
available, the higher of the values 
assigned for these types of toxicity 
parameters is used. If neither ls 
available, but acute toxicity data MO 
available, the acute.toxicity data are 
used to assign toxicity factor values. 
EPA decided to give preference to slope 
factors and RID values because these 
undergo more extensive Agency review 
and are based on long-term exposure 
studies, 

E. Radionuclides 
The proposed HRS assigned 

radionuclide~ .a rirnxinium toxiclly value, 
but Included.no rithe_r pro,cedures · , 
specific to radion.uclides. , 

One commenter, the U.S. Dep,ortmojit 
of Energy (DOE), 'asserted i.h'at the 
proposcilJIRS 11 • * ~ contains n~ . 
inequitable' bias regarding radionuolides 
• * *" POE specifioillly criticized · 
llS$1gning maximum toxicity factor 
values to radionuclidoe, 11 • where, 
In fact, the health impact associated :. 
with radlonuolides·1s associated with 
the type of decay, the level of decay· 
energy, the hu\f.Jife, the mobility, the 
concentration of the radionuclide, 
internal biological factors, and external 
pathway factors." DOE proposed using 
concepts for evaluating radlonuclldes 
that were Included ln its Modified 

· Ha1.erd Ra1Jklng System ~mHRS). ln its 
subsequent comments, on 'the HRS field 
test report; noe eta·ted thai ii ' 
conlildered·the 11 • • •· method·of' "' 
hartdlln'g radionuclides in the proP,bsed 
revised HRS to Ile a scrim.is 'Mw•in 'thii 
evaluation's'y'stem.'' '· ' .. 

In the final rule, EPA has clurlfled·~nd. 
slgiilrlcRnlly_.d1a'nged h·ow radlonuclides· 
•are evaluated. lristead df using or · " · 

adapting the mHRS directly, howovor, , 
EPA modified the proposed HRS to· 
account more fully for radlonuclides 
based on EPA's own methods for·. 
evaluating them, which' are similar to 
and generally consistent 'with the'· , 
radiation analysis concepts underlyirlg 
the mHRS: '' · ' ' ; 

The final ~ule evaluates radionu'clii:les 
within the same basic structure as· other 
hazardous substances, and the . -
evaluation of many indivldu·al HRS 
fao'tors is the same whether 
radlonuclides are present or not, Table 
7-1 of the final rule.lists HRS factors 
and indicates which are evaluated 
differently for radionuclides, Essenliully, 
mdionuclides are simply treated as 
additional hazardous substances with . 
certain special characteristics that are 
accounted for by separate scorl,ng'rules 
for some HRS factors. F.or sites · 
confaining only radf'onuclides, the 
scoring prodess. is y~ry si~l)~r to the 
process at other hazardous.substance 
sites, except that different ·scoring rules 
are applied to a number.of substance
specific factors and a fow o\her ~a~tors. 
For sites containing both radionuclides 
and 9ther hazardous substances, both 
types of substances are·acored for nil 
HRS factors that are substance-specific, 
with overall factor values based elthor 
on combined values cir the' higher of tho 
values, as appropriate. 

EPA notes that, although some 
radioactive substances are.statutorily 
excluded from the definition of 
Phazardous waste" in both CERCLA and 
RCRA {specifically, source, special 
nuclear, and byprodu'ct material as 
defined In the Atomic'Energy Act of 
1954), such subs'tanc·es may be, and 
generally are, "hazardous aubslano~s" 
as defin_ed hi section 1·ol(14} of CERCLA 
and therefore may be addresse~ µnqer 
CERCLA. Rai:ll'oactlve eubstarices 
should be included in HRS scoring and 
section 7 of the final rule ls intended to 
facilitate that analysis. It also should be 
noted thnl lwo narrow ci.ltQgories of 
releases ( either 'from '"nuclear lncildents" 
or from slt~s designated under the 

. Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control 
Act of 1978) are excluded from 
CERCLA's definition of the term 
"rele11se" (CERCLA section 101(22)), and . 
such releases should not be scored using 
the HRS. 

'fhc majo'r changes to Ute.HRS In the· 
evaluaUon of radlonuclldas apply to 
eslab,llshing'obs~rve~ rfil~a~es, I?, ' · 
factprs lh the waste char~',l(erhitic_s . 
category;' ana. i~ ·dete1mlri\rlg' th~ hive I of 
act.ual contominilllon In lhe-tar~ets 
fac·tor categ6ry. ''the HRS compon~nts 
that have been modlfied'a're 'tirlefl'y'• '
described b~)ow, · ' -' " · ' · 
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. The criteria for establishing an 
. observed releas.e through analysis of . 
, samples for radionuclides differ 
consi9erably from the .criteria usedfo1·. 
other hazardous substances. These 

. criteria.are divided Into three groups: 
radionuclides that occur 'naturally or are 

, ubiquitqus in the environment; 
111anmade radionuclides that are not 
ubiquitous In the environment: and 

. gamma ra,d!ation (soil exposure', 
patp~l;\Y only). (See § 7,1.1,) 
T~~ hazardous waste quantity factor 

for sources (and areas,of.~~served 
contamination) containing radionuc;:lidcs 

. has been modified lo reflect the different· 
units useci lo measure the amount of ', 

- radiaHon (curies, a me'asure of activity) 
versus the units used for other · 
hazardous substances (pourids,.•a 
meas11re of mass}, EPA believes It is 
preferable lo ·use activity units ralher 
lhan mass units because ilotivity is the 

'. standard measure of radiation qu11ntity 
· and Is a bet\er inpicator ofenergy 
'rel~ased·and poiential t<? ca~se human. 
health damage than is mass. In addition, 
the hierarchy for evaluating the waste 
quantity factor for sources (and areas.of 
observed contamination) containing · . 
radicinuolides ls limited lo Tiers A and 
B. Tiers C and D, based on source 
volume and source area, respeclivefy, 
are not used beca\)se adequate data to ' 
derive'their quantilatlve relationship to 
Tier A were unavailable. Thus, the 
waste quan'tiiy factor is based either on 
rndionuclide constituent quantity (Tier 
A) or radionuclide wa~testream qnnntity 
(Tier B), . , 

·For sftes containing only. 
radionuclides, ha~ordous waste quantity 
is calcula.led based on the actiyi'y 
cimtent of the radionuclide:i 'or · 
radi~·nucljde wastestreams as~ociated 
with eiicti source. For sites with both 
rndlon'uclides and othe1· hazardous 
substances, hazardous waste qua_ntity Is 
evaluated separately for the two types 
or hazardous substance for each source, 
and the values are then summed in 
detemiining the hazardous waste 
quantity value, The scale for scoring 
radionuclide waste quantity was 
derived based on concepts of risk 
equivalence between radionuclides and 
other ha~ardous substances. 

In the proposed rule, all radionuclidos 
were automatically assigned a · 
maximum default value for the toxicity 
factor. The final rule evaluates 
tadionuclidee individually on the baste 
of human toxicity, across a range or . 
factor values based on the potential to . 
cause cancer (i.e., cancer elope factors). 
Non-cancer effects are not considered 
for rodionuclides because onncer Is 
generally the most significant toxi.c: 

effect. Incorporutod ln the development 
of cancer slope factors arc the type of 
rudioaclive decay: energy emitted 
during decay; biological uptake, 
distrlbution,.nnd retention; and 
radiation dose-response relationship, 
Thus, across the set of scoring ranges 
used, rildionuclides that arQ more potent 
carcinogens per unit activitr now 
receive higher toxicity factor values 
than those that are less potent. The new 
toxicity scoring scale for radionuclldes 
was derived in a manner consistent with 
the derivation of the existing 
carcinogenicity scale for other · 
hazardous ~ubstan~es, Tuken together, 
the new toxicity and hazardQUS,W8$te 
quantity scales for radionuclidlls result 
in a risk equivalence between 
radionuclides and other hazardous 
substances. 

Mobility or radionuclides in both the 
illr and ground wuter migration 
pathways is evaluated in lhe same way 
as mobility for other hazardous 
substahces: that le, on the basis of the 
chemical tmd physical characteristics of 
tho radionuclide. Similarly, the 
hioaccumuhilion (and ecosystem· 
bioaccumulation) potential factor is 
evaluated in the same way for 
radionuclides as for other, hazardous 
substances. The final rule clarifies that 

. radionuclides should be scored for t~ese 
factors In all relevunt pathways, 

The persistence factor In the surface 
waler migration-pathway hns been 
modifled so that ra'dionuclides are · · 
evaluated solely on the basi11 of half-life, 
which for ijRS purposes ls based on 
both radioactive holf-life and 
volatilization .half-life, Sorption to . 
sediments•ia not considered, nor are 
hydrolysis, photolysis, or 
biodegradatlon. Other than this change 
in the processes considered td estimate 

, surface waler half.life. ihe scoring of the 
persistence factor is the same for · 
radionuclides as for other hazardous 
eubstances. 

The final rule extends to 
rndionuclides the benchmark concept 
used throughout tJie HRS for weighting 
certain targets factor values, Measured 
levels of specific radionuclides at · -
potential exposure points·.are compared 
to benchmark levels, and additional 
weight is given to targets subject to 
actual contamination (Levels I and II), 
This approach for weighting target 
factors using benchmarks i.e similar for 
radionuclides and for othel' hazardous 
substances, although both the specific 
benchmark values used for .. 
radionuclides and the methods fur 
deriving the values ore different. 
Benchmarks for evuluating radionucli!',le 
contamination parallel those used for 

other hazardous substances In lhal 
available Federal standards and 
screening concentrations a1·e used when 
applicable. Al sites with bolh 
radionuclides and other hazardous 
substances, each radionuclide and other 
substance is evaluated separately. If no 
individual substance equals or exceeds. 
its benchmark, the ratios of the · 
measured concentrations to the 
screening concentrations for cancer for 
radionuolides and other hazardous 
substances are added, Radionuclides 
ore not evaluated using screening 
concentrations for non•cancer effects . 

Specific benchmark values for 
radionuclides are in acllvlly•unils 
insteod of mass units, howev,er, to 
reflect lhe appropriate measurement 
units for the level of radionuclide· 
contamination. Radionuclide 
benchmarks include drinking waler 
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) 
for both the ground water and the 
surface watei·/drinking water threat 
pathways; Uranium Mill Tailings 
Radiation Control Acl (UMTRCA) 
standards for the soil exposure 
pathway; and screening levels 
corresponding to 10-6 indlvidual cancer 
risk for inhalation or oral exposures, as 
derived from cancer slope factors, for all 
pathways and threats incorporating 
human health benchmarks. The 
radionuclide benchmarks are consistent 
wllh EPA's radionuclide risk assessment • 
methods in that they incorporate 

· standard data or assumptions about · 
contact/consumption rates for various 
environmental media and.radiation 
dose-response, as well as the specific 
radionuclide's type of decay, de'cay 
energy, biological absorption, and 
biological half-life. Purlhermore, ' 
radionuclide benchmarks for lhe soil 
e~posure pathway account for external 
exposure (i.e., exposure to radiation 
originatlng'oulside the huma:n body) 
from gamJna-eniitting rac.lioactive · 
materials in surfioial material as well as 
frorn ingestion, which is the sole basis 
for non-radioactive hazardous . . 
substance benchmarks for the soil 
exposure pathway, because external 
exposure from gamma-emitting 
radionu~lides can be an extremely 
Important exposure routp., 

F. Mobility/Persi'sleiwe 
' ' ' 

The proposed rule odded mobility 
factors to both the ground water and air 
migration pathways and modified the 
persistence factor in lhe surface waler . 
migration pathway to conside'r a gr.ea(or 
numbe'r of potential degradotlon 
mechanisms, , 

The Agency received a large m1mber 
of comments criliool of several aspects 
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of the ground water mobility !factor.. 11hc 
most common issues included: 

• Concern abotil ,tho ,use of · 
coefficients of aqueous mlgration lo 
establish mobilicy Yalue·s for inorganic 
cations and.anions; . ·. 
, • Suggestions ,thel solubility values, 

clistribu lion .coeffiolents,.and other , · 
measures be .used to establish mobili\y 
values for anions and cations: .and 

• Requests that the same measures of 
.mobnity be used for organics and 
inorganics. 

Criticism of the use 6f the coefficients 
of aqueous migration focused on Its 
obscurity: except for geoohemists, few 
scientists are familiar with ·the measure. 
In response to these comments and 
because coefficients of aqueous 
migration are not available for all 
hazardous substances end 
radionuclides, the Agency depidcd io 
replace coefficieiJ.ts of aqueous 
migrat+on. · . 
· 'J'he rria jority of commenters stated H 

p'referencefor using parameters related 
eitheflo hazardous sub~tan.ce release 
(solubility} or to transport ·(distribution 
coefficients1 as measures of mobility. 
The ground water mobility factor.is 
intended lo reflect the fraction ·of a 
hazardous substance f)xpected to be 
released &om sources, ·migrate through 
porous media, and contaminate aquifers 
and the drinking water wells that drew 
from them. Because mobilil.Y is 
conoemed with both release and 
transport, the Agency ooncluded that . 
mobility for all ·hazardous substances-in 
ground water will be eva1ualed using 
both solubility and distl'ibution 
coeffioient values. A default -value is 
assigned when none o( the hazardous 
substances 'eligible ,tobe evaluated can 
be assigned 11 mobility factor value · 
based on available data. 

A number 0f commenlers ·raised 
questions about Ute persistence factor,ln 
the surface waterniigration pathway. In 
general, the commenters were divided 
between those who wanted more 
degradation .mechanisms ,considered 
and those who believed ,the ,equation In 
the proposed rule for calculating half
lives was too complex. Several 
commenters suggested facluding 
sorptlon of substances by sediments. 

In response to these oornruenls,·EPA 
has made several changes to the 
persistence factor. The frea-l'adlcal 
oxidation half,life ,has been dropped 
from the equation used to ca'lculate half
life ueca'l.lse the. data on ,which Hil half, 
Ure va-lues a.re based are Wpically 
de1·ive.d {rom Ideal, laboratocy 
conditions thn,t differ greatly.from 
conditions found in nature: few,fiold 
valldaHon studies hav,e ,been c:bnduott'ld 
lo proylde a,basla for oxtrap~latlng. 

these laborutory values to natural 
environments. Thus, EPA concluded tha·t 
in'cluding .free-ra'dical oxidation ,i~ ,the 
perslstAnce•equalion resulted in.an 
overemphasis of the influence•of free
radical oxidatlon,as a degr.adation 
mechanism. For hazardous substances 
that sorb readily to pnrtlculates found fa 
natural water bodies, •the persistence 
equation as proposed overemphasized 
the importance of degradation 
mechanisms that occur in the liquid 
phase, Log Ko,., the logarithm of the ·n
octanol-wa ter partition coefficient, has 
been added to account for em~ption to 
sediments. 
· The Agency .received several 
comments concerning the mobili!Y 
factors in the ail'.migralion p'athway, . 
The most significant ot the Issues raised 
by commenters-were: 

:- Whether consideration of mobility 
In both the likelihood oftelease factor 
category and lhe waste chataole,ristlcs 
factor category counts mobility ~wice; 

• Whether the' approach used in the 
proposed ru1e properly reflected the 
dynamics of releases of gases from 
sources.into the atmosphere: and 

• Whether the Thomthwaite P-E · 
Index was sufficient as lhe sole measure 
of particulate mobility and whether 
particle size should be included, 

ln ·response to these and' other related 
structural and air migration pathway 
comments, the Agency thoroughly re
assessed the adequacy of the. mobility 
factors 1n the •likelihood of•release and 
waste characteristics faotor categories. 
Based on this review, EPA has made 
severaJ,ohanges to·the mobility factors 
in the'final rule. Jn 'response to the 
"double ,counting" ,issue, the ·Agency 
believes there are-differences between 
mobility In the context·of,likellhoo'd of 
release and mobility in •the context of 
waste characteristics.1'he 1potentiel to 
release mobility factor is a· measure of 
lhe likelihood that a oource at a site will 
release a substance to the air; the waste 
characteristics mobility factor, together 
with the hazardous ,waste quantity 
factor, is a measure of the magnitude of 
release. To highlight these differencos, 
the names of the likelihood of release 
mobility factors have been changed lo 
gas (or particulate) mlgretion·.potentfal. 

In response to comments on air 
migrallon pathw11y,mobility and 
etruoture, EPA .re1,1iewed gas and 
l)Brticulate release 11ate models to 
develop revised mobility !adtors ·that 
improve e\laluatlons,of release 
magnitude .and durallon. The ~as and 
partlcula,te mobility.factors In thed'inal , 
rule are a result of ,that rev!ew.'The gas 
mobility footor ls based on a simplified 
release model.and:ls determined by,l!he 
\lnpor pressure of tho ,most toxic/,moblle 

hazardous substance available for 
migrationJo'the·atmosphei:c al.the si!e, 
The parlioulate mobility,fa'c~or:is based 
on a :simplified Jine,particle wind
erosion ,model and reflects the :combined 
effects of-differing wind speeds imd'so'II 
moist1.1.re:,:Analy1iee indicated that soil 
·maisture was •dominant overbotl1 wind 
speed and rpanticle size, which ~re 
essenllally•equal in effect. -BecaUSE; of 
the pomparative difficulty df 
determining particle sizes in ·an SI, a 
single,particle·size was assumed to 
apply to.all sites, This,constant particle 
size value was factored inte,the 
simplified model yielding the factorin 
the final rule. , 

.c. Dbserl'ed Release 
The proposed HRS de.scribed how to 

detarmiile whether an observed release 
was signlficimUy above backgr0und 
levels basea on multiples of detection 
limits and background con.cent.rations, 

Some,commenters stated !that the 
proposed revisions treated qbserved 
release in.an overly complex manner. A 
number of'cgrnmenters, .primarily from 
the mining Industries, were ,concerned 
about the consideration of background 
coru;enlrationdn determining an 
observed release. (See Section ID P 
below .for a summery of their concerns 
and.EPA's response.) 
, As in the proposed rule, ,;,bse~ed 

releases may be established based on 
either dlrect,observatlon or chemical 
analysis of samples, In the case,of direct 
obeerva.tion, material ( e.g., ·particulate 
matter) containing hozardo4s , 
substunces must be seen entering the 
medium directly or mus\ have been 
deposited in the medium. 

EPA has replaced the proposed rule 
criteria for establishing an observed 
rolease by ,chemical analysis with 
simpler.criteria. In theiinal HRS, an 
observed release .is established when .a 
sample meas.urernent 13quals or exceeds 
the sample quantitationiimU.(SQI.) and 
is at least:three times above:the 
background·level, and avall;:ible 
information,attrlbutcs some;porlion of 
tJ1e release of· the :hazard ohs substance 
to the site. (The.SQL Is the·quantity of.a 
hazardous substance that can :be 
reasonably quantified, glwen;the limits 
of detection ifor the n1ethods of analysis 

. and sampie.ch'aracteristics ·that,may , 
affect quanlltallon :(e;g.; dilution, 
concenlrallon),) When a 1baokgro\md 
concentration is,not detected (i.e., below 
detection Jimits), ,an obsf,!r.vod release 4s 
establi.shed when the.sample • ·' 
measur.ement 1equals ·or ·e,a:eeds the 
SQL, •A:r)y :thno the ·sample measurement 
Is less than the ·SQL, no observed 
release -i's·establlsl,~d. Table z.::a of the 
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final rule provldeii' the criteria Cot 
detcnnlning .when analytic sampling 
Information is sufficient for establishing 
fin observed release (or observed 
contamination in the soil exposure 
pathway). The £inal rule also provides 
prqcedures lo be folfowed when tho SQL 
Is unavailable and defines various types 
of detection and quantitation limits In 
the context or the HRS. (See § 2.3 of the 
final rule.) · 
fl. Benchmarks 

SARA requires that EPA give high 
priority.to sites that have led lo closing 
of drinking water wells or · · 
c<;mtamination of principal drinking 
water suppliefi. To respond to this · 
mandate, the proposed rule added 
health~bascd benchmarks to thil gro'und 
water'and surface waler migration 
pathways: in addition, ecological-based 
benchmarks were added to evaluate 
sensitive environments targets in 
surface water. In the proposed rule, 
population factors were evaluated at 
Level I if a health.based benchmark had 
heen exceeded. lf actual contamination 
was present, bul the benchmark was not 
exceeded, populations were evaluated 
based on two levels of contamination 
· L I I d I 

(1.e., eve I an Leve III). Sensitive 
environments In the surface water 
migratjon pathway were evaluated 
based ·on two levels of actual 
contaminJltion (exceeding benchmark or 
not exceeding benchmark). Where. 
several hazardous substances were 
present below benchmarks, the 
percentages of their concentrations 
relative to their benchmarks were added 
to determine which level was used to 
assign values. 

Of the commentero on this issue, most 
supported EPA's proposal to give extra 
weighting to sites where measured 
exposure-point 'uoncentralions exceed 
benchmarks. One commenter who 
dissented suggested giving extra 
weighting to sites where actual 
contamination is documented; · 
documentation of an observed release 
lor observed contamination) would be 
the only criterion for as.signing higher. 
values lo target factors, and the 
relationship o( the concentration of 
hazardous substances to benchmarks 
would riot be used. The other dissenting 
commenter suggested that EPA re-
evaluate the role of health-based 
benchmarks In the HRS because 
common sense, and other law$, wl,11 
discour~ge people from drinking w~ter 
llontamlnate·d above benchmark levels, 
nnd because evaluating lhle factor will 
entail large resource expenditures tor 
n1arginal gains In discrimi11ation. · 

Tlie final rule weights mo~l targets 
based on actual and polenllal exposure 

lo contamination aoross ell pathways. 
and threats, Including those for' which 
benchmarks \Vere ncit originally . 
proposed, because EPA believes that 
lhls approach both improves the ability . 
of the HRS.lo 'identify eiles that pose the 
grea.test threat lo human health and the 

· environment end Increases the internal 
consistency of the HRS. (See§§ 2,5, 
2.5.1, 2,5,2, 3,3,1, 3.3.2, 4.1.2,3.1, 4.1.2,3,2, 
4,1.3.3.1, 4.1.3,3,2, 4.1.4.3.1, 4,2,2,3.1, 
4,2,2,3.2, 4.2.3.3,1, 4.2,3.3.2, 4,2.4.3.1, 
5.1,3,1, 5.1.3,2, 6,3.1, 6.3.2, 6.3.4, 7,3.1, 
7.3.2.) In the final rule, both the 
population factor.sand the.factors 
,reflecting the hazard to the nearest. 
individual (or well or intake) ere . 
evaluated In relation to health.-based 
benchmarks In all pathways, The 
sen'sitive environment factor in the ·
surface water environmental threut ls 

· weighte'd in relation to ecological-based 
benchmarks; however, In the soil 
exposure and air migration pathways, 
the sensitive environment factor is · 

· h d I J th b · f 
wmg le 8 mp Yon e as,s O · 
exposure to actual contamination, and 
no benchmarks ere used,' 

The Agency chose to use benchmarks 
in all pathways in response to comments 
that speclfioally suggested such a 
change·, It is also responding to 
c:omments that the HRS should better 
reflect relative risks and that the 
approaches In all p'athways should be 
conslstent.-The Agency has concluded 
that the concerns expressed by · 
commenlers outweigh the concem·s 
about uncertainties in the evaluation of 
sampl_es collected in air and soil and 
about the leek ofreguletory standards 
and criteria on which to base soil or air 
benchmerke that led the Agency not to 
include benchmarks for those' pathways 
In the proposed rule. In short, EPA 
carefully considered this point nnd 
concluded that the consistent . 
11ppl!catlon of benchmarks acros.s all 
pathways provides £or the most 
reasonable use of date given the 
purpose of the HRS as a s~reening tool. 

EPA generally selected specific 
criteria baaed on applicable or.relevant. 
end appropriate requirements (ARARs), 
excluding State standards, that ha,ve 
been selected for the protection of 
public health and lhe environment as 
ot~lllned in the NCP (55 FR 8666, Murch 
a; 1990), In lhe HRS NPRM, EPA 
p1•opoijod lo use MCLs, maxln:ium 
contaminant level goaJs [MCLGs), and 
screening concentrations (SCs), based on 
cancer slope factors as drinking water 
benchmarks, ond Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) Action.Levels es· 
benchm11rks for the human food chain 
threat. EPA also proposed to use 
An,blent Waler Quality Criteria 

(AWQCj as ecological-based, · 
benchmarks for the environmental 
threat. EPA received 21 comments from 
12 commentera on which ben<;hmarks 
the HRS should use and whether 
additional ln~ormation should.be 
considered in establishing benchmarks. 
Opinion was divided on the use of 
specific types of benchmarks: three 
commentets supported the use pf MCLs: 
throe did not. Two commenters 
supported the use of MCLGs, two 
opposed such use, and one suggested 
that EPA consider the economic impact 
ot using the value of O (i.e., the MCLG 
foJ a carcinogen) as a health-based 
oenchmark. Two commenters suggested 
including relevant State drinking waler 
standards, and one euggested including 

 concentrations based on RfDs. One 
commenter expressed concern that the 
current lack of water quality standards 
for many substances might make the 
benchmark system Ineffective in 
identifying sites that pose a significant 
threat to human health. Two 
commenters suggested lhat carcinogen 
weight of evidence should be used In 
establishing SCs (e.g., the individual rlak 
level should be lower for a Class A 
carcinogen than for a Class B2 · 
-carcinogen), Two commenters suggested 
considering other important routes of 
exposure (e.g., inhalation of hazardous 
substances volatilized from water, or 
dennal contact with contomi11ateo 
wa.ter) In establishing drinking water 
benchmarks, 

EPA conducted a number of analyses 
on.specific beno~marks and on the 
mod1Iication of factors to consider in 
establjshii,g HRS benchmarks. As .o 
result of public comments and these 
Hnalyses, EPA has concluded that the 
HRS is improved by including 
concentrations based on nationally 
uniform standards, criteria, or toxicity 
values as healt\1-bosed or ecological
based benchmarks in all pathw,ays and 
threats, EPA's conclusion Is based on 
several considerations. First', the 
addition of benchmarks' across all 
pathways and the use of ARA.Rs for 
those ben.chmarks improves linkages 
with the RI/FS prooess. That Is, the HRS 
benchmarks will be those used most 
frequently duting RI/FSs, and .the 
additional poinie provl~ed by equalllng 
or exceeding a benchmark will aid in 
identifying areas requiting follow-up in 
the RI/FS. Second, the intema.1 
consistency of the HRS is Improved by 
using benchmarks because , 
concentrations measured al or above 
benchmark l,evels are treated in~ 
para liq I manner across all pathway~, 
allowing more consistent and fuller use 
of the relntlvel>• costly sampling dalR 
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collected during the SI. Third, the 
number of haza,rdous substances for 
which at least one health-basod or 
ecological-based benchmark is available 
is increased, allowing fol' more uniform · 
assessment of sites nalionwlde. 

The benchmark ci•iteria that the 
Agency has concluded are most 
appropriate for each pathway and threat 
are listed below, As di~r.ussed above, 
EPA agrees with comments suggesli11g 
that benchmarks also ba used in the soil 
exposure and air migration pathways 
and has selected i;:ritei:ia for these 
pathways based upon the kinds of 
factors discussed above. While EPA 
believes the criteria for· the soil 
exposure and air migration pathways in 
the final rule are appropriate, il is open 
lo any comments that members of the 
public may wish to submit regarding 
lhes~ criterla and speoifically solicits 
such comments at U1fs liroe. EPA asks 
lhal any such comments be submitted 
on or before (30 <lays a.fll:lr the date of 
publication in the Fodera! Register). 

For the final rule, EPA has seletled 
the following types of br,uu.itimarks in 
t1Ach pathway ana (hrcat, subject to any 
revisions in the criteria for air and soil 
exposure that may be made in response 
to comments. [Benchmarks for 
radionuclides are discussed in Section 
111 E of this preamble.) 

• Benchmarl-s in the ground waler 
migration pathway and the surface 
water drinking walet· threat include 
MCLs, non-zero MCLCu, screening 
concentrations (SCs) for non-cancer 
effects based on Rills for oral 
exposures, and SCs for cancer based on 
slope factors for orfl1 exposures and 10~6 

individual ca11cer risk {see Table 3-10). 
Because SCs based on RfDs and slope 
factors 11re used as drinking water 
benchmarks, MCLGs with a value of 0 
have been dropped as HRS benchmarks. 

• Benchmarks In the surface water 
'1\1man food chain threot include FDA 
Action Levels for fish or shellfish, SCo 
for non-cancer effects based on Rills fo1• 
oral exposures, and SCo for cancer · 
based on slope factors for.oral 
exposul'es and 10~6 individunl cancer 
risk (see Table 4-17). 

,. Benchmarks in the surfuce water 
environmental threat include AWQC 
and Amblent.AquaUc Life Advisory 
Concentrations (AALACs): ,AALACs 
will be c;onsjdered as they become 
available (see Table 4-22), · 

• Benchmarks in lhe soil exposure 
pathway include SCs for non~cancer 
effects based on RfDs tor oral 
exposures, and SCs for cancer based on 
slope factors for oral. exposures end 10~u 
individual oanoer.risl<. {see Table 5-3), 

• Benchmarks In the afr migration 
pathway Include National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards, Na'tlonal ~mission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAPs) that nre expressed in 
ambient concentration.units, SCs for 
non•cancer effects based on RfDs for 
inhalalion exposures, and SCs for 
cancer based on slopefactots for 
Inhalation exposures and 10-G individual 
cancer risk (see Table 6-14). 

Several commenters suggested 
technical refinenients for deriving 
health-based bunchmarks. Alt11ough 
qualifying information ls useful and 
important and is, in fact, used 
extensively in the Rl/FS process, the 
benefits of including such information in 
the HRS 1nusl be balanced against ita . 
limited scope and purpose as well as the 
limited data available to determine 
concentration at the point of exposure. 
Consoquently1 in the final rule: 

• All hea:llh-based benchmarks are 
set in reference to the major exposure 
concern for each palhway 01· threat (e.g., 
benchmarks in lhP. air migration 
pathway are sel in reference lo 
inhnlution only: benchmarks in drinking 
water, the human food chain threat, and 
the soil exposure patltway are sel in 
reference lo ingestion), excepl for 
rndionuolides for which extemal 
exposure is also considered in the soil 
e1<posure pathway; 

• All benchmarks are set in reference 
lo uniform exposure assumptions that 
are consistent with RI/FS procedures 
(e.g., water consumption is assumed to 
be l wo Jiters per day; body weight ls 
assumed to be 70 kg), 

• Stale water quality standards and 
other Stale or local,regulaUons are not 
included as benchmarks because they 
would introduce regional variation in 
the HRS; 

• A hierarchy has been developed lo 
provide a &ingle benchmark 
concentration for each hazardous 
substance by pathway and threat; and 

• Qualitative weight-of-evidence is 
not used In deriving SCs for carcinogens, 

In the NPRM, RPA requested 
comments on how many tiers (levels) of 
aolual donlamination to consider when 
Weighting populations Telative to 
benchmarks (I.e., which of three 
alternative methods preeen tad sho11ld be 
adopted). EPA received two comments 
on this issue and three related ' 
001nrnenls regarding lhe weighting 
factors for each .level, One commenter 
supported AlternaUve 2 (i.e., use of two 
levels of obaer\lcd contamination and 
one Jovel of potential contamination}, 
Another commenter suggested that 
Level II encl Level ill concenu-ations be 
combined to include U1e range of 
r.ontnminant levels ·above backgrou:nd, 
but below health-based benchmnrks. A 
third oommenter.stiggested that ·the 

weighting factors for each level be 
reconsidered. A fourth commenter 
suggested that 1/1 ooo of o benr.bmark 
factor is inappropriate because ii is 
excessively conservative an~ diffic11ll lo 
detect. 'fhe fifth commenter suggested 
that because Level UI represents 
conoentratlons with cancer risks below 
10-1, populations exposed to Level m 
concentrations should not be considered 
in the population category of drinking 
water threats. 

EPA toncluoted a number of anulyses 
on the subject of benchmark .tiers and 
has dropped Level JI! contamlnalion. ln 
lhe final rule, Level r oontaminnlion ia' 
defined aa concentration levels for 
targets which meet the criteria for actual 
contamination (see § 2.5 of the final 
rule) c1nd are al or above meclla-specific 
benchmark levels: Level II 
contamination is defined as 
concentration levels for largo ls which 
either meet the criteria for actual 
contamination but are less than media-
11pecific benchmarks, or meet the crlterla 
for actual contamlnatlon based on direct 
observation; and potential 
contamination is defined as lal'gets lhat 
are potentially subject lo releases (i.e., 
targets that are not associated with 
actual contamination for tl1at patl1way 
or threat), These..tliree tiers ate used to 
assign values to both the l)earesl 
individual (or well or intake) {Ind the 
populatlon fo.olors. As a result of E:PA's 
analyses of ban oh mark issues, lhe 
weighting assigned to Level l and Level 
11 conlamioatlon has been changed and 
made consistent across pathways. For 
example, Level I populations ilte now 
multiplied by a factor of 10 in all 
patl1ways. Aa ln the proposed rule, 
potentially contaminated populations 
and nearest individuals {or wells or 
in'lakes) ere dil;ltance or dilution 
weighted, 

The proposed rule summed the ratios 
of all hazardous substances lo their 
individual benchmarks as a means of 
defining the level of actual 
contamination, and EPA requested 
comments on the appropriateness of this 
approach to scoring multiple substances 
detected in drinking water. Of the 10 
comments in response to .this proposal, 
nine strongly opposed the prop11sed 
,flpproach, particularly when applied to 
drinking weter•stand11rds.,(l.e., MCLs), 
MCLGs, and 11oncaroinogens, On.e 
commenter supported the proposed 
approach. 

EPA has decided ,to retain •the 
summing of raUos,of.hazordous 
substances to their individual 
benchmarks, but in a .modifled Corm. ''il'he 
final role sums measures of 013rclnogenio 
·nnd nononrclnogen'lo effects separately, 
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concentrations specified in r~gulatory 
limits {e.g., NAAQS, MCLs, or FDA 
Action Levels) are not Included in the 
summing algorithm. EPA recognizes lhat 
a more precise estimate of relative tlsk 
would be obtained by summing the 
ratios of hazanfous substances to their 
individual RID.based concentrations by 
segregating substances according to 
major effect, target organ, and 
mechanism of action. In fact, such a 
segregation is recommended during the 
RI/PS, However, health-based 
benchmllrks are used in the HRS to 
provide a higher weight to populations 
exposed lo hazardous substances al 
levels that might result in adverse health 
effects. As a consequence, EPA believes 
that use of the summed ratios of 
hazardous substances within pathways 
and threats to their individual RfD
L,ased benchmark levels is appropriate 
for lhe screening purpose of the HRS. 

EPA prnposed·and solicited comments 
on o range or 10-• to 10-1 for individual 
cancer risk levels of concem in 
establishing levels of actui1I 
contamination with respect to health
based benchmarks, EPA received eight 
comments conceming this risk range, 
Four commenters suggested restricUng 
the range to 10-• lo 10-e, primarily 
because this range would be consistent 
with risk levels identified in the NCP 
and used by other EPA regulatory 
programs. Three commenters said the 
SCs for carcinogens should be the 10-, 
individual cancer risk level. One 
commenter stated that 10-• to 10-1 

generally ls the risk range considered for 
Superfund response. The final rule 
defines only two levels of actual 
contamination: signll'icantly above 
background and equal to or above 
bench111ark, and significantly above 
background but less than benchmark. 
When an applicable or relevant and 
appropriate requirement does not exist 
for a carcinogen, EPA selects remedies 
resulting in cumulative risks that foll 
within a range of 10-1 to 10•a 
incremental individual lifetime cancer 
rlsk based on the use or reliable cancer 
potency information. EPA has selected 
the 10-6 screenlng risk level In defining 
the HRS benchmark level for cancer risk 
because II is the lower end of the concer 
risk range (i.e., 10-• to 10-6) identified in 
Iha NCP and used by other EPA 
regulatory programs. 

Two commenters objected \o 
assigning releases of substances with no 
benchmarks to Level II 89 a default 
value. One suggested BB$igning 
unknowns to Level JU because 
substances that ore frequently ri:leesed 
or 11re known or suspected to cause 
health problems arc studied before 

those that are not. The other objected 
because "the absence of do tll is not 
data." 

Because EPA has decided to adopt a 
benchmark system incorporating only 
two levels of actual contamination, the 
default level is Level U, ff none of the 
hazardous substances eligible to be 
evaluated at a sampling location has an 
applicable benchmark, but actual 
contamination has been established, the 
actual oontamlnation al the location Is 
assigned to Level II. 

/. Use Factors 
The proposed HRS included Ioctors to 

assign values to uses of potcmllally 
affected resources ln the three migration 
pathways: ground water use (drinking 
water and other) in the ground waler 
migration pathway, drinking water 1111d 
other use and flshery use in the surface 
waler migration pathway, and land use 
In the air migration pathway, 

EPA received a number of comments 
on each of these factors. The 
commenters raised specific objections to 
distinctions drawn among various 
potential uses and to the weights 
assigned lo those uses. For example, for 
the ground waler use factor, some 
commenters asserted that lhe HRS 
should not delineate between private 
and public water supply contamination, 
For the surfoce water use factors, a 
commenter recommended a range of 
assigned values for irrigation of 
commercial food or forage crops 
because of vodations in rates of uphike 
of hazurdous substances. For lhe land 
use factor, two commenlers urged giving 
greater consideration lo instituUonal 
land use because of lhe sensitive 
populations that would be exposed. 

Partly in response to these comments, 
and in an effotl to simplify the HRS, 
EPA has substantially revised tlie 
method of incorporating resource use 
Information in targets factor categories, 
The field test indicated that collecting 
data oa each of the use factors involved 
considerable effort al many sites. In 
addition, because of weighting factors 
applied lo potentially con lamina led 
populations, at sites with no actual 
contamination, use factors were 
contributing more to the targets value 
than were large populations, As some 
commenters pointed out, the use faclors 
mlxed concerns about human heallh 
with concerns about lhe value of tho 
resource and, therefore, were partially , 
redundant with population factors. 'fo 
avoid redundancy with human health 
concerns as evaluated through the 
population factor, EPA has made mejo1' 
changes in how resource uses are 
evaluated and scored In the final rule. 

In each migration pathway, the use 
factors hove beon replaced by n 
resources factor that assigns values lo 

,resources appropriate for the pathway. 
In addJtion, a resources factor bas been 
added to the soil exposure pathway, The 
resources factor for a pathway Is 
assigned a maximum of five points if 
any of the resource uses for that 
pathway exists within the targel 
distance limit in the ground water or 
aurrace waler nilgrallon pathway, wlthln 
one-half mile of a source ln U1e air 
migration pathway, or within on area of 
observed contamination in the soil 
exposure pathway. If none of the uses 
exists, the faolor is assigned a value or 
o. 

The rf;!sourcos footor in the ground 
water migration pathway assigns n 
value of 5 for wells supplying water for 
irrigation of commercial food or 
commercial forage crops (five-acre 
minimum), watering of commercial 
livestock, as an ingredient in 
commercial food preparation, or as a 
supply for commercial aquaculture or for 
a major or designated waler recreation 
area (excluding drinking waler use)-for 
example, waler parks (see § 3,3.3), A. 
value or 5 is also assigned if the water in 
the aquifer is usable for ddnking wate1•, 
but not used. 

The resources factor in the drinking 
water threat of tho surface waler 
migration pathway assigns a value of 5 
if the surface waler is designated by a 
Slate fo1· drinking water use but not 
used, or is usable bul not used for 
drinking waler. In addition, points may 
be assigned for Intakes supplying water 
for irrigation of commercial food or 
commercial forage crops (five-aore 
minimum), watering of commercial 
livestock, as an ingredient In 
commercial food preparation, or if the 
watel' body la used ·a~ a major or 
designated waler recreation area (see 
§ 4.1.2.3,3). The fishery use factor has 
been deleted to avoid double-counting 
of fisheries. 

In the air migration pathway, U!P. 
resources factor Is assigned a value of S 
if there Is commercial agriculture or 
commercial silvlcuhure, or a major or 
designaled rem·eallon area within n half 
mile of a source (see § 6.3.8), 'fhe 
distance of one-half mile for the 
agricultural, silvlcultural, and 
recreational areas wos determined by 
lhe distance weighting factors for tho nir 
rnlgralion palhwey, which reOect the 
rapid diminishing of air.contaminant 
concentrations beyond one-half mile 
from a source, Therefore, resouroes 
beyond this distance are not considered 
in this pathway.· 
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A rcsourc1,s factor has also been 
added to the resident population threut 
of the soil exposure pothway: '.{'he for.tor 
Is assigned a·value of 5 If there 1a·· . · 
commer~lal agriculture, commercial 
silviculturo; or.commefoial'llvestock 
production or grazing on an area of 
observed contamlna\ion al the site, : 

j. Sansi1i·ve Environme11ls 

The proposed rule expanded the list of 
sn~sitivc environments considerably 
and, for the surface water and air 
pi.!'lhways, counted ejl sensitive , 
environments within the target distance 
limit, rather than just. the one with the 
highest assigned value: for the son 
exposure pathway,-onll' the scnaltive, · · 
environment assigned the highest.value 
was counted. Potentially contaminated 
St!nsitive environments wer.e distance/ 
dilution wuightod; In the surfoce willer 
environmental threat, actual 
<iontamination of sensitive environments 
,wis evaluated on the basis of 
er.ological-based benchmarks. 

EPA received relatively few 
comments on issues relnted to,sensltive 
environments. However, participants ln 
the field. test requested clarification of 
three categbries of sensitive 
environments Involving spawning areas, 
ti1igratory pathways, and feeding areas 
critical for the maintenance of a fish .. 
species within a river syste~, coaslo.1 
embayment, or ~stu,ary. In particular, 
critical migratory pathways and feeqing 
areas we~e diffic~lt to l~entlfy_and .• 
seemed to provide little discrimination . 
among surface waters in some areas of 
the country~ ' ' 
. EPA has redefined.,oritic11I spawning 
nreas to include shellfish beds, arid has 
limited the areas to those used for 
intense or concentrated spawning bye 
given species, Critical migratory 
pathways and feeding areas have been 
combined into a single category and 
limited lo anadrom~,us fish (i.~., fjsh that 
ascend from the ocean to spawn), whioh 
face special problems in migrating 
substantial distances between the ocean 
and their spay,ming areas. These feeding 
areas are further restricted lo only those 
areas in which the fish·spend extended 
periods of time, Examples in61ude arl}as· 
where juveniles· of enedrori1ous species · 
feed for prolonged periods (e.g., weeks) 

· os they prepare lo rnigi·a'tc from fresh · 
water to the ocean, and holding -areas· 
aloog the adult migratory pathways;· -

Terrestrial areas used for breeding by 
!urge or dense aggregations of 
ver.tebrates (e,g,, heron rookery, soa lion 
breeding beach) have bl:on added to the 
list •of serisltlve environments to parallel 
lhe spa·wnirtg areas listed for fish ' 
11pec\ee, Water segmcnte designated by 
u Stale·as 'not attnlnlng loxlc·woter 

quality standards have been removed. 
because these environments arc already 
degraded and thus a~e not analogous lo_ 

· the other sensitive environments listed. 
Also, the assigned value for State 
designated areas for protection or 
maintenance of aquatic life has been. 
changed frotn 60 points to 5 points (see 
Table 4-23 in finr1I rule) to be consistent 
with the points assigned under the 

. resources factor for State designated 
areas for drinking water use, 

In response to public comment, 
· Notional Mt>.numents have been added 
to the 100-point category on the llst of 
terrestrial sensitive environments 
considered under the soil exposure 
pathway. "Stnte designated naturnl 
areas" and "particular areas, relatively 
small in size, important to the 
1,uaintcn1mce of unique biotic . 
communities" were also added to the 
!hit of tefl'estrial sensitive environm.ents 
in response to public comment. These 
latter two categories were alreaµy 
considered in the air and surface waler 
pathway evaluation of sensitive 
environments. (See Table 5-5,) 

The method for evaluating wetlands 
has been revised, partially because 
participants in the field lest hod 
difficulty identifying dis.crele wetlands .. 
Spme wetlands were patchy and could 
be. classified aa one large or many small 
wetlands. Other wetlands were divided 
by riveni or roads, or changed· from one 
type of wetland to another, making it 
unclear whether more than.one wetland 
should be counted, 1'o eliminate these 
diWculllcs, wetlands are now evaluated 
,;m tl1e basis of size l!nd level of 
contamination'. In the air migration 
pathway, wetlands are evaluated based 
on acreage and level of contuminaUon 
(see § 6.3.4): in the surface water 
migration pathway, wetlands arc 
evaluated by linear frontage along the 
surfuce water hazardous substance 
migration pnth and level of 
contamination (see § 4.1,4.3,1), · 
Distinguishing among wetlands on the 
busis of size and level of conlamlnulion 
should improve the discriminating 
abllily·of the sensitive envifonmonts 

· factor. In the drier porti9ns ~'r the 
couJHry,'where even small wetlands 
(e.g., prairie polholes) a~e V~rY . ' , 
important, smell wetlands may ali;o 

· qualify as •.ipnrtloular areas; relatively 
smRII ln'eize, important to the 
inainton'ancc of unique biotic 
communities," 

Sensitive environments other than 
wetla.nds are nol evaluated on the basis 
of size for several reasons. Most other 
HRS sensitive environments tend to be 
loss common and less widely distributed 

'nationally then We\land.s (e.g., see EPA's 
1989 Fielrl Test of the Proposed Revised 

HRS) end, therefore, their numbers and 
boundaries tend to be easier to identify. 
In addition, the value of many senslti_ve · . 
environments is independent of size;,for 
exl!mpfo; the size of a critical habitat of 
an endangered species may vary solely 
due to ·the type of species present, 
Furthermore, potential or aotuel 
contamination of even e·small portion 'of. · 
many sensitive environments-for 
example, a wildlife refuge-tends to be 
viewed es unacceptable, 

An ecosystem bloaccumulation 
p_otential factor h~s been added lo the 

· waste characteristics tactol' catego!'Y of 
the surface water environmental threat 
in response to comments that hazardous 

'substances that demonstrate an ability 
to bind to sediments and/or to , 
bioaccumulate (e.g., PCBs, mercury) lend 
to pose the greatest long.term threats to 
aquatic orsaniilms, The' eccumuh11ion of · 

' haza1·dous substances in the aquatic 
food chain can result in adverse effects 
ln aquatic species and in other animals 
that ingest aquatic species (e.g., 
waterfowl), The ;ecosystem . 
bio11ccumul_aliof! potential factor differs 
slightly from the bioaccumulalion _ 
potential factor jn the human food chain 
threat, primarily In that all BCF data arc 
considered in deriving it and hot lust 
BCF daio for hmhan food chain 
organisms. 

The EPA ambien\ aquatic life 
advisory, concentrations (AALACs) have 
tieen eWed to tl1e date hierarchy used 
~o assign the ecosystem toxicity value 
rsee § 4.1.4.2,1;1), The Natµral Heritage 
Pl•ogram alternative sensitive 
envlronmef1l rating factors have been 
removed from the rule because of 
problems that arose during the field 
tests; field test participants found that 
the availability of information varied 
snbatantially among Stutes. However, a 
Natural Heritage Program Data Center 
can assist in identifying many of the 
sensitive environment types listed In 
Tables 4-23 and 5-5. · 

K. Use of Available Data · · 
• A number of commcnters stated that 
ull available dnto should be used when 
scbrlng a site, Several cited the tiered 
npproach to hazardous waste quantity 
as a model that could be applied lo 
other factors, Under this metlt'od, where 
data arc available, they would be used; 
where data are not evallabl!l, defaults or 
more generalb;ed approaches would be 
applied, Several commenters · 

, speoifioally suggested using this 
oppronoh for ground water flow 
direction end for scoring mining sites, 
These commenters argued that It would 
be less expensive and time-consuming 
lo use available data when scoring .a site 
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than to-wait until the rcmodlal 
investigation to considcr the addilio1hil · 
information. 

:EPA considered modifying the HRS to 
ttllow the use of additional datu, but 
determined that futlher expanding the 
MRS lo account for varying levels of 
data availability is ,inconsistent with the 
HRS's role as an initial screening tool. • 
Adding tiers lo various factors lo 
accommodate the use of all available · 
data would make the HRS considerably 
more difficult lo apply and co11ld lead lo 
substantial inconsistencies in how sites 
are Investigated and evaluated. EPA 
Regions and Slates would have to 
determine, for each set of da la 
presented, whether the data quality was 
good enough for the data lo be 
considered. Debates over decisions on 
data quality could delay scoring and, 
ultimately, delay cleanup at sites. 
Therefore, the Agency believes that the 
limited use of liers in the final HRS 
represents a reasonable tradeoff 
between the need to limit the 
complexity of the system and the desire 
to accommodate risk-related 
information that is generally outside tho 
scope of a site inspection. 

L. Ground Water Migralion Pathway 

The proposed rule included a number 
or significant changes In the ground 
water migration pathway: new 
hydrogeologic factors were added: 

populations were disllrnce .weighted 
unless exposed to actual·conlaminalion; 
a maximally exposed individual (MEil 
factor was added; the target distance 
limit was extended: a mobility factor 
was added and combined with loxlclly: 
a.rid. a wellhead protection area factor 
was added, Figure 5 'shO\\'S the prop·osed 
ground water migr11tion pathway and 
the final rule pathway. · ' 

Ground walerjlow direclio11. Neither 
the original HRS nor the proposed HRS 
directly considered ground water now 
direction in evalu111ing targets. The 
propose() HRS in\iireclly considered 
ground waler flow direction by 
weighting populatiqns based on actual 
and potential c9nlamination of drinking 
water wells. 

EPA received 50 letters from 40 
commenters on this issue; 27 letters 
responded to the ANPRM, 21 to the 
NPRM, and two to the fleld test report. 
Commenters included eight States, three 
Federal agencies, the mining, petrole1u1,, 
chemical, and cement industries, . 
utilities, and professional engineet·s. The 
commenlers supported the consideration 
of ground water flow direction data, ot 
least in some circumstances. Numerous 
commenters urged the use of ground 
water flow direction data when they are 
1iilher available or easily obtained. They 
suggested several methods to 
inr.orporale flow direction, including: 

'• Considering use of a radi.1l impact · 
ate.1 whe'n directional releose·roules con 
be determined. Only a half cir'cle wilh·a 
three-mile radius for the downgrlidient 
portion (and a half-mile radius for tho 
rest of the circle) should be co'nsldorcc.l 
when scoring: . · 

• Differentiating between upgradioril 
and downgradient areas using 
topographic maps, evaluating water 
levels at wells, and noting lhe presence 
gf major surface water bodies: 

• Expending the effort to obtain 
accurate data and considering selected 
upgradient locations as a precaution 
ngoinsl unanticipated .anomalies; 
. • Excluding drinking waler wells 
where analytical data prove no 
contamination is present; 

• Having a "professional" review 
available Information and conduct 1:1 silo 
visit; 

• Using available flow direction data 
1rnd developing regionally based 
defaults when no data are available; 

• Installing plezorneters lo determine 
flow direct.ion in the PA/SI phase and 
when no ground waler Jlow data are 
available; 

• Incorporating ground water flow 
direction into the "depth lo aquifer" and 
"distance lo nc~rest well/population 
served" scores: and 

• Affording responsible parties the 
opportunity to determine flow direction. 
BILLING CODE 6560-50-M 
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Figure 5 
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Commenter& suggested that data on 
ground water flow are either readily 
available or can be easily obtained-at 
reasonable cost and are no more 
Imprecise than other aspects of. the HRS. 
Some commenters stated that the level 
of effort required to estimate the ' 
direction of ground water flow is no 
greater than that required to determine 
other hydrogeologic parameters in the 
HRS. . 
· EPA reviewed a range of options for 

considering ground water flow direction 
In evaluating targeis. For the reasons 
discussed above under "Use of 
Available Data," the Agency decided 
that It was not feasib)e to adopt a tiered 
app~oach in the targets factors for 
evaluating ground waler flow direction. 
EPA does not agree that increased 
accuracy warrants the increased 
complexity of accounting for gr911nd 
waler flow direction, because this level 
of accuracy is not required for a 
screening tool that Is intended to assess 
relative risk. This level of accuracy, 
however, is needed to determine the 
extent or remedial action and, therefore, 
is appropriate at the lime of the RI. 

EPA disagrees with the argument that 
determining ground water flow direction 
Is no more difficult than determining 
other ground water factors. Aquifer 
interconnections and discontinuities as 
well es hydraulic conductivity and 
depth lo aquifer, which are evaluated In 
the final rule, are geologic features that 
are unlikely to change over the short. 
term. In contrast, ground water flow 
direction can be Influenced by factors 
such as seasonal flows and pumping 
from well flelde. In addition, the ground 
water flow direction may be different in 
each aquifer at the site, and the 
direction of hazardous substance 
migration Is not always the same as the 
direction of ground water flow. · 
Therefore, data on ground water flow · 
direction woulc! reed to be 9onsld.erably 
more extensive thari would the' data 
required to document the other 
hydrogeologic factors. EPA notes that in 
the 11nal rule, many of the other 
hydrogeologlc factors considered have 
been simplified and the sorptlve 
capacity factor has been dropped. EPA 
also notes that ground waler,flow 
direction was not identified in SARA as 
e portion of the HRS requiring further 
examination, even though ground water 
flow direction was not considered in the 
original HRS and the Agency had 
received criticism similar to the above 
comments prior lo enactment of SARA. 

Although the final rule does not 
consider ground waler flow .direction 
directly in evaluating targets, lt,does 
consider now ,direction indirectly in the 

method used to evaluate target 
populations. lf wells have not been 
contaminated by the site, as the 
commenlers assume upgradienl wells 

· would not be, the population drawing 
from· those wells-is distance weighted 
end, thus, populations drawing from the 
wells would have to be substantial 
before a large number of points could be 
assigned. Moreover, In addition to 
providing a measure of the population et 
risk from the si\e, the largel factors 
afford a measure of-the value of Lhe 
ground water resources In the area of 
the site and of the potential need for 
ex'pahded uses of the ground waler. 
· Aquifer-inierconnectlons. Aquifer 

lnterconnecllons facilitaie the transfer 
of ground water or hazardous 
substances between aquifers. The final 

·rute specifies that if aquifer · · 
interconnections occur within two miles 
of the sources at the site (or within areas 
of observed ground water contamlnallon 
attributed lo sources at the site that 
extend beyond two miles from the 
sources), the interconnected aquifers are 
treated as a· single aquifer for the . 
purposes of scoring the site. Thua, for 
example, when an observed release lo a 
shallow aquifer has been identified, 
targets using deeper aquifers 
interconnected to the shallow aquifer 
are Included In the evaluation of the 
combined aquifer. This approach Is 
common lo the original as well as the 
revised HRS. 

In practice, EPA has found that 
studies in the field to determine whether . 
aquifers are interconnected in the 
vicinity of a site wlll generally require 

· resources more consistent with remedial 
investigations than Sis, especially where 
installation of deep wells Is necessary to 

1 conduct aquifer testing. Thus, EPA has 
-in the past relied largely on existing 
information lo make such 
determinations and the Agency finds It 
necessary to continue that approach. 
Examples of the types of information 
useful In Identifying aquifer 
interconnections were given in the 
proposed rule. This information includes 
literature or well:logs indicating that no 
lower relative hydraulic conductivHy 
layer or confining layer separates the 
aquifers being assessed (e.g., presence 
of a layer with a hydraulic conductivity 
lower by two or more orders of 
magnilude)i literature or.well logs 
.indicating that a lower relative 
hydraulic conductivity layer or confining 
layer separating the aquifers is not 
continuous through the two-mile radius · 
(i.e., hydrogeologic inlerco.nnections 
between the aquifers are identified): 
evidence that wilhdrawals·of water 
from one aquifer (e.g., pumping tests, 

aquifer tests, well tests) affect waler 
levels in another aquifer; and observed 
migration of any constituents from one 
aquifer to another within two miles. For 

'. this last type qf informallon.'the 
mechanism of vertical migration does 
nol have lo be defined, and the 
constituents do not have lo bo · 
attributable to the site being evaluated. 
Other mechanisms that can cause 
interconnection (e.g., boreholes, mining 
activities, faults, etc.) will also be · 
considered. While the descriptive text 
has·been removed from the rule, the 
approaches mentioned in the proposed 
rule will be used in' making aquifer 
lnterconneotion determlnalions, ln 
'general, EPA will base such 
determinations on the best information 
available; 'in lhe absence of definitive 
studies and where costs of field studies 
are prohibitive, the Agency will rely on 
expert opinion (e.g., U.S. Geological 
Survey staff or Stale geologists). In the 
absence of such information, EPA 
assumes that aquifers are not 
interconnected. 

Ground water potential to release 
factors. EPA proposed replacing the 
depth lo lhe aquifer of concern and 
permeability factors of the original HRS 
with d~pth to aquifer/hydraulic 
conductivity and sorptive c'apacity 
factors. EPA received more than 75 
comments on these factors, In addition 
to g0eneral comments on evaluating 
ground,water potential lo release in 

, response to the ANPRM. 
Several commenters supported 

conslperalion of depth to aquifer in 
evaluating the ground water migration 
pall.1way. One commenter stated Iha! 
use of a depth .to aquifer/hydra4lic 
conductivity matrix, which was 
intended lo reflect travel time lo ground 
water, was an improvement over • 
considering these two parameters 
Individually and additively. Concerns 
were raised, however, about how to 
determine depth to aquifer, In addition, 
commenlers slated that the two-mile 
radius for evaluating hydrogeologic 
factors should be extended to four. miles, 
while others commented that the 
distance should be measured from 
vertical points as near-to the source as 
possible, . 

Commenters generally supported the 
proposal lo include hydraulic 
conductivity, although many believed 
that the proposed method was loo 
complicated; several commenlers 
suggested that.the single least 
conductive layer(s) shpu)d be used. 
Another concern was the lack of-data 
for determinlng·hydraullc conductivity, 
One commenter slated that unless data 
cnn·confirm U1at the geologic strata 
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extend throughout the entire area of a 
, site, assigning a hydraulic conductivity 
value Is highly questionable. 

Some commenters offored nlternative 
approaches lo evaluating hydr!'lulic 
conductivity. These included replacing 
the'proposed method with: 

• Assigned "confidence levels" tied lo 
professional estimates based on regional 
data and judgment; 

• Consideration of actual travel time 
in the unsaturated zone; or 

• An assumption of maximum 
hydraulic conductivity among the 
various geological layers below the site. 

More than 20 comments were received 
on the eorptive capacity (actor, but there 
was little consensus among ttie 
commentcrs. A number of commen!e1·s 
agreed that the factor should be added, 
bu! stated that the approach was not 
delailed enough and that more waste
and site-specific information should be 
required. Other commenters agreed that 
the factor was an' improvement, but said 
that sorptive capacity should be 
dropped because the waste- and site
specific lnforma tion needed for an 
accurate evaluation cannot be collected 
durins a screening process. Others said 
that it was too complex as proposed and 
should be dropped. 

Based on thcee comments and the 
field test results, EPA examined the 
depth to aquifer/hydraulic conducUvlty 
and sorptlve capacity fa<Jlors. The 
examination showed that the lowest 
hydraulic conductivity layer(s) 
accounted for almost all of the travel 
lime to the aquifer ii a one.foot or three
foot minimum layer thickness was used, 
Accordingly, In the fmal rule, the depth 
to aquifer/hydraulic con<luctlvily factor 
hos been replaced with a simpler factor, 
travel time, which je delennlned using a 
matrix of the hydraulic oonductivity and 
thickness of the lowest hydrauUc 
conductivlly luyer(s) with at least a 
three.fool thickness. (See § 3,1,2.4 and 
Table 3-7 of the final rule,) 

To conform with l11e change limiting 
the travel time footor lo the least 
conductive layer(s), ond lo meet the goal 
of simplification, a changl} to the 
sorptive capacity factor was necessary, 
The propos~d l'ule evaluated this factor 

using oil layers between the source and 
the nquiter. In reexamining this facto1·, , 
EPA concluded that depth to aquifer Is 
one of the major parameters affecting 
total sorbent content, at least within lhe 
HRS ranges for the factor. Depth lo 
equifer also Indirectly reflect.a 
geochemical retardation meclianisms 
because, all else being equal, the effecl · 
of the6e retardation mechanisms 
increases as .the depth la aquifer 

. increases. At the field test sites, using 
only thEJ layer(s) of lowest hydrauUc 
conductivity decreased the calculated 
eorbent content between 10 and 99 
percent. For these reasons, EPA has 
decided to replace the·aorptive capacity 
factor with_a depth to aquifer factor, 
(See § 3.1,2.3 and.Table 3-5 of the final 
rule). 

M. Surface Water Migration Pathway 
The proposed rule made major 

changes to the evaluation of releases or 
threatened releases to ourface water. 
The pathway was divided into four 
threats: drinking water, human food 
chain, recreational use, anq 
environmental. other changes included 
consideration otflood potential; revision 
of polential overland flow; addition of 
dilution weights for potentially 
contaminated populations: extension of 
the target distance limit to 15 miles: 
revision of the peroistence factor to 
consider more degradation mechanisms; 
addition of a bioaccumulation factor for 
evaluation of human food chain 
toxicity/persistence and populations; 
addition of ecosystem toxicity lo 
evaluate the environmental threat; and 
addition of a maximally exposed 
individual factor (MEI) factor lo the 
drinking water threat. Figure'6 shows 
the proposed rule and the.overland 
flow/flood migration component of the 
surface water migration pathway in lhe 
final rule. · 

Recreolional use threat. SARA stated 
that l11e HRS shouid consider threats to 
surface wa'ter used for recreation and 
dl'inking water, and the proposed HRS 
Included a recreational use threat in the 
snriace water migration pathway. A 
number of Stales, several companies 
ond trade associations, and two Federal 

agencies Identified problems with the 
proposed recreational use threat, Some 
commonters objected lo weighting it as 
heavily as the drinking waler threat, 
while others suggested that evaluating 
the threat was too complicated for use 
in a screening tool. Many comrnenters 
said that proposed meth6ds fot 
as11lgning values to recreation al'eas 
were too broadly drawn and that a 
limited number of recreation areas 
should be considered, Two commentcrs 
suggested using actual attendance dala, 
and one commenter suggested that ' 
recreational uses be considered in other 
pathways as well. 

EPA'e field test indicated that the 
recreational use threat evaluation was 
too complex for HRS purposes and, nt 
the same lime, was not very accurate. 
Several field test participants 
commented that the recreation large! 
population was difficult lo evaluate and 
that the approach for determining 
population was inaccurate and time
consuming. ln addition, the population 
factor did not provide meaningful 
discrimlnalion among siles. The 
proposed rule used the physical 
characteriillice (e.g., capital 
improvements) of a recreational site as 
the basis for determining the distance 
limit used lo evaluate population, but 
because major and minor sites may 
have the same types of capital 
lmprov,ements (e.g., boat ramps, plonlc 
facilities), the same distance limit could 
be associated with a minor 'recreation· 
area and a major recreation area. 111e 
altematlve approach would be lo 
require actual.use data to evaluate 
targets; however, site-specific 
population data are not available for 
many recreation areas, making it 
difficult to obtain accurate estimates of 
lhe population at risk. The target 
distance limits, which ranged from 10 lo 
125 mUes, also contributed to the . 
problems with evaluating targets. The 
Agency Invited comments on refining 
these calculations; no alternative 
approaches were suggeatc,d, and EPA 
did not identify viable alternalives. 
l!ILLING eoDE l!MMO-M 
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Figure 6 

Surface. Water Migration Pathway 
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EPA is also concerned that many 
qualities of recreation ureas (e.g., 
uniqueness, attroctlvenoss, value) 
cannot be readily quantified or 
measured, which poses significant 

· problems for a screening tool. Therefore, 
the recreational use threat has been 
removed from the final rule. Instead, 
factors related to recreational use are 
being included in the assessment of 
resource factors in the air, surface 
water, and ground water migration 
pathways. (See the discussion of 
resources factors above and §§.3,3.3,. 
4.1.2.3.3, 4.2.2.3.3, and 6.3.3 of the rule.) 
Recreational use ls also a major 
component of the evaluation of the 
attractiveness/accessibility factor in the 
soil exposure pathway (see § 5,2.1.1 of 
the rule). 

Human food chain. SARA requires 
that EPA consider "the damage to 
natural resources which may affect the 
human food chain • • •" Accordingly, 
the surface waler migration pathw<1y of 
the proposed rule Included evaluation of 
threats to human health via the aquatic 
food chain. 

A number of commenters suggested 
that terrestrial food chain threats should 
also be evaluated because most of the 
food eaten in the United States 
originates on land, and the terrestrial 
human food chain Is, therefore, more· 
important than the aquatic human food 
chain, Commenters specifically stated 
that the HRS should account for human 
food chain threats Involving irrigated 
crops, livestock. and game animals, One 
commenter slated that the SARA 
mandate would not be fulfilled if only 
aquatic human food chain threats were 
evaluated, 

After conducting an investigation Into 
possible methods, EPA detennlned that 
it would not be practical to include a 
separate evaluation of terrestrial human· 
food chain threats In the HRS. The 
terrestrial food chain is more complex 
and site-specific and ls less understood 
than lhe aquatic food chain, 1md its 
assessment requires considerably more 
data. These factors render evaluation of 
lhe relative risks associated with the 
terrestrial human food chain well 
beyond the capability of a screening 
system such as the HRS. The final rule, 
therefore, does not separately evaluate 
terrestrial human food chain 'threats. 
These threats are, however, considerr.d 
indirectly under the resources t1-1rget 
components in the air migration 
pathway, ground waler migration 
pathway, soil exposure pa\hWay, ar1r.l 
drinking woter threat portion of the 
surface water migration pathway. 

The proposed rule required the 
estimation of bloaccumulatlon 
potentials for hazardous substances 

posing threats via.tho human food chain. 
One commenter slated that the 
estimation of bloeccumulation 
potentials requires excessive time and 
resources, and that this slop should be 
dropped from the HRS, 

EPI\ disagrees end considers tho 
bioaccumulation potentials of hazardous· 
substances to lie among the most 
important factors determining the degree 
of human health threat posed by 
substances via the human food chain. 
Substances that do not bioaccumulale 
pose less of a threat via the human food 
chain than substances that 
bioaccumulate, all else being equal. 
Conversely, substances with high 
bioaccumulation potentials can pose 
very significant threats via the human 
food chain even if they are only 
moderately toxic, or are present In 
modest quantities. EPA believes lhal 
compiling bioaccumulalion potenlh1I 
tables will reduce the effort and 
resources required to score this factor. 

EPA received severe! comments 
staling that bioaccumulation potential 
was not given sufficient weight in the 
evaluation of human food chain threats. 
EPA evaluated lhe use of 
bloac;cumulation potential during the 
field test and detennined that there was 
considerable uncertainty related to this 
factor, in part because of major 
differences in uptake associated with 
different species in different 
environments. In addition, 
bioconcentrnlion values have been 
computed for only a {ew species for 
most substances. In light of this 
uncertainty, EPA decided that 
bioaccumulation potential should not be 
given additional weight in the HRS, In 
addition, as part of the structural 
changes discussed in Section 111 B, the 
bioaccumulation potential factor was 
moved from the targets factor category 
to the waste characteristics factor 
category so that II is evaluated 
COl,l,Sistently with the other waste 
characteristics factors that reflect 
exposure. As part of these changes, the 
use of the bioaccumulalion potential 
factor in selecting the substance posing 
the greatest hazard also has be.en 
modified.· 

The final rule broadens the definition 
or actual contamination of the human 
food chain by modifying one criterion 
and adding a new criterion defining 
actual contamination. The proposed rule 

. defined a fishery as actually 
contaminated If (1) the fishery was 
closed as a result of oontamlnallon ond 
a substance for which the fishery was 
closed had been docur;nented in an . 
observE;d release'from the site, or (2) a 
tissue sample frorn a human food chain 
otgAnlsm from the fishery was found to 

contain a hazardous substance al a 
concenlr.-tion level exceeding the 
FDAAL for that substance In fish tissue 

· and the subslance had been documented 
in nn observed release from the site. In 
both cases, at least a portion onhc 
fishery must be within the boundaries of 
lhe observed release. 

Under the final rule, lhe former 
criterion (closed fishery) remains 
essentially unchanged, The latter 
criterion (tissue contamination) has 
been modified: A fishery is considered 
actually contaminated if the 
concentration of a hazardous substance 
in tissue of an essentially sessile benthic 
hum/In food chain organism from the 
watershed is al a level that meets the 
criteria for an observed release from the 
site and at least a portion of the fishery 
is within the boundaries of the observed 
release. A new criterion has also been 
added: A fishery is considered actually 
conluminated If a hazardous substance 
having a bioaccumulation potential 
factor val.ue of-500 or greater either is 
present In an observed release 
established by direct observation or is 
present in a surface water or sediment 
sample at a level that meets the criteria 
for an observed release from tho site 
and al lea's! a portion of the fishery is 
within the boundaries of the observed 
release, Only the portion of a fishery 
within the boundaries of an observed 
release is considered actually 
contaminated. 

EPA broadened the definition of 
actually contaminated fisheries on the 
basis of field lest results. With the more 
narrow definition In the proposed rule, 
few actually contaminated fisheries 

· were idenUfied because: 
(1) Closed fisheries did not cxist at 

most sites; 
(2) Hazardous substance 

concentration data from tissues of 
applicable organisms were available for 
only a small portion of fisheries; and 

(3) FDAALs exist for only a relatively 
smnll number of hazardous substances. 

The final rule also introduces lwo 
levels of actually contaminated fisheries 
or portions of fisheries: 

• Level I: Applicable when 
concentrations of site-related hazardous 
substances meeting the criteria for 
aclual contamination of the fishery 
equal or exceed the bimchmark -
concentration levels established in the 
final rule based on FDAALs, screening 
concentrations corresponding lo 
elevated cancer risks, and screening 
concentrations corresponding to 
elcvaled chronic, non-cancer toxicity 
ri~ks via oral exposures, The final rule 
allows Level I contamination .to be 
established based on lurnardous 
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substance concentrations in tissue 
i,amples from "organisms other than 
essentially sessile benthic organisms" 
(ti.g., fish; lobsters, crabs), even though 
these organisms cannot be used to 
1:stablish observed releases·or actual 
contamination. 

• Level II: Applicublo to all actually 
contaminated fisheries {or. portions or 
actually contominated fisheries) not 
meeting Level I criteria. 

Thr. final rule assigns human food 
chain populations associated with Level 
l concentrations tenfold greater weight 
than those associated with Level II 
conconlrations. The final rule also 
d!;acribos the procot,l~res for. . 
determining, where applicable, the port 
of a fishery subject to Level I 
(JOnccntralions, the part ~ubject to. Level 
II conr.ontrotions, and/or the port 
aubject lo potential contamination, 

EPA received several comments 
suggesting that, to be consistent.with the 
other threats, a maximally expo'$ed · 
Individual factor should.be Incorporated· 
into the human food chain threat. The 
Agency agrees, and to provide this 
consistency the final rule Incorporates a 
maximally exposed individual £actor 
(the food chain Individual) Into the 
human food ch~ln tar~ets factor . 
cate~ory. As with sim1!11r factors in 
other pathways and threats, the food 
ohain i?dividual is assigned points 
according to the level of contamination, 
Wh.erc.actual contamination.of a fishery 
is dom~ment~d, the food chain individual 
factor 1s a_ss1gned 50 points fpr Level 1. 
and 45 pomts for Level JI concentrations, 
Where no·nctual contamination of a 
fishery ls documented, but there is . 
documentation of en obser~ed release of 
a hazardous substance having a 
\}loaccumulation potential factor value 
of 500 or grea\er to a watershed 
oontai1"1ing a fishery within the target , 
distance litjtit, the food ohain Individual 
Is assigne,d a value of 20 points.· Where. 

thero ore no observed releases to 
surfncie ,vater 01· no observed rllloaso of 
a.hazardo\ls substance with a 
blonccumulation potential factor value 
of 500 o.r greater, but a fishery is present 
(i.e., there is a potentially contaminated 
fishery} within the target distance limit, 
the food chain individual is assigned 
.points ranging from o to 20, depending 
.on the dilution weight assigned to the 
associated surface water body. 

The·proposed rule estimated humon • 
food chain production of actuolly 
contaminated 01: potentially 
contaminated fisheries based on harvest 
data or stocking data for those fisheries, 
if available. Where such data were 1101 
available, production estimates wore 
bas1Jd on productivity of the surfoce 
water body or 1110 estimated slm;ullng 
crop of aquatic biota In the fisheries. 
The proposed rule included a table of 
standing crop default values for 
estimating human food chain production 
of the fishery, · . 

EPA received nul)lerous comments to 
the effoct that the standing crop default 

. table was difficult lo use, provided 
several different values for some woter 
bodies and none for others and 
provided unreliuble dote. Several 
commcnters stated that standi&:ig crop 
values ar.e not an appn>priate basis for 
e:3tlmaling aquatic human food chain 
production. One commenter pointed out 
Iha.I standing crop estimates do not 
correlate well with harvest for various 

. w~tor body types. Another commenter 
stated t~at csti1nates of harvest from 
fish and game officials are preferable lo 
standing crop default values because 
st{lndlng crop ls a measure of biomass 
(11Yeigh\ of all edible living organisms in 

. the water body) rather than 
prpductivity. ' · 

EPA agrees with the commentcrs. In 
the final rule, estimates of fishery , ' 
human food chain production are based 
on fish .harvest data (inoluding stocking 

data) as opposed to standing crop data. 
,Whan site-specific data are not 
·nvailable, harvest rates arc to be 
estimated based OIJ th~ average harvest 
pcr'unll.area for the particular water 
body type under assessment and the 
geographic oreo In which the water ' 

. :body is located. 
Gtound wator discharge lo su,f ace 

water. A numbel' of common tors and 
field test portjcipants suggested that the 
HRS should consider lhe potential 
impiict of ground water discharges to 
surface water because contaminated 
g1•ound water can ce a significan·t SOUl'Ce 
or surfuce water contaminatio·n.'Field . 
lest pli.rllcipants noted that some sites 

· huvc rio overland flow route, but surface 
~at~r can be contaminat~p t~roug~ · 
ground water discharges. ·· 

EPA agrees. and has added a gl'Dund 
water, lo surface waler migration 
component to the surface water 
migratiol'J pathway. Figure 7 shows the 
structure of this component. The surface 
waler migration pathway, therefore, 
now includes two components: The 
overland flow/flood migration 
component, which retains the structure 
of the surface water migration pathway 
as proposed (except For the changes 
discussed in this preamble), and the new 
ground water to surface water migration 
component, Either pr both components 
may be scored; /f qoth are sc9red, the 
surface watcr'migration pathway score 
is the higher of the two ecores.,EPA · 
select,ed the higher of the two .scores 
rather than combining them becaus'e, if 
scores we're combined, the amount of 
hazardoua substances at the eile 
availnblei to migrate via each c;omponenl 
would have to be apportioned between 
the two components. The site-specific 
data needed to determine the · , 
appropriate apportionment are. rarely . 
available. · 
81LLING CODE 6560-50-IA 
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. , Figure 7. 

Surface Water Migration Pathway.
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The grouhd water lo surface water 
migration component evaluates three 
threats: drinking waler, human food 
chain, and envlronrnental. The 
component is scored only if: (1) A 
portion of the surface water is within 
one mile of any source Ill the site that 
could release to ground waler; (2} there 
ls no disconllnuily in the uppermost 
E,1qulfer between the source and the 
portion of the surface water within one 
mile of the source: and (3) the bottom of 
the surface water ls at or below the top 
of the aquifer. The target distance limit 
for the component is determfoed the 
same way as for the overland flow/ 
flood component. For each threal, 
likelihood of release is based on either 
observed release or potential to release. 
An observed release is established if, 
end only if, there Is an observed release 
lo the uppermost aquifer, while polentiul 
to relea!le is based on ground water 
potential to release factors, except that 
only the uppermost aquifer ia 
considered. (See § 4,2,2.1,2,) 

The hazardous waste quantity factor 
is scored In the same way It Is scored for 
lhe overland flow/flood migration 
component, except thut only sources 
that could release to ground water are 
considered (see § 4.2.2.2.2). Toxicity, 
ground water moblllly, and surface 
water persistence are considered in 
selecting the substance potentially 
posing the greatest hazard In drinking 
water [see § 4.2.2,2,l). By considering 
ground water mobility, the final rule 
reflects the fraction of a hazardous 
eubstance·expected lo be released from 
the eotlrces and to migrate through 
ground waler to the surface water body. 
For human food chllin and 
environmental thl'ents, bioacaumulation 
(or ecosystem bloaccumulation) 
potential is also considered in selecting 
the substance potentially posing the 
greatest haziud (see § 4.2,3,2,1), 

The targets factors in this component 
are evaluated in the Imme way ao 
largels factors in the overland flow/ 
flood migration component, excepl that 
a dilution-weight adjustment le 
combined with the surface water 
dilullon weights for populations 
potentially exposed to contanHnatlon. 
The dilution-weight adjustment was 
added beoauaa lhe HRS assumes that 
hazardous eubstenoee migrate' via 
sround water In all directions from a 
site. Under this assumption, except In· 
those Instances where the surface :Water 
body completely eurroun.ds the site, only 
a portion of the hazardous substances 
can be assumed to r~ach the sur£eca 
water through the ground wa.ter, The 
dllution-weight adjustment acco.unts for 
the portion of the huzsrdounubntnncea 

assumed to be available to migrate to 
surface water through ground water .. 
The probable point of entry is defined as 
the shorlestatroight-llne distance, 
within the aquifer boundaries, from the 
eources at the site to the smface water 
body. Therefore, the actual targets 
considered may differ somewhat from 
targets evaluated In the ovel'land flow/ 
flood migration component because the 
two probable points of entry may differ. 
This approach might allow evaluation of 
intakee, fisheries, nnd sensitive 
environments that may be exposed to 
contamination from a eile but are 
upstream from the point of overland 
flow entry. 

N. Soil Exposure Pathway 
The onsite exposure pathway, which 

was added to the HRS in the proposed 
rule, has been renamed the eoil 
exposure pathway in the final rule. The 
pathway was primarily designed to 
assess the potential threats posed by 
direct exposure to wastes and 
contaminated surfiolal materials al a 
site. It evaluated two threats-the 
resident population and the nearby 
population, In the proposed rule, the 
resident population threat included 
three types of tnrgele: High risk 
population on a properly witlt observed 
contamination, all other resldent.e and 
people attending school or day care on a 
property with observed contamination, 
and terrestrial sensitive environments in 
which there Is observed contamination. 
The nearby population was based on 
people who live or atlend school within 
a one-mile travel distance ond who did 
not meet the criteria for resident 
population. Figure 8 summarizes the 
proposed and final rules, 

A number of commente1·s supported 
th!! .inclusion of the pathway, but raised 
issues rela.ted to Its evaluation. For 
example, commenters objecteci to 
evaluating lhe waste charactorlalica 
factor category solely on toxioily, Three 
commentera objected to limiting the high 
risk population to children under eevan. 
Other commonters stated that collecting 
data on the high risk population would 
be difficult. A number of commenters· 
qtlestioned how the onsile area and area 
of contamination would be defined and 
how·accessibllitr of lhe aite was 
evaluated, 

ln response to these comments and to 
the f(eld teal results, EPA has made a 
number of changes to the soil exposure 
pathway,,The n11-me of the pathway has 
been changed to be more·consleteJ\t 
-with terminology used In the Stipernmd 
human health evaluation process, • 

As suggested by commenters: the final 
rule limits the area within which human 
.targets are·evaluated for lhe·rcsldent 

popululion threat to localion11 within 
• properly boundaries and within a 
distance llmil of 200 feet from an area of 
observed contamination: The 200.foot 
limit accounts for those silun\ions whl)re 
the property boundary hi very large, and 
exposure to contaminated surficial 
materials Is unlikely or infrequent 
because of the dis lance of residences, 
echools, or work places from an area of 
observed contamination on the e11me 
property. 

To 1nake the pathway consistent with 
, the othetpathways and in response to 

comments, the final rule includes 
hazardous waste quantity in the waste 
characteristics factor category and 
multiplies it by the factor value for 
toxicity. New factors, resident 
individual ond nearby individual, have 
been added to make the palhway 
consistent with•the other pathways, all 
of which assign values fqr the 
maximally exposed individual (e.g., 
nearest individual or Intake). Population 
is evaluated using two levels of actual 
contamination based tm health-based 
benchmarks. Separate consideration of 
the high risk population (children under 
seven) hns been eliminated because the 
field test indicated that this factor could 
greatly add lo the lime and expense of 
scoring a site yet resulted In little 
dlecriminalion among sites, This change 
also makes the soil exposure pathway 
more consistent with the other 
pathways. 

In the nearby population lhreah the 
hazardous waste quantity factor in the 
likelihood of exposure factor category 
has been renamed "area of 
contamination" to renect both the intent 
of the factor and how It is evaluated. 
The accei,slbllity /frequency of use 
factor has been revised and renamed the 
''a llracLf veness/ accessibility" factor. 
The revised factor emphasizes 
recreational uses of areas of observed 
contamination because they are most 
likely to result in exposures. to 
contaminated aurficial materials. In 
addition, the weighting ·of the nearby 
population relative to tlie resident 
population has been reduced to better 
reflect the relative levels of exposure for 
those threats. 

A number of oommenters questioned 
whether workers should be counted 
when evaluating target populallpns In, 
tho'eoll exposure pathway. One , 
commenter suggested that·eoll expo11u1·e 
scoring should "not include actlvilles at 
fa91lities that presently are regulated 
under the Occupational Safety and 
Heallh Administration (OSHA),0 Other 
commenlers, however, Ii.lated that 

, workers should be counted In the target 
• population, 0ne comm11nlt1r argued that 
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not counling'a facility's work force Is 
inconsistent with other population 
counting techryiques, Another 
com'menlcr said th1:1t workers should be 
h)clude'd in the 'resident population 
bepause the proposed method of 
calculating soil exposure pathway 
scores can result in inappropriately low 
scores when onsite workers are exposed 
to wastes or contaminated soil, 

In response to lhcse comments, the 
Agency investigated statutory, 
regulatory, and policy conditions that 

might restrict the inclusion of workors in 
the target population for the soil 
exposure pathway, This analysis fount.I 
no broad atatutory or regulatory 
authority for excluding workers covered 
by OSHA regulations from 
consideration as targets In the HRS. 
Although the definition of a release 
under CERCLA section 101(22) excludes 
"any release which results in exposure 
lo persons solely within e workplace 
• • •" it only does so for purposes of 
claims by workers who ere nlready 

covered by State worker compensation 
luWs. The lcglslotive history of section 
101(22) specifically anticipated that 
authority under CERCLA might, in 
appropriate coses, be used to respond to 
releases within a workplace, Thus, the 
/\genc.v concludes that, lhere·aro no 
broad statutory or regulatory 
restrictions against oonslderatlon of 
activities at OSHA-regulated facilities, 
BILUtlQ C()()£ lljgO.~ 
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Soil Exposure Pathway
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The soil exposure pathway is 
designed lo account for exposures and 
health risk;; resulting from ingesHon of 
contaminated surfir.lal materials. 
Because ingestion exposures are 
comparable for some types of workers 
and residents, the Agency has decided 
lo include workers In the resident 
population threat. However, subslanliol 
variablllly in the kinds of workors and 
work activities al sites (e.g., indoor and 
outdoor) leads to considenible 
variability in exposure potential. The 
1\gency believes that determining 
specific categories or types of workers is 
beyond the scope of HRS dat<1 
collection. Thus, workers are assigned 
target points on a prorated basis: 5 
points are assigned for sites with up to 
100 workers: 10 points for sites wilh 101 
lo 1,000 workers, and 15 points for 
greater than 1,000 workurs, Prorating 
workers will reduce the dola collection 
effort. Evaluation of workers is not 
affected by health-uased bonchma1-ks. 
(See § 5,1,3.3,) Nearby workers are not 
counted in the nearby population 
because the Agency considers It 
unlikely that workers from nearby 
workplaces would regularly visit 
contaminated areas outside the property 
boundary of their workplace during the 
workday, and because there is no way 
to estimate accurately the number of 
workers who might. 

0. Air Migration Pathway 

The proposed rule made sevel'al 
significar:it changes lo the air migri:ition 
pathway in the original HRS. In 
response lo the SAHA mandate to 
consider potential as well as nctual 
releases to air, the proposed 1·ule 
included an evaluation of the potential 
to release, The proposed rule a loo added 
a mobility factor lo the waste 
characteristics factor category and an 
MEI faclor lo the targets category. 
Finally, the proposed rule added explicit 
dl11tance wr.lghting factors for evaluating 
all factors in the targets cotegory. Figure 
9 shows lhe proposed air ll1igration 
pathway and the final rule pathway, 

The public provided numerous 
comments on these changes and 1•aised 
new lssuP.s as well. The most significant 
new issue concerned the structural 
inconsislfmcy in the trnatmenl of gases 
and particulates in the proposed air 
migration pathwoy. For example, 
commenlers observed that in the 
potential to release evaluation, it was 
possible lo assign a high containment 
vulue to a source with good gas 
conlainmant and poor particulate 
containment while aasigning high source 
type and mobility values based on the 
presence of gaseous hazardous 
substances. This combination would 
yield an inappropriately high potenliol 

lo l'Blease value. This concern was also 
noted in discussions with field test 
personnel. 

The Agency agrees wllh these 
commenlers and investigated n1elhnds 
lo better reflect the differences between 
gases and partfculf!les, As a result of 
these analyses, EPA has mude severul 
changes lo the final rule in both tho 
likelihood of release and waste 
characteristics factor co(egories,' 

ln the likelihood of release factor 
category, the final rule evaluates source 
potential to release separately for gases 
and particulates, Only those sources 
containing gaseous hazardous 
substances are evaluated for gas 
potential lo release, and only those 
sources containing hazardous 
substances that can be released as 
particulules are evulualed for 
particulate potential to reh1ase, This 
change in potential to release structure 
necessitated other changes in the 
scoring of potential to release including 
development of separate gas and 
p1uticulate source type factors and 
migration potential factors. The names 
of these !alter factors were also changed 
to highlight the differences between 
potential to release "mobili.ty" and 
waste characteristics "mobility," (See 
§§ 6,U.1.3, 6,1.2,2.3.) 

l:llll.lHG CODE 8513()-SO-M 
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In addition to these ch1ingos In Iha 

b:1slc structure of the polenlial lo 
rnlcase factors, the final rule includes 
several aclditional changes In the source 
type list, migratlon potential focturs, and 
containment factors. Based on the 
c."<perience gained In the field test, EPA 
a,lcled several source typos lo the source 
trpe list. Somo 0£ these additions (e.g., 
surface impoundmerit (not buried/ 
Lackfilled): dry) simply clarify 
clussificalions that were implied in the 
p1·oposed source type list. Other. 
additions, such as source ll'POS . 
involving biogas release, were 
considered early in the development of 
the proposed HRS but were not included 
originally in the inle1·est of si!Upliclty, 

· Field tes't experience, however, 
indicated that their inclusion in lhe final 
rule was necessnry. Finally, new 
distinctions within some source types 
(::i.g., the various types of piles) wore 
added partly in response to comments 
and partly as a result of field lest 
e.'<porience. As applicublo, source type 
\'aloes were also revised. (See 
§ § 6.1.2.1.2, 6,1,2.2.2 and Table H.) 

The revised gas and particulnte 
migration polrmtial factors are very 
slmilar to the proposed likelihood of 
rnlease gas and particulate mobility . 
fact,:,i•s. Severn! common tors questioned 
lhe need for including clry relative soil 
\'1)latility in lho final !Jf!.S migrution 
factor. A simplification analysis 
ii1dic(1ted that dry relative soil volutility 
was redundant, as it was almost 
comph;iloly determined by vapor 
pressure. Hence, the fimil gas migration 
polential factor includes only vnpor 
pressure and Henry's law constant. Tho 
particulate migration potential factor in 
the final rulP. is simply the partlculute 
C<Jmpunenl of the pl'Opmrnd p11tential to 
release mobility factor. 

The contuinment factors wore also 
d1an:',led as a result uf the field lost, a 
review of reoenl information on covering 
sys lams, the examination of air release 
r;,ite models, und Lhe public comments 
on the neud £or Aimplit.:lly in the final 
rule. ThP. final list of contninmcnt 
descriplious eliminatr~d many redumhmt 
descriptions and changed others, 
rel11ining only those distiactions lhol ure 
necossary based on typP. of source. (See 
s§ s.1,2.1.1, 6.1.2.2.1 and Tables 6'-3, s... 
!J,) As discuss11d in Section Ill F above, 
two new mobility factors wore 
t!e\'eloped for tho waste r;huroclorislics 
factor catcgoi·~. 
· Comm,mt.ers generally suppol'hJd ,tho 

concept of disllmce weighting turgr:tt 
factors. lfowevor, sevoral disagreed 
with the approach used lo develop the 
proposed factor values. Somo 
cornmonters snggcstecl basing llrn factor 

values on long-term metco,rology and thP. 
siie or lhe site, while othel's suggested 
that additional atmospheric phenomena 
(o,g,, particulate depoAillon) be reflected 
in the nnul values. As a result or these 
comments, EPA hos revised the distance 
weighting factors usp,d in the final rule 
to reflect long-term atmospheric 
phenomena. Analyses indicated that 
particulate deposition and other similar 
phenomena as well as site size were not 
sufficiently significant within four miles 
of a site to warrant their Inclusion In the 
final factor values. EPA also notes that 
the distance weighting factor values are 
now incorporated in the population 
fdctor value table. (See § 6.3.2.4 and 
Table 6-17.) 

I', forge L'o/11111e Wastas 

/\fining waste sites. A number of 
commen(ers repres~nling mining , 
companies, trade associations, and-State 
Rnd Federal agencies commented on 
how the proposed HRS would score 
mining waste silos; commenlers 
rcpresr,nting waste management 
facilities raised similar issues in regard 
lo their i;ltes. This section summarizes 
»nd 1.11Jdresses the major issues 
addressed by lhese commeaters. 

Commonters rois1Jd several conc!lrns 
rngarding tho appropriute consideration 
of background levels of metals in ' 
dt:1cumenling direct or indirect releases 
from mining waste silos. One 
commenter recommended that in . 
determining direct releases from a 
mlnl~g waste sile, EPI\ snould consider 
I.he natural characteristics of the site 
prior lo mining and the changes In 
migration rates tosulting from mining. 
The commenter explained that the 
conccnln1tion of metals In a mining 
wusle pile may be similar to 01· less th.an 
natural concentrations in soil or rocks 
btl]ow 11nd adjacent to lhe pile. To 
uor;ument inrlirect releases; the 
(;ommenter suggested that EPA require 
collection of detailed information on site 
geology and hydrologlciJI gradients to 
ensure proper consideration of 
background levels, Finally, the 
cornmunler asserted that although it is 
»ppropriale lo weight observed•releaaes 
more heavily than potential releases at 
sit.es with synthetic organic haz1udouR 
l!Ubslances, the criteria used to define 
observed release are not valid al situs 
wllh nalul'UI sources ·of metals: Another 
camnu:mler agree!J and suggnsted !hut 
because of background levels of · 
inm·g.1nic elements, tho pi·oposed HRS 
could identify aa an observed release 
r.oncentrttlions unrolated to mining 
110Uvitles. . · 

EPA recognizes that nati1rul 
hnckground conr.enlralions of metuls In; 
soil or rocks nan aff1Jct the measured 

concentrallon necessary to eslublish an 
observed releose at a mining waste site. 
This considerution is rc0cclet.\ In the 
requh·emonl th11l concentrntions • 
significantly above background bo 
shown to establish an obsl)rved roleasP., 
Moreover, EPA has clarified the 
observed release criteria in the final 1·ule 
lo explain that·thcy specify minimum 
differences necessary to establish on 
obse~ved release by chemical analysis, 

Several commentors queslio11ed the 
LJ•ealment of metals in the ground water 
mobility factor. One commenter sla!ed 
that the proposed HRS is biused against 
mining waste sites because it gives 
greater consideration lo the accurnle 
a:rnessm/rnl of the moblllty of organic 
s,1bstanoes than to that of naturally 
ol:curring metals. The commenter i:ioted 
·that the proposed persistence faolor for 

· the surface water migration pathway 
accounts for the degradulldn of 
hazardous substances in the 
envfronment through four 'processe.s. 
None of these processes, according lo 
the commenter, applies to metallic 
elements, which received a default value 
of 3 (the highest possible score for 
p4rsisl.ence). Another co'mmonter stated 

· that decreused mobility was considered 
, only for organic compounds, even 
thoµgh inorganic compounds are 
immobile in some situations. 

· One commenter staled [ha·1 adding a 
metals mobility faulor, os ,EPA's Scienre 
Advisory Boara fSJ\B) rncommended, 
would allow the HRS to rcnect more 
accurately the potential.for metallic, 
elements io migrate in the aquoo9s 
phase. Two commenters were concerned 
that metals would be assigned a "worst
case" default value for mobility. 0!1 the 
other hand, another commenter slated 
thut consideration or the mobility of 
met;ils in the reviseci HRS would at leost 
pttrlially nictify the bias.in the current 
HRS against high-volume, low
concentration mining wastes. 

A number of these co1)1mentors 
appear to have misunderstood lhe 
proposed rnle. Metals were no! 
outomalicully assigned the m1ndmum 
value os a default in the ground woter 
mobility fiictor, but rather wore assigned 
values bused on their coefficient of 
oqueous migration. The final rule 
autom11tlcully assigns th,! maximum 
value for-mobility only· to metals , 
establishing ·an observed release by 
chemical anulysis, which is the sumn 
way organlus and nonmotulllc 

. inorgu.nics are evaluated. For metals 1md 
metal compounds not establishing an 
observed release by chomlcal anulyRi!;, 
mobility is based on water solubility 
and dii:ilribution coefficient {Kd), the , 
Rllmr. Hll for organics i'lnd nonmetallic 
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inmganics. If none of lh!;! h!1Z~rdous 
substances (lnclu<!ing piefol.s, organics. 
ond nonmetallic inorgrrnic.s) eligible lo 
be evalmtted for the site .oan be.assigned. 
a mobility factor volua.based on . 
available datu, § 3.2.1.2 of.the final rule 
assigns o mobility factor value ofO.002 
for all of the hazardous iiubstancos. This 
value was selected based on a review of 
lhe range of mobility foctor values 
assigned to those lrnznrdous substances 
(including metals) for which data were 
available for assigning mobility factor 
,:alues, The value of 0.002 is clenrly nor 
fl worst-case default (which would be 
1.0). 

EPA believes thul the persistence 
factor Is not biused ag11im11 mctnls. 
Elemental metals do 110I degrade and, 
therefore, should rCt:eive higher scores 
for persistence than other auustances 
subject to degradation processes. 

One commenlc11-claimed that !he soil 
exposure pathway is likely to bias the 
HRS scores of mining waste slles 
toward higlier values because such sites 
contain lurge \'olumes of i,vasle ,covering 
large surface areas, and because of 
gHographic fac1ors, these large areas are 
seldom secured aguinst direct public 
acc:esi;. ln addilion, accOJ·dlng to the 
commenter, the public may·be attracted· 
lo mining waste sites. The co111ment<ir · 
suggested that the soil expmrnre 
pathway Incorrectly assumes there is an 
e;<posure because theru is.access to 
mining waste sites. 

EPA does not agree that the soll 
exposure pathwuy is biased against 
mining waste sites. The pathway 
evaluates exposurns of people via; 
contact with surfioial hazardous 
substances. The Agency believes tho I, · 
lJII else being eql1al: large contaminated 
surface areas with public access, 
including thosa associated with minh1g 
Wflsle slles, should,recoive higher scores 
for the soil exposure pathi•11y than 
smaller siles with more reAtrlcted 
trncess. Evon sites with largo 
contaminated surface oreos ure unlikely 
lo he assigned high scorcs,excepl ,when 
they arc near residenlic1I arcus or 
include a listed sensitive environment. 
As some commenters representing 
mining-related activities have noted in 
the past, most mines are located some 
distance from inhablled areas. 

Three oommenters stated that the 
original HRS was biased against sitns 
such as mining wuste sites that are 
c:haraclerlzed by high volumes of w1:1s1!1 
with relatively low concentrations or 
loxJc conslituenl!J, '.l'wo o( these 
cmmmenters sugsef!tcd that mining 
wastes would be appropriate .for • 
hazardous c_onstltuent quantily -
datermlllllllon beouuso such wastmuu·o 
.rolatlvely homo,!lon'ool1s (colnpa1•od to 

othe~ wastes) and., thercfore.'have fairly 
consistent concentrations. One oHhmrn 

. two commenters also stated that the 
hozardous waste quantity factor 
equations in Table 2-14 of tho proposed 
rule,should be revised to be less · 

, conservative. The romaining commenter 
suggested that the proposed HRS was · 
still biased against mining waste sites 
because they are still scored based on 
tho quantity of waste rather than on the 
concentration of the wi'iste al the point 
of exposure. 

EPA does not agree that the HRS h1 
biased against high-volume, low
concentration waste sites. The final rule 
incorporates concentration. data in three 
foctora: (l) Likelihood of 1·elaose · 
(concentration data can be used for 
estabHshing an observed rele1u1e): (2J 
hazardous ·waste quantity· 
(concentration data, if available and 
adequate, can be use9 for calculating 
hazardouo constituent quantity): and (3J 
targets (concentrations of hazardous 
substances present in drinking water 
wells or at other exposure points can be 
used to determine weightings for neai·est 
Individuals (or wells or intakes), 
populations, and sensitive environments 
factqrs). EPA has not explicitly required 
concentration data for all sites heoouse 
or the substantial costs for obtaining 
these duta and tlie very high degree of 
uncert1:1lnty associated wilh data 
collected during Sis. 

EPA requested lhal the SAB 1·eviow 
issues related to large-volume waste 
sites before the NP.RM was published, 
The SAB final report is available in the 
CERCLA dqcket, Two commenters 
eluted that the Agency did not 
adequately consider tho SAB'a 
recommendations for re\'lsing the HRS, 
specifically those conc~rni,ng tho use of 
mobility data. 

The SAB, in its review of the 01•lginal 
HRS, examined whether large-volume 
waste sites {e.g., mining waste sites).had 
been treated differently th!ln other, 
waste sites and concluded that 
insufficient data were presented to 
demonstmte that the otiginnl HRS WRS 

uiascd nguinst mining waste sites. 
However1 the St\B notQd that the 
otiginoJ HRS had the potonlial for such a 
bias, particularly when scoring potential 
to release, because the original.HRS did 
not consider mobijlty, oortcentrat.lon or 
hazardous constituents, and transport. 
Tho SAB suggested several possible 
modifications to Improve the applloatlon 
of the HRS to mining woste sites, 

Da!lcd. In part. on !lie SAB suggestions, ,, 
.EPA prpposed several changes to the 
overall scoring process to make the tfRS: 
more accur;ttely reflect tisks associated 
.with ruining waste sites, notably, . 
addition of n mobllltr factor to the cilr 

and ground water migrntfon 'pnthWOj'S, 
changes ill'the persistence factor. 
incorporation of a tiered hazardoJJs 
waste·quantily factor that can accounl 
for waste concentration data, and 
addition of health-based benchmarks for 
evalu•ating population. As explained in 
the NPRM, determining speciutlon of. 
metals·and pH, as the SAD h'ad 
suggested; is not feasible given tho 
temporal and spatial variations at 
hazardous waste sites and the 
lhriitalions on SJ data collection. 
Moreover, determining speclation is not 
feasible for most substances given 
EPA's current analytical procedures: 
requiring speolation analyses would add 
sul;,slfintially lq the cost of data 
colloclion. 

Two commenters slated that thu 
propo~od MRS can slg1lificantly 
overestimate risks associated with 
mining waste sites that consist of high
volume. low-concentration wastes .. Onc 
of these commenters recommended a 
"preliminary evaluation system" to more 
accurately reflect the nclual risks 
associated'with such sites ond remove 
any bias In the HRS. relative to other 
types .of sites. This commenter also 
suggested that in proposing lhc I-IRS • 
revisions, EPA had ignored the results or 
lts own studies llnder RCRA soctiQns 
3001 and 8002, which the commenter 
believed to be more focused efforts to 
quantify risks from mining waste sitea 
than'the HRS revisions. 

EPA does not believe that a separate 
"preliminary e\'aluation 11ystem'' for 
scoring mining waste sites would be 
appropriate. A single HRS. CM be 
applied uniformly to all sites, allowing 
the Agency to evaluate silos relative to 
each other with respect lo actual and 
potential hazards. The Agency 
examined the RCRA studios cited by the 
commenter before proposing HRS. 
revisions. Those studies, which focus on 
the management of wastes al active -
·racilltles, concluded that many speciul 
f.lludy waste sites (e.g., mining} do not 
present very high risks, while others 
may present substantial risks. EPA 
believes thul the conclusions of these 
studies and the Asen cf a sub5equent 
regulatory-determinations (J.e .. not to 
regulato·most mining wastes und.er · 
RCRA ·subtitle CJ are not inconsis)ent 
with n determination that somo mlriitig 
woste relense11 can require Superfund 
rcsptlnse actions, Furthermore, the HRS 
Is designed so that.It con be applied to 
closed and abandoned silos as well 1111 
active. sites. · 

· Other large volume waste slws, 
Sev13h1I commonters suggested thal•,lhe 
proposed HRS clid not meet CF.RCLI\ 
section 126 requirements for sites' · 
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Involving fossil ruct combustion wastes, 
These commenters generally agreed that 
section 125 requires EPA to consider the 
quantity and concentration of hazardous 
constituents in fossil fuel combustion 
wastes and that the proposed HRS had 
nol adequately addressed this 
requirement. 

One commenter supported the 
Agency'.s proposal lo allow 
considoration of concent,·ation uala 
when such data arc available. Three 
commenters st11led that the proposed 
HRS would ottcn assign fossil fuel 
combustion waste sites high soores In 
part because of the worst-case 
assumptions or "defnull values" for 
certain factors (i.e., hazardous waste 
qu.'.lnlfty, toxicity, target populations), 
'l'he commenlers claimed that fossil fuel 
combustion waste sites receive high 
scores merely because of the large 
quantity of waste, although UJis waste 
presents no significant adve1•se. 
environmental effects, and that these 
high scores are inconsistent with EPA's 
fmdings In the RCRA section 8002 studl'· 
One of the three commentcrs suggested 
that the proposed HRS retained certain 
d.iflciencies of the original HRS, such as 
agsuming that nil hazardous substances 
i11 the waste consist of the single most 
lslldc constituent Jn the waste. 

EPA does not believe that the 
a:1proach taken in the final rule oreates 
e blas against fossil fuel combustion 
,,•astes. Partly because concentration 
cdto are r.onsidered in the final rule, 
fossil furl combustion waste sites are 
not expected to score di11proporlionolely 
lt:gh when compared with other trpee of 
sites. The HRS assumes that it is not 
pnssiblc lo determine in a consistent 
manner the relatl\'e contribution lo risk 
or all hl.liardous substances found at 
sites. Given this assumption, EPA has 
d11termined that basing the toxicity of 
the combinallon of substances at a site 
on the toxicity or the sl\bstance posing 
lite greatest hazard is a reasonable oad 
appropriately conservative approach. In 
many cases, lhc substance posing the 
greatest hazard is not several orders of 
magnitude more toxic than other 
h .. izardous substances at the site. 
Therefore, the effect of this approach on 
the toxicity factor vnlue-which Is 
l'Valuated In one order of magnitude 
s, oring categories-ls not as great as 
some commenterR hove suggested (see 
also section lll 0). In addition, as noted 
ojove, worst-case defaults are not 
assigned for mobility; population factors 
have no default values, 

Two commenlers suggested that 
bacause CERCLA section 125 contains 
no statutory deadlines, 8PA should take 
as rnuch lime as necessary to · 

adequaluly respond. Tlrnse commentol's 
recommended !hat EPA extend !l1e , · 
tiered approach or the hazardous wast~ 
quantity factor to other factors to take 
advuntoge of the extensive duta on 
fossil fuel combustion wastes generated 
by the electric utility industry. 

The Agency does not agree thut !ho 
liererl approach used In the hazardous 
waste q1rnntity fa.clor should ha 
extended to other factors for fossil foci 
combustion waste sites (see also section 
Ill K), EPA believea that creating a 
sr.parute HRS to score ce1·Laln types of 
sites would not allow the Agency to 
provide a unifon:1 measure of relative 
risk al a wide val'icty of sites, ns 
Congress intern.lad. 

One commenter recommended that 
EPA consider using fate and transport 
models currently under development lo 
incorporate quantilalivl:'.l representations 
of specific processes and mechanisms 
Into lhe HRS. EPA carefully exa~ined 
this possibility and concluded that 
ulthough the use of fate and transport 
models could conceivably Increase the 
accuracy of the HRS for some pathways, 
collection of the 1·equired slle-speoific. 
d:1ta would be for too complex and 
costly. Futtl and transport models are 
uppropriate for a comprehensive risk 
ussrJSsment, but not for a screening tool 
such as the HRS, In addition, EPA's 
Nview suggeslfld that ii would be mope , 
difficult to achieve consistent results 
among users of such models than with 
the URS. 1::PA points out that It used fate 
nnd transport models to develop the 
distance weighting factors used in the 
rlRS lal'get calculations, and also that 
the HRS incorporates several hazurdous 
substance parameters (e.g., mobility) 
and site parameters (e.g., travel lime} 
that are components of fate and 
transport models. 

Two commenters cxpressr.d concern 
!hat tt.e proposed H~S fails to account 
fur the leachability of hazardous 
constituents as required by CERCLA 
sr:ctlon 125, According to the 
commanlers, some hazardous 
r-onstiluents pose no risk via ground 
water because they will never be 
rnleosed to that medium. Thus, even If 
hazardous waste quanlily ood 
concentration are considered 
adequately, hnzardo.us waste quantlty 
scores for fossil fuel combustion sites 
will be erroneously high unless 
ltiochability is considered os well. 

EPA examined the availability of 
lt'11chute 1lata and the feasibility of using 
such data for calculating hazardous 
substance quantity for oil types of 
sources and wastes. The Agency 
dNcidr.rl against using leachate 
conr::entr11lions bec01,1Se1 

• Leachate data are not avoiloble for 
all sources and wastes, and available 
leachate data on high-volume wastes 
and some landfills have limited 
npplicobility for estimating the quantity 
of lcachablc hazardous substances; 

• Leachate data derived from lub 
studies are limited and do not 
realistically ropresenl the universe of , 
field co11dltions such as heterogeneity of 
wastes, chemistry of leuchole, and 
density and pore volume of disposed 
wastes; and 

• Any method for using leachate dula 
could not be consistently or uniformly 
applied to oil silos. 

EPA also examined the feasibility of 
developing site-speoiric leachnle data 
for estimatjng lcaohoble hazardous 
substance quantity for the ground water 
migt·ation pathway. gpA decided against 
this option because reliable estimation 
of leaohable huz11rdous substance 
quantity requires comprehensive 
sampling of site-specific heterogeneous 
was le, which would be prohibitively 
expensive and not feasible. In some 
cases, such sampling would be 
lechnlcolly unfeasible and unsafe, 

EPA evaluahid ol!ernativee for 
developing a surrogate for estimating 
leachable hmwrdous substance quantJty, 
The Agency found that adding the 
mobility factor lo the ground water 
•migration pathway, based both on 
solubilHies and distribution coefficients 
(Kds) of hazardous substances, and 
multiplying it by the hazardous waste 
quAntily factor would be a foas_lble 
Rllernative for approximating the 
fraction of hazardous sub!ltance 
quantity expected lo be released lo 
ground wale~, 

Q. Con.9iderolio11 of Removal Actlons 
(Current Versus Initial Conditions) 

The original HRS l.iased the 
evaluation of factors on initial 
conditions. In the preamble to the 
prnposcd rule, EPA specificolly 
requested comments on whether sites 
should be scored on the basis of lniliRI 
or current conditlonR. The principal 
question Is whether the effect of 
response actions, such as the removul of 
snme quanlily of the waste, should be 
considered when sites arc scored, Initial 
conditions are <lofined by !he timing of 
the response action; that la, initial 
conditions are the conditions that 
existed prior to any response action. Por 

· sites where no response action has 
occurred, Initial and current conditions 
are the same for evaluating sites. . 

Of lhe 25 commenters responding to 
this issue, 1&-including all industry 
commenlers--;-supported scoring on 
current conditions. In lhe preamble of 
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, the proposed rule, BPA presented two 
approaches for considering response 
actions in HRS scores: (1) Consider 
these actions only for those pnlhways 
and factors for which they are most 
Elpproprlate: and (21 consider these 
ac\jons In all pathways, but make 
exceptions at sites where lnitial 
condilions more accurately reflect risks. 

Those who stated a proferertce 
favored the second, specifying that the 
exceptions should be oloorly defined in 
the final rule. These commenters staled 
Urnt scoring all pathways on cunent 
conditions would encourage responsible 
parties to clean up sites quickly. They 
reasoned that if cleanups are delayed, 
the threat of migration of the buznrdous 
substances Increases; therefore, scoring 
on current conditions is consistent with 
lhe Intent of CERCI..A because It 
encourages rapid remedial action. One 
commenter said that scoring on initial 
conditions made little sense when, as a 
result of tlrn cleanup, lhr. level of 
residual contaminatio1;1 was below the 
level required by CERCLA, 

Several proponents of scoring on 
current conditions slated that EPA's 
concern that responsible parties would 
clean up sites just enough to avoid being 
listed on the NPL was unfounded. They 
argued that the proposed scoring system 
is too complicated to manipulate, and 
that predicting Uie effect of partial 
cleanups on lhe final score would be 
difficult. Others auggestr.d that where 
contamination remuins, sampling during 
an SI will discover It, 

Ten commenlers did not fully support 
scoring on current conditions, Only one 
opposed any consideration of c\lrrent 
conditions. Several commenlers 
supported scoring Uw soil exposure and 
air migration pathways on current 
conditions, Others stated that response 
actions should be considered only when 
the actlons are conducted \lnder Federal 
or Slate direction. or when the action 
conslilutes a complete cleanup, Several 
added lhal Slate actions.should not be 
considered because ii would penaliim 
Slates wilh active remedial programs. 
One commenter suggested scoring sites 
on both current and Initial conditions; If 
the response action had addressed all 
hazards, then the current conditions 
score should be \lSed. 

Based on publlc comment, EPA has 
clecided to change its policy on 
consideratlon of r!'lmoval actions, The 
Agency agrees thlll .consideration of 
such actions In HJ'.tS sco1·es is likely to 
Increase incentives for rnpid ootlons by 
responsible parties, reducing rial<s to the 
public and ollowln3 for more cost 
effective expenditure of the Fund. In 
makins this decision, EPA lried to 
balance the benefits of considering 

removal notions In HRS scores (e.g., 
Increased incentives for rapid actions) 
while also ensuring that the HRS score 
reflects any continuing risks al sites 
where contamination occurrnd prior lo 
any response action. 

Therefore, EPA will e1:1lculale waste 
quantities based on current conditions. 
However, EPA believes the accuracy of 
this approach df;!pends on being able lo 
determine with reasonable confidem;e 
the quantity of hazardous consliluenl11 
remaining in sources et the site and lhe 
quantity released into the environment. 
As n consequence, where the Agency 
does not have sufficient Information lo 
estimate the quantity of hazardous 
constituents remaining in the sources at 
the site and in the associated releases, a 
minimum factor value may be assigned 
to tho hazardous waste quantity factor 
value. Thus, removal actions may nol 
reduce waste quantity factor values 
unless the quantity of hazardous 
constituents remaining in sources and in 
releases can be estimated with 
reasonable confidr.nce. 

In addition to providing incentives for 
early response, this approach also 
provides incentives for potentially 
responsible parties to ascertain the 
extent of the remaining contamination al 
sites. Potentially responsible parties 
undertaking removal actions will have 
tho primary responsibility for collecting 
any data needed to support a 
detennination of the quantity of 
hazardous constituents remaining, EPA 
expects responsible parties may need to 
conduct sampling and anaJyaes to 
detemline the extent of hazardous 
substance migration In soils and other 
media in order to estimate with 
reasonable confidence the quantity of 
hazardous constituents remaining. 

EPA decided not to limit the 
consideration of response actions to 
certain pathways (e,g., the soil exposure 
pathway) because this would O\•erstato 
the risk al sites where removal of 
wastes bas eliminated th.reals in all 
pathways. Moreover, a more limitod 
approach lo considerallon of response 
actions would provide less incentive for 
rapid response action. 

EPA will evaluate a site based on 
current conditions provided that 
response actions actually have removed 
wastes from tho site for propar dispose! 
or destrucllpn In a facility pennllted 
under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), the Toxic 
Subshmces Control Act (TSCA), or by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

· HRS scoring will not !)onsider the effecte 
of responses that do not reduce waste 
quantities such as providing aHemate 
drinking.waler supplies to populations 
with drinking water supplies 

contaminated· by lhe site. In such casos, 
E!PA believes that the initial targets 
foctor should be used to reflect the 
adverse Impacts caused by 
con lamination of drinking water 
supplies: otherwise, a contaminated 
aquifer could be artificially shielded 
from further remediation. This decision 
Is consistent with SAR.A section 118(a), 
which requires that EPA give high 
,priol'ily to sites whei·e contamination 
.from the site tesulls in closr.d drinking 
waler ¥;ells. Simll(lrly, if residents are 
1·elocated or if a sohool 1s closed 
because of contaminali.on due to the 
site, EPA will consider the initial targets 
In scoring the site. 

As noted in the proposed mle 
preamble, EPA would only consider 
removals conducted prior to an SI. EPA 
believes that the SI is the appropriate 
time to evaluate conditions, because It la 
the source of most of the data used to 
score a site·, Because response action at 
sites may be an ongoing process, ii 
would be burdensome to recalculate 
scores continually to reflect such 
actions. 

In response lo commenters. EPA also 
considered whether response actions 
should be considered In HRS scores 
only If they are performed under a Stale 
or EPA order, EPA decided not to 
choose this approach for two reasons, 
First, it would diminish the incentive for 
an expeditious response at the site If a 
signed order were required. Second, 
l/ecause a respons{l action must be 
conducted before tho Sl lo be 
considered in the HRS score, there 

. would be little information on site 
conditions upon which this order could 
be based, 

EPA has also decided not to 
differentiate between response actions 
initialed by States and those conducted 
by other parties, The Agency believes 
this approach will help ensure 
consistent opplication of the HRS by 
avoiding situations where two similar 
sites are scored using different sets of 
rules, Moreover, although the Agency ls 
sympathetic to concerns about 
disincentives to States for initialing 
actions, it believes that such cases will 
be rare. Many Slate (and Federal) 
removal actions are interim measures 
designed to &labllize condllions at the 
silo. Given the more limiled definition of 
response notion noted·abovc (e.g., 
removal of waste from the sile for 
disposal or destmctlon In a RCRA· 
permitted facility), many actions 
conducted by States wouM not be 
considered in HRS scoring. In addition, 
lrl many cases, State and Federal 
removal actions are undertaken after an 
SI has been conducted. As noted above, 
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BPA will only consider removals 
conducted before lhc SI In the HRS 
score. 

n. Cutoff Score 
ln the NPRM preamble, EPA proposed 

that lhe cutoff score for the revised HRS · 
be functionally equivalent lo the current 
cutoff acorn of 28.5, The Agency also 
requested comment on three proposed 
options for determining functional 
equivalence: 

• Option 1: Score sltea using both the 
original and final rule, then use 
stalislical analysis to determine what 
revised HRS score b~st corresponds to 
28.5; 

• Option 2: Choose a score that would 
result lh an NPL of the same size as the 
NPL that would be created by using the 
original HRSi and 

• Option 3: Identify the ris.k level that 
would correspond lo 28.5,in the original 
HRS and then determine what revised 
HRS score corresponds to that risk level. 

Some commenters stated that there 
cannot be a functional equivalence If the 
revisions have any meaning. They 
argued that if the revisions meet the 
stahltory mandate to make the HRS 
more accurate, the scores should be 
different and, therefore, cannot be 
related, Several commenters supported 
the use of a functional equivalent, but 
were divided about which option should 
be used. One commenter staled that the 
28,5 score should be evaluated lo 
determine whether it reflected minimum 
risk levels. If ii did, the commenter 
suggested that a functional equivalent 
would be appropriate and should be 
determined using equivalent risk levels 
(option 3), bµt also with an eye toward 
keeping the NPL to a manageable size 
(option 2). . 

Commenters not supporting the use of 
a functional equivalent suggested a 
variety of alternative approaches, 
including: 

• Establish the cutoff score based on 
risk, without regard to the current cutoff 
level or a functional equivalent; 

• Leave the score at 28,5; 
• Propose a new cutoff score and a 

description of methodology in a public 
notice with a oo;day public comment 
~~~ . 

• Lower the cuto£r'ecore to provide an 
incentive to responsible parties to 
undertake remedial efforts and make ii 
possible for sites where a removal 
action has taken place to make the NPL, 
thus ieducing·the controversy over 
whether to score sites based on' current 
con{iitions; 

• Raise the cutoff score by al least 20 
points: , 

• Eliminate the pr,esent cutoff score 
by c.i:catlng categories of sites instead of 

indi\lidual ranks as a means of 
prioritizing NPL, aites; 

• Amend the NPL annually lo Include 
only those sites that deserve priority 
attention (e.g., orphaned eites) and ere 
likely to receive Superfund financing; or 

• Rank all sites showing.any degree 
or public health and/or environmenlel 
risk on a relative ecale and perfonn 
remedial activities based on available 
funding. 
In addition, four commenters felt that 
the cutoff score for lhe final rule should 
not be fixed until lhe technical merits 
and potential scores of representative 
sites ere tested and compared using 
both the current and proposed HRS. 
Further, one commenter noted that the 
field test did not indicate the 
relationship between the revised HRS 
score for a given site and the current 
score: another added that until this 
equivalency issue Is clarified, 
meaningful comment on any proposed 
revisions cannot be made. 

Based on an analysis of 110 test sites, 
EPA has decided not to change the 
cutoff score at this time. This conclusion 
was reached after applying all three 
approaches to setting e cutoff score that 
would be functionally equivalent to 28.5. 
In its analysis, the Agency scored field 
test sites with both the original and 
revised HRS. The data from these teat 
sites show that few sites score in the 
range of 25 to 30 with the revised HRS 
model. The Agency believes thal this 
range may represent a brea.kpoint in the 
distribution of site scores end that the 
sites scoring above the range of 25-30 
ate clearly the types of sites that the 
Agency should capture with a ecrecning 
model, Because the analysis did not 
point to a single number as the 
appropriate cutoff, the Agency hes 
decided to continue to employ 28,5 as a 
management t_ool for identifying sites 
that are candidates for the National 
Priorities List, 

EPA believes that the cutoff score has 
been, and should continue to be, a 
mechanism that allows II to make 
objective decisions on national 
priorities. Becaµse the HRS Is intended 
to be a screening system, the Agency 
has never attached significance to the 
cutoff score as an indicator of a specific 
level of risk from a site, nor has the 
Agency intended the cutoff Jo reflect a 
point below which no risk was present, 
The score of 28.5 ls not meant to imply 
that risky and non•risky sites can be 
precisely distinguished. Nevertheless, 
the cutoff Bcore has been a useful 
screening tool that hos allowed the 
Agency lo sol priorities and to move 
forward with studying and, where 
appropriate, cleaning up hazardous 

woste sites. Tho vast majority or silos 
scoring above 20,5 in the past have been 
shown lo prellent risks. EPA believes 
lhot a cutoff score of 28.5 will continue 
to serve this crucial function. 

IV. Se_clion-by-Section Analysis of Rulo 
Changes · 

Besides the changes discussed above, 
EPA has made substantial edilorial 
revisions in the rule being adopted 
today. Source characterization is 
discussed in section 2 of the final rule, 
along with factors that are evaluated in 
each pathway. These factors include 
hazardous waste quantity, toxicity, and 
evaluation of targets based on 
benchmarks. The order of presentation 
of the pathways has been changed to 
ground water, surface water, eoil 
exposure, and air. Following the four 
sections describing the pathways, a 
section hos been added explaining how 
to evaluate eiles that have radionuclides 
either as lhe only hazardous substances 
at the site or in combination with other 
hazardous substance~. 

In general, descriptive text that 
provided background Information has 
been removed as have references and 
data sources: the sections have been 
rewritten to make the rule easier lo read 
and to apply. The figures presenting 
overviews of the pathways and the 
scoring sheets have been revised 
throughout lo reflect changes in the rule 
and assigned values. 

This section describes, for each 
section of the rule and each table, the 
specific substantive changes; editorial 
changes that do not affect the content of 
the rule are not generally noted. 

Section 1 lntroducllon 

The text explaining the background of 
the HRS and describing the rule has 
been removed, Definitions of a number 
of additional terms used in the rule hove 
been added for clarity. The definition of 
"hazardous substance" has been revised 
for cla1ificatlon. The definition of "site" 
has been clarified and now Indicates 
that the area between sources may also 
be considered part of the site. The 
de£inltion of "source" hes been revised 
to explain that those volumes of air, 
ground waler, aw-face water, or surface 
water eediments that become · 
contaminated by migration of hazardous 
substances are not considered a source, 
except contaminated ground water 
plumes or contaminated surface water 
sediments may be considered a source If 
they cannot be attributed lo an 
Identified source. In addition, the 
definition of source now includes soils 
contaminated by migration of hazardous 
substances. 
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Under the orlginul HRS, the ·Agency ' 
look the approach that all fensiblo 
e,fforts should l>e made lo identify 
sources before listing II site on tho NPJ.,. 
If, arter iin appropriate effort has foiled 
to identify a.source, the Agency . 
believed thatthe contamination was 
likely to hf.Ive originated at the.type of 
source th/lt would be addressed under 
Superfund, such silos were listed. 
Subsequent investigations afler listing 
have generally identified a spooiflc 
source. In some cases, EPA has not 
!isled contaminated media without 
clearly identified sources because it 
appeared the source of pollution would 
not be addressed, by Superfu11d · 
programs: an example of such a source 
would be extensive, low-level · 
contamination of surface water 
sediments caused by pesticide 
applications. EPA has found this 
approach to be generally workable and 
will continue to evaluate, on a case-by
case basis, whether sites with no 
identified sources should be listed. 

Where conlomioalod medin with no 
idontlficcl sources exiat, the final rule 
generally nssigns a hazardous w11ste q11antlly 
faclor value to such contumlnation, with the· 
value depending on whether lher'e are any 
torgcls s11bject lo Level I or Level II 
concentrations. For contaminated uedimenlo 
In the surface water migration puthwuy, if 
there is a clearly defined clirocllon of flow, 
targel distances are measured from the point 
ofobsorved sediment oontamlnolion lhal is 
farlhasl upstream. For ground wuler plumes 
and for contaminatud sediments where lhero 
is no clear direction or flow, the cenler of the 
obsr.rved ground w11ler or sediment 
contamination ia used for the purpose of 
measuring target dietancc limits .. · 

Sec:lion 2 E1•alualions Common lo, 
Multiple Pathways 

This section covers foctors and 
evaluations common lo multiple · 
pathways. The majo~.changes to these 
factors Include: observed l'eleasc criteria 
have been revised; the toxicity foctor 
has been changed lo Q line11r rather than 
a log scale; scales for hazardous wnste 
quantity have been made linear and 
expanded, and the hazardous waste 
quantity minimum valtie has been 
changed: the waste characteristics. 
factor category eoore is now .obtained by 
mulliplying tho fnotor ~elues and using a 
table lo assign the flnnl score: use of ' 
benchmarks hus,b~en extended to all 
pathways and to the nearest individual 
{well/intoke) factor; and the methods for 
comparisons to beuchmar1's huvc been : 
t;:l1anged as have the benchmurks 'Used, 
The purpose of this patt la to·make tlle' · 
·rule less repetilio'us by prosent,ing full , 
explanation~ or the evaluall9n of oertaln 
factors 011ly once rathnr than ln•Aar.l) 
pathway ln which 'the~• C1oour. . 

Exceptions rclalcd lo'tadlonuclidos nro 
noted throughout the rule and 
roforoncod to Section 7, · 
· Section 2.1 o,,orview. lntrodi1oe·s tho 
pathways and throats included in HRS 
scoring. · 

Section 2.1.1: Calculafio11 of /{flS silo 
score. Provides the equation used lo 
calculate the final HRS score. -

Sect/on 2.1.2 Calculation of pathway 
score. Indicates, in general, how ' 
pathway' scores are calmilatcd and 
includes n sample palhvJay score sheet 
(Table 2-'1). 

Section 2.1.3 Common evaluations. 
1,ists evaluations common to all 
pathways. 

Seotio11 2,2 Characterize sources. 
Introduces source characterization and 
reforence.s Table 2-2, the new sample 
source characterization worksheet. 

Section 2.2.1 identify sources. 
Explains that for the three migralion 
pathways, sources are identified, and 
for the soil exposure pathway, areas of 
observed contamination are identified. 

Section 2,2.2 Jdenllfy hazardous 
substances associated with a source. 
Covers information previously provided 
In the introduction to the wasle 
charactetlsllcs factor category, 

Section 2.2.a Identify hazardous 
substances oval/able to a pathway, 
Explains which hazardous substances 
may be considered available lo each 
pathway, For the three mig1·ation 
pathways, the primary limitatlon on 
availability or a hazardous substance lo 
a pathway is that tlie s4bslance must be 
In a source with a containment factor 
value, for that pathway, greater than O; 
that is. the hazardous substance must be 
available to migrate from its source lo 
the medium evaluated, For the soil 
exposure pathway, the primary 
limitation Is that the sulislance must 
meet t~e criteria for observed 

. contamination and, for the neorby 
threat, ii must also be accessible. 

Section 2,3 likelihood of releaso. 
Specifies lhe criteria for establishing an 
observed release (discussed in section 
Ill G of this preamble) and explains that 

· potential to release factors are 
ovalual(ii;I only[when e.n observed 
release cannot!be documented. Table 2-
3, whtoh repla~es,Tnble 2-,2 in tho 
proposed rule, provides the revised. 
observed releaB!l criteria for chQ,nical , 
anall'See for the migration pathways, 
'fable 2-3 ls also used In establlshjng 

· observed contamination for the soil 
. exposure pathway. · 

Section Z,4 · Waste aharaclerlsllcs, 
,Defines l~e waste oliaraoterislice far.tor· 
categofY, · . : ,. · 

$eolfon·z.4.1 · Select/pn of substcmae 
poleIJtlallyposlng greatest.hozard. 

Explains how to· seloot lh.e substance · 
p·otentially ,posin& _1h'e greatest ha_zard. 

'Seolio11 ?,4.1.1 Toxic;ily.faclor. · 
Explains how lo assign ,toxiclly val.uos. 
Changes in the approach lb sccirlng 
toxicity are discussed in section lJl D of 
this preamble. Tnble 2-4 (proposed rule 
Table 2-11) has been revised lo make 
t~e assigned .factor values Hnear rather 
than logarithmic values; however, the 
relallonshlp among the values has not 
changed. A provision to always assign 
lead (ond its compounds) an HRS 
toxicity factor value of 10,000 was 
add~d as a result of changes since the 
time of the propo~ed rule in the Wf!Y · 
EPA develops chronic toxicity values for 
lead (i.e., reference doses, ·1n ·units of 
intnke (mg/kg-day), are no longer 
developed for lead). 

Section 2.4.1,Z Hazardous substance 
selection Lists which factors are 
combined, in eac.h palhway or threat, to 
select the hazardous substance 
potentially posing the greatest hazard, 
For each migration pathway, each 
substance eligible fononsidcration is 
evaluated based on the combination of 
toxicity (human or ecosystom) and/ or 
mobility, pcrsist!;!nce, and 
bioaccumulation [or eoosyi;tern 
bloaccumulation) potential. The 
substances selected for each pathway 01 . 
threat are those with the highest 
combined values, For the soil exposure 
pathway, the substance with the highest 
toxicity value is selected from among 
substances that meet the criteria for 
observed contuminaiion for the threnl 
being evaluated. The use of 
bloaccumulation in the selection of 
substances In the human food chain 
threat has changed as o result of tho 
structural changes discussetl'above. In 
the proposed rule, only substances with 
the highest bioaccumulation values wero 
evaluated for toxicity/persistence; in the 
final rule, the substance with lhe }1ighesl 
combined toxicity /persistence/ 
bioaccum·utallon\·alue Is selected in the 
humun food chain threat of the overland 
flow/flood migration component, For the 
ground water to surface water migration 
component, mobiljly ls also considered. 
This revised method belier reflects the 
overall tl1rcal. · · 

Seotiori·2.4.2 Hazal'dous w~sle 
,quantllJ', Describe,s ho~ to calculate tho 
hazardous waste qµantlly fuclor value, 
as explained ·In section Ill D of this 
preamble; 'l'he explanation has be.en 
simplified from that presenlod iil the 
propos~clirule, and a dlscusslon,.or 
unnllocot~d ·sources has been added, A 
diac.JJ,SSlor,olarlfylng the me' lhod ~01' 
evalualin~ hazardou1fwllsle.quuntlly In 
the soil e~poslire petfiway wns also: 
added: nnd clarifying languoga on this 
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point was inserted throughout the 
subsections of§ 2.4,2, Table 2-13 from 
the proposed rule has been eliminated. 

Seclion 2.4.2,1 Source hazardous 
waste qupntity. Details the measures 
that may be.considered in evaluating 
hazardous waste quantity for a source 
or area of observed contamination, 

Section 2.4,2.J,1 Hazardous 
conslltuent quantity. Explains how to 
assign a value to the hazardous 
constituent quantity factor. An 
explanation of the treatment of RCRA 
hazardous wastes has been added lo 
clarify the scoring of these wastes. 
Table 2-5, Hazardous Waste Quantity 
Evaluation Equations (proposed rule 
Table 2-14), has been revised in several 
ways. The constant divisor of 10 has 
been moved from these equalions and is 
now incorporated into the factor values 
assigned using Table 2-6. Two types qf 
surface Impoundments are now listed to 
ensure that buried surface 
impoundments are treated 
oppropriately. The term "tanks" has 
been added lo containers other than 
drums to clarify how tanks should be 
evaluated, Also, equations for 
calculating hazardous waste quantity • 
based on area have been revised based 
on a study of waste sites, The study 
indicated that new depth assumptions 
should be used for some sources; the 
land treatment equation was revised 
based on data £rom the same study 
about typical loading rates In land 
treatment operations. 

•Section 2,4,2,1.2 Hazardous 
ivostestream quantity. Explalne how to 
assign a value for hazardous 
wastestream quantity based on the mass 
of the wastestream. An explanation of 
the treatment of RCRA hazardous 
wastes· has been added lo clal'ify the 
scoring of these wastes. 

Sec/ion 2.4,2.1..1 Volume. Explains 
how lo assign a value for source volume. 

Section 2.4.2.1.4 Area. Explains how 
lo assign a value for soiu·ce al'ea. 

Section 2.4.2. l.5 Calculation of 
source hozordous waste quantity value. 
Explains how to assign e value to source 
hazard(ms waste quantity. 

Secl/,w 2,4.2.2 Calcu/otion of 
hazardous wnsle quantity factor value. 
Explains how lo assign a factor value lo 
hazardous w11ste quenlily using Taula 
2-6. The values In Tal.ile Z-6 lnolude 
several changes.The cap applied to the 
factor value (i.e., the lowest hazardous 
waste quantity value required to assign 

· the maximum factor value) has been 
Increased to reflect more accurately lhe 
range of hazardous substance quantities 
found al waste sites, The cap ls set 
based on lhe maximum quantity found 
ol current NPL sites. Rather than being 
a11slgned a maximum of 100, as In the 

proposed rule, the assigned factor 
values range lo 1,000,000, Each factor 
value less than lhe cap Is assigned for 
quantities that range across two orders 
of magnitude. The two-order-of• 
magnilude ranges reflect the uncertainly 
In estimates of both quantity and 
concentrulion of the hazardous 
substances in sources and as.sociated 
releases as well uo uncertainty in 
identifying all sources and essociateJ 
releases. Using the ranges also 
simplifies documentation requirements. 
Non-zero values below 1 are rounded to 
1 to ensure that sites wilh small 
amounts of hazardous s1.1bstances will 
receive a non-zero score for waste 
chal"licterlslics. When hazardous 
constituent quantity data are 
incomplete, the minimum hazardous 
waste quantity factor value Is 10. except 
for: (1) Migration pathways that have 
any target subject lo Level I or II 
concentrations; and (2) migration 
pathways where there has been a 
removal action and .the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value would be 100 or 
greater without consideration of lbe 
removal action. In these cases, the 
minimum hazardous waste quantity 
factor yalue has been changed lo 100 
(see sections Ill C and III Q above for 
further discussion of the new minimum 
values). 

Section 2,4.3 Waste c/ra;actorlslics 
factor category value. Explains how to 
assign a value lo the waste 
oharacteristics factor category, As 
discussed above, the final waste 
characteristics factor value is capped at 
100 (1,000 with biouccumulation 
potential). Values are as:iigned by 
placing the product of the waste 
characteristics factors into ranges of one 
order of magnitude, lo a cap of 108 (10 12 

if bioaccumulation polenlial is 
considP.l'Bd). 

Section 2.1.;u Factor category 
value. Explains how to use Table 2-7 to 
assign a value to waste characteristics 
when bioaccumulation (or ecosystem 
bioaccumulation) potential is not 
considered, 

Section 2.4,3,2 Factor category 
value, considering bioc1ccumulotion 
pote11tial. Explains how to use Table 2-7 
to assign a value to waste· 
characteristics when bionccumulation 
(or ecosystem bioaccumulation) 
potential Is considered. 

Sectlm1 2,5 Targets, Explains how 
turgels factors are evaluated, Thts 
approach generally involves lhree levels 
of evaluation (Level I, Level,., and 
Polential) and the use of media-speclftc' 
concentration benchmarks, as discussed 
In section Ill H of this preamble. Level 
Ill has been dropped: use of benchmarke 
bas been ex.tended to all pathways encl 

to factors that assign values lo the 
nearest individual (well/intake), Also 
discusses assigning level based on 
direct observation and describes when 
tissue samples that do not establish 
actual contamination may,bo used in 
r:omparisons lo benchmarks. 

Section 2,5,1 Determination of level 
of actaal conlamination at a sampling 
loco/ion. Explains the approach used for 
evaluating the level or actual 
contamination at a sampling location; 
changes have ()eon made to allow lhe 
level of at:lual contamination in the 
human food chain lhreat lo be based 011 
tissue sa(\1ples from aquatic Coad chain 
organisms lhat cannot be used to 
eslablish an obsrJrved release. 

Seclio11 2.5.2 Comparison to 
benchmarks. Lists benchmarks and 
explains how lo determine whether 
benchmarks have been equalled or 
exceeded (see section ll1 H of this 
preamble); changes have been made to 
allow the level of actual contamination 
in the human food chnin threat to be 
based on tissue samples from aquatic. 
food chain organisms that cannot ba 
used lo establish an observed release, 

Section 3 Gmund Waler Migration 
Palhway 

The ground water migration pathway 
evaluates threats resulling from releases 
ot potential relea·ses of hazardous 
substances to aquifers. The major 
changes specific only to this pathway 
Include replacement of the depth to 
aquifer/hydraulic conductivity and 
sorptlvc capacity factors with travel 
lime and depth to aquifer factors; a 
revised approach for assigning mobility 
values; removal of the ground waler use 
factors and their replacement by a 
resources factor; eyaluatlon of the 
nearest well factor based on 
benchmarks: end revisions to scoring of 
sites having both karat and non-karat 
aquifers present. 

Section 3.0 Ground Water Migration 
Pa/bwoy. Descriptive text has been 
removed. Figure 3-1 has been revised lo 
reflect revisions to !he factors 
evaluated, and Table 3-1 has been 
revised to rr.flect lhe new factor 
category values throughout. 

Section 3.0, l General 
crmsldernt/011.9, the title has been 
changed. 

Sectlon 3.0.1,1 Gro,md water target 
distance llmlt. An explanation of the 
treatment of contaminated ground water 
plumes with no identified source has 
been a~ded. For these plumes, 
measurement of the target dlslance llmlt 
begins al the center of the area of
obse1•ved ground watcr·contaminRlion; 
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lhc1 center is determined based on', 
a vaiiable da,ta. · ' · · 

Section 3.0, 1.2. Aqulfe11 houncfaries. 
De~criptivo text.h_as been removed. . 

Sect.Jon a.0.1.-:n, Jiqi1ifer · . 
ir1terbonnectioits'.·Desoriptive text has· . 
been removed as ha\'.e examples of 
infonnation useful for identifying aquifer 
interconnections. · . · 

Seqilon 3,0,1.2.2 Aquifer ' • 
discontinuitie,1. Descriptive lext bas. 
been removed, . · 

'Section Q.0,1,3 Karst.aquifer, 
,Descr.iptlve text has been reinovod, end 
references to facto'rs have be'cn revise'd 
to reflect changes in f aciora. Text' wa,a 
added to clnrify,that karat aquif,irs 
underlying any p'ortioft ot the lloi1rces at 
a sHe are given s·pecial cpnsiderotlon. 

1 • Seci)'on 3.1 Ukelihood of i:ele'dse, 
Descriptive text hai be_~n removed. 

Sectidn 3.1.1 Obser1•eq release,, 
Descl'iption of the criteria for · 
establishing an obsel'Ved release has 
been revised as discussed in Section Ill 
0 of this preamble. . · · - · 

Sealian 3.1.Z Potential lo release. 
Text has been revised to· reflect changes 
in the factors evaluated and to clarify 
lhal karsl aquifers underlying any 
portion of the sources at a site are given 
_special consideration In evaluating · 
depth to aquifer and travel lime: . · 

Sectio11 3.1,2.1 Contaillment, 
Explanatory text has been removed and 
the ground water containment table Is 

-referenced. Only sources that meet tlie . 
minimum size requirement (i.e., tliat 
hi.Ive a source ha·zardous·waste quantity 
value of0.5 or higher} are us'ed in 
assigning containment fac_tor valu!ls, 
This requirement has been added lo 

1 ensure that very ~ma.II, unoontain'ed · 
sources do not unduly-Influence the 
score. For exampfe, a ~Ile· riiighlhave a 
large, but highly co11laine.d eou~ce ~nd a 
very small, uncontained source; \vithout 
o minimum size requirement, potential· 
to release could be assigned the · 
maximum value based on the'very small 
source, which could overestimate the 
potential hazard posed by the site, If.no 
source meets the minimum size 
requirement; the highest ground water 
containment factor value assigned to the 
sources at the site Is used as theJactol' 
value. Table 3-2-Containment Factor 
VRluea for Ground Waler Migration 
Pathway, has been simplified by 
combining repetitious items and has · 
been moved from an atiat1hment to the 
proposed rule into the boc).y of the rul~. 

Section 3.1.2.2 Net precipitatlo11. A 
new map has been added as Figure 3-2 
to assign net precipitation factor-vah113s. 
The equation for calculating monthly 
potential evnpotronspln1tion was · 
clarified. Descriptive· text has boon : 
removed. 

. Section 8,J,2,3 Depth to,aquif ar. As · 
described iq'aeclion.lll L of this · 
pr·eamble, ,the d~pth lo a,qulfer factor has 
replaced the sorptive capacity fuctdr 
an_d is no longer combined in o matrix · 
with hydraulic conductivity for scoring. 
·Table 3-5 is new and,provides the factor 
values. The depth to aquifer faotor 
reflects the geochemical retardation · 
cupacity of the subsurface materials, 
wnicl1 gener!lllY increases as the depth 
incrca9es. Depth to aquifer factor values 
are assigned to three depth ranges. . 
Clarifying language was added related 
to karst aquifers. · 

Section 3.1.2.4 Travel time. As. 
disqussed in section III L of this · 
pream~Ie, .this factor replaces the depth 
to aquifer/hrdraulic conductivity factor 
and ls based on the least conductive 
layer(s) rf!,ther than on the conductivities 
of all layers between the hazardoi1s 
substance$ and the aquifer. Table 3-7 
has beoifrevised to reflect those 
change~. T,:able 3-5 from the pr9posed 

. rule has been renumbered es Tuble 3--0. 
Text on how to obtain information lo 
score this factor has been removed. 
Clarifying language was added related 
to karst aquifers. 

Section 3.i.2.5 Calculation of 
potential to release factor value. Text 
has beon revised to reflect new factor 
names. 

S[!ctlon 3.1.3 Calalllaf io11 of 
likelihood of release factor cotegorj' 
i•alue. New maximum value of 550 
based on observed release baa been 
added. 
· Section 3.2 Wasts characteristics. 
DesC'.riptive text has been removed. 

Section 3,2.1 Toxicily/mobilitJ'. 
Descrlptiv~ text has been removed. 

Seotio11 /J.2.i1 Toxicity, References. 
§2.4,U, ' • I • 

Section 3,2,1.2 Mobllitj,. As 
discussed in sections Ill F and Ill P oJ 
tllis preamble, lha method for assigning 
mobility vi;ilues to hazardous substances 
bas been·revlaed, Table 3-;8 has been 
revised. Mobility values are now linear
rather than categorical place holders 
and are assigned in a matrix combining 
water solubility and distribution 
coefficients. Mobility values may now 
vary by aquifer for o specific hazardous 
sulJstance. 'i'he maximum mobility value 
le no.longer assigned based on observed 
release by direct observation. A factor 
\'alue of 0 ls no longer assigned for 
mobili_ty, as had been the case under the 
proposed rule, where ciategorical'plar;:e, 
holder-,•alues were used: because 
mobility la now multiplied by toxicity 
and hazardous waste quantity, assigning 
a O value would result in a pathway 
score of 0. This result could tmderstale 
the risk posed,by a site-with a·largo 
volume bf highly toxic h.izardous 

subslarices with low mobility-: , 
Furthermore, giiton the ,µfycert.alnti;os 
about estimatps of ~obili!y In ground 
Yl'Dl~r and thefr.applicabillty in site•·. 
•speC:lflc aitualJons, E~A <;let~.rm'in'ed th·it! 
a o valu_e,s~_ould ,not ·be_ assigned to the 
mqbility factor under µ,Iy conditlona, 

Section 3,2.1,3 Ca/culatio11 of 
tosioilJ'/mobillty factor value. Text has 
been simplified, 'fable 3c'.g (prnposed 
rule.Table{l-10), the-matrix fo;r:assigning 
factor values, has been-revised.to reflect· 
the' linear i'ta.tµre of the assigned vt1lues. 
Values for a specific hifa{irdoilll . , ·· 
substa11o'!i inay ~_oy,r vary by aq\1ifer. 

Section ,3.2.2 Hazardous ivaste 
qugntity. Referencee § 2.4.2. 

Section 3.2,3 Calculatiq11 of waste 
·ohatb'cteristicsfaotor category value: 
Text has been l'evised to Indicate the 
multlplication of the factors, tlie new 
maximum.value, and the.tabli:i used to 
as$\gµ t~e f~c'tor category V/!lpe. · ' 

Se9tion.:J.8 ;Targets, Text lias been 
revised to reflect the new names for 
faotors. Descrjptiye text has ~een . 
removed. Table 3-10 (Tab)e ~12 in the 
prop9sed ~ule) has been modjfi_ed lo list 
the.revised ~enchmarks in this pathway. 

Se9tion 3.8,'1 · Nearest well. Title haa 
been,ch~nged 'from maxi,mally exposed 
individual, Text has beeh added to 
explain hqw lo. evaluate neares(wells 
wi.th docum~nied.contamtqn~ion (al 
Level land 11) and those potentially 
contaminated. Text was addod lo assign 
Level II contamination_ to any drinking 
water'well wher.e an obseri•ed release 
wali establisheci,by direct obl}ervati.on: 
This section also.explains how lo .. 
eval.uate wells drawing from karst -, 
aquifers, Table 3-,.11 ha.s been renamed 
and the factor values huve been 
changed:See section Ill B of this 
preamble £or a discussion of the changes 
to assigned values for this faqtor. 

Se_ction 3.3.2 Populat.ion. As 
discusscd·in reclloi;i III H, populatio.n lo 
evaluated usmg health-based 
benchmarks for drinking waler, For 
popul~tlons potentially exposed, , 
population ranges are used to evaluate 
the factor. This section 1:1xplaina whom 
to counl for population, Populations 
served, by wells whose water is blended 
with that from other drinking water 
sources are to be apportioned ~ascd on 
the well's relative aontribuilon to the 
total blended system. The rule Includes 
Instructions OJI the type of data to US(! 
when determining relative contributions 
of wells and Jntakes, This change is 
intended to reflect more accurately the 
exposure to populations through 
blended systems. 'fhe rule also inchide€i 
instructions on how to apportion• · 
popula lion for systems with ,standby 
wlllls or standby surface water intakes, 
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SooUon 3.3.2.1 J.ev11I of · 
,.:1mlaminatio11, Explains how to 
cvaluule.pupulatlon based on 
1:rmcenlratlone o( hazardous substances 
In samples, Text was added to assign 
I.eve! II co11taml11ation to any drinking 
w11ler wells where there is an observed 
release by direct observation, 

Section 3,3,2.2 l,evel I 
crmcentratlons, Explai11s· how to . 
e\'alµate populations 1:1xposcd to•Level I 
concentrations. The scoring cap was 
eliminated, and the multiplier fl.e., 
weight) Is now 10, 

Section 3,3,2,3 Lovol II 
conce11tralions. Explains how lo 
evaluate populations exposed lo Lev~! II 
concentrations. The scoring cap was . 
eliminated, end the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) hi now 1, 

Section 3,3,2,4 l'olential 
O(lntamlnalion, Explains liow to assign 
v11lues lo populations potentially 
e~:poued to contamination from the site. 
The formula for calculating populallon 
vulucs has been modified to reflect both 
the revised method for evaluating korst 
aquifers (see below) and the use of 
distance-weighted population values 
£mm Table 3-12, which has been added 
to esgign dlslance-weighted.values for 
populations In each distance category, 
The values iue determined for each 
distance category and arc then added 
across distance outegories, and the sum 
is divided by 10 to derive the factor 
value for potentially contaminated 
population, 'l'he assigned V;J)uos in 
Table 3-12 wete determined by 
statistical sllnulntion to yield the same 
population value, on average, as the use 
of tha fonnulas in the proposed rule. The 
ui;e of range values hos been adopted aa 
purl of the slmpli(ic11llon dis,;ussed in 
sHctlon UI A. The .rounding· rules have 
also changer.J. Th method for evnluating 
karst aquifers haa be11n siniplil'iecl and Is 
explained In this secllon. Table 3-14 in 
the proposed n1le, which inclmled 
dilution weighting factors for the general 
case and for two special cases, has been 
remo\•e<l, and the· two sped,\I )(.a1·st , 
c11ses are nu longer evaluated. (The 
gimuridly applicable dilution factors for 
karsl have not changed and are nil 
Incorporated into.the dilllance•wuighted 
population values In Tuble r12.} 'the 
s!loring cop WHS eliminated; and the 
multiplier (i.e., waight) is now 0,1, 

Section 3,3.2.5 Calculation of 
popu/ulion factor valuo, Hus been . 
1•uvisud to,rencol the ch1mges in the 
evaluation of actually contaminated 
wells, Tho rounding rule has also been 
changed., and th~ scoring cap was 
eliminated, ' 

Sectio,fl.3,3,3 Resources, Describes 
how points nre assigned io resource 
uses or ground water, Points may be 

assigned if there ore no drinking waler 
wttlh1 within the target distance limit, 
but the w,ater Is usable fol' drinking . 
water, This scoring 111lows for 
conslderali'1n of potential future uses-of 
the aquifers. (See seclion·m I of lhls , 
preamble for a discussion of the relative 
weighting of. these factors,) 

Seation 3,3.4 Wellhaad protea/ion 
area, Explains how to assign values lo 
this factor. The maximum value .. 111 . 
asslgnud when a source or an observed . 
relense lies partially or fully within a , 
wellhead protection area applicable lo 
the aquifer being.evaluated, l\nd this 
value has 1;,een changed from 50 to 20 Ip 
at.ljuat for ecple changes. A new, · 
(ll'lterlon tor scoring this factor has. b!;/en 
added. ll a wellhead proteclio:n orp,a 
appllooble to the aquifer being, · 
evaluated Is within the target distance 
limit and neither of the other conditions 
Is met, a value of five is aas,gnetl. This 
change allows the HRS to plane a V/Jlue 
on the~ resource. 

Section .~.3.5 · C11/oulativ11 of taryets 
factor cate~ory ,,a Jue. Has boon revised 
lo reneot cha!lges in the fuctor namee, 
Tha rounding rule has been changed, 
.and the scoring cap was eliminated. , 

SP.ctlon 3,4 Ground 1vater migration 
1wore for Ofl aquifer. Text has been 
revised to reflect the new divisor for 
normalizing pathway scores. 

Sect/011 3.5 Calculation of ground 
water m(qralio11 pathway scol'e, Text 
has been 11lmplified. 

In .addition to the above-noted 
changris, the sorplive cnpnclty factt?r has 
been eliminated and.replaced by the 
•depth to aquifer factor, es have the 
tables use(i lo assign values to this 
factor (Tables 3-6 and 3-7 In the 
proposed rule). The ground waler use 
factors have also been eliminated aa 
have the tables used to assign their • 
values (Tables 3-15 and 3-16 in the 
proposed rule). Fi3ures 3-2, 8-9, and 3-4 
and Tables 3-4, 3--8, 3-9, 3-13 of the 
p1·oposed rule have been removed , 

Section 4 Surf oce WatP.r f..!igrotlo11 
Pathway 

The surface water migration puthwuy 
ev'aluat11s threats resulting from relaases 
or potential- releases of hazardous . 
eubstancus lo surface we lei' bodles .. One 
major change to this pathway ls tho, 
addition of a new component for scoring. 
ground water discharge lo surface 
water; either lhls component or tho 
ovel'l.and now/flood migration 
component ,or both may. be nooreJ. Fur 
each component, three threats are : 
evaluated: drinking water threat, hµmon 
food chain threat, and environmental 
threat. Other major changes specific lo 
this pathway Include elimlnulion·of the 
recreational use lhreal: simplification of 

over·lnnd flow polenliul lo releasl! 
· factors: modifications lo the human food 
chain threat including addllioh of a foot! 
chain individual: modifications lo the 
treatment of bioatcumulatlon potential 
and addition of a similar factor, 
elJosystem bloaccumulalion potential, to 
the evaluation of the environmonhtl 
threat: modifioutions lo the persistence 
fnGlor: revisions lo the dilullon weights: 
additions of benchmarks, extension o[ 
b1mchmarks to evaluation of the noorcsl 
inhlke, and Addi lion of levels of 
conlem,nalion lo the human food chain 
targele: modiflcn lions to criteria for 
•establishing actual food choin 
conlomlnalion: elimination of lho 
surfuce waler use fHolor: addliion of a 
resources factor lo the targets 
evaluation In the drinking water threat: 
and revisions to sensitive environments, 

Section 4.0 Swf ace Wotor Migration 
Pathway, New .structure of the pathway 
Is expluined. Desnl·iptive text haa been 
rr.moved. Figure 4-1 hns been revised lo 
refleol revisions to the factors 
evaluated, and Table 4-1 has been 
revised to reflect the new factor 
category values throughout, 

Sectlon 4,0.J Miyrolion compone11t$. 
Explains how to score tho two migration 
components. 

Seotlon 4.0.2 Surface water 
categorlos. A doflnilion of co11al1tl tidal 
waters has been nt.lded, Some surfacu 
water bodies thnl belong In tlils new 
cntegory wore listed In other categories 
in.theJ,roposed rule (e.g., bays and. 
wetlands ccinliguous,with ocr.ans), 
hiolete~ perennial wetlands have been 
11dded to the definition of lakes: salt 
water harbors largely protected by 
seawalls ha,,e been removed from the 
definition of lakes. Oomin has been 
defined more precisely aa areas 
seaward from the baseline of the 
Territorial Sea, Contiguous bays have 
been removed from, and wctlunds 
contiguous lo the Creal Lakes have been 
added to ocean 1;1nd ocean-like bodies. 
Th,rne definitionlll chungcs/ 
clarifications more accurately rcflP.ct thP. 
dlrfer1mt uharacterlslics of the waler 
bodies. 

.S,wtion 4.1 Overlandf/ow/flood 
migratlon compane11t. As dlscuss,ed lo 
section DIM or this preamble,.the 
eut•facc waler migration pathwoy has 
been divided Into two components, Tha 
overland flow/flood comp!)nent Is 
essonliatly the surfoce water migration 
pathway a~ proposed except that the 
rccfeational use threat has been 
cllmlnaled, 

Section 4, 1.1 General 
r.onsideratio11s. Consists of several 
subsections. 
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Saclio11 4.1.1.1 .Definilio11 of the 
hazardous substance migralion'pnlh for 
Ol'f!dand flow/flood migraiio11 : · 
r.omponenl. 'l'exl has been simplified, 

Section 4.1.1.2 Target distance limit. 
Expl&ins target distance limits for sites 
In general and a·dds tiri explanotlo_n of 
how to calculate tho target distance 
limit for contaminated sediments wlth 
no identified source, Por these latter 
sources only; wh'e_n there is a cl.eMly · 
d(!fined directipn of flow, 'the ;target 
dii;lance limll is rnrasured beginning al 
the observed sediment nontaminulion 
farthest upstream; when there is no 
clearly defined direction of flow, the 
target distance limit iR measured from 
the center of the area of observed 
sediment contamination. DiscussDs the 
determination of whether surfoco water 
targets are subject to actual or potential 
contamination. '.Also, text W(IS udded to 
assign Level II to l,argets subject to 
actual contamhrnlion based on clire.r.t 
observation. . 

Section 4.1.t.3 Evaluation of lbe 
OYt.'r/cmd flow/flood n,igral.lo11. , 
r,omponenl. Explains that for multiple 
wutcrsheds, highest score assigned to o 
watershed Is used Instead of snmining 
watershed scores as proposed. 

Section 4,1.2 Drinking walur threat. 
Descriptive text has hmm removo<l. 

Seotio11 4.1.2,1 Dri11lririg waler 
threat-likelihood of release. Text has · 
been simplified to clarify when potentinl 
to release factors need to ho evaluated. 

Section 4.1.2.1,1 Obuervod release. 
Text has been re\'ised to reflect the 
changed maximum volue. · 

Soc/ion 4,1,2.1,2 Polf:nlial ta reloase, 
Text has been revised to 1·eflcr.l the 
changed maximum value and bas been 
simplified. 
· Section 4.1.2.1,2.1 Potential lo 

1·elease by O\'erland flow. Explains 
when overland flow potential to releas(: 
is not evaluated. . 

Sectlon 4.1.2.1.2.1.1 Containment. 
Text has been revised to relli:cl changes 
In the numbering or the con ta Inmont 
tablo. Only sources thal meet the 
minimum size requirement (i.e., that 
have a source hazardous wa~le quantity 
value. of 0,5 or higher) are used In 
assigning conloinmenl \'aluos, This 
requirement has been added to enoure 
that very small, uncontalne.d sources do 
not unduly Influence the score, Por 
example, a site might have a largo, but 
highly contained source and a very 
small. unconlained source:'wlthout a 
minimum size requirement, the potcntiRI 
lo releaso,could be assigned the 
maxhnui'n'value based on tho very smalJ 
source, which could overestimate the 
potential hazard posed liy the sJte.· lf rio' 
squrce meets the mitHmum size · .. . 
requirement, the source wllh the' highosl 

I j ! I ' 

surfacn waler conloinment factor value 
is usod. Descriptive te>;t has been· , 
removed, Table 4-2, Containment Factor 
Voluns for Surface-Wat<:r Migr~tion 
Path.way, has been simplified by · 
·combining repetiliou~ jtems and has 
been moved from an allachnient 'lo lhe · 
proposed rule Into this section of the 
final rule; · 

Section 4.1,2.1.Z.1.2. RUit9ff. Text 011 
evaluating rainfall has been simplified 
by removing explanatory references. 
The runoff curve m1mber has been ' 

, simplified by substituting a soil group 
designation in ils place. Table H 
(proposed rule Table 4-2) h,as been 
revised to list only the soil group 
designations. Based on analyses of 
runoff and actual drainage area sizes, 
Table 4-3 (proposed rule Table 4-3) has 
be~n revised by changing the divisionii 
of drainage area size. Tobie 4-5 
(proposed rule Table 4-4] has boon 
revised to reflect the changes related to 
the use of soil group designations. Table 
4-6 (proposed rule Tafile 4-SJ hus Leen 
rovlsod so thnt the heading In tho table 
reads Rainfall/Runoff Value; th(l v'alues 
assigned have been adjusted on the 
basis of both tho higher maximum value 
assigned to the factor category ond the 

·11nalyaea described above. Explanatory 
text has been removed. 
· Section 4.1.2.1.2,1.3 'Disla11ce'to 
surface water. Values assigned to 
distance to surfaco water factor values 
In Table 4-7 {proposed rule .Table 4-6) 
have been revised to adjust for the 
higher maximum assigned to th'e factor 
category. 

Section 4, t,2,1,2.1.4 Calculation of 
the foe/or value for potential to-release 
by m•erland flow. Has not been changed 
except for assigned ·value. 

Sectio11 4,1.2,1.2.2 Po/entiol to 
release by flood. Descriptive text h(1s 
been removed. 

Section 4.1.2.1:2.2,1 Contai11me11t 
(flood). Text in Tobie 4-8 (proposed rule 
Table 4-7) has been revised to 
incorporate new language on required 
documentation on containment. The 
requirement for cortificatlon by an 
engineer has heen dropped. The new 
docunrnnlalion requirements have boen 
added to make the rule consislent·with 
RCRA requirements. 

Seclio11 4.1.2.1.2,2.2 Flood freque11cy. 
· Values assigned to this factor by Table 
4-9 (proposed rule Table 4--8) have been · 
revised to better reflect probabilities 
and to adjust for the higher moximum 
assigned to the factor calegory, 
Descriptive texl has boen removed, 

Section 4.1.2.t.2,2.3 Calaulolion of 
the factor value for potential to rele'a.<;e . 
by flood, H11s been revis:ed lo reflect a · 
minimum s_l1.~ requirement for sources. 

Section 4.1.2.1.2.3 Qa./culalion of 
potential to release factor value. 1'ext 
hes been simplified; and the .as!lignerl 
value has been chm~ged. 

Section 4.1.2.J.3 Cafcl!latio.11 of 
drlnk.(ng water Jh_rea,~-likeH(ioo_cf'of 
releaseff!clor ca(ego_ry value,. T;~xt has 
been simplified. ,The.maxill'\~"1 vahm 
ha,s-been.chenged, and. th~ maximum for 
potential to release is no longer. equal to 
the maximum for observed release. • 

Section 4:1,2.~ DNnklng water 
lhreat-wasle characterisUcs, 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Seclion 4,1.2.2.1 . Toxioily/ 
persisle11ce, Editorial changes have been 
made.• 

Section 4,1,2.:u.1 'foxicity. 
Refererlces § 2.4.1.1. 

'se'clion 4.i2.2,1,2 Parsist(!nc.:e, As 
discussed In section 1II F of this 
preamble, several changes have been 
made,to this factor, including tho 
deletion of free-radical oxidation as a 
decay process and the inclusion-of 
consideration of K.,,. to account for 
surplion Id sediments, Tuble 4-'.10 
(proposed rule Table 4-9) has beep 
revis.od to change the values assign'fld 
from categorical numbers to linear 
scales. The divisions among the half, . 
lives for rivers, oceans, coos la I tidal 
waters, and Great Lakes have changed 
based on a study of travel time, and ,the 
text hes been modified to clarify the 
procedure for determining whether to 
base the ·persistence factor on lakes or 
on i;ivers, oceans, t;oastal,tid~l w1;1tors, 
and, Great l.akqs.A factor value of 0 is 
no longer assigned for persistence, 011 
had been the case under the proposed 
rule, where categorical ·place~holdet 
values were used: because persistence Is 
now multiplied by toxicity and 
hazardous waste quantity, assigning a 0 
value would result'in fi pathway score of 
o. This result c'ould understate the risk 
posed by 11 _site with e large volume of 
highly tox\c hazardous at1bstancoa with 
low persislenco, Purthormore, givr.n the 
uncertainties about hHlf-life estimates 
and their applicabilily in sile-spcnifir. 
situations, EPA determined.that o O 
value should not-be assigned to tho -
persistence factor under any conditions, 
The.text has been modified to r.larify 
selection qf en appropriute def9ult 
value, Table 4-11-Perslstence Values
Log K0w,.has been added. Desr,l'iptive 
text has been removed, , 
' Section 4:1.2.2.1.3- Colc1i/alio11 of 
rox~cit;r/persistcmce fciclor value, Tablll · 
reference hes been changed to reflect 

'the change in numbering. Table 4-12 · 
(proposed rule Table.4--10) has•bccn 
changed tQ reflect the mul.tiplicallvc 
relations.hip. : 
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Section 4.1;2.2,2 1/azol'dous waste 
. quantity. ~eferences'§ Z'.4.2, · 

Section 4,1.2.2,3 Colc1ilation af 
dl'inking · water lhreat_:.,waste · 
charQcleristios faotor category value, 
Text has been revised to Indicate the 
multlplicallon of the factors, the new 
maximum value, and lhe table used lo 
.assign the factor category value, 

Saclion 4.1.2.3 Drinking water 
threat-targets. Descriptive text has 
been removed, Text was added to 
assign Level II to actual contamination 
Lr1sed on direcl observation. 

Section 4, 1,2,3, 1 Nearest bi take. Title 
1md' the factor name ha,;e been changed, 
As discussed in Seclion Ill B of this 
preamble,. this factor Is now assigned 
values based on health-based 
b1mchmarks. Instructions for how to 
nssign dilution weights to closed lakes 
ond lakes with no surface flow entering 
have been added. Table 4-13, Surface 
Waler Dilution Weights (proposed rule 
Table 4-11], has been revised to add 
more types of surface Wfltor bodies and 
to change the dilution weights. These 
c.hanges have boon 'made to reflect more 
ar.curately the flow ranges of water 
bodies and are based on analysis of 
d1ta on flow rates and dilution. 

Seollot1 4.1.2,:J.2 Popu/atkm. l\s 
r,•,plained above, population Is 
evaluated based on two levels o{ actunl 
i;.-mtaminatlon. Targets potentially 
umtaminuted ere dilution _weighted and 
are assigned \'alues based on rangoa, 
Pnpulations served by Intakes which are 
biended with water from other drinking 
w:iler source!\ are to be apportioned 
l:,,1sed on the Intake's relative 
cunlribulion lo the total blended system, 
The rule Includes instructions on the 
type of data lo use when determining 
rrila Live contributions of intakes and 
wt1lla. This change is intended to reflect 
more accurately the exposure of 
populations through blonded eye(ems, 
The rule also includes instructions on 
how to apportion population for systems 
with standby wells or standby surface 
\\•aler intakes. 

Section 4, 1.2,3,2.1 level of 
ormlamination. Explains how to 
e'•aluate population based on the level 
of contamination to which they a1·e 
exposed, 

Section 4,1,2.3,2,2 Lel'el I 
c .. incentrations. ,Descriptive text has 
been removecl, The scoring cap was 
eliminated, and the multiplier fl.e,, 
weight) Is now ,o. 

Sentlon 4.1,2.:J,2,3 Le11e/ JI, 
c•maentral/011s. Text hns been shnpllfied 
and revised to reflect the changes, 
discussed ebove. The scoring cap was 
cl\n!inated, and the multiplier (i.e., 
welghl) ls now 1; 

Sactit>n '1,i,2,3.2,4 Potential 
c1111lami11atio11. Equation used to 
calculate this factor has, been revised us 
discussed above. A ne\\'. tabfo, 'fable 4.:.. 
14, Dilution-Weighted Population Values 
fur Potential Contamination factor for 
Surface Water Migration Pathway, has 
been adclod to assign values, which 1uc 
then added across different surface 
water body types an'd divided by 10.to 
derive the value for potentially 
contaminated population. The assigned 
,·alues· iq Table 4-14 for each population 
runge category were determined by 
statistical simulation lo yield the same 

· population vah111, on average, As the use 
or the formulas in the proposed rule, The 
use of range values has been ndded us 
p,.,rt of the simplification discussed in 
section 1H A. The rounding rule has also 
been changed, the scoring cap was 
c:limlnaled, and the multiplier (I.e .. 
M!ighl) is now 0.1. 

Section 4. 1,2.3.2.5 Ca/cu lotion d[ 
flrJpu/olion factor value, Explains how to 
combine values assigned to the three 
population groups. The rounding rule 
has alao been changed, and the sr::oring 
wp was eliminated. · 

Section 4.1.2.3,3 Resoumes. Aa 
discussed in section lU J of this 
preamble, this factor has been added to 
account for the potential Impact of 
sul'fuce watcl' contamination on 
rrsource use$. 

Section 11.1,2,3.4 Calculation of 
drinking water lhreai-targets factor 
category value. Has been revised lo 
reflect the changes In this factor 
catngory, The rounding rule has also 
been changed, and the scoring co.p was 
eliminated, 

Section 4.1.2.4 Calculation of 
drinking waler threat score for a 
watershed. Text has baen simplified. 
The divisor has changed, 

, Sectlon 4.1.3 Human Joor/ oha1i1 
threat. Descriptive text has been 
removed. 

Seotlon t/.1.3,1 Human food chain 
lhreat-llkelihaod of release. Section 
r11fercnces hove been changed. 

Section 4,1,3.2 Human food chain 
//,real-waste oharoclerlstlas. Text has 
been simplified, 

Soc/ion 4.1,3.2.1 Toxlvily/ 
pel'sistence/bioaocumulalion, Text has 
been simplified and modified becauae of 
the change In the use of 
bloaccurni.tlallon potential in eelecllng 
the substance potentially posing the 
greatest haza1·d, · 

Seel/on 4,1,S,2,1,J To)l.,lolty. Has been 
cluu1ged lo reforenee § 2.4,1,1, Also 
changed ~o that evaluation or toxiolly Is 
nl)l limited to substances with the 
highest bioncoumulatlon potcntiul. 

Seatlon 4;1.:1.2.1.2 Persistence, 
Clarifies how lo evaluate persistence for 

contaminoted sediment sources, and 
adds coastal 'tidal waters as a category 
of surf\)ce water, Also changed so that 
evoluati.on of persistence is not limited 
to substances with the highest 
bioaccumulati_on potential. 

-Section 4.1,3,2, 1,3 Biooccumulatlo11 
potential. As described in section Ul M 
of thls preamble, the method of 
accounting for biooccumulation 
potential in the sciectioi:i of the 
substance potentially posing the greatest 
hazard has been changed. In the final 
rule, bloaccumulalion potential ls 
considered together with toxicity and 
persistence' l'U!hcr thnn os a primary 
selection criterion. This change was 
made becau·se all three factors 131•e now 
sr:ored on linear scales, In addition, 
where data exist, separate 
bioconccntration factor values al'e 
11ssigned for salt water 1Jnd fresh waler; 
the text now clarifies that the higher of 
lhese values Is used for fisheries in 
brackish waler and for sites with 
fisheries present in both sail waler and 
fresh water. The adjustment for 
biomagnification has been dropped 
because it tended lo double count 
bioaccutnulalion. Both Table 4-15 (Table 
4-14 in the proposed rule) and the text 
have beon modified to clarify the data 
h.!erarchy for assigning bioaccumulation 
potential factor values. Also, Table 4-15 
now makes it clear that the assigned 
va.lur.s for bioaccumulation potentir.il ure 
on a linear scale, 

Section 4.1.3.2,1.4 Calculaiion of 
Lmdcity/perslstenoe/bloaccunwlatlon 
fucto1· value. Explnlns how to calculate 
a lox!clt3' /persistonce/bioaccomula tion 
value, Table 4-16, Toxicity /Persistence/ 
Bioaccumulation, has been added to 
assign the foctor value. 

Section 4,1,3,2.2 Hazardous wasle 
q11antity. References § 4.1.2.2.2. 

Sect/on 4.1.3.2.3 Calculation of 
human food chain threat-waste 
cboracterlstics factor categol'y value. 
Text has been revised to indicate the 
multiplication of the toxicity/persistence 
and hazardous waste quantity factor 
values, subject to a maximum, and the 
further multiplication of that product by 
the bioaccumulallon potential foctor 
v..tlue, subject to a maximum for this 
socond product, end lo reference the 
table for assigning lhe factor category 
v11lue. · 

Sen/Ion 4,1,3,3 Human food aholn 
threat-targets, Has beon revised lo 
reflect addition of the new food chain 
Individual and the deletion of the flshery 
use factor, As dlspussed In section Ill M 
of thls preamble, criteria for eetubllshlog 
a.Oehery subject to actual 
contamination have been revised. Text 
waa added lo describe the additional 
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tissue samples that con be used to 
establish Level I contamination, 

Section 4.1.3.3.1 Food chain 
individual. As discussed In section Ill M 
of this preamble, this factor Is new, This 
section explains how to assign a value 
lo the factor. 

Section 4.1.3.3.2 Population. Haii 
been changed as disctrnsed in set.lion JU 
M of this preamble. · 

Seclior1 4.1.8.3.2.1 Lt,wtil 1 
concentratlons. The approuch lo 
calculating thia fa~tor valur. has been 
revised as discussed in .section Ill M of 
this prnarnble. The rounding rule has 
been changed, tho scoring cap was 
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight) ls now 10. · 

Section 4.1,3.3.2,2 L1wel II 
t:oncenlratio11s, Explains how to assign 
values as discussed in section 1H M of 
this preamble. The rounding rule haB 
been changed, the scoring cop was 
eliminated, and the multiplier (i..e., 
weight) is now 1. 

Section 4.1.3.3,2,3 Pote11tial human 
food chari1 co11lambiation. The approach 
to calculating this factor value has been 
revised as discussed in r,eotion Ill M of 
this preamble. 'l'he rounding rule has 
been changed, the scoring cap was 
eliminated, und tho mul\ip1ler (i.e., 
weight) is now 0.1. 

Section 4, 1.3.3.2.fl CalculalioJ1 of tho 
populallon factor value, Text has been 
revised lo omit the maximum. The 
rounding rule has been changed, and the 
scoring cap was eliminated, 

Seotion 4.1,3,3.:J Ca/011latio11 of 
human food chain threat-Iorgo ts factor 
c:atogory value. Explains how to 
l:alculnte the targets value. The rounding 
rule has beon changed, and the scoring 
t:ap was eliminated, 

Section 4.1.3.4 Calculation of Jwman 
food chain threat score for a watershed. 
Text has been simplified. Tho divisor 
has changed. 

Sectio11 4.1.4 Envlronmontol threat. 
Descriptive text has been removed, 

Section 4.1.4.1 Environmenla/ 
lhreal-likelihood of release. Seel ion 
references have been chimged. 

Section 4.1.4;2 Erwil'onme11laf 
ihreat-waste chardateristics. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 

Section 4.1.4,2.1 Ecosystem toxicity/ 
persistenoe/bloacounw/ation. 'l'ext has 
been revised to include the .addHlon of 
ecosystem bioaccumuh1tion potential ea 
a mulliplicotive factor, 

Seel/on 4,1.4.2,1.1 Bc(Jsystom 
toxicity. 1110 approach for evaluatJ11g 
ecosystem toxicity has beeri revised. 
Additions have been made lo ll1e data 
hierarchy (see section ll1 J of this 
preamble), and o defoult valuo of 100 
was added tCJ cover. the situFtllo11 where 
appropriate aquatic toxlr.lty dnta wore 

unavnilable for all of·the substances 
being evaluated. Table 4-19 (proposed 
rule 'faule 4-23) has been revised lo 
make the factor Iinettr and to eliminate 

· the rating category of O (except when 
data are unavailable for o given 
substance): these changes make the 
ecosystem toxicity factor more 
consistent with the toxicity factor in the 
other pathways and threats. Te'!d was 
added lo clarify the evaluation of 
ecosystem toxicity for brackish water, 

Section 4,1,'1,2.1,2 Pe1·sistence. 
Section references have been chongud. 
Clarifies how lo evuluale persistence for 
contaminated sediment nources, 0nd 
adds coastal ticlal waters as a category 
o.f surface water. 

Section 4.1.4.2.1,3 Ecosystem 
bloacc11m11/atior1 po/ential. As expfoined 
In section III J of this preanible, this 
foctor is new for this threat and ls 
evalu.:1led,similarly to (but with several 
key differences from) the 
bioaccumulation potential factor in the 
human food choin thrca\. 

Section 4.1..J.2.1.4 Calcu/0Uo11 of 
ecosyQlem loxioily/perfliste11ce/ 
bioaccumulation factor value. Section 
references have been changed. Table 4-
20 (propos(ld rule Table 4-24) has been 
changed to reflect the changes In the 
values for the fa<;lors. Table 4-21, 
Ecosystem Toxicity /Persistence/ 
Bioacoumulalion Values, is new and 
assigns values for the combined 
toxicity /persistence/bioaccumulo lion 
factor. 

Seclion 4,1.4.2,2 Hazardous· wasf P. 
qua11tily, Section references have b111m 
changed. 

Section 4.1,4,2,3 Coloulotion t>/ 
en 11il'OJ1I11ental threat-waste 
characteristics factor category value. 
'fext hns been revised lo indicate the 
multipUcation of fhe ecosystem toxicity/ 
persistence nnd hazardous waste 
guantlly factor values, subject to a 
maximum, and the further multiplication 
of that product by the ecosystem 
bioaccumulation potential factor value, 
subject lo a maximum for this second 
product, and to reference the table fo1· 
assigning the factor category value. 

Seclio11 4.t.4.3 Environmental 
tiueol-targe(s. Descriptive lexl has 
been removed. 

Seal/an 4.1.4,3,1 Sensltlve 
ehvira11ments. Explaine how.to evaluate 
sensitive envlronmen\s, Table 4-22, 
Enologloal-Ba1,1ed Benchmarks for 
Ha1.11rdous Substances In Surfai;e 
Water, has been revised as described in 
section III H of this preamble: The 
rounding rule has also been ()hanged. 

Secl/011 4.1.4.9,1,1 Level 1 
oonce11lratlons, ,Explains the new 
method of evaluating wetlands.based on 
wtillnnd frontagn, or, In liomo elttiatlons, 

wetland perimeter. 'fable 4-23, Sensitive 
Environments Rating Values, ha~ been 
revised as discussed in section .Ill J of 
thls,preamble, Table 4-24, Wetlands 
Rating Values for Surfoce Water 
Migration Pathway, has been added to 
assign values lo wetlands based on the 
tolol longth of wetlands, The scoring cap 
was eliminated, and tho multiplier [i.e .. 
weight) is now 10. 

Section 4,1.4.3.1.2 Level JI 
co11c:entralions. l-fas been revised to 
reflect the method of evaluating 
wetla.ncls. The scoring cap was 
eliminaied, and th~ niultiplier (i,e., 
weight) Is now 1. · · 

Saotion 4 .. 1.4.3.J.3 Polential 
contamination. Has been revised lo 
reflect the method of evaluating 
wetlands. The rounding rule has also 
been changed, the scoring oiip was 
eliminated, and the multiplier (i.e., 
weight} ls now 0.1. _ 

Section 4.1.4,:.1.1.tJ CaloulalJon of 
environmental thre{ll-targels factor 
category value. Has been revised to 
remove the maximum from the targets 
factor category. The rounding rule has 
also been changed. 

Section 4.1.4,4 Calculation of 
e11viro11mental threat score for o 
watel'shed. Divisor for the th'real has 
changed. A cnp of 60 was explicitly 
placed on the environmental threat 
score, which 1·esults ln the sume 
maximum possible threat score us in the 
proposed rule. (In the proposed rule, 
environmental threat targets were 
capped nt 120, which resulted in an 
environmental threat score m'axlmum of 
60.J However, in the final rule the tnrgets 
category is uncapped and can score 
higher than 120 to compensate for low 
scores in other factor categories, 

Section 4.1.5 Calculation of werland 
flow/flood migration component b'Core 
for a waters.hed. Expla1ns how to 
calculate the score for the waiershed. 

Section 4.1.6 Calculation of overland 
flow/flood migration component score, 
Explains how to calculate the score for 
the component based on Uie highest 
watershed score {In the proposed l'Ule 
watershed scores wore summed}. 

Section 4.2 Ground water to surface 
water migration component, As 

, discussed In section III M of this 
preamble, this component has been • 
edood to the nile to account for. 
contamination of sutfoce water bQdle1:, 
through ground water migration or 
hazardous substances, Thus, all scctlllna 
referl'ing to this component ar11 now, 

Sectlo11 4,2,1 General 
consldel'Otions, 

Secl/011 4,2, 1.1 Elfsiblo surface 
wa/ers1 Explains the condjtions that 
must·apply before this c·ompo1jent Is 
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scored. In general, this component ls 
scored only when thore is a surfiice 
water within one mile of a source, the 
lop of the uppermost aquifer ls at or 
above .the bottom or the surface water, 
and no aquifer discontinuity is 
established between the source and tho 
porllon of surface water within one mile 
of the source. Exceptions are also 
explained. 

Section 4.2,1,2 Dofinition of the 
hazardous substance migration path for 
ground waler to surface water migration 
component. Explains that the migration 
path ls defined as shortest straight•lino 
distance, within the aquifer boundory, 
from a source to surface waler. 

Section 4.2.1.,1 Observed release of a 
specific hazardous substance to surf ace 
water in-water segment. Explains that 
before an observed release of on 
individual hazardous substance can be 
established to lhc surface water in• 
waler segment, the substance must meet 
the criteria for an observed rclm.1se both 
to ground water and tci surface waler 
(this requirement does not affect the 
actual scoring of observed release). Also 
clarifies the use or samples from the 
surface water in-water segment. 

Section 4.2.1.4 Target disla11celimil. 
Explains lhe criteria for determining the 
target distance limit and for establishing 
whether targets are subject to actual or 
potential contamination. 

Section 4.2.1.5 Evaluation of the 
ground water to surface waler migration 
compo11ent. Explains the general 
approach for evaluating this component. 
Figure 4-2, Overview of Ground Water 
to Surfoce Water Migration Component, 
Is new, Table 4-25, which is new, 
provides the scoring sheets for this 
component. _ 

Sectlon 4.2.2 Drinking water ihreat. 
Explains the general approach for 
evaluating this threat. 

Section 4.2.2.1 Dril1king water 
threat-likelihood of release. Exph1ins 
the general approach for evaluating lhis 
factor category. 

Section 4.2.2.1.1 Observed release. 
Explains that scoring an observed 
release is based on releases lo ground 
waler. 

Section 4.2.2.1,2 Potential lo release. 
Explains lhal scoring ls based on the 
scoring of potential release lo uppermost 
aqtllfer. 

Section 4.2.2.1,3 Calculation of 
drinking water threat-likelihood of 
release factor catesory value, Explains 
how to assign the,ractor c:otegoty value. 

Section ,u.2,2 Drinking water 
threat-waste characteristics. Explains 
lho general approach for evaluflting lhis 
factor cotogory. 

Sec/ion 4.2.2,2.1 Toxicity/mabllity/ 
persistence. Explains the approach for 
evaluating these.factors. 

Section 4.2.2.2.1,1 1'o:'<lcity. Explains 
that toxicity values are assigned lo all 
hazardous substances available to 
migrate to ground water. 

Section 4,2.2,2,1,2 Mobility, Explains 
that lhe mobility value ts assigned lo oil 
hazardous substances available to 
migrate lo ground water. 

Section 4,2.2.2,1,3 Persistence. 
Explains that this factor value is 
assigned as in the drinking waler threat 
for the overland flow/flood migr11tion 
component for all hazardous substances 
available lo migrate to ground water. 

Section 4.2,2,2,1.4 Calculation of 
lo:<icity/mobility/perslslence factor 
value, Explains that lhe factor vulue ls 
the highest value assigned lo any 
hazardous substance evaluated using 
Table 4-26, which is new. 

Section 4.2.2.2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity, Explains that hazardous waste 
quantity is celculated for hazardo11s 
substances available lo migrate lo 
ground water. 

Section 4,2,2,2.3 Calculation of 
drinking water threat-wastP. 
characteristics factor category value, 
Explains how to calculate 1110 factor 
category value. 

Section 4,Z,2,3 Drinking waler 
threat-targets, Explains the general 
approach for ev11luating this factor 
category. 

Sec/ion 4.2,2.3,1 Nearest intake. 
Explains how to determine the dilution 
weight adjustment using Tobie 4-Z7, 
which was added, and how 19 assign 
factor values. Figure 4-3 was added lo 
illustrate determination of the ground 
waler to surface water angle. [Seo 
section III O of this preamble for a 
'discussion of this adjustment.) 

Section 4.2.2.3.2 Population. This 
section p11rallels other population factor 
sections. 

Section 4.2.2,3.2,1 Lere/ I 
concentrations. Parallels· the population 
factor sections in the overland flow/ 
flood migration component. 

Section 4.2.2,3,2.2 Lei•el JI 
concentrations, Parallels the populullon 
factor sections in the overland flow/ 
flood migration component. 

Section 4.2.2.3,2.3 Potential 
co11tamlnatlon, Parallels the population 
factor sections In the overland flow/ 
flood migration component, excepl·for 
addition of. the dilution weight 
adjustment. 

Sectlon 4.2,2,3,2,4 Calculatio11 of 
population factor value. Parallels other 
populallon factor sections, 

Sec:lion 4,2,2,3.3 Resources. ParAllels 
other resources factor sections, 

Section 4.2.2.3.4 Calculation of tho 
drinking waler threat.......:tacyels factor 
category value. Explains how lo 
calculate the factor category V<1h,e, 

Section 4.2.2.4 Ca/culotion of 
drinking waler threat ·score for a 
watershed. Explains how to calculate 
the score for a watershed. 
· Section 4.2.3 Human food chain 
threat, Lists lhe factors evaluale<l. 

Section 4.2.3.1 Human j'ood chain 
ihreal-/ike/ihood of rolease. Explains 
how to assign the factor category value. 

Section 4,2.3.2 Human food chain 
threat-waste characteristics. Lists thn 
factors evaluated. 

Section 4,2,3.2.1 Toxicity/mobility/ 
persistence/bioaccumulatio11. Explains 
how to calculate these factor values 
using Table 4-ZB, which is new. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.1 Toxicity. Expluins 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.2 Mabillty, Explai11s 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.3 Persistence. 
Explains how lo calculate this factor 
value, 

Section 4.2.3.2.1.4 llioaccumulotlon 
pote11lia/, Explains how lo calculute this 
factor value, 

Section 4.2.3.2.1,5 Calculatio11 of 
toxicity/mobility/persistence/ 
bioaccumulation factor value. Expl::1ins 
how to calculate lhis value using 'fables 
3-9, 4-26, and 4-28. 

Sedtion 4.2.3.2,2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Explains how to assign the 
factor value. 

Section 4.213.2.3 Calcu/alion of 
human food chain threat-waste 
characteristics factor category mlue, 
Explains how lo calculate this factor 
category value, 

Section 4.2.3.3 Human food chain 
threat-targets. Explains the factor~ to 
be evaluated. 

Section 4.2.3.3.1 Food chain 
lculividual. Explains how lo assign the 
factor value. · 

Section 4.2,3,3.2 Population. Explains 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Section 4.2.3.3.2.1 Lel'cl I 
concentrations. Parallels the population 
factor in the human food chain threat for 
\he overland flow/flood migration 
·component. 

Section 4.2.3.3.2.2 Level II 
concentrations. Parallels the population 
factor In the human food chain threat for 
the overland flow/flood migration 
t.omponent. 

Section 4,2,:J.3,2.3 Potential human 
food cbal11 oontami11otio11, Parallels the 
population factor In the human food 
chain threat for the overland flow/flood 
component, ~x·cept for addition of the 
dilution weight adjustment. 
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Sec/ion 4.2.3.3,2.4 Ca!culallnn of the 
populotio11 factor value. Bx-plains· how to 
calculate this factor value. . · 

Section 4.2 . .'l,3,J 'Caltwlalion of ' 
human food chain threal-targels factor 
i;ategory value. Explaimi how to 
c1-1lcnlate this 'factor category valttO, 

Section 4,2,3,4 Ca/culalion of human 
J'ood-chain threat score for a watershed. 
Explains how to calculate the score for a 
watershed, ' 

Section 4,:1.4 Environmental threat. 
Lists the factors evaluated, 

Section 4.2,tJ,l Enviro11h1e11ta/' 
threat-llkelihood of J'elease. Explains 
how. to calculate this factor category 
value .. 

Sealion 4,2,4.2 EJJvironmental 
ihmot-wasle charm:teristlcs. Explains 
how lo calculate this factor category 
w1lur., 

Section 4.:J.4,2,1 Br,osy,,;tem toxiaity/ 
111obillly/persiste11ce/bioacaum11/atr'on, 
Explains how to calculate these factor 
values. 

Ser.lion 4.2.4.2.1,1 Ecos11stem 
foxicity. Explains how to calculate this 
fnclor value, 

Section 1.2,1,2.1.2 Mobility. El/plains 
how to calculate this factor value. 

Sec/ion 4,2.4.2.1.3 Persistence. 
!->:plains how lo calculate this foci.OJ' 
Vfllue, 

Section .J.2,4.2,1,4 Ecmystem 
bioaco11m11/atjon potential, Parallels the 
ecosystem bioaccumulation evaluation 
in the overland flow/flood component, 
ei:ccpt expands the species considered 
as discussed In section Ill J. 

Section 4.2>1.2,1.5 Calculation of 
oriosystem toxlcity/mobi/ity/ 
pFJt'Sistenco/bioaccumujation factor 
value, Explains how lo calculate this 
factor value using Tables 9-9, 4-29, and 
4-30, which were added. 

Section 4.2.4,2,2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. Explains how to calculate this 
factor volue, 

Section ,t,2.4,2,3 Cc1Jculatio11 of 
e11viro111nenlal threat-waste 
characteristics factor category value, 
Explains how lo calct1lli!e this factor 
category value. 

Section 4.2.4,3 Environmental 
threat-targets, Explains how to 
oalou\11,le this factor cat1Jgory value. 

Seotton •1,2.4,3,1 Sensitive 
e11viro11me11ts. Explains how lo c4lc11late 
this factor value. · 

Seatlon 4,2,4.3.1.1 Level I 
co11c011trations. Paralluls factor soctlo11s 
in the overland flow/flood migration 
component. 

Sec(ion 4,2,4.3.1,2 Level II 
co11ce11trations. Pa1•allols factor socliona 
in lhe overland fiow/.Qood migration 
component. 

Section 4,2.4.:J.I,3 Potential 
r:onlamlnation. Paraliela factor sections 

' . . 

in the overland flow/flood migration 
component, except for addition of lhe 
dilution weight adjustment . 

Section 4.2.4.3, t.-1 Calculation of 
environmental threat-targets factor 
category va/110, Explains how to 
colculate the value for th!;! factor 
cutegory, , 

Sectlon 4.2,·'M Colculatioll of 
e11vironmental th real saore for a 
watershed, Explains how to calculate 
this throat scol'o for a watershed, 

Section 4.2.5 Cnlculalion of fJJ'{JUlld 
water to surface water mlgr(l/ion 
componenl score for. a watershed. 
Explains how to calculate a watershed 
sc;ore for this oompommt. 

Section 4,2,6 Calculation of ground' 
water to surf ace water migration 
oomponent score, Explal.ns how to 
calculate this ucore based on the scoJ'es 
for watershed~ evaluated fol' this 
component, 

Section 4.3 Calculation of surf'cwe 
l',ater migration pathway scure. 
Ei,;plains how lo assign the pathway 
score. 

In addition to lho above noted 
changes, the recreational use threat has 
been eliminnted, The drinking water use 
and other use factors have also been 
ttlimlnated as have tho tables (4-12 and 
4-13 in the proposed rule) that related. to 
scoring these fnclol's, Figures 4-1, 4-2, 
and 4-3 as well as Ta.bias 4-15, and 4-'17 
through -1-22 from the pL'oposed rule 
have been eliminated, · 

Snclloll 5 Soll Exposure Pothwaj' 
The soil expos~1re pathway evaluates , 

threats resulting from contamination of 
surface material. Tho major changes 
specific lo U1is pathway include revision 
of the namo of the pathway; elimination 
of children under seven as a population 
11\al must be cc1unlod and evaluated 
s11parately; addition of hazardous waste 
quantity to tho waste charaoteJ'istics 
factor category; inclµslo" of workers in 
the evaluHtion of resident population 
hirget::i; weighting of resident population 
based on benchmarks: inclusion of the 
n,~aresl iniiividual factor in both the 
resident and nearby targets factor 
category; inclusion of a resournes foctor 
in the resident populutlon evaluation: · 
and revisions lo tho sensitive 
environments factor. 

Section 5.0 Sail Exposure Pathway. 
The name of lhe pathway has been 
changed (rom onalte exposure to soil 
exposure. Descriptive text has been 
rornoved, Figure 5-1 has been revised to 
reflect revisions to the factors 
ev1Jhrntcd. Table 5-1 has boon revised to 
rofiect the new factor category values 
throughout, wl)lch were made more 
consistent with the o!hor pathways, 

Section 5.().1 Gcmeral 
r:onsidemtions, Has been revised to 
reflect. the redefiniUon of souri;o,· 
discussed in section Ill N of this 
preamble, The methods for estaufishing 
areas of observ.ed contamination and for 

' detcrrnhiing the h,nardous ~t\bSlances 
associated with ,an area of observed'. 
contamination have been clarified. The 
instructions have been revlsod)o make 
clou1· that .. any part of a site that is 
covered by a permanent Qr otherwise 
mairitairied impermeable moler!nl such 
ns ni,phalt is not considered in. · 
evaluating the puthway. 

Sectio11 5.1 Resident population 
th(eat, Has been revised to specify 
when the resident populnlion threat 
should be ei.raluated, The requiremolllll 
stale that this Uircat ls scored When' 
thel'e is an area of observed 
contamlnati~m within the property 
boundtlry and within 200 foot of a 
residence, sch9ol, day care center, or 
workplace, or within the bounda1·ies of 
lorrestrial sensitive environments and 
Rpccifiod rnsources, 

Sect/011 5.1.1 Likelihood of exposure. 
Text has been simplified. 

Seot/011 5.1.2 Waste cbamcieristics, 
Evaluation of waste characteristics has 
been chonged to include hazardous 
waste quantity as well ns toxicity, 

.Hazardous waste quantity 'was added to 
the factor catligory in response to 
comments that the pathway did not 
consider Uie dose relationship; the 
combination of hazar<lous waste 
quantlty and toxicity is a surrogate fol' 
that rehilionshlp and makes the 
pathway more consistent with the rest 
ot the rule. The text has been revised to 
rnflect the change. 

Section 5,J,2,1 Toxicity, References 
the section explaining how to assign 
toxicity factor values, 

Soc lion 5, 1,2.2 Hazardous waste 
quantity. This seclion is new and 
explains how lo assign a value to this 
factor. Table 5-2, 1-inzardous Waste 
Quantl1y Evaluation Equa,ions for Soil 
Exposure Path.way, is a revision of 
'fable 2-14from the proposed rule. This 
tAble differs from Table 2-5 of the final 
rule ~ecause generally only the top two 
foe! of an area ot observed 
contamination are considered In 
evaluating the pathway, Landfills, ' 
oontaminated soils, waste piles, land 
trealmcmt areas, dry surface 
Impoundments, and buried/backfilled 
surface impoundments, whioh con be 
evaluated based on their volume iri 
Tnble 2-5, are evaluated for this 
pathway using the area mo·nsure 

· because the area measure now has a 
two-fool depth built into lhe:equntlon, 
Surface impoundments containing. 
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huzardous substances prr.sr.nt 89 liquids, 
tunks, and conlaincrA muy be evolunted 
baAed on volume becouse ii is possible 
that a person could wade, i;wim. reach, 
or fall to a depth greate.r.th0n two feet. 

Seclfon 5.1.2..3 Calculalion of waste 
char(Joteristics faclCJr catega,ry value. 
Explains how lo combine the loxicily 
and hazardous waste quanllly. foclor 
values, subject lo the new maxhmun. 

Section 5.1.3 Targets. This fuctor 
category has been revised substanlially. 
As discussed in section lU N above, the 
high-risk target populalion has been 
eliminated, ·and workers have been 
added as targets. Table 5-3, Health
Based Benchmarks for Hazardous 
Substances in Soils, has been odded lo 
list benchmarks appropriate for lhi~ 
pathway. · 

Section 5.1.3.1 Resident individual. 
The resident Individual factor hos heen 
added for consistency with other 
pathways. 

Section 5, 1.3.2 Resident populatlou. 
Explains how to evaluate the resident 
population using health-based 
benchmarks, described in section Ill H 

· above, and how lo estimate lhie 
pop0ulation. 

Section 5.1.3.2.1 level I 
concentrolions. Explaim1 how to assign 
a value for this new factor. 

Section 5.1.3.2.2 Level fl 
concen/J'Otions. Explains how lo assign 
a value for this new fuctor. · 

Section 5.1.3.2,3 Calc:ulation r,f 
resident population factor value. 
Explains how to calculate this factor 
,•alue. 

Sec:tlo11 5.1,3.3 Workers, Explains 
how tci evaluate wo1·kers, 

Section 5.1.3.4 Resources. Expl11ins 
bow to assign values if the area of 
observed contamination includes lnnd 
used for commercial agriculture, 
commercial eilviculture, or comm1;1rcial · 
liveslor:k grazing or production: 

Section 5.1.3.5 Terrestrial sensitive 
enl'ironments. The value a~signed for 
this factor has been re\1ised so that the 
value Is based on the sum of. the vulues 
flssigned to terrestrial sensitive 
environments In areas of observed 
contamination, rather than on the 
highest scoring terrestrial eensi!ive 
environment Tho maximum value that 
can be assigned to this factor is limited, 
but la higher than under the proposed 
rule, The limit is determined by scoring 
the pathway with only sensitive 
environments in the targets factor 
calegory:.the pathway score undel' those 
condillon11 !JlBY not-exceed 60 points. 
Tho aensillve ~nvil'))nmcnts listed in , 
Table 5-5 have been modiOed. The teJd 
has b~en simplified and referenoas • 
changed to correspond to chtm(les In the 

rule. The rounding rule bns been 
chimged. 

Section 5.1,tl.6 Calculaticm of 
resident population targets factor 
category ,·alue. Bxplah;1s liow to 
calculate the fuctor category value from 
the revised factors, The rounding rule 
has been changed. . 

Section 5.1.4 Colculation of resident 
population lhreat scare. Has only minor 
editorial changes. 

Section 5.2 Nearby population 
threat. lntrodur.lOl'Y text hos been 
olurlfied. 

Section 5.2.1 Likellhaod of exposum. 
Lists lhe factors evaluated. 

Section 5.2.1,1 Attroctii-eriess/ 
accessibility. As explafoed in section Ill 
N of thill preamble, the name of this 
factor has changed as have the criteria 
used to assign values. This factor now 
emphasizes the use of the area by the 
general public, Descriptive text hos been 
removed. Tttble 5-6 (proposed rule 
Table 5-4) has been changed by 
rodefining the criteria and the assigned , 
values, ond by add.Jng a value of O for 
sites. that are physically inaccessible to 
lhe public. i · 

Seolio11 5.2.1.2 Area of 
coJ1tarni11aiiun. The title of this section 
h11s been changed. This factor iR now 
based solely on are~ of conlamjn11tion, 
which relates to the likelihood of 
exposure, unlike hazardous waste 
quantity, which nerves 88 part of the 
surrogate for.dose. Values.are assignod 
using Table 5-7, which la new. 

Secti'on 5,2,1,3 Lilil'!lihood of 
exposure factor category value. Te:,.;t 
hus been revised lo reflect the ne'\V 
names of the factors. Table 5-8 
(proposed rule Table 5-5) has been , 
revised in resporse to the changes nolod 
above for the.attractiveness/ · 
accessibility und area of contamination 
foclors. 

Sec~ion 5.2.2 Waste charactetMics. 
Text has been revised lo r!)flecl changes 
in the factor category. 
. Section !i.2,2.1 Toxicity. Explains 
how to evaluate lhe toxicity factor for 
the nearby popul!lllon threat. 

Section .5.2.2.2 Hazardous wastb 
•quantity, This section is new, as is 
consideration of this factor in this 
threat, As discussed above, this fai:tor 
has been added in response to 
cominenls and to make the pathway 
more consistent' wiU1 the other 
pathways. The section explains how to 
assign the far.\or value, . 

Section 5,2,2,3 Calculation of waste 
characterl.~tics factor category value. 
'Explains how to comblne the toxicity 
end liazardous waste quantity ractor 
values, eubjt1Ct lo the new maximum, 

Secll'on 5.2,3 • Target,9, Despripllve 
text has beert removed. · 

Seclipr1 5.2,3,t' Nearby individuol. 
This suction is new and explains how lo 

• i:1ssign a value to the nearby iqdlvid~1.1l 
fi.e., resident or. student with shortest 
Lravel distance) if there is no ~csldent 
Individual. The factor has been added to 
make the.nearby threat consistent with 
other pathways. Table 5--9, Nearby 
Individual Factor Values, is now. 

Section 5.2.3,2 Population 11'ilhi11 one 
mile. This section is new and includes 
the text that previously appeared under 
the Targets section. The section explains 
how lo assign a value using Table 5-10. 
The text has been revised for clarity. 
Table 5-10,'Distance.Weightcd 
Population Values for Nearby, 
Population 111real. is new.'The table 
nssigns dislnnce-weighted values for 
population in each travel distance 
c't1tegory, The values in the table were 
detel'mined by statistical simulation to 
yield the same populalion, on average, 
ns the uso or lhe formulas in the 
proposed rule. The distance weights 
have been modified as follows: for 
travel distance of >0 lo ¼ mile, the 
assigned distance weight is 0.026; for 
> ¼ lo ½ mile, 0.0125, and for > 1/2 to t 
mile, 0.00625. The use of populotion 
r,mgoa has been adopted as part of the 
simplification discussed In section Ill A, 

Section 5.2,3.3 Calculation of nearby 
population targets factor catego1y value, 
Text has been revised to renect the 
chunges in the targets factor cotegory 
and in the rounding rule. , 

Section 5.2.4 Caloulalion of nearby, 
population threat scare, Minor editorial 
changes only, 

Seatlon 5,3 Co/culatiun of /be soil 
exposure pathway score, Has b,een 
changed to renccl the change in the 
value used as o divisor. 

In addition to lhe above noted 
chEinges, Figures &--2 and 5-3 and Taules 
5-1 and 5-6 from Ille proposed rule hllve 
been' removed, 

Section 6 Air Migration Pathway 

The air migration pathway evaluates 
lhe relative threat resulting from 
releases or potential releases of 
hazardous substances, either tis gases or 
particulates, to the eir. The major . 
c;hanges specific lo this pathway ipc;lude 
scparalo evaluation or gas ond 
particulates in the likelihood to release. 
fnotor category; lnolusion of benchma1·ks 
to evaluate population arid the nearest 
Individual; weighting of sensitive 
environments based on actual or 
potential contamination: revision of the 
dlst11ricc weights; deletion of the land 
use £actor and _inclusion of.a resources 
facto~ in the evoluaUon of population: 
and revisions lo the mobility factor, 
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Sactloi1 6,0 Air Migl'ation .PatluvaJr, 
Uesc1·ipllvP. te·xt has been removed. 
Figure B-t has beon revfoed lo reflect 
revisions to the factors evaluated, aod 

.Table fl-cl h1:1s been revised to refleot the 
new factor category values throughout. 

Sect ion 8.1 likelihood of relen1Je, 
Hila been revised to eliminate 
explanatory text nnd lo add Instructions 
obout which factors to evaluate for this 
factor catl"gory, , 

Section 6.1,1 Observec/ release. As 
discussed in section Ill G of this 
preamble, the speqific critefla have been 
revised, ' .. 

Section 6. 1.2· Potential to releoso. As 
explainr.d tp section in d of lhlo 
preamble, the method for evaluating this 
far.tor has been revised. Gas potential lo 
release qnd pnrliculate potential to 
release are evaluated 11eparate.ly. The 
e)(planato1•y lcxt has been removed, 

Section 6,1,:u . Gas potenliql to 
release. Explains how this factor is 
evaluated; Table 0--2 (proposed rule 
Table 2-3) has been revised to apply 
only to the gas potonti11l to relo11se 
fadors. · 

Seotlon 6.1,2.1.1 Gas containment. 
Descriptive text has been removed. 
Table 6--3 (-proposed rule Table 2-5) has 
been simplified. The dripth requirements 
rmt.1 other containment requirements 
have been revised based on public 
comment, the field lest, and a review of 
recent information on covering systems. 
Consideration of bioga!l releases has 
br.en added. Assigned Vfllues have been 
l'evised ond also reflect the revisud 
maximum value for tho factor. 

Section 6.1,2,1,2 Gas source type. 
New source types hav1? been added lo 
Table 6-4 (proposed rule Ta.hie 2-6}, and 
lhe assigned values have been revised. 
As explained In section JU O of this 
preamble, new source typ!Js ond 
subgroups for sp~cific types have been 
added, in response to <:omments and tho 
field test, to make lhi1;1 factor eaaier to 
m·uluale. Treatment of sources when no 
source meets the minimum size.h.asbeen 
cl,1rified. ·

SecU011 6, 1.2.1.s Gas mlgmtiop 
potentiol. /\s uxplained in section ll1 0 
of this p1·earnhle, this section has been 
renamed and the approach for asslgnlng 
values changed slightly, This section 
explains how to assign values to each 
substan_ce and subsequenlly·to the 
source using Tables 6-5, 0--0, and 0--7. 
Dry soil relative volatility h?s be'eo 
removed as a measure of gas migration 
potential. The footnotes have been 
removed from Tobie 6-5'(proposed rnle 
Tnble 2~7) and U1e name has been 
changed lo "Values for V npor Pressure 
and Henry's Constant." The titles of 
T11bles 6---0 artd•l>-7 have'been changed, 
The voluea aaslgnHd have also been 

, 

 

changed to teflllcl the revised nfoximum 
vulue for the factor category. Descrlptlve 
loxt has been removed. 

Section 6.1.2.1.4 CalG1.1la1ipn of gas· 
potential to release value. Bxploina how 
lo calculate thla value. 

Section 8.1.2.2 Porllculale potentlal 
ta release. Exploin$ how. this factor Is 
evaluated, Table 6-8 (proposed rule 
Table 2-3) has beeu revisetl lo opply 
only to lhe particulate potential to 
rnlease factors, , 

Section 6.1.2.2,1 Particulate 
contalnnwnt. References Tobie I>-\} 
(Table 2-5 from the proposad rule). The 
criteria and values assigned using this 
tuble have been changed, as discussed 
In section (II O of this preamble, 
Considerations of depth have been 
added fur particulates. 

Section 6.1.2.2.2 Particulate sow·co 
type. ln response to comments, new 
kinds of source types and subgroups of 
source iypes have been addecl to make 
this factor easier to score. The values 
assigned have been revised to re{lecl the 
changed factor categ01·y maximum. 
Treatment of sources when no source 
meets the minimum size has been 
clarified. 

Sociion 6.1.2.2.3 Particulote 
migraifon potential. Hns been renamed. 
Descriptive text has been removed, 
Proposed rule Figure 2-3 has been 
simplified, expanded, end renumbered 
as Figure 6--2. Proposed rule Table 2-9 
has been renumbered as Table 6--10. 

Section 6.1.2.2.4 Calc11/atioJ1 of 
particulate potential lo release value. 
Describes how to cal1Julate this valuo, 

Seo/ion 8.1.2.:J Calcu/allon of 
potential to release factor value for ihe 
site. Text has been slmplifiep,and 
modified lo account for gf\S and 
particulate potential to release. 

Section 6.1.3 Calo11k1tion of 
likelihood of release factor oategory 
l'aiue. Describes nnlculatlon procedure. 

Sacllon 8.2 Waste oharacteristio,r;, 
Descriptive text ha.s been removed, 

Section 6.2,1 Toxioity/mability. Text 
hus been simplified. 

Section 6.2.1.1 ToxicilJ', Qoscriptlve 
text hna been removed and ~ 2,4.1.1 ts 
referenced. 

Section 6.2.1.2 Mvbilil,Y, As 
explained ln section Ill F ot this , 
preamble, the scoring of this.factor has 
changed. Gas mobility la now based , 
only on vapor pressure, The 1naxlmum 
value assigned for 1,Jarticulnte mobility is 
no longer the same as the m'aximum 
nssigned for gas mobility, The' 
particulate mobility values are aaslgned 
based on Figure 6-3 or the equation in 
the text along with Table 0--12. The , 
values assigned have been put on Hne,u· 
scales to be consistent with the new 
structure of the waste characteristics 

fuctor.oatogory. The text has been 
simplified. 

Section 6.2.1.a C'alculqtio11 of 
, toxioiiy/tnobillty factor, va!t~e. Table 6-- , 

13, proposed rule Table 2-121 )he matri~ 
for a,;islgrtlng toxicity/ mobilJ.ty, (ai;:tor 
vnlues has been revised to reflect,the 
changes in values as-signed' to both 
f~ctors. • . ; 

Sectioi1 6.2.2 Hazardous waste 
qaantlty. Des~riptlve text heys been 
rP-moved and § 2,4,2 is referenced. 

Sectio(I 6.2.3 Cnlculailon of waste 
obaracterislics factor category value, 
The text has been revised to lndlcato the 
mulUplim.1tion of the component factors, 
lhe new maximum value, arid the tuble 
us'ed to assign the factor category value. 

Section 6,3 Tarsets, The target 
distance limit has been modified to 
include tnrgeta beyond four miles when 
1m observed release eidends beyond 
thnl distance, Text has been added to 
ex.plain how to evaluuto populations and 
sensitive environments exposed to 
actual contamination. Text was added 
tu clarify that actual contamination 
based on an observed release 
established by direct observation should 
be considered Level II. Table f>...14, 
Health-Based Benchmarks for 
Hazor<lmts Substances in Air, has been 
11dded to list the benchmarks µsed for 
thiR pathway. Table 6--15, Air Migration 
Pathway Dlslanr.e Weigh ls (proposed 
rule Tobie 2-16}, has beun revised to 
reflect changes in the distance weights 
disc11s$ed in section UI O ofthis 
preamble, , 

Section ti3.1 Nearest individual. The 
title has been cl1angod from maximally 
exposed individual. A~ .discussed above, 
this factor Is now evaluated based on 
actua·I contnmlnatio1, and potential 
cc:intamhiation. Tho narno of Table 6--16 
(proposed rule Table 2-15) hiis been 
changed and the values have been 
reviRed based on changes to the 
distance weights. OcscriJ>live text has 
been remuved. 

Section B,3,2 Population, E;valuallon 
of population based on health-based 
benchtnarks has been added as 

· discussed in section lII H of this 
preamble, 

Section 8.3.2.1 Level of 
cantamlnation, Explains how to 
evaluate population based on 
:concentrations of hazardous 11ullstancaa 
in samples. ' 

Section fJ.3,2,2 Level I 
concentrations .. Ex'plalns how lo 
eyaluate pop~lations exposed to Level l 

• concentrallona .. The scqring cap was 
olimlrlllted, and the mulifpliel' (i,e., 
welghl}'.is now 10 .. 

Sticliori 8.8,2,8 Level !I 
concenirttUom;. F.xplains how to· 
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evaluate populations exposed lo ,l.evel U 
concentrations, · 

Bee/ion 6,3,2,4 Potenlial 
contamination: Explains how lo assign 
values to-poptllatidns potentially· · 
exposed to contamination from the site. 
The formula for calculating population 
values ha's _been ·revised. Table e-i1; 
which. assigns dlsta·nce•weighted' values 
for populations in each distance 
category, has been added. The values in 
the 'table were determined by statistical 
simulation to yield the same population,· 
dn average, as the use of the formulas in 
the proposed rule. The use of population 
ranges has been adopted as· part of the -

. simplification discussed in section·lll A. 
. The rounding rule has been changed, the 
scoring cap was eliminated, and the 
multipl}er (I.e., weight) Is no~. 0:1. 

Sec/100 6.3,2,5 Calculation of ~he 
population factor value, Explains how to 
calculate the factor value. The scoring 
cap was eliminated. · 

Section 6.3,3 Resources. Explains 
:how .to assign points toJesources, which 
in this· pathway is base on the presence 
of commercial agriculture, cominer_clal 
silviculture, and major or designated 
recreation areas, 

Section 6.3.4 Sensitive 
em1iranmenls. Explains how sensitive 
envirohmehts arc evaluated based on 
actual and potential contamination. The 
maxlmum value that can be assigned fo -
this factor is limited, but is greater than 
in the proposed rule. The limit is 
determined by scoring'the pathw'ay with 
only sensitive envirQnmenls in the · 
targets factor categoryi the pathway 
score under these condillons ma~• not 
exceed 60 points. 

Sect/011 6.3.4.1 Actual 
contwvina/Jon, Explains how lo assign 
factor values for sensitive environments 
subject to actual contamin'a.tion and how 
to assjgn values to wetlands based on 
total acreage. A new Table fr.-18, 
Wetlands Rating Values for ~e ,'.\ir 
Migration Pathway, has been added lo 
assign values to wetlands based on 

· acreage. 
Section 6.3.4,2 Polential 

contamination. Explains how to 
calculate the factor value for potentially 
contaminated sensitive environments 
and how to assign values lo wetlands 
based on total ocreqge within each 
d.istance category. The rounding rule has 
been changed, 

Section 6,3,4,3 Calculation of 
sensitive environments Jae/or 11a/ue. 
Explains how to calculate' the factor 
valu,e, The rounding rule has been 
changed. ' I • 

Section 6.3.5:, Cdlcu.lation of targets 
factor category value: Text has been 
revised lo reflect the new names for 
factors. 

Seo/Jon 6;4 Coloulqtion of a/J• 
migration pathway score. Text has been, 
revised lo reflect the new divisor. 

In addition lo the above note·d 
changes, the.land use factor,,Flgµre 2-2. 
and Tables 2~2, 2-3, 2-13, 2-17, and 2-19 
iJ1 t_he prop'osed rule have b_ecri removed, 

Section 7 Sites Containing Radioactive 
Substances 

'}.'his enti_re part of the rule is new. As 
discussed in section Ill E of the 
preamble, this section has been added 
lo provide direction on evaluating sites 
containing radio11clive,substances. 
Table 7-'l lists factors evaluated 

' differently for such sites. 
Section 7.1 Likelihood of release/ 

· likelihood of exposure, ExplEJins the 
approach lo evaluating the factor 
category. 

· Section 7.1,1 Observed release/ 
observed contamination. Explains how 
lo evaluate observed release (observed 
contamination) for radionuclides. The 
evaluation differs for radlonuclides that 
occur naturally or are ubiquitous in the 
environment, for man-made 
r~dionucllde~ without ubiquitous 
background concentrations in the 
environment, and for gamma-emitting 
radionuclides in the soil exposure 
pathway. This section also explains the 
appropriate procedures for sites with 
mixed radioactive and oilier h'azardous 

· substances. 
Section 7.1.2 Potential to release. 

Explains that'potential to release factors 
are evaluated on the phys'ical and ' 
chemical pr6pertiee of radionuclides, not 
their radioactivity. 
· Section 7.2 Waste characteristics. 

Lists the factors evaluated. 
Section 7,2.1 Human toxicity. 

Explains how to assign toxicity values 
to radioactive substances and describes 
appropriate procedures for sites 
containing mixed radlonuclldes and 
other hazardous substances, 

Section 7.2.-2 Ecosystem to.~ioity. 
Explains that ecosystem toxicity for 
radionuclide.s is assigned a value in the 
same way as Is human toxicity except 
that the default value is 100 rather than 
1,000. , 

· Section 7.2.3 Persistence, Explains 
that radioactive substances are assigned 
persistence values based solely on half
life-radioactive half:life and 
volatilization half-life, Explains how to 
evaluate persistence for mixed 
radioactive and other hazardous 
substances. · 

Sealion 7,2.4 Selection of 11te· 
substance polenliiJ/ly posing greatest 
hazard. The section explains how fo 
select the subslance potentially poQing 
the greatest'hazard. . . · 

Sec,tion 7.2.f?. ,Hazordqus,waste 
quantity. E)(p\ains how lo evaluate tho 
hazardous, wast[:! quantity fuctor for . 
si tea.con.ta ining. radlonc.li ve subs.lances. 

Section 7.2.5.1· Source hazardous 
waste quo11tily for rodlonuclides, , 
Describes differences· between the 
migration pathways and the soil 
exposure pathway, 

Sec/ion 7:2,5.J.1 Radionuclide 
constituent quantity '(Tier A). E,xplolns 
how to evaluate radionuclide 
constituent quantity for rudionuclides. 

Section 1.2.5.i.2 · Radionuclide 
,'vastestredm quanlily,(Tier,B). Explains 
ho\v to evaluate radiohuclidci 
waste'stream quantity for radionuclides . 
. 'section i.2:S,1.!J Colou/alion of ' 
source _hor,qrdous· 11•aste qua'ntity mhm 
for rodiom1_0/ides,, Exp,lains' how lo 
assign a source value. , 

Section 7.2.5.2. Calculalion of 
hazardous waste quanlily foe/or l'o/ue 
for radionuclides. Explain,s how to 
calculate the hazardous waste quantity 
factor value for radionuclides and 
describes use of the minimum value, 
which is either 10 or 100 (as described ln 
section 2,4;2,2·above). · 

Section 7.2.5.3 Calculation of 
hazardous waste quantity factor ralue 
for sites contaiJ1ing mb:ed radioactive 
and other hazardous substances. ' 
Explains how to calculate the fact,or -
,•alue· for ·these·sites, 

Section 7.3 Targets, Explains how to 
eva,luate targets at sites· containing 
radioactive substances ani:1 sites · 
containing ra~loa:ctive and other 
hazardous substances. 
, Section 7.3.1 LevfJJ of oon/aminalion 

al a sampling /oo~lion. Explains ~ow'to 
determine _lh!J appropfiat,e level of 
contamination. 

Section, 7,3,2 Selection of 
benchmarks and comparisons wilh 
observed re/ease/observed 
contamination. This section lists the 
benchmarks end explains how they are 
use~ ln determining the level of 
conlamlm1tion, 

V, Re9uired Analyses 

A. Executive Order No, 122{:it 

Under Executive Order No. 12291, the 
Agency must judge' whether a regulat1011 
·la "major" and thus subject to the 
requirement of a Regulatory Impact 
Anall'Sls. The rule published today la 
not major because the rule will not 
result in an effect on lhe econom~ of 
$100 million or more, will not result In 
increased costs or prices, will not have 
significant adverse effects on , · 
compelitio1,, emplo~menl, lr:ivestmeiit, 
productivity, and i_nnov,atlon,' a'nd ,wiH 
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not signifioanlly dismpl domestic and 
export markets. 

To estimate the costs associated with 
the final rule, a final economic analysis 
entitled "Economic lmpuol Analysis of 
the Revised Hazard Ranking System" 
was prepared as an addendum to the 
December 1-987 economic impact 
an~lysis (EIA) to incorporate new data. 

· As in the January 19!18 HIA, the total 
annual cost of implementing the final 
rule is estimated as a function of the 
number of Screening Sis (SSI} and 
Listing Sis (LSI) that will be conducted· 
annually and the unjl cost of each. In the 
January 'J.988 EIA, estimates of total 
costs were developed assuming 1,130 
SS!s and 100 LSls would be conducted 
Annually. The Agency now estimates 
that 1,100 Sls will be conducted 
1mnually (EPA is no longer using the 
terms SSI and LSI). The lolnl annual 
cost is estimated to be $70.8 million, the 
sum of the cost of conducting 1,000 Sis 
at a unit cost of $55,000, 70 SJs for NPL 
sites (without monitoring wells) at a unit 
cost of$100,000, and ao Sia for NPL sites · 
(with monitoring wells} al a unit coot of 
$160,000. 

To e!ltimate the increnienlal cost of 
implementing the final revised version 
of the HRS, the unit cost of conducting 
all preremedial listing activities using 
the current HRS from the January 1988 
EIA is updated. That cost was estimated 
to be $58,200 in the January 1988 EIA, 
and was developed asrmmlng the PA 
had already been conducted. The 1980 
estimate is a function of 480 hours of 
l;,ield Investigation Team (f,IT) technical 
lime valued at $40 per hour and 30 · 
sumples being evaluated at a unit cost o! 
$1,300 per sample. To compare the costs 
of the current HRS to those developed 
above for the final revhrnd version of lhe 
I IRS, the FIT technical time is valued at 
$50 per hour and each sample 
evalulltion is estimated lo cost $1,000. 
The revised total cost of conducting all 
listing activities beyond the PA for the 
cu1Tent HRS, therefore, is estimated to 
be $54,000. In addition; the average level 
of effort for a PA under the current HRS 
is eslirnaled to be 60 hours, and the unit 
cost of the PA, assuming a $50 FIT 
hou1·ly rate, is estimated lo be $3,000. 

Based on these rcvh1ions, the annual 
cost of using the c1lrrenl HRS is 
estimated to be $65.4 million, the &um of 
the cost of conducting 2,000 PAs al a 
unit cost or $3,000 ($6 million) and the 
cost of conducthig l,100 SI!! at a unit 
cos\ of $54,000 ($59.•l million}. Compa1·ed 
lo the current HRS, lhe annual 
incremental cost of using the final 
revised version of the HRS le estimated 
to be $13.4 million, On the basis of this 
evaluation, lmplemohtlng the fihal · 

revised version of lhe HRS would not 
constitute n major rule, becnuse the 
annual Incremental cost of th13 final nile 
is Jess than $100 million. No negative 
economic effects are anticipated from 
lhia rule. 
8. Reg(ilatory Flexibility Determination 

f,ppendix A of the December 1987 EIA 
includes an assessment of the ability of 
responsible purties to pay the costs of 
HRS scoring under tho current HRS and 
lhe thl'ee alternative scoring 
mechanisms considered al that lime, 
Thal anall<sls evaluated the impact of 
HRS cosla under each ranking 
methodology on tho finnncial viability of 
15 sample companies. Under that 
analysis, only the smallest sample firm 
(one with an average net income of 
$53,700) was expected to have difficully 
in paying the costs of conducting a 
complete SI under each of the 
alternative ranking scenari9s. The new 
unit cost of a complete SI developed 
during the Phase I field test and used in 
this economic analysis falls within the 
range of costs already evaluated in 
appendix A of lhe December 1987 EIA. 
Given the previous analysis, EPA 
concludes that most sample £inns are 
healthy enough financially to be able to 
afford the expenditures associated with 
HRS site inspections. Responsible 
Parties (RPs) that are financially similar 
to the smallest firm (Firm 15 In appendix 
A of the December 1987 RIA), however, 
do not have the assets or the income to 
ern1ble them to assume payments similar 
to the estimates derived for the St done 
under the current HRS or the final 
revised version of the HRS. 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 
requires that Federal agencies explicilly 
consider lhe effects of proposed and 
existing regulations on small ehlltles 
and examine alternative regulations that 
would reduce llignificant adverse 
impacts on small entitles. The small 
entities that could be affected by the 
revisions to the HRS a1·e small 
businesses and small municipalities that 
are responsible for hazardous wastes at 
a aite, Based on the updated analysis 
presented here, EPA concludes that 
using the final rule is unlikely lo result 
in 8 significant Impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. As discussed 
In the December 198'7 ElA, Lhls 
conclusion is drawn becnuse small firms 
ore no more or less likely to be 
1·esponsible partlea than ere large firms. 
In addition, when they .are RPs, small 
firms usually are one of several 
companies responsible for a site and. 
probably would not bear the full burden 
of liability for HRS expenditures ard 
other cleanup costs, ' · 

C. Paperwork Reduction Act 
; 

.The information collection 
requil'ements contained in this rnle have 
been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget (0MB) u11der 
the provisions of tho Pgpet~ork 
Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 el seq., 
and has assigned OMB,control number 
2050--0095. 
· Public reporting burden' for this 
collection of infol'Ination is estimated to 
be 620 hours pei· t·esponse, includjng 
lime for reviewing instmctions, · 
searching existing data sources, 
gathering and maintaining .the data 
needed, and completing and reviewing 
the collection of information, Send 
comments regarding the burden P.stimate 
or any other as poet of this collection of 
information, including suggestions for 
reducing this burden, to Chief, . 
Information Policy Bl'anch, PM-U.S. 
Envil'onmental Protection Agency, 401 M 
St., SW,, Washington, DC 20460: and lhn 
Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affah-s, Office of Management and 
Budget, Washington, DC 20503, marked 
"Attention: Desk Officer for EPA," 

D. Federalism Implications 

E.O, 12612·rcquires agencies lo assess 
whether a regulation will have 
substantial direct effects on the States, 
on lhe relationship between the national 
government and the States, or on the 
distribution of power and 
responsibilitir.s among the vnrious levels 
of government. EPA hns determined that 
this regulation does not have federalism 
implications and lhat, therefore, a 
Pederalism Assessment fa not required. 

Llst of Subjects in 40 CFR Part ~oo 
Air polluliori controls, Chemicals, 

Hazardous materials, Intergovernmenlal 
relations, Naturol resources, Oil 
pollution, Reporting and recordkeeping, 
Superfund, Waste treatment and 
disposal, Water pollution control, Water 
supply. 

Dnled:·November 9, 1990, 
William I(. Reilly, 
Administrator. 

40 Cl'R part 300 is amended as 
follows: 

PART 300-lAMENDEDJ 

1, The authority citation for parl 300 
continues lo read as follows: 

Aulhority: 42 U.S.C. 9605; 33 U,S,C, 
13Zl(c)(2): E.O. No, 1l7535;38 FR'Zl2~3: E.O 
No. 12560, 52 FR 2923, ' ' ' 

z. Part 300, appendix A fs 1·evlsed to 
road as follows: , ' 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Part 300 

[EPA-HQ-SFUND-2010-1086; FRL-9956-
58-OLEM] 

RIN 2050-AG67 

Addition of a Subsurface Intrusion 
Component to the Hazard Ranking 
System 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) is adding a 
subsurface intrusion (SsI) component to 
the Hazard Ranking System (HRS), 
which is the principal mechanism that 
EPA uses to evaluate sites for placement 
on the National Priorities List (NPL). 
The NPL is a list of national priorities 
among the known or threatened releases 
of hazardous substances, pollutants or 
contaminants throughout the United 
States. Sites on the NPL are priorities for 
further investigation to determine if 
further response actions are warranted. 
The subsurface intrusion component 
(this addition) expands the number of 
available options for EPA and state and 
tribal organizations performing work on 
behalf of EPA to evaluate actual and 
potential threats to public health from 
releases of hazardous substances, 
pollutants, or contaminants. This 
addition enables EPA to directly 
consider human exposure to hazardous 
substances, pollutants, or contaminants 
that enter regularly occupied structures 
through subsurface intrusion in 
assessing a site's relative risk, and thus, 
enable sites with subsurface intrusion 
contamination to be evaluated for 
placement on the NPL. 
DATES: This final rule is effective 
February 8, 2017. 
ADDRESSES: The EPA has established a 
docket for this action under Docket ID 
No. EPA-HQ-SFUND-2010-1086. All 
documents in the docket are listed on 
the http://www.regulations.gov Web 
site. Although listed in the index, some 
information is not publicly available, 
e.g., CBI or other information whose 
disclosure is restricted by statute. 
Certain other material, such as 
copyrighted material, is not placed on 
the Internet and will be publicly 
available only in hard copy form. 
Publicly available docket materials are 
available electronically through http:! I 
www.regulations.gov or in hard copy at 
the EPA Docket Center Reading Room 
(see https:/ !www.epa.gov/dockets/epa-

docket-center-reading-room for more 
information). 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Terry Jeng, phone: (703) 603-8852, 
email: jeng.terry@epa.gov, Site 
Assessment and Remedy Decisions 
Branch, Assessment and Remediation 
Division, Office of Superfund 
Remediation and Technology 
Innovation (Mail Code 5204P), U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 1200 
Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington, 
DC 20460; or the Superfund Hotline, 
phone (800) 424-9346 or (703) 412-
9810 in the Washington, DC 
metropolitan area. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
information presented in this preamble 
is organized as follows: 
I. Statutory Authority for Regulatory Change 
II. Background 

A. The Hazard Ranking System 
B. Site Assessment and the Superfund 

Remedial Process 
C. Impact of the SsI Addition on Current 

Cleanup Programs, Resources and Cost 
D. Impact of the Subsurface Intrusion 

Addition on the Hazard Ranking System 
III. Overview of the Final Rule 

A. HRS Structure With the Subsurface 
Intrusion Component 

B. SsI Component Addition 
1. New Definitions 
2. Delineation of Areas of Subsurface 

Intrusion 
a. Area of Observed Exposure (AOE) 
b. Area of Subsurface Contamination (ASC) 
3. Likelihood of Exposure 
a. Observed Exposure 
b. Potential for Exposure 
c. Calculation of the Likelihood of 

Exposure Factor Category Value 
4. Waste Characteristics 
a. Toxicity/Degradation 
b. Hazardous Waste Quantity 
c. Calculation of the Waste Characteristics 

Factor Category Value 
5. Targets 
a. Identification of Eligible Targets 
b. Exposed Individual and Levels of 

Exposure 
c. Population 
d. Resources 
e. Calculation of the Targets Factor 

Category Value 
6. Calculation and Incorporation of the SsI 

Component Score Into the HRS Site 
Score 

a, Calculation of the SsI Component Score 
b. Incorporation of the SsI Component 

Score Into the Soil Exposure and 
Subsurface Intrusion Pathway Score 

c. Incorporation of the Soil Exposure and 
Subsurface Intrusion Pathway Score Into 
a Site Score 

C. Testing the SsI Component 
1, Conceptual Site Model/Sensitivity 

Analysis 
2, Test Site (Tier 1) Summaries 
3. Pilot Study 

IV. Summary of Changes to the HRS 
A. Changes Since Proposal 
B. Summary of Updates to the HRS 

(Sections 2, 5, 6, and 7) 

V. Discussion of Major Comments 
A. Responses to Comments on EPA 

Questions Posed in the Proposed Rule 
B. Major Comment Theme Summaries and 

Responses 
VI. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews 

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory 
Planning and Review and Executive 
Order 13563: Improving Regulation and 
Regulatory Review 

B. Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) 
C. Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) 
D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 

(UMRA) 
E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism 
F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation 

and Coordination With Indian Tribal 
Governments 

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of 
Children From Environmental Health 
Risks and Safety Risks 

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions 
Concerning Regulations That 
Significantly Affect Energy Supply, 
Distribution or Use 

I. National Technology Transfer and 
Advancement Act 

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions 
To Address Environmental Justice in 
Minority Populations and Low-Income 
Populations 

K. Executive Order 12580: Superfund 
Implementation 

L. Congressional Review Act (CRA) 

I. Statutory Authority for Regulatory 
Change 

EPA has revised the HRS, the 
principal mechanism for placing sites 
on the NPL, to add a component for 
evaluating the threat or potential threat 
posed by subsurface intrusion to protect 
human health and the environment. 
Without an evaluation of threats posed 
by subsurface intrusion contamination, 
the HRS is not a complete assessment 
because it omits a known pathway of 
human exposure to contamination. The 
addition of subsurface intrusion to the 
HRS is compliant with Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) Section 105(a)(8)(A), which 
requires EPA to prioritize sites based on 
"the population at risk, the hazard 
potential of hazardous substances at 
such facilities, the potential for 
contamination of drinking water 
supplies, the potential for direct human 
contact [and] the potential for 
destruction of sensitive ecosystems. 
This addition to the HRS also improves 
the agency's ability to identify priority 
sites for further investigation and 
enhances EPA's ability, in dialogue with 
other federal agencies and the states and 
tribes, to determine the most 
appropriate state or federal authority to 
address sites, For information on 
alternatives to this rulemaking that were 
considered for addressing subsurface 
intrusion contamination, please see the 
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preamble to the proposed HRS SsI 
Addition [81 FR 10372, February 29, 
2016]. 

Additionally, the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) stated in 
its May 2010 report 1 : 

EPA may not be listing some sites that pose 
health risks that are serious enough that the 
sites should be considered for inclusion on 
the NPL. While EPA is assessing vapor 
intrusion contamination at listed NPL sites, 
EPA does not assess the relative risks posed 
by vapor intrusion when deciding which 
sites to include on the NPL. By not including 
these risks, states may be left to remediate 
those sites without federal assistance, and 
given states' constrained budgets, some states 
may not have the ability to clean up these 
sites on their own, .. However, if these 
sites are not assessed and, if needed, listed 
on the NPL, some seriously contaminated 
hazardous waste sites with unacceptable 
human exposure may not otherwise be 
cleaned up. 

The authority for these technical 
modifications to the HRS is in section 
105(a)(8)(A) of CERCLA enacted in 
1980. Under CERCLA, the National Oil 
and Hazardous Substances Pollution 
Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR 300) 
must include criteria for determining 
priorities among releases or threatened 
releases for the purpose of taking 
remedial or removal actions, Section 
105(a)(8)(A) of CERCLA required EPA to 
establish: 

[C]riteria for determining priorities among 
releases or threatened releases [of hazardous 
substances] throughout the United States for 
the purpose of taking remedial action and, to 
the extent practicable, taking into account the 
potential urgency of such action, for the 
purpose of taking removal action. Criteria 
and priorities , , , shall be based upon 
relative risk or danger to public health or 
welfare or the environment. . ,taking into 
account to the extent possible the population 
at risk, the hazard potential of hazardous 
substances at such facilities, the potential for 
contamination of drinking water supplies, 
the potential for direct human contact [and] 
the potential for destruction of sensitive 
ecosystems. , , , 

To meet this requirement and provide 
criteria to set priorities, EPA adopted 
the HRS as Appendix A to the NCP (47 
FR 31180, July 16, 1982), The HRS was 
last revised on December 14, 1990 (55 
FR 51532) to include the evaluation of 
additional threats to ensure a complete 
assessment of the relative risk that a site 
may pose to the public, Section 
105(a)(B)(B) of CERCLA requires that the 
statutory criteria described in section 
105(a)(B)(A) be used to prepare a list of 

1 EPA's Estimated Costs to Remediate Existing 
Sites Exceed Current Funding Levels, and More 
Sites are Expected to Be Added to the National 
Priorities List, GAO Report to Congressional 
Requesters, GAO-10-380, May 2010, 

national priorities among the known 
releases, or threatened releases 
throughout the United States. The NPL 
is Appendix B of the NCP (40 CFR 300, 
Appendix B), 

In 1986, Congress passed the 
Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) (Pub, L, 
99-499), which added section 105(c)(1) 
to CERCLA, requiring EPA to amend the 
HRS to assure "to the maximum extent 
feasible, that the hazard ranking system 
accurately assesses the relative degree of 
risk to human health and the 
environment posed by sites and 
facilities subject to review," In addition, 
CERCLA section 115 authorizes EPA to 
promulgate any regulations necessary to 
carry out the provisions of CERCLA. 

Furthermore, the Congressional 
Conference Report on SARA included 
the absolute standard against which 
HRS revisions could be assessed: 

This standard is to be applied within the 
context of the purpose for the National 
Priorities List; i.e., identifying for the States 
and the public those facilities and sites 
which appear to warrant remedial actions. 
* * * This standard does not, however, 
require the Hazard Ranking System to be 
equivalent to detailed risk assessments, 
quantitative or qualitative, such as might be 
performed as part of remedial actions, The 
standard requires the Hazard Ranking System 
to rank sites as accurately as the Agency 
believes is feasible using information from 
preliminary assessments and site inspections 
* * * Meeting this standard does not require 
long-term monitoring or an accurate 
determination of the full nature and extent of 
contamination at sites or the projected levels 
of exposure such as might be done during 
remedial investigations and feasibility 
studies. This provision is intended to ensure 
that the Hazard Ranking System performs 
with a degree of accuracy appropriate to its 
role in expeditiously identifying candidates 
for response actions, [H.R. Rep, No, 962, 99th 
Cong,, 2nd Sess. at 199-200 [1986]] 

When the HRS was last revised in 
1990, the technology to detect and 
evaluate subsurface intrusion threats 
was not sufficiently developed, For 
example, there were no health-based 
benchmark concentration values for 
residences or standardized technologies 
for sampling indoor air, precision of 
analytical equipment prior to 
computerization was limited, and 
associations between contaminated 
ground water and soil vapors were not 
well understood, However, it is now 
possible for subsurface intrusion threats 
to be evaluated in a more 
comprehensive manner, Therefore, it is 
now appropriate, given the potential 
that subsurface intrusion presents for 
direct human contact, to add to the HRS 
the consideration of threats due to 
subsurface intrusion, 

This final rule ensures the HRS does 
not omit a known pathway of human 
exposure to contamination due to 
subsurface intrusion of released 
hazardous substances and provides a 
mechanism for assessing subsurface 
intrusion threats and identifying sites 
for placement on the NPL. Furthermore, 
these sites are now eligible for 
Superfund-financed remedial actions, 

II, Background 
The HRS is a crucial part of the 

agency's program for determining which 
sites are a priority for further remedial 
investigation and possible cleanup 
under CERCLA. To understand the 
importance of this rulemaking it is 
necessary to understand the role of the 
HRS in identifying sites for the NPL, the 
role of the HRS in the overall site 
assessment and Superfund remedial 
process, and this final rule's impacts on 
current and future Superfund activities. 
In addition, it is also necessary to 
understand the impact of adding the SsI 
component to the HRS. 

A. The Hazard Ranking System 

The HRS is a scoring system used to 
assess the relative risk associated with 
actual or potential releases of hazardous 
substances from a site based on the 
information that can be collected in a 
preliminary assessment (PA) and site 
inspection (SI), The HRS is not a tool for 
conducting a quantitative risk 
assessment and was designed to be a 
measure of relative risk among sites 
rather than absolute site-specific risk. 
As required by CERCLA, EPA has 
designed the Superfund program to 
focus its resources on the priority sites, 
Consequently, the initial studies-the 
PA and SI-which are performed on a 
large number of sites, are relatively 
modest in scope and cost compared to 
the remedial investigations and 
feasibility studies subsequently 
performed on NPL sites, 

Because of the need to expeditiously 
perform PAs and Sis, Congress placed 
certain constraints on the data 
requirements for an HRS evaluation, 
The required HRS data should be 
information that, for most sites,.can be 
collected during a screening level site 
inspection or that are already available. 
Thus, the HRS does not rely on data that 
require extensive sampling or repeated 
sampling over extended periods of time. 
However, EPA allows for the expansion 
of the typical SI to allow for additional 
data collection for more complex sites 
that cannot be adequately characterized 
using standard SI methodologies, The 
HRS has also been designed so that it 
can be applied consistently to a wide 
variety of sites, enabling sites to be 
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ranked relative to each other with 
respect to actual or potential hazards. 

Based on the state of the science, site 
specific data may be collected beyond 
that which is normally available after a 
typical site inspection. In these 
situations, the HRS in general, and the 
SsI component, can incorporate that 
data into the HRS evaluation. For 
example, the SsI component can use 
site-specific data as follows: 

• Determination of the Hazardous 
Waste Quantity Factor Value-If the 
mass of all hazardous substances can be 
adequately determined (i.e., is known or 
can be estimated with reasonable 
confidence), the HRS requires this 
estimate (identified as a Tier A estimate) 
be used to assign the hazardous waste 
quantity for all regularly occupied 
structures in an area of exposure (AOE) 
for which this information is available. 
See section 2.4.2 and 5.2.1.2.2 of the 
HRS. 

• Determining the extent of an ASC
If sufficient data are available and state 
of the science shows there is no 
unacceptable risk due to subsurface 
intrusion into a regularly occupied 
structure located within an ASC, that 
structure or subunit can be excluded 
from the ASC. Therefore, such 
structures would not be included in the 
evaluation of the Hazardous Waste 
Quantity Factor or in the determination 
of other factors evaluated based on 
structures or subunits within an ASC. 
See section 5.2.0 of the HRS. 

• Populations within the ASC-If 
sufficient structure-specific 
concentration data is available and state 
of the science shows there is no 
unacceptable risk of exposure to 
populations in a regularly occupied 
structure in an ASC, those populations 
are not included in the evaluation of the 
Targets Factor Category. See section 
5.2.1.3 of the HRS. 

EPA notes that if other site-specific 
information is available that clearly 
demonstrates that the site does not pose 
an unacceptable risk to human health 
via subsurface intrusion, there are 
points during the PA or SI process, 
where further evaluation of the site for 
the subsurface intrusion threat by the 
Superfund program can be terminated. 
Please see section B. of this preamble for 
further information on the Site 
Assessment process, 

As EPA explained when it originally 
adopted the HRS, "the HRS is a means 
for applying uniform technical 

judgment regarding the potential 
hazards presented by a facility relative 
to other facilities. It does not address the 
feasibility, desirability, or degree of 
cleanup required." (47 FR 31220, July 
16, 1982). 

The HRS uses a structured value 
analysis approach to scoring sites. This 
approach assigns values to factors 
related to or indicative ofrisk. The basic 
elements of the HRS are factors that are 
based on information that can be 
collected in a limited screening 
assessment. A scale of numerical rating 
values is provided for each factor and a 
value is assigned to each factor based on 
conditions at the site. Individual values 
are then weighted. The factors are 
grouped into three factor categories
observed release/route characteristics, 
waste characteristics, and targets-and 
are combined to obtain factor category 
scores. Each factor category has a 
maximum value, as does each of the 
component factors within the category. 
The relevant factor category scores are 
multiplied together within each 
pathway and normalized to obtain a 
pathway score. The pathway scores are 
combined using a root-mean-square 
approach to calculate the overall site 
score; that is, the final HRS score is the 
square root of the sum of the squares of 
the pathway scores divided by the 
square root of the number of HRS 
pathways. If all pathway scores are low, 
the HRS score will be low. However, the 
final score will be relatively high even 
if only one pathway score is high. EPA 
considers this an important requirement 
for the HRS scoring because some 
extremely dangerous sites pose threats 
through only one migration mode. For 
example, at a site, leaking drums of 
hazardous substances may be 
contaminating drinking water wells, 
thereby posing a significant threat via 
the groundwater migration pathway. But 
if the drums are buried deeply enough 
and the hazardous substances are not 
very volatile, the drums may not release 
any hazardous substances and not pose 
a threat to the air or to surface water. 

EPA emphasizes that the HRS score is 
a number between O and 100, which 
reflects relative risk amongst candidate 
NPL sites. An HRS site score is not a 
measure of actual site-specific risk. 

B. Site Assessment and the Superfund 
Remedial Process 

EPA's Superfund remedial site 
assessment process evaluates sites to 

ascertain if further investigation is 
needed for determining whether an 
unacceptable risk is present. 

The majority of sites evaluated 
through the EP A's site assessment 
program do not meet the criteria for 
possible placement on the NPL and are 
"screened out" of the Superfund 
Remedial process. (See Figure 1. Status 
ofEPA's Site Assessments). Since EPA 
adopted the HRS, 52, 859 sites have 
been assessed under EP A's Superfund 
program. Of those sites, 1,782 were 
placed on the NPL, as of September 
2016. 

Site Assessment Strategy 

The site assessment process is 
structured as a series of limited 
investigations which may include: (1) A 
Pre-CERCLA screening assessment; (2) a 
preliminary assessment; and (3) a site 
inspection or expanded site inspection 
(Figure 2. Site Assessment Process, 
below, illustrates this 'process). If a site 
progresses through the site assessment 
process for further investigation, the 
requirements for documenting risk 
become increasingly rigorous. The 
following includes a summary of the 
major phases of the site assessment 
process. 

• A Pre-CERCLA Screening is an 
initial review of existing information on 
a possible Superfund site. If a release of 
a hazardous substance has occurred or 
if the potential of a hazardous substance 
to release exists the site may be eligible 
for further remedial evaluation under 
CERCLA authority. If further evaluation 
is warranted the site should be entered 
into the remedial assessment active site 
inventory for further assessment. 

• The PA decision process parallels 
an HRS analysis, but makes 
environmental "worst-case" 
assumptions of possible significant risk 
regarding transport of contamination to 
receptors based on minimal available 
information and professional judgment. 

• The SI collects information to 
confirm the accuracy of the PA 
assumptions, The information should be 
sufficient to support an HRS evaluation 
with minimal further investigation, 

• If placement on the NPL is pursued, 
the information collected during the SI 
provides the basis for supporting the 
HRS scoring scenario, 
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7,137 sites 
pre-screened out 

36,989 sites required 

52,859 Sites 
Assessed under Superfund 

no further action under-----
Superfund program 

As of 1011912016 

Figure 1. Status of EPA Site Assessments 

150 sites added 
annually 

5,063 NPL- Caliber sites 
Referred to a Non-NPL 
Clean-up Program 

• 43% Deferred to RCRA 
• 32% Referred to State/Tribal 
· 20% Referred to EPA Remova l 
• 5% Other Cleanup Programs 
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The following discussion provides 
further information on each of these 
phases. 

Pre-CERCLA Screening Assessment 
A Pre-CERCLA Screening is used to 

establish whether: 
• A release or potential release of a 

hazardous substance has occurred at a 
site; 

• The site is eligible for further 
remedial assessment under CERCLA 
authority; 

• The site needs further attention 
under Superfund or another cleanup 
program; and 

• The site warrants entry into the 
federal Superfund program’s active site 
inventory for further assessment or 
response. 

Determining whether releases of 
hazardous substances, pollutants, or 

contaminants can be addressed by 
CERCLA requires the application of site- 
specific facts to CERCLA statutory 
requirements and EPA policy. The 
initial determination as to whether a site 
warrants further investigation is based 
on three site-specific facts including: (1) 
Evidence of an actual release or 
potential to release; (2) targets impacted 
by a release of contamination at the site; 
and (3) documentation that a target has 
been exposed to a hazardous substance 
released from the site. Examples of 
targets include populations, drinking 
water wells, drinking water surface 
intakes, municipal wells, fisheries and 
sensitive environments. 

Preliminary Assessment 

A PA uses readily available data to 
determine if there is evidence of a 

release that poses an unacceptable 
possible threat as specified in the NCP 
(40 CFR 300.420). 

• The PA is a limited-scope 
investigation performed by States and/ 
or EPA on every CERCLA site 

• The PA may include the collection 
of readily available information and an 
on- or off-site reconnaissance may be 
conducted 

• The PA distinguishes, based on 
already existing information, between 
sites that appear to pose little or no 
threat to human health and the 
environment and sites that require 
further investigation to determine if the 
threat to human health and the 
environment is unacceptable. 
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Federal facilioos 
Dockal Llstlng 

Non-federal Faciities 
Pre-CERCLA 
Scr8efllngl 

Sie OiSCOl'l!ty 

Prelini'lary Assessment 
(PA} 

Yes 

Yes 

• NFRAP und@f &!perfund 
• Slates, Trbl!s and olhi!r fBder.al 

>---fllO-,..,agencies purwe deall\l) urKler other 
aulhorltles as necessary 
• Ranxwal :don 

No >--------

• Prepare HRS package 
~ ~•u~ • state concurrence 

• Propore site for NPL 

• Pursue noo-NPL cleall1') altemati'l!ls sucfl 
as RCRA or srate \llJhm1ary cle.nlp programs 
• Removal a:tion 

1 Preliil'inary HRS :;cores are refined as 5ites p~55 lhroogh lhe process 
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If based on the results of a PA, EPA 
determines that a site warrants further 
screening under the CERCLA remedial 
program, the agency initiates a site 
inspection 

Site Inspection 
The purpose of the SI is to collect the 

data necessary to perform an HRS 
evaluation. An SI determines if a release 
of a hazardous substance poses an 
actual or potential threat to human 
health or the environment, to determine 
if there is an immediate threat to people 
or the environment in the area, and to 
collect sufficient data to enable the site 
to be scored using the HRS. EPA may 
expand the site inspection scope as 
needed. This expanded site inspection 
(ESI) collects additional data beyond 

what is collected in the standard site 
inspection to evaluate sites for HRS 
scoring. ESIs are reserved for more 
complex sites that cannot be adequately 
characterized using standard site 
inspection methods. 

• SI investigators typically collect 
waste and environmental samples to 
determine the substances present at a 
site and whether they are being released 
to the environment, as well as other 
information to perform an HRS 
evaluation. 

• EPA distinguishes, based on the 
information collected during the SI, 
between sites that appear to pose little 
or no threat to human health and the 
environment and sites that require 
further investigation to determine if the 

threat to human health and the 
environment exists. 

• If the information indicates a threat, 
EPA determines the best approach for 
addressing the threat, which can be 
placement on the NPL or use of an 
alternative authority. 

If at any time in this site assessment 
process, EPA determines that sufficient 
information indicates the site poses no 
unacceptable risk, or if it can be 
addressed under alternative authorities 
it can be removed from the process. 
Also, if an imminent or substantial 
endangerment to public health is 
identified, EPA can initiate CERCLA 
removal actions. 
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The NPL Rulemaking Process 
The NPL is a list of national priorities 

for further investigation amongst the 
known or threatened releases of 
hazardous substances, pollutants or 
contaminants throughout the United 
States. The list, which is appendix B of 
the NCP (40 CFR part 300), is required 
under section 105(a)(8)(B) of CERCLA, 
as amended. Section 105(a)(8)(B) 
defines the NPL as a list of ‘‘releases’’ 
and the highest priority ‘‘facilities’’ and 
requires that the NPL be revised at least 
annually. The NPL is intended 
primarily to guide the EPA in 
determining which sites warrant further 
investigation to assess the nature and 
extent of public health and 
environmental risks associated with a 
release of hazardous substances, 
pollutants or contaminants. The NPL is 
of only limited significance, however, as 
it does not assign liability to any party 
or to the owner of any specific property. 
Also, placing a site on the NPL does not 
mean that any remedial or removal 
action necessarily need be taken. 

For purposes of listing, the NPL 
includes two sections, one of sites that 
are generally evaluated and cleaned up 
by the EPA (the ‘‘General Superfund 

section’’) and one of sites that are 
owned or operated by other federal 
agencies (the ‘‘Federal Facilities 
section’’). With respect to the Federal 
Facilities sites, these sites are generally 
being addressed by other federal 
agencies. Under Executive Order 12580 
(52 FR 2923, January 29, 1987) and 
CERCLA section 120, each federal 
agency is responsible for carrying out 
most response actions at facilities under 
its own jurisdiction, custody or control, 
although the EPA is responsible for 
preparing a Hazard Ranking System 
(‘‘HRS’’) score and determining whether 
the facility is placed on the NPL and 
having oversight authority at the sites 
for further actions. 

NPL Site Selection Process 

The NPL is required to be revised 
annually and it is intended primarily to 
guide EPA in determining which sites 
warrant further investigation to assess 
the nature and extent of public health 
and environmental risks associated with 
a release of hazardous substances, 
pollutants or contaminants. This 
selection process is illustrated in figure 
3, below. Sites with HRS scores of 28.50 
or greater are eligible for placement on 

the NPL. Only non-Federal Facility sites 
on the NPL are eligible for Superfund- 
financed remedial actions. Once a site is 
determined to be NPL-caliber and a 
decision has been made that the federal 
Superfund program should manage the 
site cleanup, EPA regions apply a strong 
initial presumption in favor of 
placement on the NPL. 

Once the site is proposed for the NPL 
(i.e., announced in the Federal 
Register), a 60-day comment period is 
initiated to allow the public to comment 
on the proposal. EPA responds to all 
public comments, and depending on the 
results of the public comment period, 
the site could be removed from 
consideration for placement of the NPL; 
re-proposed in the future due to public 
comments; or placed on the NPL. Once 
the site is placed on the NPL, the 
rulemaking can be challenged in court 
under the Administrative Procedure Act 
(APA). If no challenge is made or if the 
court finds the rulemaking consistent 
with APA requirements, it is then 
eligible for further investigation under 
the Superfund remedial program. 
(Figure 3. Process for Placing a Site on 
the NPL). 

C. Impact of the SsI Addition on Current 
Cleanup Programs, Resources and Cost 

This SsI addition to the HRS will have 
the most significant impact on EPA’s 
Superfund cleanup program. This 
regulatory change expands available 
options for EPA and organizations 
performing work on behalf of EPA (state 
and tribal partners) to evaluate actual 
and potential threats to public health 
and the environment from subsurface 
intrusion contamination. This 

modification to the HRS, by itself, only 
augments the criteria for applying the 
HRS. It has no effect on small 
businesses. 

This final rule will not affect the 
status of sites currently on or proposed 
to the NPL. Sites that are currently on 
or proposed to the NPL have already 
been evaluated under another pathway 
(i.e., ground water migration, air 
migration, surface water migration, or 
soil exposure) and have been shown to 
or are projected to qualify for placement 

on the NPL. The method selected for 
including the SsI evaluation in the HRS 
site score can only result in an increase 
in a site score, Therefore, all sites 
qualifying for the NPL based on its HRS 
site score prior to this final rule will 
continue to do so. It is consistent with 
section 105(c)(3) of CERCLA, as 
amended, that these sites will not be re- 
evaluated. This final rule will not 
disrupt EPA’s placement of sites on the 
NPL. 
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The possible impact on federal 
agencies other than EPA performing 
Superfund actions will be less than that 
on private sites being addressed by EPA. 
Federal agencies currently address 
subsurface intrusion issues as part of 
their environmental programs and 
authorities. Executive Order 12580 
delegates broad CERCLA authority to 
federal agencies for responding to actual 
and potential releases of hazardous 
substances where a release is either on, 
or the sole source of the release is from, 
any facility or vessel under the 
jurisdiction, custody, or control of the 
federal agency. Federal agencies are 
required to exercise this authority 
consistent with the requirements of 
CERCLA section 120, as amended, and 
implement regulations under the NCP, 
for both NPL and non-NPL sites. 
Therefore, federal agencies are in a 
position to proactively identify and 
respond to risks posed by subsurface 
intrusion of hazardous substances into 
regularly occupied structures for all 
populations who live and work in areas 
where the subsurface environment may 
create exposures. If it is determined that 
releases of hazardous substances pose 
immediate threats to public health and 
the environment, EPA fully expects that 
the appropriate federal agency will 
continue to undertake response actions 
to address such threats. Many federal 
agencies, including EPA, have 
developed or are developing new or 
updated agency-specific policy and 
guidance documents to address 
subsurface intrusion threats. 

As a result of federal agency existing 
environmental programs and 
authorities, this rulemaking is not 
anticipated to have a significant impact 
to the resources and costs to federal 
cleanup programs, 

Since EPA's overall appropriated 
Superfund budget as well EP A's 
cooperative agreement budget for 
performing site assessments will 
continue to remain relatively steady, 
EPA anticipates that this final rule will 
not result in additional site assessments 
nor the placement of more sites on the 
NPL during any particular interval, but 
rather a shift in the make-up of the type 
of sites included on the NPL. EPA will 
continue to review sites as part of 
Superfund remedial site assessment to 
determine whether sites are eligible for 
further remedial evaluation under 
CERCLA authorities and prioritize sites 
that pose the highest risk. This is not a 
change to how EPA currently evaluates 
and prioritizes sites for the NPL. 
Because the level of effort required to 
evaluate a site, regardless of pathway, 
varies on a site-by-site basis, depending 
on the size and extent of contamination 

at the site, it cannot be predicted with 
any certainly that there will be an 
increase in cost or level of effort for any 
particular site due to this rulemaking. 

This rulemaking, which could lead to 
the inclusion of a site on the NPL that 
did not qualify for the NPL previously, 
does not itself impose any costs on 
outside parties; it does not establish that 
EPA will necessarily undertake 
response actions, nor does it require any 
action by a private party or determine 
liability for site response costs. Costs are 
limited to screening relevant sites for 
subsurface intrusion contamination 
during site inspections and the resulting 
HRS evaluation and documentation 
record preparation. Costs that arise from 
site remedial responses are the result of 
site-specific decisions made post-listing, 
not directly from the act of listing itself. 
These costs are a result of a release of 
hazardous substances and would not be 
incurred if hazardous substances had 
not been released. 

Later Superfund-related decisions that 
consider information collected under 
the HRS SsI Addition could separately 
have specific economic costs and 
benefits (e.g., remediation costs and 
reduced risk), but these impacts are 
contingent upon a series of separate and 
sequential actions after listing a site on 
the NPL. Therefore, addition of 
subsurface intrusion to the HRS is 
several regulatory steps removed from 
imposing costs on private entities. 

This rulemaking does not impose any 
requirements on small entities, and 
therefore can be certified as no 
Significant Economic Impact on a 
Substantial Number of Small Entities 
(SISNOSE). With the exception of other 
federal agencies, site assessments are 
performed by EPA and on behalf of EPA 
by states and tribes in cooperative 
agreement partnerships with EPA. 
Under section 601 of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, federal agencies do not 
fit under the definition of small 
business, small entity, small 
organization or small governmental 
jurisdiction. 

D. Impact of the Subsurface Intrusion 
Addition on the Hazard Ranking System 

This final rule, with the addition of a 
subsurface intrusion component, does 
not change the purpose of the HRS, its 
fundamental structure or its application. 
It does not change the balance between 
the pathways or calculation of the 
overall HRS site score and the same 
cutoff score to qualify a site for the NPL 
is maintained. The current approach for 
scoring the ground water, surface water, 
and air migration pathways is not being 
altered by the addition of a subsurface 
intrusion component. EPA added the 

subsurface intrusion threat as a 
component to the present soil exposure 
pathway because its structure already 
focuses on populations actually or 
potentially coming into direct contact 
with hazardous substances. The re
structured pathway is called the "Soil 
Exposure and Subsurface Intrusion" 
pathway and now allows for the 
consideration of the threat posed by 
subsurface contaminant intrusion. The 
Soil Exposure and Subsurface Intrusion 
pathway retains the existing two soil 
exposure threats (resident population 
and nearby population) in the pathway 
as one component, with subsurface 
intrusion as the second component. 

The narrow technical modifications 
resulting from this Final Rule reflect the 
agency's actions to encompass 
additional risks posed by releases of 
hazardous substances and to address the 
SARA statutory requirement that EPA 
amend the HRS to assure "to the 
maximum extent feasible, that the HRS 
accurately assesses the relative degree of 
risk to human health and the 
environment posed by sites subject to 
review," Thus, the fundamental purpose 
and structure of the HRS approach has 
not changed with this amendment to the 
HRS to include the consideration of 
subsurface intrusion. 

III. Overview of the Final Rule 
This final rule revises the 1990 HRS 

to include a component for evaluating 
the threats posed from subsurface 
intrusion. The following sections 
discuss the structure of the HRS, the 
subsurface intrusion component within 
the HRS, the major factors of the 
subsurface intrusion addition, and how 
the evaluation will be performed using 
a structure consistent with the other 
threats, components, and pathways in 
the HRS, but taking into account the 
unique parameters impacting the 
probability of exposure to subsurface 
intrusion. All sites that qualified for the 
NPL under the 1990 HRS, would still 
qualify for the NPL under this revised 
HRS. For a more comprehensive 
description and rationale of changes, see 
the February 29, 2016 Proposed Rule [81 
FR 10372, February 29, 2016]. 

A. HRS Structure With the Subsurface 
Intrusion Component 

EPA added the evaluation of the 
relative risk posed by subsurface 
intrusion of hazardous substances into 
regularly occupied structures by 
restructuring the soil exposure pathway 
from the 1990 HRS to include 
subsurface intrusion. The soil exposure 
pathway has been renamed the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway to reflect both components of 
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Figure 4. HRS Structure with Subsurface Intrusion Addition 
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the new pathway. No changes are 
included in the other three HRS 
pathways, with the exception of the use 

of a reference concentration instead of a 
reference dose to determine a hazardous 
substance’s health-based benchmark in 

the air migration pathway. See Figure 4 
for a depiction of how the promulgated 
addition fits into the HRS structure. 

As explained in the preamble to the 
proposed HRS SsI addition, the 
subsurface intrusion component is 
added as a new component of the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway. The soil exposure pathway 
included in the 1990 HRS is retained as 
one component of the Soil Exposure and 
Subsurface Intrusion pathway. The 
scoring of the soil exposure component 
remains unaltered, but the score is 
assigned as the soil exposure 
component score, not the pathway 
score. (See section 5.1 of the HRS). As 
discussed in greater detail below, the 
SsI component has the same basic 
structure, scoring, and weighting as 
other parts of the HRS. 

The score for the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway is based 
on a combination of the two component 
scores—soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion but the pathway score is 
capped at the same value as other HRS 

pathways. The soil exposure component 
score is added to the subsurface 
intrusion component score to determine 
the pathway score. The two component 
scores are additive to reflect that 
populations may be exposed via both 
routes: The soil exposure component 
reflects exposures to people when 
outside a structure and focuses on 
ingestion, and the subsurface intrusion 
component reflects exposures inside a 
structure and focuses on inhalation. 
Hence, the addition of the two 
component scores reflects the potential 
cumulative risk of multiple exposure 
routes and is not double counting the 
same relative risk. 

A maximum pathway score is not 
contingent on scoring both the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion 
components. It is possible for a site to 
have only one component evaluated and 
still reach the maximum pathway score. 
Because the scoring of the soil exposure 

component is not being altered, this 
component would contribute the same 
score to the overall site score absent the 
addition of subsurface intrusion. 

B. SsI Component Addition 

The structure of the HRS is 
fundamentally the same for all 
individual pathways, components, and/ 
or threats. The design of the HRS 
reflects a conceptual understanding of 
how hazardous substance releases from 
CERCLA sites can result in risks to 
public health and welfare and the 
environment. The risk scenario at these 
sites is a function of: 

• The probability of exposure to (or 
releases to a medium in a migration 
pathway of) hazardous substances, 

• The expected magnitude and 
duration of the releases or exposures, 

• The toxicity or other potential 
adverse effects to a receptor associated 
with a target from the releases, 
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• For the three migration pathways, 
the probability that the release will 
reach a target and the expected change 
in the concentration of hazardous 
substances during the movement from 
the location of the contamination to the 
targets. For the exposure pathway, the 
probability a receptor will be exposed at 
the target location, 

• The expected dose to the receptor, 
and 

• The expected number and type of 
the receptors. 

The above considerations are 
addressed in three factor categories: 
Likelihood of exposure (or release), 
waste characteristics, and targets. 

The following subsections describe 
the structure of the subsurface intrusion 
component and how this structure is 
consistent conceptually with the 
existing structure of the other HRS 
pathways and components: (1) New 
definitions, (2) delineation of areas of 
subsurface intrusion, (3) likelihood of 
exposure, (4) waste characteristics, (5) 
targets, and (6) calculating and 
incorporating the subsurface intrusion 
component score into the HRS site 
score. 

1. New Definitions-See Section 1.1 of 
the HRS 2 

EPA has added 15 new definitions to 
the HRS, section 1.1, along with 
updated nomenclature to existing 
definitions. EPA received no comments 
on the 14 proposed new definitions to 
the rule; therefore, EPA is finalizing the 
new definitions as proposed with the 
following change: The term surficial 
ground water has been changed to 
shallow ground water for clarity. In 
addition, EPA has added the term non
aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) to the 
definition section because EPA added 
consideration of NAPLs to the 
assignment of degradation factor values 
and the weighting of targets in the area 
of subsurface contamination (ASC). 

2. Delineation of Areas of Subs~rface 
Intrusion-See Section 5.2.0 of the HRS 

EPA has included in the subsurface 
intrusion component evaluation two 
areas in which exposure due to 
subsurface intrusion contamination 
exists or is likely to exist: (1) Areas of 
observed exposure-areas in which 
contaminant intrusion into regularly 
occupied structures has been 
documented, and (2) areas of subsurface 
contamination-areas in which 
subsurface contamination underlying 
regularly occupied structures (such as in 

2 For references to a specific section of the HRS 
addition, please refer to the regulatoiy text of the 
rulemaking. 

shallow ground water or soil vapor) has 
been documented, but at which either 
sampling of indoor air has not 
documented that subsurface 
contamination has entered a regularly 
occupied structure or no sampling of 
indoor air has been undertaken. 

a. Area of Observed Exposure (AOE) 
(See Section 5.2.0 of the HRS) 

An area (or areas) of observed 
exposure at a site is identified based on 
the location of regularly occupied 
structures with a documented 
significant increase in hazardous 
substance concentrations above 
background levels resulting at least in 
part from subsurface intrusion 
attributable to the site being evaluated, 
The area encompassed by such 
structures constitutes the area of 
observed exposure (AOE). Other 
regularly occupied structures within 
this encompassed area (or areas) are also 
inferred to be in the AOE unless 
available information indicates 
otherwise. 

b. Area of Subsurface Contamination 
(ASC)-See Section 5.2.0 of the HRS 

An area (or areas) of subsurface 
contamination is identified as an area 
outside that of the AOE, at which 
subsurface contamination has been 
documented at levels meeting observed 
release criteria (contamination at levels 
significantly above background and the 
significant increase can be attributed at 
least in part to the site). The 
contamination would be present in 
subslab or semi-enclosed or enclosed 
crawl space samples or in a subsurface 
sample. (See section 2.3 of the HRS for 
observed exposure criteria.) In addition, 
EPA is limiting the delineation of an 
ASC to be based on the location of 
subsurface contamination meeting the 
criteria for observed exposure or 
observed release and has a vapor 
pressure greater than or equal to one torr 
or a Henry's constant greater than or 
equal to 10-5 atm-m3/mol. The 
populations in an ASC are assigned a 
weighting value ranging from 0.1 to 0,9 
depending on such factors as the 
distance of subsurface contamination to 
a regularly occupied structure's 
foundation, the sample media, and the 
presence of a non-aqueous phase liquid 
(NAPL). 

3, Likelihood of Exposure-See Section 
5,2,1,1 of the HRS 

A key factor considered in the HRS 
relative risk ranking is whether any 
exposure to a hazardous substance via 
subsurface intrusion has occurred, or if 
not, whether there is a probability that 
exposure could occur in a regularly 

occupied structure. This is termed the 
likelihood of exposure for the 
subsurface intrusion component. 

a. Observed Exposure-See Section 
5.2.1.1.1 of the HRS 

For HRS purposes, an observed 
exposure is established if it can be 
documented that a hazardous substance 
from the site being evaluated has moved 
through the subsurface and has entered 
at least one regularly occupied 
structure. 

b. Potential for Exposure-See Section 
5.2.1.1.2 of the HRS 

When an observed exposure has not 
been established, the potential for 
exposure can be determined for any 
regularly occupied structure located in 
anASC. 

The evaluation of the potential for 
exposure for the subsurface intrusion 
component uses the same concept and 
framework used to estimate the 
potential to release in other pathways. 
This involves predicting the probability 
of exposure in an area of subsurface 
contamination based on structural 
containment features of the regularly 
occupied structure and a hazardous 
substance's physical and chemical 
properties and the physical subsurface 
properties that influence the probability 
that intrusion is occurring. These factor 
values include: 

• Structure Containment 
• Depth to Contamination 
• Vertical Migration 
• Vapor Migration Potential 

Consistent with potential to release 
determinations in the HRS, the potential 
for exposure for this component is 
calculated by summing depth to 
contamination, vertical migration and 
vapor migration potential factor values 
and multiplying the sum by the 
containment factor value to determine a 
potential for exposure factor value. 

c. Calculation of the Likelihood of 
Exposure Factor Category Value-See 
Section 5.2.1,1.3 of the HRS 

As in all HRS pathways and 
components, the likelihood of exposure 
factor category value is assigned based 
on the higher of the observed exposure 
(or release) value or the potential for 
exposure (or release) value, The 
maximum value assigned for the 
likelihood of exposure factor category is 
550 and is assigned if observed 
exposure is documented. If observed 
exposure is not documented, the value 
assigned when evaluating potential for 
exposure ranges between O and 500, 
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4. Waste Characteristics-See Section 
5.2.1.2 of the HRS 

The waste characteristics factor 
category is based on factors that are 
related to the relative risk 
considerations included in the basic 
HRS structure. The factors considered in 
determining the waste characteristics 
factor category value are the toxicity of 
the hazardous substances, the ability of 
the hazardous substance to degrade, and 
an estimate of the quantity of the 
hazardous substances to which 
occupants could be exposed. 

a. Toxicity/Degradation-See Section 
5.2.1.2.1 of the HRS 

The combined toxicity/degradation 
factor includes consideration of both the 
toxicity and the possibility for 
degradation of hazardous substances 
being evaluated for HRS purposes. The 
toxicity factor in the overall HRS 
structure reflects the toxicity of a 
hazardous substance associated with a 
source, release or exposure at a site, and 
is assigned the same factor value for all 
the pathways and components in the 
HRS. Any hazardous substance 
identified in an observed exposure 
within the ADE or meeting the observed 
release criteria in either the ADE or ASC 
will be assigned a toxicity factor value. 

The degradation factor represents the 
possibility for a substance to degrade in 
the subsurface prior to intruding into a 
regularly occupied structure. The 
subsurface intrusion component 
evaluates degradation based on the 
substance being evaluated, the depth to 
contamination, and the presence of a 
NAPL. It also assumes the presence of 
biologically active soil unless 
information indicates otherwise. If it has 
been documented that a hazardous 
substance has been found to have 
entered a regularly occupied structure, 
regardless of the substance or the site 
conditions, the degradation value is 
assigned to reflect the likelihood that 
the substance is not significantly 
degrading in the subsurface. 
Additionally, any eligible hazardous 
substance present in the subsurface 
below an ADE or ASC as a NAPL at 
depth less than 30 feet is assigned a 
degradation value to reflect the 
likelihood that the substance will not 
significantly degrade in the subsurface 
environment. 

The toxicity and degradation factors 
are multiplied together to assign a 
combined factor value, If multiple 
substances are present, the highest 
combined factor value is selected for use 
in determining the waste characteristics 
factor category value, as discussed 
below. 

b. Hazardous Waste Quantity-See 
Section 5.2.1.2.2 of the HRS 

The waste quantity factor value for 
this component reflects only the amount 
of hazardous substances that people are 
exposed to, that is, the amount in 
regularly occupied structures. EPA has 
retained a four-tiered hierarchical 
approach consistent with the HRS as 
well as minimum waste quantity factors. 
The estimation of waste quantity for the 
subsurface intrusion component 
considers the regularly occupied 
structures located within the ADE and 
ASC. For sites at which the component 
waste quantity (the sum waste 
quantities for all regularly occupied 
structures in the ADE and ASC) is 
below 10, a minimum factor of 10 
would apply, the same as in other 
pathways and components. The 
minimum waste quantity factors are 
included because of insufficient 
information at many sites to adequately 
estimate waste quantity with 
confidence. 

c. Calculation of the Waste 
Characteristics Factor Category Value
See Section 5.2.1.2.3 of the HRS 

As in all HRS pathways and 
components, the waste characteristics 
category value is the product of the 
waste characteristics factor values (e.g., 
toxicity/degradation factor value) for the 
SsI component and the hazardous waste 
quantity factor value, all of which are 
scaled so as to be weighted consistently 
in all pathways. Similar to the 
likelihood of exposure factor category, 
the waste characteristics factor category 
is subject to a maximum value to 
maintain the balance between factor 
categories. This approach is consistent 
with the 1990 HRS structure. 

5. Targets-See Section 5.2.1.3 of the 
HRS 

The targets factor is based upon 
estimates of the expected dose to each 
receptor associated with a target and the 
number and type of receptors present at 
each target. In assessing human risk, it 
is critical to understand the nature and 
extent of exposure to individuals, 
populations, and resources. 

a, Identification of Eligible Targets-See 
Section 5.2.1.3 of the HRS 

The soil exposure and subsurface 
intrusion pathway uses the same target 
categories used in the HRS soil exposure 
pathway, including exposed individual, 
resident populations, workers, and 
resources. However, unlike the HRS soil 
exposure pathway, workers are to be 
evaluated as exposed individuals and as 
part of the population within an area of 
subsurface contamination instead of 

being evaluated under a separate worker 
factor value. 

b. Exposed Individual and Levels of 
Exposure-See Section 5.2.1.3.1 of the 
HRS 

i. Identifying Levels of Exposure and 
Benchmarks for Subsurface Intrusion 

In the SsI component, targets in the 
ADE are considered actually 
contaminated, whereas, those in the 
ASC are considered potentially 
contaminated. The targets in an ADE are 
further divided into Level I and II, based 
on whether the hazardous substance 
concentrations are at or above identified 
health-based benchmarks. 

The targets within an ASC are 
categorized based on the type of sample 
(e.g., gas, soil, water), the distance of the 
sample from the targets (e.g., the depth 
of the sample below the structure), and 
whether a NAPL is present. Weighting 
factors ranging from O .1 to O. 9 are then 
assigned accordingly. 

ii. Exposed Individual-See Section 
5.2.1.3.1 of the HRS 

The evaluation of exposed individuals 
in the SsI component includes 
individuals living, attending school or 
day care, or working in a regularly 
occupied structure. Individuals in the 
eligible target population are expected 
to be exposed to the highest 
concentration of the hazardous 
substance in question for a significant 
time. 

c. Population-See Section 5.2.1.3.2 of 
the HRS 

The population factor for the SsI 
component includes all populations 
qualifying as exposed individuals, 
including residents, students, workers, 
and those attending day care. Workers 
are weighted slightly differently than 
other exposed individuals to reflect that 
a worker's exposure is limited to the 
time present in a workplace. The 
number of workers present in a 
structure or subunit is adjusted by an 
appropriate factor reflecting whether or 
not they are a full-time or part-time 
worker. 

i. Weighting of Targets in the Area of 
Observed Exposure (AOE)-See 
Sections 5.2.1.3.2.1 and 5,2,1,3,2,2 of 
the HRS 

Consistent with the weighting of 
populations throughout the HRS, the 
subsurface intrusion component will 
weight targets in an ADE subject to 
Level I contaminant concentrations by a 
factor of 10 and weight targets subject to 
Level II contaminant concentrations by 
a factor of 1. Eligible populations 
include individuals living, working, and 
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attending school or day care in regularly 
occupied structures. 

Within the AOE, those populations in 
regularly occupied structures for which 
observed exposures have not been 
established but the structures are 
surrounded by regularly occupied 
structures in which observed exposures 
have been identified, are also 
considered as actually contaminated 
unless evidence indicates otherwise. 
Targets inferred to be exposed to this 
contamination will be weighted as Level 
II as there are no actual sample results 
to compare against benchmarks. 

In the case ofmulti-story/multi
subunit structures, all regularly 
occupied subunits on a level with an 
observed exposure and all levels below 
are considered to be within an AOE, 
unless available information indicates 
otherwise, For multi-story/multi
subunit structures located within an 
AOE, but where an observed exposure 
has not been documented, only those 
regularly occupied spaces on the lowest 
level are considered to be within an 
AOE, unless available information 
indicates otherwise. 

ii. Weighting of Targets in the Area of 
Subsurface Contamination (ASC)-See 
Section 5,2.1.3.2.3 of the HRS 

Due to the variability in subsurface 
intrusion rates, the potential weighting 
factor values for targets within an ASC 
range from 0, 1 to 0. 9 and depend on 
where the subsurface contamination has 
been found and whether a NAPL is 
present. 

Potential targets are weighted to 
reflect the distance to or the depth at 
which contamination is found and 
whether a NAPL is present. The 
weighting factors applied to populations 
being evaluated based on the presence 
of subsurface contamination containing 
a NAPL reflects greater subsurface 
source concentrations and an increased 
probability that contaminant intrusion 
into a regularly occupied structure from 
the subsurface will result in a 
concentration significantly above 
background levels for the site, In the 
case of multi-story/multi-subunit 
structures, all regularly occupied 
subunits on a level above one where an 
observed exposure has been 
documented or inferred, or where a 
gaseous indoor air sample meeting 
observed release criteria is present, are 
considered to be located within an ASC, 
unless available information indicates 
otherwise. For multi-story/multi
subunit structures located only within 
an ASC, only those regularly occupied 
subunits within the lowest level are 
considered in an HRS evaluation, 

Eligible populations in an ASC 
include individuals living in, attending 
school or day care, and working in 
regularly occupied structures, However, 
the number of workers is adjusted to 
reflect that their exposure is limited to 
the time they are in a workplace. 

d, Resources-See Section 5,2,1,3,3 of 
the HRS 

Resources for this component include 
regularly occupied structures that are 
located within a defined AOE or ASC 
and in which populations may be 
exposed to contamination due to 
subsurface intrusion. Libraries, 
recreational facilities, and religious or 
tribal structures used by individuals 
may qualify as eligible resources. 

e, Calculation of the Targets ,Factor 
Category Value-See Section 5.2.1.3.4 of 
the HRS 

The Target Factor Category Value is 
the sum of all the Target Factor values, 

6, Calculation and Incorporation of the 
SsI Component Score Into the HRS Site 
Score 

·The following subsections summarize 
the calculation of the subsurface 
intrusion component score, how the 
component score is used in the 
calculation of the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway score, and 
how, in turn, the pathway score is 
subsequently incorporated into the HRS 
site score. 

a. Calculation of the SsI Component 
Score-See Section 5,2,2 of the HRS 

The Ssl Component score is the 
product of the likelihood of exposure 
factor category value, the waste 
characteristics factor category value, and 
the targets factor category value; that 
value is divided by a weighting factor so 
that it has equal magnitude to other 
component scores (subject to a 
maximum value). 

b, Incorporation of the SsI Component 
Score into the Soil Exposure and 
Subsurface Intrusion Pathway Score
See Section 5,3 of the HRS 

The Soil Exposure and Subsurface 
Intrusion pathway score is a 
combination of the two component 
scores, 

c. Incorporation of the Soil Exposure 
and Subsurface Intrusion Pathway Score 
Into a Site Score-See Section 2.1.1 of 
the HRS 

EPA did not change the methodology 
used to assign an overall site score due 
to the addition of the subsurface 
intrusion component to the soil 
exposure pathway and renaming that 

pathway the soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion pathway. The 
overall site score remains a function of 
four pathway scores and the same 
weighting is given to each pathway 
score as in the 1990 HRS. 

C. Testing the Ssl Component 
The Ssl component was tested 

extensively throughout the development 
of this rule, using multiple methods. 
The main goals of testing the component 
included: 

• Ensuring the addition of the Ssl 
component to the soil exposure pathway 
did not change relative contribution to 
the site score as the other HRS pathways 
and maintained the same relative risk of 
a site with a similar threshold for 
qualifying for the NPL. 

• Ensuring the number of targets 
subject to actual contamination needed 
to achieve a site score sufficient for NPL 
proposal remained consistent across 
pathways, 

• Ensuring that applying the Ssl 
component as part of an HRS evaluation 
would not result in identification of 
sites with a low level of risk or would 
not identify sites with a high level of 
risk. 

These goals were met by using 
conceptual simulations to project the 
effectiveness and appropriateness for 
factor values, by developing and testing 
numerous example site scenarios to 
refine the model and by applying the 
model to test sites to determine its 
efficacy. The following information 
provides details on the approaches used 
to test the Ssl component. 

1. Conceptual Site Model/Sensitivity 
Analysis 

Sensitivity analyses were performed 
during development of the rule to test 
the Ssl component and identify and 
assign the relative magnitude of the 
factors having the greatest impact on the 
HRS site score. The analyses illustrated 
the types of sites that would qualify for 
the NPL considering subsurface 
intrusion contamination, and sites that 
would qualify for the NPL considering 
the contribution of subsurface intrusion 
contamination to other pathways. The 
scenarios illustrate different site 
characteristics and different factor value 
weightings. An initial conceptual site 
scenario evaluation was developed with 
varying likelihood of intrusion levels, 
zone of contamination, waste 
characteristics and levels of 
contamination. The conceptual site 
scenario evaluation was varied to reflect 
possible ranges in the factors considered 
in the HRS evaluation. 

The first phase of testing estimated 
site scores based on options considered 
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for identifying eligible targets and 
delineating target areas, The testing was 
conducted using factor values, factor 
category values, and scoring algorithms 
consistent with other parts of the HRS, 
This ensured relative risk was evaluated 
and consistently weighted among 
pathways, A second phase was 
conducted for identifying target areas 
delineated by AOEs and ASCs of 
various site scenarios to test the HRS 
addition and to illustrate the features of 
sites that would qualify for the NPL 
considering vapor intrusion 
contamination, To illustrate the 
subsurface intrusion component and 
contribution of weighting of factor 
values, three comprehensive site scoring 
scenarios were evaluated: A site would 
not qualify for placement on the NPL 
(score below 28,50), a site would 
marginally qualify for the NPL (score of 
or about 28,50), and a site would exceed 
the scoring criterion for the NPL (site 
score considerably above 28,50), Based 
on this final rule, the results revealed 
that sites without areas of observed 
exposures and a typical waste 
characteristic value would require a 
minimum of 685 receptors living, 
working or attending school or daycare 
above an area of subsurface 
contamination to receive a score of 
28,50 based on shallow subsurface 
sampling, Sites with documented 
subsurface intrusion into an occupied 
structure, a typical waste characteristic 
value and indoor air samples below 
health-based benchmarks would require 
a minimum of 223 receptors to receive 
a score of 28,50, This illustrates that this 
final rule will not result in a large 
number of sites qualifying for the NPL 
as it is unlikely this number of receptors 
in an area of subsurface contamination 
will commonly occur, This is the 
similar number of receptors needed for 
a site to qualify for the NPL in other 
pathways. 

2. Test Sites (Tier 1) 

To support the final rulemaking, EPA 
conducted a screening-level assessment 
of sites with identified subsurface 
intrusion threats, As a first step in 
collecting the list of sites potentially 
affected by the final rule, EPA consulted 
with site assessment experts that work 
in Superfund to identify potential site 
candidates, EPA also reached out to 
state counterparts, in particular to state 
programs that were known to have taken 
a more thorough investigation of the 
subsurface intrusion pathway at sites, 
Through this process, EPA identified 
approximately 1,073 sites, These sites 
are not currently on the NPL, and all 
have a potential or identified SsI threat. 
Within the group of sites potentially 

affected by the HRS SsI Addition, EPA 
defined four categories: 

1, Tier 4: Sites identified as having a 
suspected SsI threat based on EPA's 
Superfund database and Agency for 
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
keyword searches, as well as EPA or 
state self-identification, but for which 
no sampling data were obtained; 

2, Tier 3: Sites identified as having 
characteristics or evidence that indicate 
SsI may have occurred or will occur; 

3, Tier 2: Sites identified as having an 
SsI threat documented by subslab, crawl 
space, or indoor air samples, but 
insufficient HRS-required evaluation 
factors to qualify for the NPL; and 

4, Tier 1: Sites identified as having an 
SsI threat with documented actual 
exposure of a sufficient number of 
targets with enough other HRS-required 
evaluation factors to suggest the site 
may qualify for the NPL, 

EPA selected the Tier 1 sites for use 
in testing the SsI component evaluation 
process, The 11 Test Sites had 
documentation of indoor contamination 
due to subsurface intrusion based on 
actual sampling data and other typically 
HRS-required data, Of the 11 sites 
scored, 9 were projected to score 28,50 
or higher using only the SsI component. 
1 site was projected to score 28,50 or 
higher only by including both the scores 
from the SsI component evaluation and 
the ground water migration pathway 
evaluation in the site score, It was 
unknown whether these sites would 
qualify for the NPL when they were 
chosen as Test Sites, as the SsI scoring 
process had not been developed, The 
Test Site with a projected score below 
28,50 did not qualify for the NPL even 
though the site was located in a mixed
used residential and industrial area, 
illustrating that not all sites in an urban 
area will qualify for the NPL, 

That 10 of the 11 Test Sites have a 
projected HRS site score of 28,50 or 
greater using the SsI component is not 
an indication that the addition of the SsI 
component will result in a large number 
of SsI sites qualifying for the NPL; this 
would be a possible projection if the 
Test Sites were chosen randomly so as 
to represent a typical SsI site, The Test 
Sites were not randomly chosen, but 
instead were specifically chosen 
because they have a documented 
subsurface intrusion threats at the sites 
and sufficient available data to test all 
parts of the SsI component. The Test 
Sites all had areas of observed exposure; 
most had more than 38 structures at the 
site (some with hundreds of structures), 
and all but two Test Sites had at least 
50 targets (more than half had over 100 
targets), Each site was also associated 
with volatile hazardous substances that 

are considered hazardous to human 
health at low concentrations, Appendix 
B of the Technical Support Document 
(TSD) for this final rulemaking provides 
a summary of these scoring evaluations, 

3, Pilot Study 

The main purpose of the Pilot Study 
was to identify sites currently being 
evaluated for SsI by the EPA regions 
with a suspected subsurface intrusion 
threat and determine whether an SI 
would provide enough information to 
score a site under the new component. 
Additional goals of the Pilot Study were 
to gather data and determine if design 
of the SsI model is practical and gives 
expected results; identify a range for the 
cost of a projected SsI site assessment; 
and assist in developing future 
guidelines for SsI assessments, A total of 
10 sites were identified across 5 of the 
10 EPA Regions, The pilot studies were 
not intended to identify sites for 
placement on the NPL, and not all sites 
considered for the pilot studies 
achieved an HRS score greater than (or 
equal to) 28,50, However, collecting 
actual data for the purposes of 
generating an SsI component score, 
ensured the HRS was considering 
subsurface intrusion threats 
appropriately, Ultimately, the pilot 
studies were used to proof the concept 
and validate the SsI component in terms 
of the application of selected weighting 
factor values and the efficacy for 
accurately identifying sites with 
significant relative risk. 

IV. Summary of Changes to the HRS 
Comments on the Proposed Rule were 

received from 15 organizations/ 
individuals, The commenters included 
state and federal agencies, industry 
associations, community groups, 
consultants, and private citizens, No 
major conceptual or structural changes 
were necessary based on comments 
received during the public comment 
period, While many of the comments 
focused on the structure of the SsI 
component, there was not sufficient 
rationale for making major changes to 
the basic structure of the SsI 
component. There were minor revisions 
made based on comments, which help 
refine the mechanics of assigning an 
HRS site score, As a result, the SsI 
component better reflects current 
science and better aligns with 
underlying concepts in the OSWER 
Technical Guide for Assessing and 
Mitigating the Vapor Intrusion Pathway 
from Subsurface Sources to Indoor Air 
(VI Guide), These changes had no 
impact on the overall structure of the 
SsI component and do not impact the 
relative weighting among the HRS 
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pathways or the level of risk required to 
qualify for the NPL. 

A. Changes Since Proposal 

1. Consideration of Contaminated 
Ground Water Intrusion 

Section 5.2 was revised to clarify that 
areas of subsurface contamination are 
only delineated based on the presence 
of hazardous substances meeting the 
criteria for observed exposure or 
observed release and have a vapor 
pressure greater than or equal to one torr 
or a Henry's constant greater than or 
equal to 10-5 atm-m3/mol. However, if 
samples indicate intrusion of liquids 
containing hazardous substances has 
occurred into regularly occupied 
structures, the samples of that liquid are 
still used in delineating an Area of 
Observed Exposure to reflect the threat 
to targets, These revisions were made to 
correct a seeming inconsistency in 
wording between the discussion in the 
preamble to the proposed rule and the 
proposed regulatory language. 

2. Consideration of Non-Aqueous Phase 
Liquids (NAPLs) in Weighting of Targets 
in anASC 

Table 5-21, Weighting Factor Values 
for Populations within an Area of 
Subsurface Contamination, of the HRS 
was revised to include consideration of 
the presence of NAPLs identified in an 
area of subsurface contamination. These 
additions increase the weighting of the 
population in an area of subsurface 
contamination to the SsI component 
score. These revisions were in response 
to comments that the proposed addition 
did not reflect the magnitude of 
contaminant concentrations in the 
evaluation of targets in the area of 
subsurface contamination. While EPA 
considers it unlikely that the actual 
aerial distribution and magnitude of 
contaminant concentrations can be 
determined in an area of observed 
contamination during a site inspection, 
if NAPLs are identified as present, EPA 
agrees that there is a greater risk to 
receptors than if no NAPL is present. 

3, Modifications to the Determination of 
Degradation Factor Values 

Section 5,2,1.2.1.2 of the HRS was 
revised to make it easier for the reader 
to determine degradation factor values 
and to add consideration of the presence 
ofNAPLs. Commenters asserted that the 
text was difficult to follow and that the 
presence of NAPLs was a major factor in 
the impact of degradation. A new table, 
Table 5-18 of the HRS, simplifying the 
assignment of degradation factor values 
based on the depth to contamination 
and a substance's half-life was inserted 

to replace proposed text. Additionally, 
if no half-life information is available 
for a hazardous substance and the 
substance is not already assigned a 
degradation factor value of 1, a value of 
1 will be assigned, This modification 
further simplifies the degradation 
evaluation and is also protective of 
human health, for if no half-life 
information is available for a hazardous 
substance, EPA cannot assume that 
degradation will occur, In addition, 
parent-daughter relationships between 
substances are no longer considered in 
the assignment of the degradation factor 
value, in part to simplify the assignment 
and in part to reflect the variation in 
rates of degradation due to site-specific 
subsurface conditions. Even if 
degradation occurs, if a contaminant is 
at high enough concentration to exist as 
a NAPL at depths less than or equal to 
30 feet, it is more likely to pose a threat 
to populations in overlying structure, 

4. Modifications Made to Section 
5.2.1,1.2.1, Structure Containment and 
Table 5-12 

Section 5,2,1.1.2.1 and Table 5-12 of 
the HRS were revised in response to 
comments on the rationale for assigning 
containment values to individual 
structures, The assignment of a structure 
containment factor value assigned to 
structures in Table 5-12 with vapor 
mitigation systems or other response 
actions was revised, These revisions 
were made in response to a comment 
questioning why response actions taken 
by federal, state, and tribal authorities 
are treated differently than those taken 
by private entities in determining 
containment for a structure. The 
language regarding treatment of 
removals by federal, state, and tribal 
authorities has been removed from 
Table 5-12 and the corresponding 
containment value was assigned a 1. 
This change allows a consideration of 
public and private removal actions to be 
evaluated in a consistent manner. 

Section 5.2.1.1.2.1 and Table 5-12 of 
the HRS was also revised to remove 
from the table the direction of the 
assignment of a structure containment 
value for a regularly occupied structure 
with unknown containment features. 
This direction, which assigns a value of 
"greater than zero" to this situation, was 
moved to the text in section 5.2.1,1,2,1 
of the HRS. This revision was made in 
response to a comment questioning the 
rationale for the various containment 
values and was made to improve the 
continuity of the table, which directs 
the assignment of values when 
containment features of the structure are 
known. A structure with a containment 
factor value of greater than zero cannot 

be used in assigning a potential for 
exposure factor value. EPA considers it 
appropriate that the potential for 
exposure factor value should be based 
on actual field observations. However a 
structure with a structure containment 
value of greater than zero allows the 
structure to be evaluated for assigning 
waste characteristics values (e.g., a 
hazardous waste quantity factor value) 
and for assigning target factor values, 
EPA considers the inclusion of 
structures with unknown containment 
features in the calculation of waste 
characteristics and targets values 
appropriate as it reflects that very few 
structures are built to be sufficiently air 
tight to prevent subsurface intrusion, 

5, Consideration of Hydraulic 
Conductivity in Vertical Migration 

Table 5-14 of the HRS was revised to 
allow assignment of an effective 
porosity/permeability factor value based 
on site-specific measurements of 
hydraulic conductivity, if known. This 
addition was made in response to a 
comment suggesting the rule be 
modified to allow use of site-specific 
information for this purpose when 
available. 

6. Changes to Definitions 

The term surficial ground water was 
re-named shallow ground water and was 
changed to be consistent with current 
EPA usage. 

EPA has added the term non-aqueous 
phase liquid (NAPL) to the definition 
section. EPA added consideration of the 
identification of concentrations of 
hazardous substances high enough to 
indicate the presence of NAPLs in the 
subsurface during a site inspection to 
the assignment of degradation factor 
values and the weighting of targets in 
the ASC. The presence of NAPLs in the 
subsurface demonstrates the hazardous 
substances will be present at high 
concentrations for a significant time 
period at that location and the high 
concentration is not a transient 
situation. 

B. Summary of Updates to the HRS 
(Sections 2, 5, 6, and 7) 

1, Addition of an SsI Component to the 
HRS (Sections 2, 5, and 7) 

a. The addition of a subsurface 
intrusion component is added to the 
1990 Soil Exposure pathway as section 
5.2 in Chapter 5 of the 2016 Revised 
HRS. The new pathway name is the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway. The existing method for 
evaluating the soil exposure threat will 
remain unchanged, 

b. Chapter 2: Evaluations Common to 
All Pathways is updated to reflect the 
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addition of the subsurface intrusion 
component to the renamed the soil 
exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway. The evaluations for the 
migration pathways and the soil 
exposure component remain 
unchanged. A parallel structure was 
added for the subsurface intrusion 
component. 

c, Chapter 7: Sites Containing 
Radioactive Substances is updated to 
reflect how radioactive substances are 
evaluated using the added subsurface 
intrusion component. 

2. Terminology Updates Affecting 
Specific Sections of the HRS (Sections 
2, 5 & 6) 

The following terms are updated to 
reflect current terminology and 
procedures used by EPA in performing 
risk assessments. 

a. Ambient Water Quality Criteria: 
Ambient Water Quality Criteria (AWQC) 
are now identified also as National 
Recommended Water Quality Criteria 
(NRWQC). In addition, the acute AWQC 
are now identified as the Criterion 
Maximum Concentration (CMC) and the 
chronic criteria are referred to as the 
Criterion Continuous Concentration 
(CCC). (See section 1.1 of the HRS.) 
These criteria are used to determine the 
level of threat to environmental targets. 

b, Reference Concentrations: For 
inhalation exposures, EPA is adopting 
the use of Reference Concentrations 
(RfCs) instead of Reference Doses (Rills) 
when determining non-cancer-related 
risk levels. RfCs are used in determining 
the level of threat to human targets due 
to possible inhalation and when 
determining the toxicity of the 
substances. 

c, Cancer Unit Risk: For inhalation 
exposures, EPA is adopting the use of 
Inhalation Unit Risk (IUR) instead of 
cancer slope factors in determining 
cancer-related risk levels. IURs are used 
in determining the level of threat to 
human targets due to possible 
inhalation and when determining the 
toxicity of the substances. 

d. Weight-of-Evidence Groupings: The 
2005 EPA weight-of-evidence groupings 
supporting the designation of a 
substance as a human carcinogen have 
been incorporated into the HRS 
algorithm for assigning the toxicity 
factor value, (The former EPA weight-of
evidence categories included as part of 
the 1990 HRS have been retained as 
EPA has not yet completed assigning all 
substances to the revised categories and 
are doing so at the time the EPA 
substance literature reviews are 
updated.) 

V, Discussion of Major Comments 

Comments on the Proposed Rule were 
received from 15 organizations/ 
individuals. The commenters included 
state and federal agencies, industry 
associations, community groups, 
consultants, and private citizens. This 
section discusses the major issues raised 
by commenters, which are summarized, 
and EP A's summary of responses. In 
addition, EPA solicited and received 
input from commenters on three 
technical questions posed in the 
Preamble to the Proposed Rule. 

A support document, Response to 
Comments on the 2016 Revisions to the 
Hazard Ranking System (HRS), that 
includes all issues raised during the 
public comment period, comments 
received on the questions posed in the 
preamble to the proposed rule and 
EPA's more comprehensive response to 
each issue, is available in the docket for 
this rulemaking. 

A. Responses to Comments on EPA 
Questions Posed in the Proposed Rule 

Question 1: Is there a way to 
determine the presence and extent of 
biologically active soil at a site during 
a limited site investigation? If so, what 
soil characteristics should EPA consider 
to determine whether biologically active 
soil is documented to be present? 

EPA received multiple comments in 
response to this question. One 
commenter suggested that this activity 
is beyond the scope of the site 
assessment process, while another 
commenter suggested that EPA consider 
measuring specific compounds or other 
factors reflecting biological activity 
when conducting soil vapor analysis. A 
third commenter remarked that half
lives faster than 100 days are 
presumably due to aerobic 
biodegradation and that most vadose 
zone soils that are not grossly impacted 
are considered biologically active. A 
commenter also suggested using soil 
characteristics reflected in soil surveys 
to reflect the possibility that biologically 
active soil could be present. No 
commenter suggested practical methods 
to determine site-specific biological 
activity throughout a site or over time, 

The HRS SsI addition was revised to 
clarify the assumption of the presence of 
biologically soil in evaluating the 
degradation factor unless evidence 
indicates otherwise (see section 
5.2,1,2.1,2 of the HRS). 

Question 2: How could EPA further 
take into account the difference in 
dilution and air exchange rates in large 
industrial buildings as compared to 
smaller residential and commercial 
structures when calculating the 

hazardous waste quantity for the HRS 
SsI Addition? 

EPA received multiple comments in 
response to this question. One 
commenter suggested developing 
intrusion screening values based on 
exposure scenarios for "most sensitive 
individual" and "industrial" models. 
One commenter indicated that there is 
not a dependable way to account for the 
differences between large commercial/ 
industrial structures and smaller 
residential/commercial structures. 
Another commenter noted that there are 
several parameters (e.g., building energy 
efficiency) that would impact the 
differences in dilution and air exchange 
rates and which are generally 
unavailable during an initial 
assessment. A commenter discussed 
developing a sliding scale based on the 
size of the building and the building's 
general use to account for the 
differences in contaminant clearance 
rates. 

EPA did not make any changes to the 
final rule based on the comments 
received as the type of information 
requested in these responses is generally 
not available during a typical site 
inspection. The HRS has also been 
designed so that it can be applied 
consistently to a wide variety of sites. 
The HRS is not a tool for conducting 
quantitative risk assessment and was 
designed to be a measure of relative risk 
among sites rather than absolute site
specific risk. 

Question 3: The HRS SsI addition 
considers source strength in delineating 
ASCs and AOEs, in scoring in 
likelihood of exposure, in assigning 
waste quantity specifically when 
estimating hazardous constituent 
quantity and in weighting targets in an 
ASC. The HRS algorithm for all 
pathways incorporates the consideration 
of source strength in determining an 
HRS site score. Could EPA further take 
into account source strength in 
performing an HRS evaluation? 

EPA received multiple comments in 
response to this question. One 
commenter suggested that EPA assign a 
higher score when the contaminant 
concentration is high (e.g., when a non
aqueous phase liquid is present) to 
account for source strength, Comments 
were also received that reflected the 
difficulty of accessing large low 
concentration sources and how to 
account for that in considering source 
strength. Another commenter remarked 
that there may be a large ground water 
plume without a discrete source that 
would cause an increased risk of vapor 
intrusion; and that a large diffuse source 
is different from having a concentrated 
discrete source, One commenter 
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provided a copy of the proposed rule 
with their suggested edits reflecting the 
evaluation of source strength in 
assigning HRS specific factors. 

The assignment of a degradation 
factor value (see section 5.2.1.2.1,2 of 
the HRS) and the weighting factors for 
targets in an area of subsurface 
contamination (see Table 5-21 of the 
HRS) were revised to include 
consideration of source strength; 
specifically in the situation where 
NAPLs are present. 

B. Major Comment Theme Summaries 
and Responses 

Statutory Authority and Rationale for 
the Proposed HRS Addition 

Justification for Revising the HRS 

EPA received comments suggesting 
that sufficient justification or rationale 
for the need to revise the HRS has not 
been provided and that a revision to the 
HRS is unnecessary because the 1990 
HRS adequately evaluates the relative 
risk posed by a site and identifies those 
priority sites for further investigation. 

The rationale for revising the HRS to 
add a subsurface intrusion component is 
EP A's statutory authority. Specifically, 
CERCLA 105(a)(8)(A), requires EPA to 
amend the HRS "to assure to the 
maximum extent feasible, that the HRS 
accurately assess the relative degree of 
risk to human health and the 
environment posed by sites and 
facilities subject to review." 
Contamination due to subsurface 
intrusion is a known risk to human 
health and the ability to evaluate those 
risks is consistent with the CERCLA 105 
mandate. The 1990 HRS did not 
evaluate the risk posed by subsurface 
intrusion when evaluating sites for the 
NPL. As part of the development of this 
rule, EPA identified high priority sites 
with significant contamination due to 
SsI that could not be evaluated using the 
1990 HRS for possible placement on the 
NPL. With the addition of the SsI 
component to the HRS, sites can now be 
evaluated more comprehensively to 
consider the relative risk posed by a 
site. 

Priority for Drinking Water Sites 
EPA received comments suggesting 

that the proposed HRS SsI addition 
conflicts with CERCLA's statutory 
mandate regarding prioritizing drinking 
water sites. 

The revision to the HRS to add a 
subsurface intrusion component is not 
in conflict with the CERCLA 105 
mandate to prioritize drinking water 
sites. The priority given by EPA under 
CERCLA to sites with a high risk of 
populations exposed to hazardous 

substances in drinking water has not 
decreased with the addition of a 
subsurface intrusion component to the 
HRS. In fact, the score for some sites 
with contaminated drinking water 
supplies may increase because sites 
with contaminated drinking water may 
also be associated with subsurface 
intrusion contamination and the 
combination of the ground water 
migration pathway score and the SsI 
component score may increase the 
overall site score. Furthermore, EPA 
notes that drinking water is a priority 
identified by CERCLA, but it is not the 
only priority identified in CERCLA 105, 
which also mandates the prioritization 
of dangers of direct human contact, for 
which SsI is one example. 

The addition of the SsI component 
does not change the priority given to 
drinking water sites. It does not change 
the scoring of contaminated drinking 
water supplies under the HRS, reduce in 
anyway the overall HRS score for any 
site based on drinking water 
contamination (or any other threat due 
to exposure to released hazardous 
substances in the HRS), or change the 
site score of 28.50 being the HRS score 
that qualifies sites for placement on the 
NPL. If a site qualifies for placement on 
the NPL based on its HRS score 
reflecting drinking water contamination 
prior to the addition of the Ssl 
component, it will continue to do so. 
Adding an evaluation of the Ssl 
component can only increase an overall 
site score. The algorithm used to 
combine pathways scores to obtain an 
overall site score results in an increase 
in the overall site score with the 
evaluation of additional pathways, 
components and threats scored. In fact, 
the SsI addition may raise the overall 
site score at some sites with ground 
water drinking water contamination 
from below the 28.50 cut-off score to 
above it. This may occur because, as 
stated above, a site's HRS score can 
increase with the scoring of additional 
threats. Sites with ground water 
contaminated by volatile substances and 
used for drinking water are also sites at 
which the ground water contamination 
may volatilize and intrude into 
overlying regularly occupied structures. 
Thus, a site at which ground water 
contamination has occurred but does 
not have an HRS score above 28.50 
based only on the ground water threat, 
may have an overall HRS site score 
above 28.50 based on the combination 
of the scores for the contaminated 
drinking water and SsI threats. 

Furthermore, EPA notes that CERCLA 
118 refers to CERCLA sections104 and 
108, which address activities that occur 
pre- or post-NFL-listing, and not to the 

section of CERCLA that addresses site 
ranking using the HRS, which is 
addressed in CERCLA section 105, 
CERCLA Section 105 and specifically 
105(a)(8)(A) requires EPA to prioritize 
sites based on "the population at risk, 
the hazard potential of hazardous 
substances at such facilities, the 
potential for contamination of drinking 
water supplies, the potential for direct 
human contact [and] the potential for 
destruction of sensitive ecosystems," 
Since subsurface intrusion 
contamination is a direct human contact 
threat, the addition of a subsurface 
intrusion component, which addresses 
this threat, is mandated by CERCLA. 

Resource Impacts of the Proposed HRS 
Addition 

Increased Cost and Level of Effort 

EPA received comments suggesting 
that contrary to EPA' s suggestion that 
the HRS SsI addition may not result in 
more site assessments per year and only 
minimal cost increases, commenters 
claimed that there will be substantial 
increases in cost and level of effort for 
states and federal agencies, due to the 
complexity in assessing subsurface 
intrusion sites. 

EPA acknowledges that in some cases 
the scope of a typical site inspection (SI) 
may need to be expanded to collect the 
information necessary to evaluate the 
SsI threat present at a site. EPA also 
acknowledges that sites that did not 
qualify previously for the NPL, may 
now do so, The number of samples and 
level of effort required to evaluate a site 
using the 1990 HRS pathways or 
components already varies on a site-by
site basis depending on the size and 
extent of contamination at the site. 
Therefore, it cannot be predicted with 
certainty that there will be an overall 
increase in cost or level of effort for any 
particular site due to the HRS SsI 
addition. However, the overall budget 
for performing site assessments per year 
is not expected to change significantly. 
EP A's budget for site assessment is 
dependent on Congressional 
appropriation and EPA does not expect 
the rulemaking to impact the 
appropriation. EPA's budget for site 
assessment has remained relatively 
constant for the last several years. 
Hence, EPA expects that the allocation 
of available resources may be changed 
to reflect this rulemaking but will 
continue to be optimized by EPA, its 
state and tribal partners, and with other 
federal agencies to evaluate priority 
sites. However, the number of site 
assessments or NPL proposals 
conducted each year will not 
significantly increase. 
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Potential Limitations With 
Implementing the HRS SsI Addition 

Scope of Site Inspection 
EPA received comments stating that 

the type and amount of information 
available for collection during a time
limited site inspection would be 
insufficient to properly evaluate a site 
using the HRS SsI addition and would 
be beyond the scope of site evaluations 
typically conducted at the preliminary 
assessment or site inspection stage. 

During development of the HRS SsI 
addition EPA considered the type of 
information that could be collected 
during a time-limited site inspection 
when selecting the factors to include in 
an evaluation of the subsurface 
intrusion component. The purpose of 
the site inspection (NCP 300.420(c)) is 
to determine if a release of a hazardous 
substance poses an actual or potential 
threat to human health or the 
environment, to determine if there is an 
immediate threat to people or the 
environment, and to collect sufficient 
data to enable the site to be scored using 
the HRS. EPA also notes that neither the 
NCP nor the HRS requires a certain 
number of samples be collected during 
an SI, because the number of samples 
required to evaluate a site varies on a 
site-by-site basis and the possible risk 
pathways being evaluated. However, to 
properly evaluate the subsurface 
intrusion component, additional 
information may be required beyond 
that collected during a typical current 
site inspection may be required; this is 
consistent with the need to collect data 
on the threat posed by a different 
pathway. In these instances, as stated in 
EP A's Guidance for Performing Site 
Inspections under CERCLA (September 
1992), an expanded site inspection (ESI) 
may be required. The objective of the 
ESI is to collect data that was not 
collected during an initial site 
inspection. Furthermore, EPA found 
that information required for an SsI 
evaluation was available based on a 
pilot study which included several 
candidate NPL sites. The pilot study 
was performed in part to demonstrate 
the availability of the necessary data 
from screening level investigations. 
Therefore, EPA considers that the 
information required to properly 
evaluate the subsurface intrusion 
component can be obtained during the 
site assessment process. 

Need for Guidance 
EPA received comments questioning 

or requesting additional information or 
guidance regarding the type and amount 
of data to collect, data collection 
methods, and how to apply the 

subsurface intrusion component to a 
site. Commenters also suggested it was 
difficult to properly evaluate and 
comment on the proposed HRS SsI 
addition without a thorough 
understanding of how the SsI 
component would be implemented and 
that promulgation should be delayed 
until guidance is developed. 

The HRS does not provide 
prescriptive methods for performing site 
investigations for any HRS pathway 
evaluation because the methods used 
during the collection and analysis of 
environmental samples depend on site 
conditions and could not be written to 
cover all possible situations and could 
also become outdated in the future, 
Additionally, it is outside the scope of 
the HRS to identify and describe 
methods for conducting a subsurface 
intrusion screening for HRS purposes. 
The sampling and data collection 
information in the EPA OSWER VI 
Guide, (particularly in section 6 of the 
guide) are an appropriate resource for 
gathering data for HRS purposes. For 
example, Section 6.4 of the guide 
identifies basic principles, methods and 
procedures for indoor air sampling. In 
addition, states, federal agencies, and 
private contractors have considerable 
experience in VI investigations and 
collecting VI-related data. Guidance on 
implementation of the proposed SsI 
addition is not necessary for evaluating 
the SsI component, which is a scoring 
mechanism not procedures for data 
collection. Any guidance developed will 
provide details on collecting data to 
support an HRS SsI evaluation. EPA 
also notes that to delay addressing sites 
that may pose a significant human 
health risk until all necessary guidance 
documents have been developed would 
not be consistent with EP A's mandate to 
protect human health. Therefore, EPA 
does not agree that promulgation of the 
HRS SsI addition needs to be delayed 
until guidance documents related to its 
implementation have been developed. 

Roles of the HRS SsI Addition and the 
2015 OSWER VI Guide 

EPA received comments suggesting 
that the HRS SsI addition is not 
consistent with the VI Guide, published 
in June 2015 and will create confusion 
when evaluating sites for SsI. 

The VI Guide and HRS SsI rule work 
in concert to establish national 
consistency in the evaluation of SsI 
threats. The HRS SsI addition and the 
OSWER VI Guide both address the 
threat posed by vapor intrusion and use 
the same principles, sampling 
procedures and concepts to characterize 
the threat posed by vapor intrusion as 
the sites. However, the HRS SsI addition 

and the OSWER VI Guide serve different 
purposes and support different phases 
ofEPA's site remediation process with 
different data quality requirements and 
different enabling legislations. 

The purpose of the OSWER VI Guide 
is to guide the investigation and 
assessment of the threat posed by vapor 
intrusion into structures from all 
sources under all Office of Land and 
Emergency Management (OLEM, 
formerly OSWER) programs, 
particularly actions taken under 
CERCLA and RCRA. This guidance is 
used to support decisions by EPA on 
whether vapor intrusion is posing an 
unacceptable risk to human health 
based on sufficient site specific data. It 
contains principles for making such a 
decision, as well as procedures and 
guidance for collecting the information 
necessary to make these decisions. 

The HRS and the SsI addition is part 
of the NCP, (the regulations 
implementing CERCLA) required by 
CERCLA to identify priority sites for 
further investigation based on screening 
level information (Such sites are 
identified for the public by placing the 
sites on the NPL, a separate rulemaking 
process). This prioritization is based on 
the possible cumulative relative risk 
amongst all candidate sites posed by 
releases of hazardous substances to 
human health and the environment by 
either migration to receptors or by direct 
contact with the contamination, such as 
by subsurface intrusion. The HRS is 
only a method for assigning a relative 
score to candidate sites. It is not a 
method for determining site specific 
risk. The HRS SsI addition is not 
guidance. The HRS SsI addition does 
not address such subjects as data 
collection and sampling procedures: 
Many of the procedures and many of the 
guidelines in the OSWER VI Guide are 
also applicable for HRS purposes if they 
can be implemented as part of a 
screening level assessment. 

Given that the purposes for the two 
documents are considerably different 
and based on different levels of 
information, it is not an issue that 
decision criteria are different in the two 
documents. It is certainly possible that, 
based on an HRS evaluation, EPA may 
determine a site warrants further 
investigation, and that after further 
investigation is performed EPA may 
decide no remediation is necessary. 
However until further information is 
collected during a remedial 
investigation, such an outcome cannot 
be predicted. Furthermore, such a 
situation is not an indication the results 
of the HRS evaluation was incorrect. 
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Application of HRS SsI Component 

Inferring Contamination 

EPA received comments suggesting 
that by inferring contamination between 
sampling locations, the extent of the risk 
is overstated. The commenters 
considered identifying targets as 
actually or potentially exposed based on 
inference to inflate the HRS site score. 
It was also suggested that this method 
conflicts with the other HRS pathways. 

The HRS is not a quantitative risk 
assessment. Instead, the HRS SsI 
addition score reflects the possible 
threat posed by subsurface intrusion at 
one site relative to other sites. By 
inferring contamination in an AOE or an 
ASC between sampling locations, it is 
not assumed that all populations within 
the two areas are exposed to 
contamination from the subsurface, 
Inferring contamination also allows sites 
with large populations within the two 
areas to be ranked higher than sites with 
smaller populations. If the HRS scoring 
required sampling every structure a 
sufficient number of times to assure that 
all exposed targets were accounted for, 
the scope of the sampling effort would 
be beyond that of a screening tool and 
more consistent with the scope of a 
remedial investigation. 

Inference of contamination between 
sampling locations is also assumed in 
other HRS pathways, The other 
pathways allow the inference of 
contamination based on the location of 
samples documenting the presence of 
contamination attributable to the site 
being investigated, For example, in the 
soil exposure component, inference of 
contamination is done by drawing AOC 
boundaries based on sample locations 
and inferring that those targets 
associated with the properties within 
the boundaries are actually exposed, 

In the SsI component, unless site
specific information indicates 
otherwise, when delineating an AOE or 
an ASC, populations in occupied 
structures within an AOE are inferred to 
be actually exposed, and, populations in 
occupied structures within an ASC are 
inferred to likely be exposed to 
contamination. 

Purpose of Hazardous Waste Quantity 

Commenters noted that as explained 
in the TSD for the proposed HRS SsI 
Addition, the hazardous waste quantity 
factor serves as a surrogate for the 
contaminant dose that populations may 
be exposed to. Commenters asserted that 
the hazardous waste quantity factor is 
not adequately reflective of this dose to 
be used as a surrogate. 

The commenters appear to be 
confusing consideration of waste 

quantity as a surrogate for dose in an 
HRS evaluation with the calculation of 
a site-specific risk level based on the 
ratio of waste quantity to receptors. EPA 
is not projecting a specific risk level 
based on the waste quantity alone when 
it performs an HRS evaluation. Other 
HRS factors such as the population 
associated with the structures, the 
probability of a release into the 
occupied structures, the possibility of 
degradation, and the toxicity of the 
substances are also considered, 

The decision to include waste 
quantity as a surrogate for dose in all 
pathways and components in the HRS 
algorithm was made when the HRS was 
last revised in 1990 (see Section V.3 of 
the proposed 1988 HRS, 53 FR 51692, 
December 23, 1988; Section III.C of the 
1990 HRS, 55 FR 51542, December 14, 
1990), The decision was based on the 
concept that determining an accurate 
dose that receptors would be exposed to 
was beyond the scope of information 
available after a site inspection. It is not 
possible to accurately predict the 
hazardous substance concentration that 
receptors would be exposed to over a 
representative exposure period based on 
information collected during a site 
inspection due to the variability in 
exposure levels over time and space. 
Instead, hazardous waste quantity is 
used as a surrogate for dose in the sense 
that the quantity of the hazardous 
substances is at least qualitatively 
correlated to the magnitude of the 
exposure. If there is no waste quantity, 
there will be no exposure; as the waste 
quantity increases, the greater the 
possibility of exposure to hazardous 
substances that a receptor may come in 
contact with. EPA agrees this is not a 
perfect correlation, and has built into 
the HRS four order of magnitude ranges 
for assigning factor values that reflect 
the imperfection of this correlation. 

In addition, the inclusion of 
hazardous waste quantity in the 
subsurface intrusion component is 
consistent with its inclusion in all the 
other existing HRS pathway evaluations 
and is consistent with the goal that the 
scoring of the new component not 
impact the balance built into overall 
HRS site scoring algorithm among the 
HRS pathways. 

Furthermore, for determining waste 
quantity for the SsI component, EPA 
made a specific alteration to how waste 
quantity is calculated as compared to 
other HRS pathway. EPA decided to 
only include the amount of hazardous 
substance that actually enters into or 
that could enter into occupied 
structures, not the total amount in the 
release to the environment, based on the 
rationale that at least some of the 

original release in the subsurface would 
vent directly to the atmosphere. 
Therefore only the amount of hazardous 
substances that has entered into 
occupied structures or the amount 
located under structures is reflected in 
the estimate. This was achieved by not 
estimating the waste quantity based on 
the area or the volume of the 
contaminated media in the subsurface, 
but instead on the volume of the 
structures, or the basal area if the 
volume cannot be determined. 

Finally, no comments were received 
that provided a viable alternative to the 
proposed method of estimating 
hazardous waste quantity, Commenters 
stated the amount of exposure was 
overestimated for large buildings 
because in general larger buildings have 
lower air exchange rates and suggested 
that this consideration be built into the 
estimation methods for all structures. 
However, the commenters did not 
present data to document this generality 
nor suggest how to determine the air 
exchange rate for all structures if it is 
not provided by the building owner. 
EPA notes that if air exchange rates are 
available, the present estimation method 
(which has not changed since proposal) 
allows for a hazardous waste quantity 
estimate using that information (see, 
HRS section 5.2.1.2.2 Tier B, hazardous 
wastestream quantity), 

While some commenters suggested 
procedures for determining a more 
accurate hazardous waste quantity for 
specific situations they did not suggest 
how the hazardous waste quantity 
calculated for these situations could be 
relatively ranked against sites where 
equivalent information was not 
available. When developing a hazardous 
waste quantity factor in 1988, EPA 
performed studies that showed this 
level of information was not available at 
all sites, and was not likely to be 
collectible during a limited screening 
assessment. Therefore, EPA considers it 
inappropriate to incorporate the 
suggested procedures into the HRS. 

In addition, EPA proposed the present 
hazardous waste quantity estimation 
process as part of the revision of the 
HRS in 1988, At that time EPA 
requested the Science Advisory Board's 
(SAB's) assistance on the use of 
concentration data in determining the 
hazardous waste quantity factor as part 
of the overall SAB peer review of the 
HRS changes. The current method for 
use of concentration data in determining 
the hazardous waste quantity factor is 
based on the SAB's recommendation. 

Establishment of Attribution 

Commenters noted that establishing 
that indoor air contamination is 
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attributable to subsurface intrusion will 
be very complex to demonstrate given 
all other possible origins of the indoor 
contamination (e.g., outdoor air, 
consumer products). 

The HRS SsI addition, just as in other 
HRS pathways and components, does 
not require absolute proof that the 
significant increase in indoor 
contaminant concentrations is due to 
subsurface intrusion. It only requires at 
least part of the significant increase be 
attributable to subsurface intrusion. EPA 
expects to use multiple lines-of
evidence in meeting the attribution 
requirement as discussed in various 
comments. The VI Guide outlines use of 
multiple lines-of-evidence and provides 
guidance on how to distinguish 
subsurface intrusion from other sources 
of vapor intrusion. As is done for other 
HRS pathways and components, the 
HRS standard for establishing 
attribution is to establish a reasoned 
explanation that is not shown to be 
incorrect during public review of 
placement of a proposed site on the 
NPL. 

Establishing Observed Exposure 

EPA received comments suggesting 
that the criteria for establishing 
background for the SsI component is too 
complex given the variability in 
sampling for SsI and that a significant 
difference between the background level 
and release concentration is not an 
adequate measure for establishing an 
observed exposure in a regularly 
occupied structure. 

EPA agrees that establishing a 
background level for indoor air can be 
difficult. However, it does not mean that 
the HRS criteria for establishing actual 
exposure should not be used. Methods 
for establishing background levels are 
too site-specific to be discussed in the 
HRS regulation, which is a scoring 
methodology. Instead, as occurred after 
the 1990 HRS was promulgated, criteria 
for establishing background was refined 
based on actual experience gained as 
sites were being scored. EPA expects the 
same to occur for the HRS Ssl 
component. 

Comparison of background levels and 
indoor air concentrations are used only 
to establish that the contaminant level 
in a structure is elevated (i.e., 
significantly different). This is only the 
first step in establishing observed 
exposure. The second step is to attribute 
al least a part of the significant increase 
to subsurface intrusion. 

The argument that vapor intrusion 
rates are too variable to justify the use 
of the same procedure for establishing 
observed releases or exposures as in 
other parts of the HRS is invalid. 

Hazardous substance concentrations are 
unpredictably variable temporally and 
spatially for all HRS pathways and SsI 
variability is no different in that regard. 
For example, in the surface water 
migration pathway overland flow threat, 
the hazardous substance may only be 
entering surface water via runoff due to 
rain events. No runoff occurs if it is not 
raining. The amount entering surface 
water in this situation has been shown 
to vary with the length of time between 
rains, which impacts the amount of 
material deposited and available for 
entrainment into the runoff. Runoff also 
varies with the portion of each rain 
cycle whether the sample is collected at 
the beginning, middle or end of a rain 
event. At the beginning of a rain event 
all erodible materials are present and 
available. During the middle or during 
a high intensity period of rain, the force 
of the rain drops can dislodge and 
entrain hazardous substances at greater 
rates that during low intensity periods. 
At the end of a rain event, it may be that 
much of the hazardous substances have 
already been washed away. In 
continuous air releases, the contaminant 
concentration can vary by order of 
magnitudes with distance from the 
source, with wind direction and wind 
speed all of which can cause differences 
in concentrations spatially due to the 
three dimensionality of the atmosphere, 
and cannot be predicted or accounted 
for based on a screening assessment. 
Even in ground water contamination, 
the contaminant plume's concentration 
can vary spatially depending on the rate 
of ground water movement from the 
original spill concentrations. It is not 
possible to account for these factors that 
can drastically impact the contaminant 
concentration at a sampling location, 
based on screening level information. 

For example, variation in the 
occurrence of releases is no greater in 
the Ssl component than would be 
expected in point-source air releases or 
spills to surface water. 

Degradation 

Commenters suggested changes in 
how the degradation factor value for the 
subsurface intrusion component is 
assigned. Other comments dealt with 
conditions associated with assigning 
different degradation factor values based 
on the depth of biologically active soil 
and the half-lives of individual 
hazardous substances. In addition, 
commenters suggested moving the 
consideration of degradation from the 
waste characteristics factor category 
value calculations to the likelihood of 
exposure factor category value 
calculations. 

After evaluation of the comments, 
EPA modified the assignment of the 
degradation factor to simplify the 
evaluation and to consider the presence 
of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs); 
other changes suggested by commenters 
were not implemented. Some changes 
were not made because a sufficient 
rationale was not provided to justify a 
change. Regarding the placement of the 
degradation factor in the HRS equation, 
the consideration of an individual 
substance's characteristics in the waste 
characteristics factor category is 
consistent with other HRS pathways 
and components. Furthermore, whether 
the degradation factor is put in the 
likelihood of release or waste 
characteristic factor category, the impact 
of the factor on the score would be 
similar. 

Targets 

EPA received comments on the 
weightings assigned to targets in both 
the AOE and ASC. Commenters 
suggested that the weightings reflect the 
strength of the attribution argument that 
the significant increase in indoor air 
concentrations is due to subsurface 
intrusion and also reflect the 
concentration of the contaminants in the 
subsurface. 

After consideration of these 
comments, EPA has changed the 
weightings of targets in the ASC to 
reflect the presence of NAPLs (i.e., to 
reflect contaminant concentrations in 
the subsurface). EPA did not incorporate 
any changes into the weightings of 
targets based on the strength of 
attribution or concentration of 
contaminants in the subsurface. 
Regarding the strength of an attribution 
argument, the HRS does not recognize 
gradations of attribution in any other 
pathway or component and therefore for 
consistency, will not in this component. 
EPA notes that with the limited 
sampling that occurs during an SI, it is 
not reasonable to project the 
concentration of contaminants in the 
subsurface over time or distance. 

VI. Statutory and Executive Order 
Reviews 

Additional information about these 
statutes and Executive Orders can be 
found at https:l /www.epa.gov/laws
regulations/laws-and-executive-orders. 

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory 
Planning and Review and Executive 
Order 13563: Improving Regulation and 
Regulatory Review 

This action is a significant regulatory 
action that was submitted to the Office 
of Management and Budget (0MB) for 
review. This action may raise novel 
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legal or policy issues arising out of legal 
mandates, the President's priorities, or 
the principles set forth in the EO. Any 
changes made in response to 0MB 
recommendations have been 
documented in the docket. 

EPA prepared an analysis of the 
potential costs and benefits associated 
with this action. This analysis, Addition 
of a Subsurface Intrusion (SsI) 
Component to the Hazard Ranking 
System (HRS): Regulatory Impact 
Analysis is available in the docket for 
this action. 

B. Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) 

This action does not impose any new 
information collection burden under the 
PRA. 0MB has previously approved the 
information collection activities 
contained in the existing regulations 
and has assigned 0MB control number 
2050-0095, 

This regulatory change will only 
affect how EPA and organizations 
performing work on behalf of EPA (state 
or tribal partners) conduct site 
assessments and HRS scoring at sites 
where certain environmental conditions 
exist. This regulatory change will result 
in data collection at these types of sites 
to allow evaluation under the HRS. EPA 
expects that the total number of site 
assessments performed and the number 
of sites added to the NPL per year will 
not increase, but rather expects that 
there will be a realignment and 
reprioritization of its internal resources 
and state cooperative agreement 
funding. 

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act (RF A) 

I certify that this action will not have 
a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities 
under the RF A. This action will not 
impose any requirements on small 
entities. This regulatory change enables 
the HRS evaluation to directly consider 
human exposure to hazardous 
substances that enter building structures 
through subsurface intrusion. This 
addition to the HRS would not impose 
direct impacts on any other entities. For 
additional discussion on this subject, 
see section 4. 9 of the Regulatory Impact 
Analysis (see the docket for this action). 

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 
(UMRA) 

This action does not contain any 
unfunded mandate as described in 
UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1531-1538, and does 
not significantly or uniquely affect small 
governments. The action imposes no 
enforceable duty on any state, local, or 
tribal governments or the private sector. 

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism 

This action does not have federalism 
implications. It will not have substantial 
direct effects on the states, on the 
relationship between the national 
government and the states, or on the 
distribution of power and 
responsibilities among the various 
levels of government. 

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation 
and Coordination With Indian Tribal 
Governments 

This action does not have tribal 
implications, as specified in Executive 
Order 13175. EP A's evaluation of a site 
using the HRS does not impose any 
costs on a tribe (except those already in 
a cooperative agreement relationship 
with EPA). Thus, Executive Order 13175 
does not apply to this action. 

Although Executive Order 13175 does 
not apply to this action, EPA consulted 
with tribal officials through meetings 
and correspondence, including a letter 
sent to all federally recognized tribes 
asking for comment on the "Notice of 
Opportunity for Public Input" that was 
published in the Federal Register on 
January 31, 2011 (76 FR 5370), and 
public listening sessions regarding the 
decision to proceed with the 
development of this action. All tribal 
comments indicated support for this 
action. 

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of 
Children From Environmental Health 
Risks and Safety Risks 

EPA interprets Executive Order 13045 
as applying only to those regulatory 
actions that concern environmental 
health or safety risks that EPA has 
reason to believe may 
disproportionately affect children, per 
the definition of "covered regulatory 
action" in section 2-202 of the 
Executive Order. This action is not 
subject to Executive Order 13045 
because it does not concern an 
environmental health risk or safety risk. 

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions 
Concerning Regulations That 
Significantly Affect Energy Supply, 
Distribution or Use 

This action is not a "significant 
energy action" because it is not likely to 
have a significant adverse effect on the 
supply, distribution, or use of energy. 
The site assessment activities affected 
by this rule are limited in scope and 
number and rely on existing energy 
distribution systems. Further, we have 
concluded that this rule would not 
significantly expand the energy demand 
for site assessments, and would not 
require an entity to conduct any action 
that would require significant energy 

use, that would significantly affect 
energy supply, distribution, or usage. 
Thus, Executive Order 13211 does not 
apply to this action. 

I. National Technology Transfer and 
Advancement Act 

This rulemaking does not involve 
technical standards. 

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal 
Actions To Address Environmental 
Justice in Minority Populations and 
Low-Income Populations 

The EPA believes the human health or 
environmental or environmental risk 
addressed by this action will not have 
potential disproportionately high and 
adverse human health or environmental 
effects on, low-income or indigenous 
populations. The results of this 
evaluation are contained in section 4.3 
(and all subsections) of the Regulatory 
Impact Analysis for this rulemaking. A 
copy of the Addition of a Subsurface 
Intrusion (SsI) Component to the Hazard 
Ranking System (HRS): Regulatory 
Impact Analysis is available in the 
docket for this action. 

K. Executive Order 12580-Superfund 
Implementation 

Executive Order 12580, section 1(d), 
states that revisions to the NCP shall be 
made in consultation with members of 
the National Response Team (NRT) 
prior to publication for notice and 
comment. Revisions shall also be made 
in consultation with the Director of the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) and the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) to avoid inconsistent 
or duplicative requirements in the 
emergency planning responsibilities of 
those agencies. Executive Order 12580 
delegates responsibility for revision of 
the NCP to EPA. 

The agency has complied with 
Executive Order 12580 to the extent that 
it is related to the addition of a new 
component to the HRS, through 
consultation with members of the NRT. 

L. Congressional Review Act (CRA) 

This action is subject to the CRA, and 
the EPA will submit a rule report to 
each House of the Congress and to the 
Comptroller General of the United 
States. This action is not a "major rule" 
as defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2). 

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 300 

Environmental protection, Air 
pollution control, Chemicals, Hazardous 
substances, Hazardous waste, 
Intergovernmental relations, Natural 
resources, Oil pollution, Penalties, 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
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requirements, Superfund, Water 
pollution control, Water supply. 

Dated: December 7, 2016. 
Gina McCarthy, 
Administrator. 

For the reasons set out in the 
preamble, Title 40, Chapter 1 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations is amended 
as follows: 

PART 300-NATIONAL OIL AND 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 
POLLUTION CONTINGENCY PLAN 

■ 1. The authority citation for part 300 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 33 U.S.C. 1321(d); 42 U.S.C. 
9601-9657; E.O. 13626, 77 FR 56749, 3 CFR, 
2013 Comp., p. 306; E.O. 12777, 56 FR 54757, 
3 CFR, 1991 Comp., p. 351; E.O. 12580, 52 
FR 2923, 3 CFR, 1987 Comp., p. 193. 

■ 2. AmendAppendixA to Part 300: 
■ a. In section 1.1 by: 
■ i. Removing the definition heading 
"Ambient Water Quality Criteria 
(AWQC) and adding "Ambient Water 
Quality Criteria (A WQC)/National 
Recommended Water Quality Criteria", 
in its place; and removing the text 
"maximum acute or chronic toxicity" 
and adding "maximum acute (Criteria 
Maximum Concentration or CMC) or 
chronic (Criterion Continuous 
Concentration or CCC) toxicity." in its 
place; 
■ ii. Adding in alphabetical order the 
definition "Channelized flow"; 
■ iii. Revising the definition "Chronic 
toxicity"; 
■ iv. Adding in alphabetical order the 
definition "Crawl space"; 
■ v. Revising the definitions "Distance 
weight" and "Half-life"; 
■ vi. Amending the definition "HRS 
pathway" by removing the word "soil," 
and adding "soil exposure and 
subsurface intrusion," in its place; 
■ vii. Adding in alphabetical order the 
definitions "Indoor air", "Inhalation 
Unit Risk (IUR)", "Non-Aqueous Phase 
Liquid (NAPL)", "Preferential 
subsurface intrusion pathways", and 
"Reference concentration (RfC)"; 
■ viii. Revising the definition 
"Reference dose (RID)"; 
■ ix, Adding in alphabetical order the 
definition "Regularly occupied 
structures"; 
■ x, Revising the definition" Screening 
concentration''; 
■ xi. Adding in alphabetical order the 
definition "Shallow ground water"; 
■ xii. Revising the definition "Slope 
factor (also referred to as cancer potency 
factor)"; 
■ xiii. Adding in alphabetical order the 
definitions "Soil gas", "Soil porosity"; 
"Subslab", "Subsurface intrusion", 

"Unit risk", and "Unsaturated zone"; 
and 
■ xiv.Revising the definition "Weight
of-evidence". 
■ b. Revising section 2.0; 
■ c. Revising section 5.0; 
■ d. In section 6,0 by revising Table 6-
14; and 
■ e. In section 7,0 by: 
■ i. Revising Table 7-1; 
■ ii. Under Table 7-1, the second 
undesignated paragraph, revising the 
third sentence; 
■ iii. Revising sections 7 .1, 7 .1.1, and 
7.1.2; 7.2.1; 7.2.3; 7.2.4; 7.2.5.1, 7.2.5.1.1 
through 7.2.5.1.3; 7.2.5.2; 7.2.5.3; 7.3, 
7.3.1, and 7.3.2; and 
■ iv, Adding section 7.3.3. 

The revisions and additions read as 
follows: 

Appendix A to Part 300-Hazard 
Ranldng System 

* * * * * 
1. 1 Definitions 

* * 
Channelized flow: Natural geological or 

manmade features such as karst, fractures, 
lava tubes, and utility conduits (e.g., sewer 
lines), which allow ground water and/or soil 
gas to move through the subsurface 
environment more easily. 

Chronic toxicity: Measure of toxicological 
responses that result from repeated exposure 
to a substance over an extended period of 
time (typically 3 months or longer). Such 
responses may persist beyond the exposure 
or may not appear until much later in time 
than the exposure. HRS measures of chronic 
toxicity include Reference Dose (RID) and 
Reference Concentration (RfC) values. 

* * * 

* 
Crawl space: The enclosed or semi

enclosed area between a regularly occupied 
structure's foundation (e.g., pier and beam 
construction) and the ground surface. Crawl 
space samples are collected to determine the 
concentration of hazardous substances in the 
air beneath a regularly occupied structure. 

* * * * 

* 
Distance weight: Parameter in the HRS air 

migration pathway, ground water migration 
pathway, and the soil exposure component of 
the soil exposure and subsurface intrusion 
pathway that reduces the point value 
assigned to targets as their distance increases 
from the site, [unitless]. 

* * * * * 
Half-life: Length of time required for an 

initial concentration of a substance to be 
halved as a result of loss through decay. The 
HRS considers five decay processes for 
assigning surface water persistence: 
Biodegradation, hydrolysis, photolysis, 
radioactive decay, and volatilization. The 
HRS considers two decay processes for 
assigning subsurface intrusion degradation: 
Biodegradation and hydrolysis. 

* * * * 

* * 
Indoor air: The air present within a 

structure, 

* * * 

Inhalation Unit Risk (IUR): The upper
bound excess lifetime cancer risk estimated 
to result from continuous exposure to an 
agent (i.e., hazardous substance) at a 
concentration of lµg/m 3 in air. 

* * * * * 
Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (NAPL): 

Contaminants and substances that are water
immiscible liquids composed of constituents 
with varying degrees of water solubility. 

* * * * * 
Preferential subsurface intrusion pathways: 

Subsurface features such as animal burrows, 
cracks in walls, spaces around utility lines, 
or drains through which a hazardous 
substance moves more easily into a regularly 
occupied structure. 
* * * * * 

Reference concentration (RfC): An estimate 
of a continuous inhalation exposure to the 
human population that is likely to be without 
an appreciable risk of deleterious effects 
during a lifetime. 

Reference dose {RfJJ): An estimate of a 
daily oral exposure to the human population 
that is likely to be without an appreciable 
risk of deleterious effects during a lifetime. 

Regularly occupied structures: Structures 
with enclosed air space, where people either 
reside, attend school or day care, or work on 
a regular basis, or that were previously 
occupied but vacated due to a site-related 
hazardous substance(s). This also includes 
resource structures (e.g., library, church, 
tribal structure). 

* * * * * 
Screening concentration: Media-specific 

benchmark concentration for a hazardous 
substance that is used in the HRS for 
comparison with the concentration of that 
hazardous substance in a sample from that 
media. The screening concentration for a 
specific hazardous substance corresponds to 
its reference concentration for inhalation 
exposures or reference dose for oral 
exposures, as appropriate, and, if the 
substance is a human carcinogen with either 
a weight-of-evidence classification of A, B, or 
C, or a weight-of-evidence classification of 
carcinogenic to humans, likely to be 
carcinogenic to humans or suggestive 
evidence of carcinogenic potential, to that 
concentration that corresponds to its 10- 6 

individual lifetime excess cancer risk for 
inhalation exposures or for oral exposures, as 
appropriate. 

Shallow ground water: The uppermost 
saturated zone, typically unconfined. 

* * * * * 
Slope factor (also referred to as cancer 

potency factor): Estimate of the probability of 
response (for example, cancer) per unit 
intake of a substance over a lifetime, The 
slope factor is typically used to estimate 
upper-bound probability of an individual 
developing cancer as a result of exposure to 
a particular level of a human carcinogen with 
either a weight-of-evidence classification of 
A, B, or C, or a weight-of-evidence 
classification of carcinogenic to humans, 
likely to be carcinogenic to humans or having 
suggestive evidence of carcinogenic 
potential. [(mg/kg-dayJ- 1 for non-radioactive 
substances and (pCiJ- 1 for radioactive 
substances], 
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